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Abstract

Our study focuses on adolescents’ tacit substantive understanding and their attempt to 
make sense of Roman slavery. We studied forty-five Portuguese students distributed by 
three age groups aged 12+, 14+ and 16+ respectively. They were selected from one 
secondary school from the North of Portugal, in the environs of Braga. They all had 
studied, with different degrees of accuracy and depth, the subject of Slavery in Rome.

The main purposes of this study were to map students' tacit ideas on slavery, and to 
detect possible links between students' tacit historical understanding and their empathetic 
understanding of people of the past. To attain those purposes two specific questions 
were formulated: What tacit substantive historical ideas do students evoke when trying 
to understand social practices in the past?, and What tacit substantive historical ideas 
constitute workable generalisations for understanding such practices?

Based on the analysis of data from two interviews and a written test administered to the 
three age groups, we found commonalities and differences in the students' tacit historical 
understanding of slavery (Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview) and in 
their empathetic understanding of Roman slaves' reasons for saving their masters from 
death (Empathy test and Empathy interview). We also determined the students' 
substantive generalisations on some areas of human experience which were evoked to 
understand past people and practices.
Based on commonalities and differences found in the three age groups, we propose a 
systematization that may provide some partial and provisional contributions for the study 
of adolescents' understanding of history.
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Introduction

In contemporary societies, the production of communicative artefacts, either icons, texts 
or sounds, has already reached the industrial phase (Adorno, 1966). The production and 
vulgarisation of these artefacts are now integrated within an industry that holds the 
specific logic and mechanisms of the Market. The process underlying this multiplicity of 
products follows the rules of the Market they are inserted in. "Everything" becomes 
therefore a potential object for the dichotomy of creation/consumption. However, there 
has been no psychological individual commitment corresponding to this process. 
Considering the full range of grammars and contents those communicative products offer, 
we would expect to find a corresponding effort of apprenticeship that would allow for the 
development of individual criticism. However, this is not the case.

The outcome of this society of communication has been crucial towards dismissing 
Unitarian discourses, which Lyotard called "ground-narratives". It has motivated the birth 
of multiple worldvisions concerning the cultures and sub-cultures which were 
underestimated or even ignored so far. It has also provided a plurality of readings about 
the same issue. Furthermore, it has fostered the possibility of regression in time by means 
of recreation with several levels of historical science and fiction. The historical messages 
of Present and Past became rather complex and dubious. They used to be transmitted to 
us by means of a Unitarian discourse, mainly enacted by the Family, the Church and the 
School. The later has been lowering its prestige and effectiveness not only as the 
privileged institution for educational purposes, but also as the only legitimate one for the 
reproduction of knowledge generated by the scientific community.

Media became a new means for the diffusion of scientifc knowledge, increasing their 
autonomy from the other institutional sources. "They (media) impose the acts of 
language, speech and practices with an undeniable authority (...) (Rodrigues, 1990, 

p. 143)" , all of which were traditionally assumed and transmitted by institutions named 
above. The media pervade the society as "acting subjects". This role determines their own 
internal structure as a new social institution of modelling and diffusing knowledge and 
values, and it is explicit in their creation and management, their criteria for thematic 
selection, the content organization of their products, their expressive techniques, and the 
timing of their T h e i r  legitimacy is mainly based upon the need for vulgarisation

of available data to understand the world, converting it to the "nearest village". This
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familiarizing and neighbouring of the world is strictly connected with, and is as a reactive 
answer to, a society which is characterized by the fragmented individual experiences and 
readings of the world.

Assuming the role of "acting subjects", the media establish different degrees of conflict, 
coexistence and occasional agreement with scientific, political, social, and religious 
institutions. The types of relationships they establish will depend on the aims and needs 

of these traditional institutions, when they ascribe to the media the informative, 
entertaining and manoeuvering functions, and particularly when they legitimate the 
temporal opportunity for the manifestation of their power. It was possible, for example, 
to notice clearly the control and restriction upon the function of the media during the Gulf 
War, when the military sphere intentionally allowed the recording and the direct diffusion 
of the attacks.

The legitimacy of the media rests therefore upon their purposes as a specific industry, but 
it also invokes some other arguments from social grounds: education, denunciation of 
situations, the advocacy and defence of social values, entertainment, etc. Working with 
multiple and random times and content discourses, the media become the public's source 
of reality, through the direct or almost simultaneous access to events (wars, accidents, 
elections, festivals, etc) and also through scenic composition processes. This role is 
particularly explicit in the "representations" of present or past events through fictional 
discourses.The boundary between facts and "narratives" is no longer clear. The presence 
or the absence of factual elements is hardly detected. The distinctions between "now" and 
"then", "closeness" and "distance", lose relevance in the process of understanding reality.

In a society where the media and other similar communicative and data resources become 
daily and easily available, there is a need for the students to be enlightened to develop 
their own critical views.

"Uncritical immersion in these well-told (and technically dazzling) tales, 
while perhaps an advance over the alienating history survey text, would be 
dangerous strategy on which to base history instruction, since it simply 
strengthens students' already considerable propensity to accept uncritically 
the media's presentations of the past. Viewing other films whose underlying 
interpretative framework is less congenial to their own, may provide the 
stimulus for students to examine all films -even the mosf"engaging- critically.
If that happens, students can be drawn to a study of other sources of 
information which contribute to a clear understanding of the discrepancies, 
and thence to a deeper understanding of their own historical position. Such a
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scenario suggests a complementarity between popular film and the social 
studies classroom" (Seixas, 1992, p.22).

So, we might ask ourselves: what past or present History did we have access throughout 
school learning in Portugal? Although we have studied a lot of dates, battles, peace 
treaties, revolutions, we seldom learnt about, for example, the nutritional changes, the 
living habits, the way people used to face sexuality, death, feelings, fashions, values... 
Brecht wrote this poem, supporting the need for this knowledge:

" Who built Thebas of the seven gates?
In the books you will find the names of the kings.
Did the kings haul up the lumps of rock?
And Babylon, many times demolished 
Who raised it up so many times?(...)
Even the fabled Atlantis
the night the ocean engulfed it
the drowning still bawled for their slaves (...)
Caesar beat the Gauls.
Did he not have even a cook with him?
Philip of Spain wept when his armada 
went down. Was he the only one to weep? (...)
Frederic the Second won the Seven Years' War. Who 
else won it? (...)

Every page a victory
Who cooked the feast for the victors?
Every ten years a great man.
Who paid the bill?

So many reports.
So many questions.

(Bertold Brecht, "Questions from a worker who reads")

The "storyless" people, the daily life routine, the religions, the ethics, are actually 
undervalued in the Portuguese History curriculum. This selection, asserted and justified 
by the reasssuring Unitarian discourse, seems to fade away nowadays with the 

appearance of the new known local rationalities. Thus, the feelings of ownership and 
uprooting becomes more acute due to the entropic phenomenon of the multiplication of 
themes, resources and historical products we may have at our disposal.

The products of the media step away from the school historiography that is characterized 
by a linear, chronologic and artificial connection. This connection is also characterized by 
the selection of some events and the concealing of others. Hence, students need to 
understand history as a process made of continuities and discontinuities, steps backwards
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and forwards, dominations and fraternities, lives and deaths. The historical fictional 
artefacts carry the advantage of being close to the students' experiences and to their 
common sense knowledge.

Another reason why students tend readily to accept the media historical artifacts is that the 
increase value of the audio-visual language along with the streng^kof the image, enhances 
a new symbolic order, which no long refers to the writing of traditional narratives, by 
diminishing the reading effort which in other circumstances, would be demanded by the 
written object.

Replacing the familiar traditional 'soirees' in which knowledge used to be transmitted 
orally from the old to the young generations, the History that media products offer 
resembles the magnificent travel literature. It is similar in its discourse form and close to 
the contents of oral family narratives: "Once upon a time ...".

Wertsch, 1994 studied this particular issue, examining the problems that may arise:

"Mediational means and their unique, contextualized instantiation or use are 
two ingredients that come together in an irreducible tension in carrying out 
mediated action. Thus, it is neither the case that cultural tools mechanistically 
determine our thinking and speaking about the past nor that we somehow 
produce our representations of the past de novo, "without outside 
interference" (Taylor, 1985), as it were. Both ingredients are inherently 
involved in mediated action, the interaction, or tension between them taking 
on a variety of forms. As is often the case in mediated action, more than one 
mediational means from a "cultural tool kit" (Wertsch, 1991) may be invoked 
when carrying out an episode of mediated action such as producing an 
account of the past. Instead of organizing historical texts around a single 
story line, they may be shaped by more than one, creating a kind of 
"multivoiced" (Bakhtin, 1981) account. The different voices of perspectives 
involved may be woven together in a smooth and coherent way, but in 
many cases their simultaneous presence results in struggles, or conflicts, that 
reflect patterns of power and authority in the sociocultural setting" (p. 324)

Based on their studies, Penuel, W. & Wertsch. J. (1998) concluded:

"We take the results of our study to be an illustration of how users of cultural 
tools can be 'trapped' or 'constrained' by these mediational means. (...) 
While it is true that they had various ways to resist the influence of the 
cultural tools they were employing, our results suggest that the texts they 
generated were heavily influenced by these tools. (...) The major implication 
of all this, of course, is not that we could 'rectify' the situation by 
transcending the use of mediational means. There is no such solution, given 
that human action is basically mediated action. Instead, the implication is that
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by reflecting on, comparing, and criticizing the cultural tools we employ, we 
have a chance of escaping at least some of the traps and constraints they 
otherwise might impose on us."(p.37)

Veyne (1971) has discussed this issue but in another perspective, raising the problem of 
historical writing products and their diffusion. He considered three elements that might 
interfere with it: the weaving of a plot, the historians’ style of writing (academic versus 
aesthetic) and the rules, patterns and scientific schedules that can never be devalued. 
Certeau (1983) questioned the same problem:

"(...) The methodology has always insisted in enrolling, classifying and 
detecting sources rather than in the building of the discourse. The passage 
from the specialized book to the motion picture, to TV movies, novels or 
cartoons, demands a reflection on the existing relationship between the 
professional research work and the historiographic representation' (Certeau, 
in Le Goff, 1983, p.21).

In these new historical resources, fictional and scientific contents are entangled and they 
present different degrees of accuracy, plausibility and coherence. A slide from raw 
information into the final enacted speech is inevitable in these products, either 
documentaries, debates, direct news, etc. If the aimed for objectivity is considered an 
illusion, the authors of fictional historical artefacts only stick to the management of the 
plural subjectivities. The result of this management is an amalgam of scientific, fictional, 
and entertaining languages, out of which the public is supposed to distinguish the 
different protocols.

As a clear example of this situation, I quote a Portuguese writer, Jose Saramago, the 
Nobel Prize 1999, author of several historical novels, e.g. "Baltazar and Blimunda" and 
"The siege of Lisbon". In both books several historical sources were invoked to describe 

the conquest of Lisbon by Afonso Henriques I (1st King of Potugal) from the Arabs, and 
the Portuguese 18th century (the reign of D. Joao IV). Throughout both novels the 
reader is led to become familiar with the epoch and the atmosphere of that past times. If 

we check the curricular contents on the Portuguese 12th and 18th centuries, they only 
give a partial view of political and economic issues. These contents keep the students 
away from the very same familiarity they might feel when reading about the adventure of 
D. Afonso I or Baltasar and Blimunda's love story.

Saramago (1990) reflecting upon the problem of reliability in his historical novels quoting 
Braudel, said:
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"(...) In "The Mediterranean", Braudel wrote:"- history represents nothing 
other than Apermanent questionning of the Past epochs, on behalf of the 
problems, the curiosities, and the misunderstandings and anguishes that 
surrounds us in the Present". (...) We may use the same words when 
speaking about historical novels. History and novel would express nothing 
but that very inquieti'Mcamong men (...) who are stubborn enough to search 
for a permanently misleading Past which lies in the untouchable lightness of 
Time, and which they try to integrate desperately within the Present they 
belong to" (p.2 0 ).

About this issue, Umberto Eco, in "Postille a 'II Nome della Rosa' (1984), referring to 
Manzoni's novel " The fiances", stated:

"(...) Nevertheless, everything that Renzo, Lucia and Frei Cristovan did 
might have happened only in the Lombardy of the XVII century. What the 
characters lived, makes us understand History better (...) The plot and the 
characters are invented, sure, but they tell us about the Italy of that time, 
things that no History book has ever told us so clearly up to now", (p. 62)

The fact that students have several kinds of historical resources at their disposal, creates a 
conflicting process of selection, management and understanding of historical evidence. 
Unfortunately, this conflict is silent and private, rarely audible. The History teacher must 
adopt a different didactic attitude. She should detect the students' tacit substantive 
historical knowledge on each curricular subject in order to develop their awareness of 
such knowledge, as well its interference and coexistence with the historical knowledge 
they learn at school.

Henceforward, the teacher would be able to plan her own teaching performance so as to 
create adequate conditions for negotiation. The critical development of the students would 
therefore be stimulated and based on the differences, contradictions, similarities and 

nuances detected in these two types of historical knowledge. To promote an awareness of 
this meta-knowledge, there has to be a radical change in the school syllabuses, as well as 
in the teaching methods and in the whole of History teacher training.

This study aims to contribute to a deep study about adolescents' tacit substantantive 
understanding of History and its influence on their history learning and to call Portuguese 
teachers' attention to this issue and to develop a different approach to history teaching.

In chapter 1 we will discuss contributions arising from researches into students' tacit 

substantive historical understanding. We will also take into account contributions from 
science teaching research, namely the findings on the characteristics and the persistence
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of "alternative conceptions". We will also discuss the notion of empathy, taking into 
account contributions from research done on the empathetic understanding both from the 
psychological point of view and from the history teaching approach.

In chapter 2 we will present the study, setting out its main purpose, the questions, the 
methodology and the description of the instruments used.

In chapter 3 the results will be analysed by age group. The analysis will cover the 
followings items: the students' tacit substantive historical understanding of slavery, the 
map of substantive ideas on slavery, the students' ideas about slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death.

Chapter 4 will be dedicated to the qualitative discussion of the responses, trying to 
establish the commonalities and differences in students’ ideas on slavery and on Roman 
slaves’ reasons to save their masters from death, and to the explore the students’ 
substantive generalisations about areas of human experience

In chapter 5 we will sum up final conclusions and reflections that progressively 
appeared during the study and that were discussed in the chapter 4. We also intend to 
present some answers to the main questions that framed our study. Finally, we will 
present possible contributions for history teaching and learning and enumerate new ideas 
for future research on this issue.
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1. Tacit substantive historical understanding and 'making sense 
of the past’

Introduction

"We are co-constructors of the personal realities to and from which we 
respond, Rather than just being a passive repertory of sensory experience 
or a mechanical way station for information processing, the organism is 
portrayed as an active anticipatory 'embodied theory'" (Mahoney, 1991,
p.10)

According to this assumption, learning would be the capacity of "constructing" a personal 
representation and also grouping a pre-existent social version of reality. This would be 
used as a tool for reading and interpreting in order to respond to challenges brought by 
encounters with new phenomena or situations and to construct new understanding. To 
learn in this sense implies the accommodation, the modification and the establishment of 
relationships between our previous knowledge and the new knowledge to come.

However, in the school environment, the situation is specific (See next figure). The new 
knowledge (Science) to be learned by children was already constructed by the scientists 
(Ss), and it was already framed and selected by cultural and political criteria used by the 
curriculum planners and textbook authors (Scr). This knowledge is once more 
transformed by each teacher when we adapt the formal curriculum orientations to his/her 
teaching performance in what contents, strategies and activities are concerned (St).

The conceptual framework
(Gilbert, J. K.; Zylbersztajn, A ., 1985, p. 107)

lessoncurriculum

planningplanning
classroom
activities

Ss=Scientist 'science; Scr=curricular science; St=teachers' science; 
Sst= interaction between children's science and 'teachers' science; 
Sch= children's science.



The new meaning to be constructed by the learner depends not only on the students' active 
contribution but also their willingness to confront their own previous conceptions (Sch) 
with the ones presented by the teacher (St). It is necessary to take into account that the 
learning strategies used by the students or provoked through the teachers' mediation (Sst) 

are not confined to processes of substitution of the old meanings by the new ones, or by 
the mere confrontation and acknowledgement of the contrasts between them. The process 
of learning (also) affects the previous knowledge as a whole, modifying its content and 
internal structure, this process affecting the way we might use it later in a new subsequent 
situation, task or problem.

When we used the expression "challenges", we wanted to stress the role of the social 
conditions that may affect students' openness to see learning as a continuous 
(de)constructive process that enables them to look at themselves and at the world in a 
critical and investigative mode. If they do not feel dissatisfaction with their previous 
knowledge they do not change it because they do not feel the need to do so.

1.1 Personal tacit knowledge and understanding
The main research paradigms observed by the natural sciences accepted the existence of 
some propositions as truths, as well the existence of the objective and universal criterion 
to judge truthfulness. The model of scientific rationality that dominated research until the 
middle of the 20th century is going through a crisis. This crisis started with Popper's 
work and went deeper and deeper with Kuhn, Lakatos, Toulmin and others (Chalmers, 
1982). Truth, objectivity and the scientific method were questioned. It is commonly 
agreed that observation is theory-driven but there is no consensus about a conception of 
science. New philosophies argue that science is a creation of the human mind which 
cannot be taken as an absolute truth, but rather as a provisional and the best one available 

at any given time. In the social sciences, the consensus between epistemological 
paradigms has not been achieved. The diversity of conceptions and the absence of 
universal criteria of rationality are defended on the basis of a moderate relativism .

So far as educational settings are concerned, students used to be considered as passive 
recipients, whose main activity was (more or less) to achieve an efficient storage of
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scholarly knowledge provided by teachers. Teaching and learning activities were 
evaluated by the students' learning outcomes focusing on the ability to reproduce that 
knowledge.

After the 70s, there was an increase of studies on the content of students' ideas on science 
topics and concepts (Driver and Easley, 1978; Driver and Erickson, 1983). The studies 
led science education research to identify the characteristics of such ideas. It has been 
shown that students have representations and ideas about several scientific subjects since 
very young, even before formal learning, and which are frequently different from the 
scientists’ knowledge. Osborne & Withrock (1983) state that those representations and 
ideas are ignored or undervalued by the teachers whereas students consider them useful. 
They also state that those ideas may remain with different degrees of functionality and 
efficacy beyond formal learning.

According to Driver (1986), these ideas have internal coeherence for the individuals who 
hold them due to their functional validity tested in experiential contexts. This new way of 
looking at how science is conceptualised and the realisation that students' ideas that differ 
from the accepted ones are not fortuitous mistakes, lead educators to valuing their role in 
learning contexts.

Different trends of research label these ideas diversely: alternative conceptions, 
misconceptions, prior knowledge, social constructs, common sense knowledge, etc. 
Within this study, the expression 'personal tacit knowledge' will be used. Personal tacit 
knowledge is here defined as a set of experiential and idiosyncratic ideas generated 
through the interactions established between personal and social experiences. The tacit 
aspect refers to the fact that the individuals do not recognise that knowledge as coexistent 
and competing with the scientific and formal knowledge.

Claxton (1984) stressed two aspects of this kind of knowledge. The first aspect is the 
intuitive one, based on experiences with a primary level of abstraction. It includes a set of 
conceptual, sensorial and affective schemes, organised by spatial and temporal 
associations. The second aspect, the abstract one, is connected with our linguistic and 
verbal skills. It functions by means of a dialogue between ourselves and the
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environment, in order to find workable explanations to our inner contradictions, 
incongruences and conflicts.

Personal tacit knowledge is organised into a semantic nucleus referring to a specific 
domain where elements such as beliefs, key-concepts, dates, relevant experiences, skills 
and procedures are included. It acts as a personal confirmatory theory in spite of being 
seen by the others as full of incongruences and contradictions. The inevitable gap between 
the practical expectations and the 'real' events may provoke the rising of new meanings 
that interact with the existent ones, acting upon their evolution and re-elaboration.

When persona] tacit knowledge is acquired in rich contexts and when a relevance is 
attributed to it by the individual, then it will be easily recalled and reproduced for 
operational purposes (tasks) in different contexts. The efficacy of recalling and using this 
knowledge may also depend on the level of similarity between the context where it is 
acquired, or experienced, and the situation where it has to be applied. It also depends on 
the degree of (dis)satisfaction with conceptions and explanations on offer, and the 
resulting need for others that may solve personal cognitive conflicts when one wants to 
understand new information.

The change and the evolution of personal tacit knowledge are ruled by a constructive 
relationship between the pre-existent and the new information (Ausubel, 1968). Its 
substantive content changes through the assimilation of the new information with which it 
establishes new relationships that provoke higher or lower re-organizations, either in its 
scope or complexity.

When new information is confronted with this tacit knowledge several situations may take 

place:
-There may be a refusal because the new information is considered as useless, 

unintelligible or too complex;
- People may internalise the new information within their previous semantic 

stmcture, with some slight modifications;
- The internalisation of relevant and meaningful data may provoke changes both in 

the received information and within the previous mental constructs;



- A radical re-organization may take place. Under this specific situation, change 
occurs not only in one or two mental schemes but in a significant part of the personal 
theory.

Within persona] tacit knowledge, two main types of substantive explanations may help 

people understand and deal with themselves and the world around them.

The first refers to metaphysical explanations. They are non-questionable because they are 
based on faith and beliefs. They are always present either explicitly or implicitly, easily 
recalled, because they are grounded on the individual's cultural framework. They are 
lifelong structures which strongly resist abrupt changes. Their persistence may be due to 
people's refusal of scientific explanations as unsatisfactory or too complex to understand. 
Exceptionally, we may experience moments in life that affect our personal theory, extreme 

situations felt as psychologically or emotionally chaotic which demand radical changes, 
thus compelling us to reorganise our system of beliefs and values.

Dupuy (1983) supports the idea that metaphysical explanations never disappear 
completely. Individuals may create new ones that are substantially different from the 
previous ones, or they may create a new personal theory. Nevertheless, it is possible to 
identify the presence of substantive and functional elements slightly similar to the previous 
ones. This author claims that these explanations tend to be "profecies auto-realisateurs" 
(self-fulfilment prophecies) whose function derives from the difficulty of the individual in 
maintaining the necessary distance for self-criticism towards his own beliefs whenever he 

or she in seeks to interpret reality.

Ross & Leffer (1980) suggest a second type of personal conceptions ('scenarios'), which 
they label 'causal explanations/self-verifying beliefs'. These explanations derive from 
concrete personal experiences, leading the individuals to fit them into similar situations or 
adapting them in different contexts. The persistence of these explanations is grounded on 

its circular role of self-reliance and self- feedback.
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1.2 The persistence of personal tacit knowledge
Researchers agree that personal knowledge arises:

"(...) as a result of experience in interacting with the world. Through 
continuous use, they [conceptions] become readily available for interpreting 
events and shaping expectations. When this usage becomes automatic and at 
an unconscious level, we think of the knowledge as procedurally encoded" 
(Hasheweh, 1986, p. 231).

The form it assumes as procedural knowledge, is one of the most important features that 
accounts for its persistence. The experiential base of this knowledge and its frequent use 
make it available for recall, particularly when some of its elements are strongly similar to 
those of the new problem or situation to be understood. A second feature ariseS"(...) 
directly from the fact that they are abstracted through experience with the world is that 
they cannot be completely 'wrong^ but are adequate for certain purposes and for 
interacting with a limited domain of the world" (Hashweh, 1986, p.231). Moreover their 
persistence, "(...) is due to the fact that 'understanding' of a certain situation can occur 
using any of a number of conceptions that seem 'to account for this situation' to use 
Anderson's (1977) terminology, that is, there is no one unique conception that allows us 

to 'understand' a particular situation" (Hashweh, 1986, p. 232).

The persistence of this knowledge is due to several cognitive strategies developed by 
students. Several authors identify some of those strategies in students' accounts:

- When new information confirms the personal tacit knowledge or simply brings 
unknown but useful facts, it is simply integrated without demanding adaptation, selection 
or other strategies. Thus, students might internalise (part of) the new information, with 
modifications particularly related with the quantity of the data. Addition is the most 
frequent strategy underlying the restructuring of arguments for the elaboration of new 

reasonings to support the individuals' tacit knowledge further.

-When a student tries to understand a situation i.e. a segment of reality, the fact of being 
an "open-ended" situation allows tacit knowledge to be evoked for its understanding. The 
process consists of mapping-finding correspondences between the new school knowledge
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and the tacit one. The correspondences may be detected in isolated elements or within 
relations existing in the situation or phenomenon in study. The continuous process of 
mapping-finding stresses both the provisionality and the fragmentary qualities of this 
strategy and the contents of these explanations.

-This leads us to another strategy: to look for confirming evidence to support students' 
tacit knowledge. This is particularly visible when they face contradictory evidence or 
anomalies in the development of their reasoning. Therefore, students search for and only 
accept evidence that confirms their own previous ideas

-In a close relation with the previous strategy, students sometimes reject counter-evidence 
that might contradict their tacit knowledge. This strategy is called biased selection, also 
called confirmation bias. Lorde et. al (1979) showed that individuals who read two 
studies, one supporting their critical position and one opposing it, accepted the supporting 
data while they critically examined the opposing study. Ross and Lepper (1980) consider 
this strategy to be the most significant strategy that accounts for the persistence of beliefs.

-Sometimes, students accept some counter—evidence. Then, they label them as particular, 
i.e. an exception to the rule, boxing them in a parallel file, avoiding the conflicts and the 
contradictions caused by them. This strategy is particularly efficient when tacit knowledge 
is used to formulate generalisations.

-Another strategy is to invent variables beyond the existing ones. This 'creative' addition 
usually reinforces the tacit knowledge or simply facilitates the acceptance of the evidence 
or the anomalies which students are aware of.

-Sometimes students simply do not respond when confronted with new information that 
may be in conflict with their tacit knowledge. This silence maybe is due to over-reliance 
on their tacit knowledge, that they refused to test. This over-reliance acts as a 

psychological block, wall or discriminatory sieve.

Finally, we should remember the external factors that can reinforce the persistence of tacit 
knowledge. We may briefly point out the teachers' beliefs and expectations towards the
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purposes of the teaching and learning processes and their own teaching performance. We 
have to stress that teachers in general, are often not aware of their students' tacit 
knowledge or they see it as 'wrong answers', thus missing their value. Omission is also a 
strong factor which determines the persistence of the students’ personal tacit knowledge, 
as teachers do not usually provide conflict situations intentionally aimed at promoting 
substantive or conceptual change.

Hashweh (1986) presents another reason for the persistence of tacit knowledge that is 

related with the meta-comprehension of the knowledge construction process:

"(...) [the persistence] reflects our failure to teach the scientific methodology 
and epistemology. (...) to examine one's own, as well as others' beliefs 
critically. Many researchers have called attention to the relation between meta
knowledge and performance. The relationships discussed above between 
epistemology and the perseverance of beliefs might partly reflect this meta
knowledge/performance relation; but it might also reflect a meta-meta
knowledge/performance relationship, that is, a conscious knowledge or 
evaluation of one's meta-knowledge", (p.235)

Nevertheless, Solomon (1987), quoting Margaret M ead's ideas on the process of giving 
meaning to experience and on the interchangeability of perspectives, assumes a different 
approach saying:

"(...) Its importance for the present subject of children's common 
interpretations of nature, is that it starts out not from the logical process of 
which science boasts, but from the 'common sense' attitude that relies on 
being able to interchange perspectives and meanings with others. (...) In 
what Schutz and Luckman refers to as 'life world knowing' the essential 
criterion is no longer the internal logic of the explanation but that it should be 
recognised and shared with others. We take it for granted that those who are 
close to us see the world as we do, but, through social exchanges, we seek 
always to have this reconfirmed. This continual reaffirmation of social 
notions makes them very durable and resistant to change. (...) [This 
knowledge] is embedded in the well-socialised structure of life world 
knowledge which is not at all similar to the structure of scientific thought. It 
relies on agreement with others about types of objects and experiences which 
are explicitly context-dependent". (pp. 66-67)

As we have already discussed in the introduction to this work, the process of knowledge 
transmission/sharing that was for a long time the parents and school's prerogative has also
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been taken up by the media. Solomon (1987), in the same article referred to above, calls 
our attention to that:

"Social interaction, whether in the general culture, the peer group, or even, in 
its most tenuous form, via relationship with a television character, is not just 
an additional avenue for learning. Both sociological theory and classroom 
evidence suggest that in socially acquired knowledge exchange of meaning 
and consensus take the place of logical testing, and typification by context 
replaces abstraction and conceptualisation" (p.78)

The existence and the persistence of tacit knowledge were also studied in another specific 
learning situation, in a study that provides relevant ideas to our research.

Lipson (1984), in studying the reading process, states that "(...) our existing knowledge 
structures are seldom so pristine, sometimes we know bits and pieces about a topic. 
Frequently what we know is vague, ill defined, or inaccurate. In particular, young 
readers, with their limited world experience, may have schemata built from fragmented 
information or misinterpretations" (p. 761). In spite of the judgmental tone, the author 
stresses the fragmentary quality of that knowledge, that seems important both for its ready 
recall and for its workability in different situations.

Alverman (1985), referring to Lipson's previous findings (1982; 1983), states

"(...) that they show that children rarely use the text to update their own 
knowledge, especially when that knowledge conflicts with information in the 
text. This ability on the part of students to separate what they consider 
school-related knowledge from the "real world" has been documented before 
(...) Most importantly, teachers who engage students in various types of 
prior knowledge activation activities may find it worthwhile to informally 
access individual students' preconceived ideas about a topic, particularly if 
there is reason to suspect that those ideas may be at variance with the 
information presented in a text. (...) In addition to determining whether 
students possess conflicting or inaccurate information about a particular 
knowledge domain, teachers must also be prepared to show students how to 
make better use of their texts in resolving the conflict" (pp.434-435.).

Johnston (1984) also claims that his study "(...) demonstrates that prior knowledge is an 
important source of test bias. It has been shown that the extent of an individual's prior 
knowledge influences the basic cognitive processes which are involved in reading
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comprehension. It has also been amply argued and demonstrated elsewhere that prior 
knowledge influences the inferences which people make as they comprehend a text" 
(p.236).

To end this brief review on different contributions, Santos (1995) when discussing the 
postmodern knowledge, he argued that it

"(...) tries to rehabilitate common sense, for it recognizes in this form of 
knowledge some capacity to enrich their relationship with the world (...) it 
rests on a world view based on action and on the principle of individual 
creativity and responsibility. (...) It mistrusts the opacity of technological 
objectives and the esoteric nature of knowledge, arguing with the principle of 
equal access to discourse, to cognitive and linguistic competence; it is 
rhetorical and metaphorical; it does not teach, it persuades or convinces. (...)
In Dewey's words, it fuses use with enjoyment, the emotional with the 
intellectual and the practical" (p.47).

We will discuss further the contributions of History researchers to this large issue.

1.3 Students' ideas on History.

There is a long research tradition on students' ideas on history and how they learn it. We 
will discuss the contributions of these findings concerning specifically the influence of 
students' tacit substantive knowledge upon their understanding of people's actions and 
beliefs in the past from their own past point of view .

The initial standpoint of these studies was Piaget' s theory of sequential stages. The 
application of this general theory to the history process of learning creates several debates, 
namely the place of history in the curriculum, which historical concepts and contents 
should be included in the curriculum and which learning skills should be aquired and 
developed by the students.

Coltham, J (1971) studied the development of students' thinking in history through the 
Piaget model. The first conclusion was that when dealing with historical data students had 

more difficulty in thinking hypothetically and deductively than in other disciplines. So, 

according to these first studies the stage of formal operation in history understanding
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would be around the age of sixteen or seventeen. She also stresses the role of the 
reversibility of thought (pre-operational stage). She claims that "(...) the egocentrism or 
unidirectional nature of thinking means that he expects others to understand him, since he 
cannot recognise what non-understanding in another person is and he will repeat the 
words that have not been understood" (p.7). This inability is due, according to this 
author, to the fact that the perception processes are dominant and the mental operations are 

still the naming, labelling (and not conceptualisation) and juxtaposition of data.

In the following concrete stage students start being able to understand others' point of 
view, recognising "...their own contradictions or absurdities and comparing past 
conditions and their own". Then they recognise the impossibility of transfering 
automatically the past to the present conditions. Since they are becoming able to select and 
classify the available material and accept the possibility of different criteria, perception 
starts playing a not so relevant role. Concerning the linguistic domain, as the students' 
vocabulary increases, they start dealing with the polysemous words according to the 
historical actors and situations and their own private meanings.

On the following stage, formal, Coltham (op.cit) recognises that students have the skill to 
imagine possible actions in a certain situation, and to select the most viable and adequate 
one. Underlying this operation there exist the ability to examine and to perform a 
systematic analysis, including not only the operation of analysis itself, but the elimination 
of the hypothesis according to personal plausible criteria. That means that students start 

being able to think about their own process of thinking, following a logical chain of 
reasonings. Coltham (op. cit.) stresses that the use of this multiplicity of reasoning

"(...) can give rise to the kind of idealism which sees all things as possible. It 
transcends reality and fails to distinguish between the individual to think of 
possibilities and the execution of these in the still-existent world of reality.
(...) but can achieve little or nothing unless it decentres from its own 
propositions and takes into account the practical possibilities of a material 
world and real people; it is egocentric as long as it sees only its own 
propositional thinking and does not take into account the effects of its 
proposals on others, that is, consideration of several parts of the situation and 
the relationships between them.", (p. 15.)
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Taking into account these partial conclusions, Coltham (op. cit.) enumerates several 
assumptions that ought to guide the students in their approach to the study of history. 

Firstly, she claimes that as it is impossible to experience the past directly, students use 
analogies to recreate it. The role of imagination and the activation of their tacit personal 
knowledge and experiences play an important role for the understanding of the past. So, 
the study of history depends partly on the students' awareness of the coexistence of this 
'personal history' and the history as subject-knowledge. Furthermore, the students need 

to understand that History is not a sum of facts and that they can be partially and 
intentionally biased by historians, the textbooks' authors and by the teachers.

Another contribution of Coltham is related to the role of curiosity. In spite of considering 
that it might be a self-perpetuating behaviour, curiosity might produce, if supported with 
varied evidence, contradictory situations that might lead students to look for other 
explanations. As their previous knowledge becomes unsatisfactory, learning experiences 
might offer them cognitive challenges and conditions for personal involvement, necessary 
conditions for the existence of conceptual and substantive changes in their reasoning and 
speech. Therefore, Coltham argues that tasks and subjects should not depend on stage, 
age, or the type of class, but must be selected according to the criteria of challenge.

Peel (19-71) also basing his work on Piagetian stage-developmental theory, discusses the 
adolescents' comprehension of historical data. He claimes that 10-15 year old students 
show difficulties in "(...) co-ordinating several factors, in considering alternative 
explanations and in making a comprehensive examination of problems presented by 
archeological remains" (p. 175). In this study, adolescents had to answer - How ? and 
Why? questions. Based on the answers to the first question, he proposed a categorization 
of cognitive development. At the first level, the answers were bizarre, tautological, a- 
historical, revealing misunderstanding; at the second level, the students gave a single 
plausible cause and at the third level, students offered a comprehensive account involving 
more than one imagined possibility and their joint or sequential effect. Considering the 

answers to the second type of question-Why?, he designs four categories:

" ( i ) Historical and perceptually dominated answers- failure to grasp the 
essential features of the problem-little sense of cause and effect (...) ( ii ) A 
sense of time but still largely perceptual and offering non-realistic or
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phenomenistic explanation (...) ( iii ) A single primary cause (...) but no 
reference to secondary causes (...); ( iv ) Imaginative connected examination 
of the sequence of primary and secondary causes" (pp. 176-177).

He concludes that " we may expect immature answers from pupils as old as 15 years of 
age, when they use archeological material" (op.cit.p.177).

Another subject he studied was the role of the imagination and inference on the 
understanding of history. Where the imagination of several possible explanations is 
concerned, Peel (op.cit.) found an increase in the 13-15 age group. Nevertheless, the 
ability to eliminate alternative explanations for the problem being studied is a quality, he 
says, that appears later in adolescents.

With regard to inference, his results showed

"(...) that a sustained deductive argument from the hypothesis implied in the 
questions in terms of the complex series of events (...) is only possible in 
mid- and -end adolescence. (...) What emerges is a development from a 
dependence upon purely descriptive thinking to the beginnings of 
explanation, first in terms of one explanation only but leading finally to a 
more comprehensive and prolonged argument based on several possibilities 
and involving their selection and rejection where appropriate. All indicate the 
significance of the ages between 13 and 15 years for the promotion of the 
most mature modes of thinking." (pp. 185-186)

Booth (1980) questions the use of a predetermined framework of cognition concerned 
with deductive thinking for assessing thinking in history. Criticising projects based on 
Piaget's theory, he contends that future studies should be concerned with the description 
of the existing cognitive and affective elements in this thinking rather than its evaluation in 
terms of a predetermined framework. Quoting several contributions, he synthesises the 

followings arguments:

"(..) [they] question the whole notion of child's intellectual development 
passing through "an invariant hierarchy of stages" with the sucessful 
negotiation of one stage being the successful "prerequisite for the optimal 
development of the next"; (...) a considerable number of studies have cast 
such doubts on the integrity of the stage that the term has become almost 
meaningless. (...) they suggest an alternative model in which the search for a
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general framework of cognition is abandoned and the emphasis is upon the 
location of cognitive structures within specific content domains." (p.246).

As far as history learning is concerned he states in the same article:

"It can be claimed, therefore, that historical knowledge and the thinking it 
demands have certain distinct features, that is concerned with the winnowing 
of evidence and the creation of a true, narrative account of events which have 
actually occured (Rogers, 1979). To assess this by means of an a priori 
framework evolved in the first instance from children's language and thinking 
when dealing with problems in the natural sciences where the evidence was 
"all in", would seem misguided; what is needed is an analysis of children's 
thinking in terms of the discipline's particular knowledge form" (p.247).

On the basis of his own research done with boys and girls aged fourteen plus, some 
conclusions emerged. Firstly, a majority of them were able to think in a creative, 
inferential and synthetical mode. Secondly, this achievement depended on discussion 
time, personal experience and verbal ability and not so much on maturity, general 
intelligence and social background.
He also emphasises the role of evidence and the need for a structured teaching and 
methodology, reinforcing the role of the teacher. His study also further stresses the 
interrelationship between the type of learning activities and the content. Therefore, he 
thinks that there should exist an interchange of ideas rather than the imparting of 
information by the teacher.

Thus, as regards teachers, Booth (op.cit.) advocates that they should focus their attention 
on

"(...) the elements of historical thinking such as knowledge, concepts, 
cognitive skills, empathy, interests, personal experience- and the ways in 
which these can be woven together to produce an adductive historical 
thought. To do this they have to abandon the assumption that formal 
operational thinking is not obtainable before the mental age of 16:5 and that 
qualitatively it is superior to the preceeding stages. Instead, the eight-year- 
old's historical understanding can be considered in its own terms: genuine 
historical thinking which is more limited than the older pupil's but 
comparable and equally valid." (p.256).
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In a non-explicit way, he is supporting the view that it is necessary to identify and value 
students' personal knowledge about a specific historical subject.

Shawyer, Booth & Brown (1988) question the use of a priori framework of cognition 
when historical thinking is concerned. Nevertheless, they recognise that the levels of 
understanding that Shemilt proposed (1980), provide teachers a methodological and 
substantive standpoint that allows them to guide students towards a more developed and 
accurate understanding of history. This acceptance is assumed, because Shemilt's levels

"(...) do not provide either an absolute hierarchy of conceptual understanding 
or a description of stages by which development must proceed, but they do 
emphasise the point that understanding is not an all or nothing affair. (...) He 
does, however, point out how crucial it is for the teacher to recognise and 
reward partial understanding, because the development of historical 
understanding generally follows a progression from one erroneous idea to a 
less erroneous idea." (p.214)

In spite of agreeing with Sansom (1985) and Novak & Gowin (1984) as to the need to 
detect students' previous understanding of concepts such as cause or substantive 
concepts, Shawyer, Booth & Brown (op. cit.) consider that "(...) it would be hard to 
overemphasise the importance of listening to pupils but devising diagnostic exercises is a 
difficult and time-consuming business (...) [making] heavy demands on teacher time in 
assessing all the evidence which they provide about their pupils' understanding" (p.216). 
Nevertheless, they recognise that if teachers do have that information on students' 
previous knowledge, they would be more able to design their teaching sequences, 
promoting students' progress to a more accurate and sophisticated level of historical 
understanding. We would add that if teachers invest their time on this information 
gathering, they will also be able to create activities where there is an explicit conflict 

between their tacit substantive knowledge and the historical evidence.

Knight (1989) brought up another subject for the discussion of children’s understanding 
of people in the past: ‘the familiar content’ and the efficacy of learning. He argues:

"This complication of the common sense assumption that familiar material 
will prompt more sophisticated thinking complements the pilot study data 
which showed that some unfamiliar topics proved much harder than others,
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even when variables such as the length, structure and content of the task were 
controlled. (,..)Moreover, since the view of history underlying this research 
is that it is a study of people in different cultures, then it could further be 
argued that these children could try and understand people of distant places 
(...), as well as people from nearer places whose cultures contrast with the 
child's and who are not be known at first hand".(pp.217-218)

According to students’ responses (op.cit), he claimes that

"(...) children accepted the premise that people, in the Past as in the present, 
deploy situated rationality so that their actions are in principle intelligent. 
However, the children’s reasoning reflected the well-known fundamental 
attribution error, that people’s actions stem from their personalities, with little 
attention being paid to situational factors. In this respect, they explained the 
actions of the people in the past and in the present in the same ways. (...) 
[and] the key distinction, then, is not between past and present but between 
people known at first hand and those known indirectly." (p.31)

It is not clear what he meant for ‘known’ directly or indirectly. Even considering both 
possible meanings, studied, through living experiences, the point is that students in their 
attempt to understand the people in the past consider concurrently different types of 
sources. For them, it seems that the sense of familiarity is the main crierion, and within 
this category they interiorize all information either formally acquired [at school] or lived in 
situations they think similar or with some resemblance, belonging to their cultural 
heritage, or mediated through artefacts such movies, books, etc.

In a further reflection Knight?quoting Cooper (1992) writes:

"(...) she showed that primary school children could make inferences from 
sources and they they could say whether these inferences were very likely to 
be correct, possibly correct, or merely speculation (...) Through interrogating 
such sources, children came to see something of the perspectives of people in 
the past, appreciating their viewpoint, so that ‘historical imagination develops 
through making valid suppositions about how things were made and used in 
the past" (p. 136).

Then, (1996) he advocates several principles on which history teaching should be 

grounded, such as:

"(...)there should be an emphasis on social history, rather than on politics,
(...) broad notions of what life was like should take priority over a concern
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for detail; (...) children should build up such pictures through engagement 
with primary sources, which will often take the form of artefacts, pictures, 
photographs and films as well as edited extracts from written sources; (...) 
story is important, especially where the story is then the subject of 
discussions that raise issues about its plausibility and about different points 
of view; (...) a variety of methods should be used to encourage children to 
‘put themselves in the shoes’ of people in the past (...)" (pp.27-28)

We claim that students should also be questioned and become aware of their own tacit 
knowledge in parallel with the discussion of the sources available in the classroom. 
Moreover, this didactic attitude should be adopted to promote the construction of correct 
inferences necessary for the understanding of people of the past's perspectives.

Barton, K.C. (1996) was also interested in studying students' historical thinking, 
including the kinds of knowledge they brought with them to school, the social context in 
which they had developed their ability to take the perspective of people in the past, and 
their understanding of historical causation. He (op.cit.) develops a study with students in 
fourth and fifth grade classrooms. This study focuses on one aspect of their thinking- their 
tendency to simplify and distort information into a narrative form. Discussing its results he 
claimed that

"(...) people use an idealized mental story grammar- consisting of setting, 
protagonist, and goal-directed behaviour, for example- in understanding and 
recalling narratives. Both children and adults are more likely to remember 
stories that conform to such an ideal structure, they better remember elements 
that have a central (especially causal) significance in a story, and they 
restructure information when retelling stories in order to make it conform 
more closely to an ideal structure" (p.69).

Concerning the issue of narrative comprehension and the recall issue he also finds th a t" 
people better remember stories that conform to an ideal plot structure" (p.69). This ideal 
plot is based on selective criteria such as the familiarity with the context, characters and 

reasons suggested by the situation. “They thought of history as involving a very limited 
set of people and events, and they collapsed lengthy and complicated historical processes 
into short times frames and simple narratives" (p.70). Reflecting on the implication of 
these identified narrative features on the instructional setting, Barton (op.cit.) presents 
three ways how the narrative may affect the understanding of a historical situation:
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"Students also distorted history by thinking of it in terms of uniform, linear 
progress (or sometimes decline) . They thought that nearly every aspect of 
life has improved over time, and failed to perceive either the diversity of 
images that might characterize any given moment in history or the possibility 
that some historical developments may not have propceeded in a single 
direction (...) Failure to recognize this diversity compromises students' 
ability to understand the interaction of people with different experiences. (...) 
students significantly distorted history when they simplified it into a narrative 
of limited proportions. Their understanding of the past included only a few 
essential characters and events, which they collapsed into a minimal spatial 
and temporal expanse and credited with having brought about monumental 
changes." (pp.72-73)

Then, he advocates that teachers

"(...) should explicitly call attention to the reasons for change over time, and 
should emphasize the connection between changes in different aspects of 
society- the ways that economic systems lead to particular inventions or 
patterns of distribution, or the social and technological effects of warfare, or 
the political consequences of social movements. In addition, teachers need to 
give students the opportunity to examine the ways in which the worldview of 
people in the past differed from their own. By seeing that people made 
choices consistent with their own values and conceptions of society, students 
should be less likely to assume that they simply hadn't "figured it out yet"." 
(pp.73-74).

Recalling science reseachers' conclusions that show that students' alternative conceptions 
are persistent in the face of formal scientific explanations, he also advises, if teachers want 
to promote an actual change in understanding, they "(...) first need to prod students to 
become dissatisfied with their current conceptions. (...) Creating this kind of conceptual 
conflict demands that students encounter situations that directly contradict their preexisting 
ideas (...) " (p.75). This position is supported by the results of his study that confirms 
that

"Students' family and social backgrounds clearly influence their 
understanding of the nature and purpose of history (...) and this conceptual 
ecology must be considered as carefully in history as in science. The present 
study indicated that students are most likely to move beyond their narrative 
misconceptions when they had access to relevant evidence from their own 
experience" (op. cit., p-75).
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Seixas (1997) brings up another aspect of this broad issue. In his study of historical 
significance with upper high students (11th grade), he states that

"In different ways, each student risked a problematic choice: either building a 
significant past around his or her particular concern or adopting the 
authoritative grand narratives while relegating self and family to the margin 
outside of "really" significant history (...).This study would raise the issue of 
historical significance as an explicit component of history instruction. 
Questions of curriculum selection, textbook construction, historical 
interpretation- the meaning of "history" itself- all hinge on the question of 
significance. Explicit discussion of historical significance, in the context of a 
substantive course in history, would provide students with a much needed 
conceptual tool to assist in their understanding of the past. " (p.27)

Underlying the possible answers to these questions, there is the need to investigate in 
depth what kind of knowledge students internalise and invoke when they try to match 
their tacit substantive knowledge to the knowldege of those grand scientific narratives.

Hallden, O. (1986) has specifically studied pupils' alternative frameworks in learning 
history and he found evidence that "(...) pupils are primarily interested in historical 
descriptions only in so far as the actions of individuals are in the centre and which they 
see as being self-explanatory".(p.54). He quotes one teacher that had co-operated in his 
study saying that the students are first interested in the story and they tend "to seek 
explanations of historical events exclusively in the actions, reactions, and intentions of 
individuals or individualised phenomena" (p.62).

On the basis of his findings, he claims that it is possible "(...) to uncover a consistent 
pattern behind the answers that reflects the pupils' conceptions of explanation in history, 
at least as they come into play in the classroom on lessons we have studied" (p.63). He 
also states that when students seek "a historical explanation using evidence for 
constructing a coherent and continuous picture that makes sense", they "(...) do not seek 
such coherent wholes and one difficulty they face is to see what sense can be made of a 

particular set of facts" (p.64).

Hallden (1988) confirmes that students, in their attempts at explaining a historical 
phenomenon, sought it "exclusively in the actions, reactions, and intentions of individuals



or individualised phenomena" (p.l32).This focus is reinforced in his later study (1993).
He recognises that

"Some of them also speculated about what the driving forces for human 
beings are, thus taking for granted the significance of the individual for 
historical change. (...) The pupils resort to the view that history is composed 
of an immense number of events where no order can be found except the 
personal. Studying history, then, is to get in touch with people of former 
times, trying to understand their thoughts and dreams and their conditions of 
life" (pp.321-322).

Thus, he concludes that

"(...) it also seems reasonable to talk about alternative frameworks at 
different levels. At one level, we are dealing with beliefs about specific 
concepts and phenomena presented in the instruction; at another level, a meta 
level, we are dealing with the set of beliefs that can be defined as the sum 
total of beliefs which determine what kind of questions can be meaningfully 
asked in the realm of a specific topic. (...) According to this and to the 
discussion of levels in the alternative framework above, it is reasonable to 
argue that learning is not a linear process which proceeds from small bits of 
information towards a coherent whole nor is it vice versa; instead learning 
should be regarded as a compounded process where the cognitive activity 
oscillates between interpretations of isolated bits of information and 
reflections about a coherent whole" (op cit. p.324).

Hallden (1994) continues to support the same claim saying that

"If we identify an alternative frame of reference at a meta level, the students' 
difficulties and the consistency in their answers are actually reasonable. If 
such a meta level is defined as the sum total of beliefs that determine what 
kind of questions can be asked in the realm of a specific topic, this level 
constitutes a context for interpretation that makes some interpretations of data 
possible and others impossible. (...) Thus, it appears that, in instruction, if 
we persist in presenting data intended to be interpreted within a context not 
realized by the students, we are bound to fail. The instructional problem, 
then, is how to help learners to the desired interpretation of data without 
having access to the context for interpretation which is required.(...) Related 
to our discussion, this means that reflection ought to be stimulated both at the 
level of the data information and at the level of the conceptual framework." 
(pp.43-44)
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McKeown & Beck (1990) undertook a study of what they call 'students' background 
knowledge', meaning, the knowledge students bring to their study just before they study 
the subject in school. "The purpose of investigating fifth graders' knowledge was to learn 
what relevant knowledge they acquired from incidental sources, such as reading, 
television discussions with adults, and general references to the period that exist in 
American society." (p.690) They contextualise their study saying that it

"(...) derives from a view of students as active constructors of meaning, who 
reorganise incoming information based on their prior knowledge and other 
individual factors. This emerging perspective is concerned with the mental 
lives of learners; its goals include understanding how to foster students' 
abilities to organize what they learn and relate it to previous knowledge." 
(P-691)

Their hidings (ibidem) supported the idea that

"A striking feature is that students more often did respond, even though, as 
the data indicate, their knowledge was often vague, disorganized, or 
inaccurate. The character of the responses was that students seemed to be 
diligently calling on what they knew in order to respond. The way that 
students responded suggests that, even before any formal instruction in 
history takes place, the accumulation of informal exposures to historical 
information available in American society enables them to derive a sense that 
events from the past influenced the development of their country. (...) As 
students were being interviewed, they appeared willing to call forth their 
knowledge and put it together in ways that seemed logical to them. " (p.720)

In respect the teachers' role they claimed that

"The state of students’ knowledge as revealed in this study underscores the 
importance of teachers' hand in arranging instruction to align with the 
understanding students have when they begin instruction. (...) The amount 
and quality of students' prior knowledge must be a fundamental consideration 
in the development of instruction.(...) The design of the instruction must 
consider not only that knowledge students lack, but also the character of the 
knowledge they already have and the role it may play in representations of 
new information. Attention needs to be given to what confusions are likely, 
both the confusions students may enter with and those that seem prevalent 
after instruction. Students may be unable to replace misconceptions with 
correct information- indeed they may not even be aware of the 
misconceptions they hold- unless misconceptions are explicitly discussed and 
contrasted with accurate conceptions. " (pp. 721-722)



Finally , they warn of the danger that

"As instruction is now presented in current elementary social studies 
texbooks, students seem to acquire bits and pieces of information. Without a 
focus to what is learned, these bits and pieces compete for attention, and 
students have no way to judge their value, role, or appropriateness for the 
overall topic and no guidance for to how to integrate prior knowledge with 
what is presented. (...) If students could be helped to combine pieces of 
relevant information and draw relationships among them, irrelevant or 
innacurate information might be more easily recognized by the students 
because of its ill fit to the story they are putting together." (pp.722-723)

McKeown & Beck developed a later study (1994) whose main focus is on understanding 
the nature of the reading process, with emphasis on its interaction with the readers' 
knowledge, and characteristics of texts that promote or hamper comprehension.
They conclude that

"The concern is that the history curriculum is mostly text based, and the 
textbooks are not serving the students well. Under normal reading 
circumstances, we see students applying more of their ability to circumvent 
deep use of the text than to grapple with its contents and use it to build a 
representation of historical sequences and concepts.(...) What young history 
learners are getting in their lessons does not seem to be preparing them to 
evaluate the content of historical material, to be aware of and make decisions 
about various perspectives involved, and to construct a balanced 
representation of what is reported " (p.20)

Then, they suggest that for building effective historical experiences it is necessary "(...) to 
provide opportunities to reflect upon the ideas being presented, and for students to 
construct their own meaning from the material (...) That is, for learning to take place, 
meaning must be present, and meaning is created only when the learner has an active role 
in making sense of information " (p.22). In order to attain that, students should be 

provided "(...) with materials that promote their making sense of the ideas and events 
portrayed and be allowed opportunities to reflect on the information and to seek answers 

to questions as they arise, they may come to own what they learn" (pp.23-24). Recalling 
their previous finding, we may add that in this meaning-making process the students' 
prior knowledge should be also present and confronted.



Wood & Holden (1997) also developed a study whose purpose was to elicit the prior 
knowledge and understanding of students on Romans. They claim that

"(...) younger children often drew randomly on their past experience, 
including both factual and fictional knowledge. (...) Nevertheless some were 
able to use their knowledge to make informed suggestions. With the older 
children, it was apparent that their knowledge was more organised and they 
were able increasingly to draw upon relevant information both from their 
home and school-based experience" (p. 10).

They conclude that

"(...) young children use naive theories as a basis for making sense of new 
experiences. These theories become more sophisticated and organised 
according to age and ability. Hence some eleven year old children had poor 
retrieval and memorisation skills, which limited their ability to use their prior 
knowledge in a new context, whereas in contrast some seven years old were 
able to make informed suggestions, thus demonstrating their emerging 
understanding of key concepts" (p.l 1).

Reflecting on teaching approaches, they claimed that teachers "(...) needed to provide 
opportunities for eliciting prior knowledge, consolidating children's understanding and 
extending their learning. (...) without teacher intervention, the child's misconceptions 
would have remained fixed. (...) Children need time and opportunities to discuss their 
ideas and make connections with their prior knowledge and experience in the quest for 
historical understanding" (p. 12).

Pendry et al. (1997) investigated the same subject, looking for answers to the following 
question: "What sort of ideas about history do secondary school pupils bring with them to 
the classroom?". Acknowledging that there are few studies in this area, their data "(...) 
suggest something of the potential complexity and sophistication in the thinking of some 

pupils, the values and the beliefs that pupils hold about the past, the sorts of 
misconceptions that some may bring to their lessons, the inconsistency in the thinking of 

many and the enormous diversity amongst pupils" (p. 18).
They did several small studies focusing on several historical subjects, e.g. the World War 
I, World War II and North American Indians. In spite of recognising that the idiosyncratic
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approach is lost because they have concentrated their research efforts on the common 
ideas, they present the following findings:

"A very common phenomenon in pupils' thinking about World Wars I and II 
was its Anglocentric focus (...) The diverse ways in which this perspective 
revealed itself suggest that something of the complexity of the term 
preconception- pupils seemed to be referring to what they regarded as facts 
about the war, but in so doing revealed both their misconceptions about what 
actually happened, as well as a set of values and attitudes about the history of 
wars. (...) Another characteristic (...) was its diversity, with some revealing 
sophisticated and accurate existing knowledge about the causes, course and 
consequences of war, whilst other were unable to distinguish between the 
two world wars. (...) [the responses] seemed to us to suggest something 
about the way in which historical knowledge for some pupils consists of a 
series of not necessarily related pieces of information. (...) Although it may 
be that some pupils are not concerned with what we might interpret as a lack 
of coherence in their thinking, other pupils seemed to be searching for a 
resolution to what they recognised as a gap in their understanding" (pp. 19- 
20)

They also present findings relating to oral versus written skills issue.

"(...) We believe there was evidence of the pupils' language skills either 
masking their historical understanding or, conversely, suggesting 
understanding where none existed. (...) It certainly seemed that pupils were 
most fluent in expressing their ideas if they could do this orally, or at least in 
response to pictorial stimulus material, rather than in writing or in response to 
a written stimulus" (p.20).

Concerning the sources of preconceptions, they name primary school education and the 
media, particularly television, and the family.
Finally, they express some implications for teaching and learning processes. These 
authors advocate that teachers should consider pupils’ prior knowledge which is not 
easily modified by formal instruction. The teacher's main task is to call upon that 
knowledge and to integrate it within classrom instructional contents and strategies.

Other types of contributions came from authors that name fictional books as one of the 
sources of students' prior knowledge. Levstik (1990) was one of these authors. She 
studied the role of literature in helping children to handle perenial human dilemmas and 
choices. To support her standpoint she quotes Egan (1983) that "suggests that a
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grounding in story, with its emphasis on human responses to historical events, is the 
beginning of historical understanding. Narratives do more than allowing a reader to look 
into other lives. It also shapes those lives, and embeds them in a culture." (p.849). In 

other words, that is the same position that Umberto Eco (1984) claimed in his book 
"Postille a 'II nome della rosa'" we quoted in our introdution. In support of her argument 
Levstik explains:

"In a historical novel the author holds a magnifying glass up to a piece of 
history, providing humanizing details often left out by broad survey history 
texts. The reader finds out how people felt about history, how they lived their 
daily lives, what they wore, how they spoke. These details are an integral 
part of the transcultural messages (...), but details are not, of course, the 
whole message. Rather, the author organizes details to further the narrative. 
Kermode (1980) calls this the 'arbitrary imposition of truth' " (p. 849)

Levstik suggests that this notion leads teachers to pose the following question: " How can 
teachers mediate between child and text so that children move toward more mature 
historical understanding?" (p.849) . In her studies, she highlights the idea, similar to 
Hallden's (1988, 1989, 1993), that:

"Older elementary students, in particular, associated themselves very strongly 
with characters in historical fiction and biography. (...) The corollary of this 
interest in human behaviour seems to be the children's expressed "need to 
know". One of the most striking features of children's response to historical 
literature in each of these studies was the frequency with which they 
explained their interest in historical topics in terms of "needing to know" 
about a topic, of wanting to learn "the truth", or "what really happened""
(p.850)

Furthermore, none of the students analysed questioned the author' s correctness of 
interpretation. It seemed that they value "(...) the 'truthfulness' of the historical fiction and 
use it as the standard against which other information was measured." (p.851)
She concludes th a t" It would seem important in the development of any mature historical 
understanding that learners see history as a human enterprise made up of interpretation 
and subject to revision." (p. 852), and suggests that the structure of narrative may 
challenge students to consider history as a discipline in a continuous process of 
construction but also a place where people had actually lived. Then, the teachers' role 

should be to provide multiple sources of evidence, to mediate their cognitive conflict
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through students' oral interaction among peers. " It is putting one's own time and place 
into a broader perspective and seeing oneself as making choices that are, cumulatively, 
historic" (p.852)

Green (1994) brings another perspective to this issue. In his study on how written tasks 
affect the contribution of historical meaning from sources developed with juniors and 

seniors enrolled in a advanced course in social history, he focus his attention on "(...) the 
ways students structure information in creating a text from other texts, the extent to which 
they are willing to include their own ideas, and the kinds of rhetorical moves they make as 
authors" (p. 138) The construct of authorship within his study is crucial, because it

"(...) can provide a critical referent for understanding what is involved as 
students attempt to establish their own intellectual projects by adapting 
information from sources and prior knowledge and restructuring meaning.
Here restructuring may entail supplying new organizational patterns not 
found in the sources, appropriating information as evidence to support an 
argument, and making connections between prior knowledge and source 
content to create a novel text. A sense of authorship can afford students 
opportunities to understand the extent to which the process of selecting, 
arranging, and sequencing ideas are intimately related to the beliefs and 
values that guide one's thinking and to the problems posed within history"
(p. 138)

The tasks he proposed in his study were a report and an essay on solving a problem. One 
of his hypotheses was that students who were invited to solve a problem would use more 
information from prior knowledge than the students asked to write a report based on 
reading the sources. His findings show that the proportion is not significantly different. 
They did equally appeal to authorities (selected historians' works) and to their own ideas.

Finally, when making explicit the implications of his study, he advocates that

"(...) researchers might investigate the relationship between prior knowledge 
and the transformation readers and writters perform as they select, add 
information in strategic ways, and restructure information.(...) An equally 
important concern is how writter' s strategic knowledge (i.e., goals, 
strategies and awareness) motivates these kinds of transformations." (p. 166)

So far as the teachers' role is concerned he also proposes that
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"If students are to make a contribution as authors, we can help them to weigh 
options in setting goals, to use strategies appropriately and flexibly, and to 
monitor the appropriateness of their choices and decisions in a given 
situation. These strategies include knowing how to establish a scholarly 
project by placing one's own ideas amid what others have said, citing 
sources as both intellectual and touchstones, and justifying one's decisions in 
determining what is important. Of course, students need to have 
opportunities to develop the thinking skills historians value as well. It is one 
thing to get students to "absorb" information about a given set o ^  issues, 
(cf.Wilson & Sykes, 1989). It is quite another to engage students as active 
participant in their learning as authors who need to think critically about what 
they read, integrating information from different sources with their own 
knowledge, and structure their work in ways that adhere to certain habits of 
mind in history." (p. 166)

Cooper (1992) undertook a study with primary school children in which she analyses the 
relationship between their capacity to interpret evidence and the development of historical 
imagination and empathy.

Based on her findings she valued the interpretation of evidence as the process through 
which students try to explain the points of view of people of the past. In this process, 
students elaborate increasingly "(...) valid suppositions about how things were made and 
used in the past and so considering what they may have meant to people at time, and this 
is the vehicle through which historical empathy may develop".(p. 136). The results of her 
study suggests that young pupils are not confined to repeating facts, but they are able to 
deal with historical problem-solving.

As far as types of evidence are concerned, she claims that students' response level

"(...) depends, not on the level of abstraction of the evidence, but on the 
language, on concepts and on argument, because remains of the past are only 
evidence to the extent that they can tell us about the people who made and 
used them. Children need to experience physical evidence, and to learn to 
discuss it, if it is to have meaning for them. They are able to transfer this 
process to new evidence, and to more abstract evidence." (p. 147).

As to learning activities, she (op. cit.) advocates, like other authors, the use of discusssion 
in small groups in order that children can develop argumentative strategies when



explaining and defending their own ideas. This (de)constructing process creates learning 
situations where they may gradually acquire the notion o^ plausibility, validity and a 
common historical language.

As is shown in the previous pages, there is a persistent concern on the part of researchers 
to study students’ ideas on history. Different perspectives as well as purposes and 
methodologies have been taken in their studies. The contributions of these authors are 
spread over different domains of history learning and over the development of different 
historical skills, as well. Nevertheless, it is possible to detect some common assumptions 
among them.
First, they all acknowledge that students use a personal tacit substantive historical 

knowledge when they try to understand the people of the past.
Secondly, the source of this tacit knowledge is all the information which results from the 
contributions of the family, school, media artifacts and the socio-cultural framework. 
Thirdly, they also recognise that this knowledge, which they label differently, influences 
the formal learning of history, independently of the tasks and types of evidence teachers 
provide in their classrooms.
Finally, they underline the need for teachers to uncover what knowledge students have 
and consider it as an initial standpoint from which their didactic decisions should emerge. 
In the following pages, we are going to focus on the contributions of authors who studied 
childrens’ understanding of the past and the role of historical empathy in their attempts to 
make sense of it.

1.4 Empathy and rational understanding
Studies of psychology offer the best indicators that the concept of “empathy” can be given 
several meanings such as ‘cognitive role-taking’, ‘fantasy’, ‘person perception’, ‘social 
perspective-taking’, social intelligence’, etc. In general all the studies appear to be attached 
to social psychology, psychottfirapy, and counselling.

Knight (1989) still recognise that (...) there is a prevalent view, that “empathy is a 
vicarious emotional response to the perceived emotional experiences of other” and the 

ability to share the feelings of others” (p.41). In his review, Knight (op.cit.) lists the 
meanings of this notion that several authors on school history have used. “To Coltham &
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Fines empathy was the ‘power of entering into another’ s personality... imaginatively 
experiencing his experience’ (1971, pp.7-8), to Ross it is ‘the emotional response’ (1986, 
p.8); to HMI ‘ a sense of empathy’ meant being ‘able to imagine oneself within a certain 
situation and thus feel sympathy and understanding for the situation’ (DES, 1983, p. 74)” 

(p.44). Sutherland (1986) takesempathy almost as an equivalent to historical imagination 

as well as Boddington (1980) does. Shemilt (1984) describes empathy as the disposition 
for trying to understand and explain others’ actions.

Some of the authors referred to on previous pages also have also contributed to the 
discussion of empathy in historical understanding. Nevertheless, in this section we will 
focus on the most relevant contributions on this issue.

Shemilt (1984) in this text also discusses several definitions and particularly Collingwood’ 
s position. Later, when he accepts “(...) the convenience of the distinction between 
empathetic construction and conditional/ causal explanation, the claim that empathetic 
construction of social meanings and elaboration of ‘models of mind’ count as historical 
explanations” (p.47) he claims that several assumptions and procedural rules must be 

observed.

"(...) (a)The perspectives of the past are likely to differ from those of the 
present, (b) We share a common humanity with people of the past. (c)Past 
‘forms of life’ are genetically connected to the historian’s own. (d)People of 
the past behaved rationally.
(...) while no procedures can guarantee the sufficiency of any one empathetic 
explanation, it is possible to advance the criteria of coherence, consonance, 
efficiency and parsimony." (pp. 47-48)

Based on the examination of 15-year old adolescents as a part of Schools Council Project 
History 13-16 (Shemilt, 1980) he proposes five stages of adolescent construction of 
people in the past: -Stage I: dry bones and a sense of superiority; Stage II: assumption of 
shared humanity and routine stress on motives; Stage III: everyday empathy applied to 
history; Stage IV: historical empathy and Stage V: empathetic methodology.
But as he says, "this is only half the story". "(...) we would expect adolescent ideas 
about empathetic explanation, about what may and may not be explained by reference to 
meanings and intentions, to be closely linked to ideas about causal explanation. " (p.55).
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He finds out that adolescents use "(...) two distinct languages: the personal language of 
meaning and intention and the more analytical language of cause and effect- without 
seeming to be aware that these languages attach to separate, if related, modes of 
explanation." (pp.55-56). Then, he proposes five stages of adolescents’ construing 
historical narrative: Stage I: dissociation of actions and events; Stage II: a superordinate 
fate; Stage III: teleological explanation; Stage IV: The genesis of causal explanation and 
Stage V: articulation of empathetic and causal explanation.

As far as the teaching and assessing of empathy is concerned he proposes several types of 
modes depending on the nature of the empathetic response desired, the logic of the task 
and the nature of the activity. Finally, he also advises that the teaching of history should 
be grounded on the analysis of the ideas students have at given stages of conceptual 
development.

Shemilt (1987) in his continuing concern for mapping students thinking about history, 
proposes four stages, advising that "(...) it should be noted that is no more than an 
assumption, albeit one tested against measures of mental age, and that the developmental 
stages posited refer to the natural history of adolescent ideas and not to invariant stages in 
the growth of operational intelligence " (p.41):
In the first stage -Knowledge of the past is taken for granted- Students do not question the 
authorities: the teacher, the text books and the evidence. They are seen as equal to 
knowledge.
In the second stage - Evidence=Privileged Information about the past- Evidence is 
identified with the reports of eyewitnesses. "The past is still seen as speaking for itself, 
but it is no longer thought to speak with a single authoritative voice, nor are its utterances 

accepted without question." (p. 48)
In the third stage: -Evidence is a basis for inference about the past- Now, evidence and 
information are now fully differentiated and, inference from evidence becomes self- 
courfcious. The student at this stage starts looking for a method that may guide the use and 
interpetations of evidence. "In reality, whilst learning to construe history method in this 
way, the adolescent is either forced back upon his own preconceptions- which he may 
insist upon having 'deduced' from the evidence- or more productively, upon questions 
and possibilities suggested by the teacher" (p.52)
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In the fourth stage: - Awareness of the historicity of evidence- Students look at history as 
reconstruction of past events. "Implicit in this conception is the recognition that the 
methodological problems inhering in knowledge of the historical past are more profound 
and far-reaching that those attaching to the recent or personal past." (p. 56)

Another contribution of Shemilt' s work is about the importance, in this stage, of 
contextual knowledge and its use in an evidence-based methodology. He states (op.cit.) 

that students do not consider relevant the consideration of the wider social context for the 
understanding of a specific situation or institution. Moreover, when written sources are 
interpreted, students discuss their reliability but they see the meaning of the words as 
being "(...) constant in space and time and the adolescent perceives no need to interpret in 
context; if he can makes sense of a source this is seen as the sense of the source." (p. 

59).
Not refusing the ability of 15-year old students to reconstruct the values, beliefs and 
intentions of people of the past, Shemilt recognises that they still find difficulties in 
interpreting sources that do not fit in their twentieth-century view of the world.

Three other researchers who have concentrated their efforts on the study of empathy are 
Rosalyn Ashby, Alaric Dickinson, Peter Lee. We are going to focus diachronically on 
their works, because they show a more consistent and deep research throughout time on 

students' empathetic understanding.

In the report of their work of analysis of students' understanding of individual action 
(Jutland test) Lee, P. (1978) and Dickinson & Lee (1978) create a set of '(tentative)' 
categories, that will be quoted partially and in a synthetic form:

"Category 1. Action treated as unintelligible. Failure co^t/ently to grasp 
agents' intentions or situation (...)
Category 2. Action explained by reference to the agent's intentions and 
situation where the former includes an important 'conventional' element (...)
The 'conventional' element is an amalgam of personal projection, sfreotyped 
ascriptions of dispositions (...) Where evidence is employed to arrive at the 
particular intention of the agent, the account is seldom qualified, and fails to 
reconcile conflicting goals where appropriate. Generally, a temporary 
equilibrium is achieved in this category by ignoring or failing to perceive 
problematic aspects of the action.
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Category 3. Action is not understood. The equilibrium achieved in category 2 
is upset by its own inherent contradictions and by the perception of 
problematic aspects of the action (...) and this failure to differentiate the 
historian's from the agent's view of the situation prevents the achievement of 
the equilibrium at the next level. (...)
Category 4. Action explained by reference to the agent's particular intention 
and his own view of the situation, but seen relatively locally in the context of 
the description under which the action requires explanation^...) The situation 
in not fitted into a wider context but (...) equilibrium is achieved (...) by 
making the fundamental distinction between the agent's and the historian's 
view of the situation. (...)
Category 5. (...) an uneasy flutuation between seing that the agent had his 
reasons and finding the action inadequate in comparison with other 
possibilities. (...) tend to maintain the distinction between the agent's and the 
historian's view. There may be be explicit mention of the wider context, but 
such references will fail to relate this extra dimension to the narrower 
conception of the action.
Category 6. Action explained by reference to the distinction between the 
agent's view of the situation and the historian's, and seen in a wider context. 
The agent' s intention is understood and an attempt made to reconcile 
conflicting goals (if appropriate) by appeal to his own view of the situation 
and to further ramification of his goals. An extended view of the situation 
will usually involve an understanding in dynamic (and hypothetical) rather 
than merely static terms. " (pp. 86-87)

They acknowledge the need for further research with more precise and varied testing 
instruments as well as with the use of the small-group discussion method they considered 
the more resourceful.

In this line of research, these three authors focused their interests in empathy.
Lee (1984) has already discussed the three most common meanings of empathy. He 
refuses to see empathy as a power, a particular process or even a special personal power. 
Ashby & Lee (1987), acknowledging that the meaning of empathy is "surprisingly 
difficult to pin down", see empathy in history as an achievement, where students show the 

abilities to reconstruct other peoples’ beliefs, values, feelings and purposes, accepting that 
they may be different from their own. They also demystify the metaphor of the ‘black 
box’, when the claim for “really identifying with others" is made , saying that "the 
problems in achieving empathy are a result of the complexity of mind, not its essential 
privacy." (p.64).



Sharing partially the conceptual and assumptional basis of Shemilt (1980) they propose a 

set of categories for the development of children’s understanding of, and strategies for 
achieving, empathy. Like Shemilt, they claim that their "(...) categories represent a logical 
hierarchy, in that sucessive higher levels subsume or replace the ideas of lower levels, and 
permit new questions which open up new strategies for understanding. (...) But this not 
to say that the categories constitute a developmental hierarchy.” (pp.66-67). They also 
remark that although children's idea may be clustered, they are not static. That means that 
they may vary with the historical content, Wether familiar or unfamiliar. They also 
recognise that the lower levels are 'unstable', because the process of deconstructing the 
'strangeness' of past behaviour and values can push children up or down towards another 
level.

Taking into account the contributions of Lee (1978), Dickinson & Lee (1978) and Shemilt 
(1984) and based on new findings, Ashby & Lee (1987) propose the following levels of 
empathy achievements :

At the first level: The ‘divi’ Past- students do not understand the actions, institutions,etc. 
of the past.. They consider people of the past backward, primitive... This assumption is 
due to the fact that students do not recognise that people of the past could not know what 
we know now. At this level they face another difficulty which is to comprehend the 
complexity of human behaviour and institutions.
At the second level: Generalised sterotypes- students do not attempt to distinguish between 
what people of the past knew and thought and their own knowledge and values. Past 
people and institutions are understood by reference to a 'conventional' or sterotypical 
account of people' s intentions, situations, values and goals Students use personal 
projection based on sterotyped roles or situations unsupported by evidence.
At the third level: Everyday empathy- students start understanding the past by reference to 
evidence of the specific situation , but it is seen from their point of view. Nevertheless, 
students attempt to reconstruct the situation considering possible reasons why people of 

the past thought and acted that way, but they continue to project their own experiences to 

past situations.
At the fourth level: Restricted historical empathy- students consider evidence and 
recognise that people of the past are different from them. As far as individual attitudes are
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concerned, students begin to formulate intentions and goals. Institutions start being 
reconstructed considering their goals and functions. Nevertheless, they are not able to 
consider its wider context.

At the fifth level: Contextual historical empathy- students contextualise the situation more 
widely, taking evidence into consideration. When lacking it, they may fall into 
speculation. So, the type and the contents of the information may be a key condition for 
students' empathetic performance at this level. Students also differentiate between the 
historian and the historical agents' points of views. Nevertheless, students still criticise the 
past according to contemporary standards of rationality and knowledge.

As advice for teachers, these authors cautiously refer to the already confirmed value of 
peer group work and class-discussion, and also support the need for teachers to listen to 
their pupils' ideas instead of leading them to an already given 'right' answer. If they do 
that , they will be more prepared to design stategies for students' development in the 
understanding of history.

Their pursuit study of students' understanding of history is done within the CHATA 
project, which is a large scale investigation , the main aims of which are "(...) to increase 
understanding of the progression of children's second order concepts of evidence and 
explanation (phase I), to develop characterizations of teaching approaches specific to 
history (phase II), and to explore relationships between teaching strategies and curriculum 
on the one hand and children's understandings of second-order historical concepts on the 
other (phase III)" (Lee, Dickinson & Ashby, 1996a, p.6)
Since the beginning of the data analysis, they have produced several reports. In 1996b, 
Lee, Dickinson and Ashby presented the text entitled 'There were no fact in those days'.
In their initial standing, they recognise that students bring their tacit ideas to the learning 

situation.

"Researchers are therefore forced back onto an indirect approach, so that the 
way in which children tackle historical tasks is taken to index their working 
understandings. (...) The best that researchers can hope to achieve is an 
internally consistent model that is not disconfirmed by what children do, and 
that allows conditional predictions about the range of moves a child is likely 
to make when confronted by certain kinds of historical task, if  he or she has 
certain tacit ideas about (say) historical explanation" (p. 173).
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Based on their previous conclusions and the initial analysis of CHATA data, they suggest 

a progression pattern in children's ideas of what is involved in understating of other 
people's behaviour in the past. It may be said that this pattern confirms the previous one 
they have presented. They add a lower one- The baffling past. At this level, "Actions and 
institutions and social practices in the past are seen as unintelligible. For children whose 
responses fall into this category it is hard even to conceptualize actions in any terms other 
than the description under which they are encountered in the first place: actions are not 
explained, even though they may be recounted in some detail." (p. 174)

In this same text, they propose a pattern of progression in children's understanding of 
causal explanation. They explore the distinctions children made between explaining by 
giving people's purposes and explaining by offering causal antecedents: "1. Explanation 
and giving information are not distinguished; 2. Explanation is to be found in giving 
purposes: wanting makes things happen; 3. Explanation is given in terms of wants, but 
the link to outcomes is mediated by morale or strenght of volition (you have to want 
something really strongly); 4. Explanation is a matter of finding causal antecedents" 

(p. 181)

They also found information on children's ideas about alternative explanations. They 
presented the following provisional results:

"Some children would only allow one explanation to be correct; others 
accepted both, but treated them as interchangeable and discrete. Some 
children decided that adding the two explanations together would give a better 
explanation, but still others argued that one made the other happen, or even, 
taking a more sophisticated line, that one was necessary for the other. They 
insisted that both explanations were valid, but treated them as exhibiting a 
strucuture that meant that they could not merely be added to one another, and 
were not interchangeable (...) Nevertheless, some children (usually able 14 
year olds) suggested counterfactual thought experiments, and even 
comparisons with similar phenomena in different times or places as a means 
of evaluating explanations." (p. 189)

The CHATA data also allowed Ashby, Lee & Dickinson (1997) to present a line of 
progression in children's ideas about how things happen in history :



"Things happen because people want them to: reasons are an index of desire, 
and hence an explanation of achievement.^..)
The more agents want something, the more likely they are to achieve it: 
certain kinds of intentions and purposes make desires stronger.(...)
What people want has some connection with what happens, but it is not the 
first thing to look at to explain the outcome of actions (p.20).

All these results lead these authors to reflect upon the tasks teachers present to students. 
They face them with two didactic questions: "Should we give children tasks that pose 
direct problems for the idea that wanting makes things happen (...) And to what extent do 
we need to ensure that children can make distinctions between facts, reasons and causes 
before we ask them to produce explanation (...)?" (p. 20) Subsequently, they suggest that 
"It may be more valuable to raise with children questions about what explanations are, 
how they are different from statements of fact, and how they differ depending on what 

exactly is being explained." (p.20)

Retaking their previous studies on empathy, and taking into account the new data from 
CHATA, Lee, Dickinson & Ashby (1998) clarify the role of the two elements that 
contribute for the understanding of the past. They value the role of methodical 
ratiocination and the affective element that consists in the willingness to take people's 
beliefs and values into consideration in order to understand their actions. So, they explain 
that is why they now use the expression 'rational understanding' covering the notions 

empathy and explanation.

Investigating students' ideas regarding Claudius' s reasons to invade Britain, they propose 
a model of progression of ideas in the attempt to explain action in history.

"Young children are able to offer plausible, if simple, reasons for action 
adequate to provide a jumping off point for consideration of explanation in 
their history lessons. There is evidence of a progression of ideas from a 
concern with personal desires to an understanding of the way purposes and 
context together constrain choices and open up opportunities. Some 11 and 
14 years olds are beginning to distinguish what they know about the situation 
facing the agent from what is available to the agent at the time" (p. 243).
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The results in this specific aspect confirm their previous models (Ashby & Lee, 1987; 
Lee, Dickinson & Ashby, 1996b), but they acknowlege the need for a review particularly 
with regard to contextual historical information available to different age students.

Ashby & Lee, 1998, also investigated children’s ideas about the nature of historical 
accounts and their relation to the past. They found it possible to draw a progression 

scheme in this synthesized way: -The past as given; - The past as inacessible; - The past as 
determining stories; -The past as reported in a more or less biased way; - The past as 
selected and organised from a viewpoint, and -The past as (re-)construction answering 
questions in accordance with certain criteria.

Interrelated with this aspect, they investigated the children's ideas about 'opinion'. This 
specific notion was considered important in order to clarify the students’ inferences from 
historical accounts they have access to. Students’ answers indicate the following 
progression:

"Opinion as knowledge deficit.
1.'Opinion' fills in for lack of knowledge (understood as information), 
because of our lack of access to the past, making lack of information 
inevitable; or 'Opinion' fills in for lack of knowledge (understood as 
information), because there are (contiigently) 'missing bits' in our 
information.
2. 'Opinion' is a tentative substitute for properly established knowledge.
Opinion as point of view.
3. 'Opinion' is what we have when we take sides: it is a partisan viewpoint 
which distorts the past, and in that sense at least is illegitimate; but it is also 
inevitable.
4. 'Opinion' is a consequence of everyone thinking differently: it is a 
legitimate viewpoint.
5. 'Opinion' is a judgement made on basis of some sort of crtiteria, whether 
implicit or explicit, which in turn set the parameters necessary for the 
production of any story whatsoever." (op. cit., p.21)

According to their statements about possible implications for teaching, it is possible to 
summarize what should be teachers’ didactic concerns: -to change children's ideas from 
seeing sources as information to an understanding of sources as pot ential evidence; -to 
confront children with their assumption that the past is fixed and finished, and -to help 

children to see the differences between historical sources and historians' accounts.



They also advise teachers to avoid the simple dichotomy of 'fact' versus 'opinion'. 
Students should preferably be confronted with different kinds of opinions and 
consequently with the different justifications they require.

Finally, it is possible to say that nowadays there is a large amount of research done on 
history teaching and learning research, but although different accounts are being 

produced, it is still too soon to draw definitive conclusions as to their practical 
implications. Nevertheless, they show that there exists an increasing understanding of 
children’s historical second order concepts.

1.5 Tacit substantive historical understanding or 'the recognition by the 
'b lood '

Our work is intended to be a contribution with similar purposes, but focusing on the 
substantive historical understanding (in addition to second-order ideas) deployed by 
students when they try to understand the people of the past.

Several authors have already referred to the presence of these substantive ideas in 
students' learning process on specific historical domains; they all underline the role played 
by such tacit substantive historical knowledge in the understanding both of the past and 
the present.

Furnham (1994^1x1 his study on the socio-political and economic thinking of children and 

adolescents noticed that

"It appears that at preschool age (i.e. before 6 years old) children begin to 
gain a rudimentary economic understanding, even though most economic 
events are still simply observed and accepted as a mere ritual (...) With 
increasing age, a growing experience with money, exposure to television, 
and interaction with peers, children gradually begin to understand more of the 
economic life they encounter and start to become consumers themselves."
(p.43)
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He presented several factors, e.g., students' experience with the use of money and 
exposure to the economic world, their attitudes and beliefs towards it, the parental 
practice, social class, etc.

Torney-Purta, J. (1994) in her attempt to differentiate conceptual change associated with 

instruction from conceptual change associated with development, also found data that 

allowed her to argue that students'

"(...) everyday experience and cognition situated outside the classroom is 
widely influential in the domain of social and political knowledge. This 
immersion in the social and political context of society and the community is 
an important developmental force in constructing knowledge apart from any 
classroom lesson. (...) Developmental experience is rich in levels of meaning 
and social context, in redundancy as the same topics are visited and revisited, 
in opportunities to respond to others' ideas and to get their feedback, and in 
chances to construct a group identity and to experience loyalty." (p.l 18)

In summary, she concluded that "(...) the processing of everyday experience and 
contextual ized application of cognitive abilities have an important role to play in the ability 
to understand social and historical entities as processes. The phenomena of continuity and 
inertia in concepts suggest the value (but enormous difficulty) of tailoring instruction to 

individuals' prior knowledge." (p. 120)

Still, Delval (1994) in his study on children's social knowledge reached the conclusion 
that some explanations they give "(...) do not even correspond to what happens in reality 
and it does not appear that anyone has taught them these ideas" (p.78). During the 
interviews, he noticed children

"(...) find an explanation that is coherent with other facts they had pointed 
out. When interviews are reread, it can be observed that each subject shows 
internal coherence in his or her answers, although it is not easy to observe 
this at first sight. Even contradictions can be coherent, if this makes sense, 
because they correspond to the level of development and are characteristic of 
the level that the child has reached." (p.98-99)

He actually found that "The subjects incorporate only that part of the environmental 
information that they can understand." (p. 100) Nevertheless, this partial information is at
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their disposal and it is workable for drawing such explanations. Its uses make sense even 
if fragmentary and a-contextualised (See 1.2 The persistence of personal tacit knowledge, 
pp.25-30).

Wineburg, S. & Fournier, J. (1994) in their article on contextualized thinking in History, 
also call to teachers' attention that

"(...) the disposition to think about the past by recognizing the inadequacy of 
one's own conceptual apparatus, is essential in teaching people how to 
understand others different from themselves. If we never recognize that our 
individual experience is limited, what hope is there of understanding people 
whose logic defies our own, whose choices and beliefs appear inscrutable 
when judged against our own self?" (pp.305-306)

Still, they expressed their inquietude on teacher education saying that "Our job becomes 
doubly complicated and politically sensitive when, in the midst of teaching people how to 
teach, we realize that we first must teach them how to know" (p.305). They continued 
questioning: -"We do not know how, exactly, people learn to think contextually. We do 
not know where they learn it when they do. We do not even know the role of formal 
study in its development." (p.306)

Penuel & Wertsch (1998) in their study on historical representation as mediated action, 
concluded that the new results reinforce a previous study (Wertsch et al., 1995). In both, 
it is noticeable th a t"(...) users of cultural tools can be 'trapped' or 'constrained' by these 
mediational means.(...) [and that] such cultural tools do not mechanistically determine our 
speech and thinking, but they clearly do have a powerful impact on how this thinking and 
speaking occurs.(...)" (p.37).

Drawing a possible implication, these authors stated that

"(...) is not that we could 'rectify' the situation by transcending the use of 
mediational means. There is no solution, given that human action is basically 
mediated action. Instead, the implication is that by reflecting on, comparing, 
and criticizing the cultural tools we employ, we have a chance of escaping at 
least some of the traps and constraints they otherwise might impose on us"
(P-37)
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Fasulo, Girardet & Pontecorvo (1998) when studying the discourse of the classroom both 
as instrument for and the content of the transmission and construction of social 
knowledge, focused their attention on visual sources in the context of small group 
discussion. One of the conclusions they have reached was:

"Their interest is especially focused on the comparison they can establish 
between this population and themselves ('we') assumed as representative of 
modern times and touchstone of historical judgement. (...) We observed 
[that] the relationship between the two worlds becomes dynamic, 
problematic, and the steps of inference and understanding are monitored with 
increased awareness. An important educational outcome of such a reflective 
attitude is that of letting them discover, by contrast, their own society, thus 
reaching a deeper knowledge and evaluation of what is usually taken for 
granted." (pp.152-153)

This 'what is usually taken for granted' is unquestionably present when students study 
the 'others'. The consciousness of ideas of 'ourselves' is sim ultaneously a 
methodological condition of the development of historical reasoning, and a social practice 
towards a self (group) understanding.

Nevertheless, Hallden (1998) alerted us tothe fact that

"One lesson that we have learned from studies on students' conceptions in the 
natural sciences is that is very difficult to know precisely what is that the 
students know. (...) I have proposed that we should look upon the learners' 
reasoning as reasoning within a different context than that constituted by a 
particular discipline And I have argued that these alternative contexts are not 
necessarily poorer in any absolute sense." (p.276).

He clarified, th a t"(...) by context I am referring not only to the physical setting but also 
to contexts formed by ideas or beliefs." (p.276)

In accordance with the previous statement, Von Borries (1994) accepting the history 
teaching principle -"a dialogue between past and present with regard to the future", stated 

that

"(...) empathy, role taking, and the change of perspective within a distant 
frame is essential (even if not perfectly possible), no less essential than 
reference to the present and to present-day moral principles. (...) Whoever is



unable to reconstruct, by way of understanding the other, the logic of action 
of that person's "strange" forebears will also fail to recognize the different 
reasoning pattern among his or her contemporaries of the current world 
theatre." (p.347)

He found in students' answers that "Consciously and explicitly, any concept of progress, 
historical moralizing, ethnocentrism, and fascination by historical adventure was strictly 

rejected. The fact that this tendency increased with age and educational level suggests an 
interpretation by which these values are learned, that is, internalized as manifest, 
programmatic values of society." (p.353). As will be seen, our students shared similar 
assertions.

All these contributions lead us to argue that studies on students' tacit substantive historical 
understanding may provide us with some clues on what kind of second order ideas they 
feel the need to evoke when they try to empathise with a specific historical phenomenon. 
These ideas are expressed in the form of generalisations on some areas of human 
experience, which are accepted in parallel in terms of significance and efficacy with the 
sources that school provides. Significant and efficient because they are propositions that 
provide students with interpretative frames allowing an easier and more familiar access to 
the past, diminishing its strangeness.

Recalling Ferreira's words, this tacit historical understanding becomes the 'blood' 
through which the past may 'interfere in life', meaning, the understanding of history.
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2- The Study

2.1 Purpose of the study

This study assumed that students have general tacit ideas concerning historical events and 
these ideas provide a framework for understanding people of the past, their values, beliefs 
and behaviours.

The first purpose of this study was to map students' tacit ideas on slavery.
The second purpose was to detect possible links between this tacit historical 
understanding and the students' empathetic understanding of past people.

To attain those purposes we needed to formulate more focused questions:

- What tacit substantive ideas do students evoke when trying to understand social 
practices in the past?
- What tacit substantive ideas constitute workable generalisations for understanding 
such practices?

To attain some answers to these questions, we decided to focus our attention on specific 
broad areas that might cover students' ideas on Slavery:

a) - Slavery as an institution- This area will cover students' definition of slavery
b)- Reasons- This area will cover students’ claims as to explanations of the 
existence of slavery
c)- Changes- This area will cover students' references to changes (or their absence) 
in slavery
d)- Human Behaviour- This area will cover students' ideas about human behaviour 
and the relationship established between masters and slaves
e)- Frame of reference- This area will cover students' ideas about what masters and 

slaves thought about slavery, the slave trade and the situation of enslavement.
f)- Past and Present- This area will cover students' judgements towards slavery and 

students' personal projection on masters and slaves' roles.
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These broad areas represent a possible relational network that is intended “to represent the 
content and structuring of a person’s knowledge of a particular domain" (Cohen 
&Manion, 1990, p.251). Criteria for selecting this network were the following:

"(...) to be valid and reliable, valid in the sense that it is appropriate in kind 
and, within that kind sufficiently complete and faithful, reliable in the sense 
that there exists an acceptable level of agreement between people as to how to 
use the network system to describe data. (...) the sufficiency of detail 
contained (...). A third property that a network should possess is termed 
learnability. Communicating the terms of the analysis to others (...) is of 
central importance. It follows therefore that much hinges on whether 
networks are relatively easy or hard to teach to others" (op.cit, p. 253).

These broad areas will frame the analysis of the data provided by the instruments 
designed to attain the purposes quoted above (See Annex-Instruments).

The first instrument created to collect data that might help us to map students’ ideas about 
slavery was the Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding (TSHU) interview (See 
Section 3- Instruments). In order to analyse students' understanding of people of the past 
and particularly of the institution of slavery, it seemed necessary to establish whether 
those students' ideas persisted when they considered it in a specific historical context.

Thus, the study focused on slavery in Rome. Students had to confront themselves with a 
particular situation: two slaves saved their masters from death. This choice of event was 
intended to offer a double challenge: first, students had to develop argumentative 
strategies in order to manage dated and contextualised information that the Roman 
civilisation provides, and secondly they had to deal with the paradoxical situation of 
slaves saving their masters from death. Using the stories of the two slaves, the given 
supporting texts about Roman civilisation and the questions of the written Empathy Test 
(See: Annex-Instruments: Empathy Test and Empathy Test materials), students were 
asked to give reasons for slaves’ attitudes. We will try and detect whether or not the 
substantive ideas they have previously expressed in the TSHU interview, remain in the 

contents of those reasons.

To get further information clarifying how students manage their substantive ideas about 
slavery, contextualised in this particular historical evidence (the stories), another 
interview (See Annex-Instruments: Empathy Interview) was needed. The use of this 
interview is also justified because the contents of written answers often tend to present
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formal and summary sentences since they depend on the students' writing skills level (See 
Section 2.3- Description of the instruments).

The conclusions of this study are restricted in scope and provisional in nature, but they 
should be seen as a contribution to our nascent understanding of children's ideas about 
history and as pointing the way for further studies.

2.2 M ethodology: design, sam ple, data analysis, categories and moves 
and statistical treatment

The debate and the production of research in Education have been divided into two main 
paradigms. The first is based on natural science methods using empirical and quantifiable 
observations and interpretations. The main purpose is to look for general causal 
explanations and to predict future behaviour on the basis of present behaviour. The other 
trend is influenced by Human and Social Sciences whose methods are based on more 
interpretative methodologies.

"By widening the perspective and trying to understand human beings as 
individuals in their entirety and in their proper context it tries also to avoid the 
fragmentation caused by the positivistic and experimental approach that takes 
out a small slice that it subjects to closer scrutiny" (Husen, 1981, p. 18)

Ethnographic methods have been adopted by several educational researchers because they 
considered them appropriate to classroom research focusing on subjects such as 
classroom communication, learning and teaching problems, discipline problems, etc. So, 
the purpose of ethnographic studies consists essentially in the description of events that 
occur within a circumscribed group, setting and time. The focus is on the relationships 
established between individuals, their ideas, their attitudes and their conceptions within 
educational environments.

Ethnographic methods of enquiry and analysis are labelled as naturalistic and qualitative. 
The researcher has access to subjects' life, routines and personal profile and environment 
with different degrees of intimacy. This 'intimacy' provides the researcher with a deeper 
understanding of the subjects' culture that is far different from that which can be obtained 
from merely observing, conducting a questionnaire or analysing documents.
Since the researcher is, in a strict sense, one of the subjects who analyses a group of 
subjects, the methods used by the ethnographic approach may lend the gathering, analysis
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and the formulation of results a certain subjectivity. Hence, questions concerning the 
reliability and validity of these types of studies often rise.

Data-gathering is not easily subject to public control. Audio and video-recording permit 
attainment of a certain accuracy, but their concrete conditions of implementation and also 
the transcription criteria and the selection of the rough data, still raise some problems 
regarding control of reliability. Interviews are one of the most frequent instruments used 
by ethnographers. “The fact is that the interviewer is part of the interviewing picture, so 
they are part of the meaning-making process” (Seidman, 1991, p. 16).
So, to achieve an acceptable degree of reliability one needs to minimise the bias 
controlling elements such as the personal characteristics of the interviewer, the 
characteristics of the interviewees, the format of the interview and the substantive contents 
of the questions. Problems such as the opinions of the interviewer, a tendency to seek 
answers that might support his/her prior ideas, the interviewees’ tendency to answer 
according to interviewers’ expectations, and misunderstandings from both sides, ought to 
be controlled during all the steps of the research process.

Validity is defined as the quality of the conclusions, but its exact meaning depends on a 
particular notion of truth. Several ethnographic researchers prefer to adopt the term 
'credibility', making it depend on the accuracy of the data and a clear explication of all the 
steps and their limits throughout the research design. Lincoln & Guba (1985) substitute 
the notion of ’trustworthiness’ for that of validity. Seidman (1991) said: "In the process 
of generalising it is necessary to violate somewhat the full integrity of any one group by 
describing events in some language that extends beyond the bounds of the culture of that 
group" (p.62). Kitwood suggested that a solution to the problem of reliability and validity 
of data gathered by interviews is to see it as

"an encounter necessarily sharing many features of everyday life. (...) ; that 
what is required, according to this view, is not a technique for dealing with 
bias, but a theory of everyday life that takes account of the relevant features 
of interviews. These may include role-playing, stereotyping, perception and 
understanding" (Cohen, 1990, p. 311).

The ethnographic researcher also invokes information about other contexts as a device to 
understand the phenomenon he is focusing on. The conclusions of his/her study will be 
used in a retroactive direction to consolidate or render problematic his/her previous
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knowledge. Nevertheless, in ethnographic studies, no generalisations can be assumed as 
final, only as a working hypothesis for further studies.

Design of the study

According to the purpose and the questions presented above, the design of this study has 
three stages (See Chart 1). The purpose, the description and the implementation of the 
stages will be developed in section 2.3 of this chapter - Instruments.

C hart 1: Design of the study

Stage Purpose Instrument
] St to collect data about students’ 

tacit substantive ideas on 
slavery. TSHU Interview

2nd to collect data about students’ 
ideas on a specific historical event: 
(Roman slaves saved their 
masters from death). Em pathy Test 

(written task)

3rd to clarify students’ ideas about 
the slaves’ reasons for saving 
their masters from death. Empathy Interview

Sampling: Criterion-based selection
Selection is the researcher's most important choice to establish the authenticity of the 
descriptive analysis and corresponding conclusions. Through the underlying selection 
criteria, the researcher is choosing among alternative descriptions or explanations of the 
object of study.

From the beginning it was decided that our study should be focused on a small sample, so 
it was assumed that its findings would not be generalised to a larger population. So, to 
assure the representativeness of the population and of the sample is not a central issue in 
the sampling process. Nevertheless, it might be claimed that the individuals' experiences 
as the data source of this type of research, is based on a common structural and cultural 
background, that might lead the readers to look for a broader pattern.

Several researchers have discussed the selection and sampling procedures on 

ethnographic work and several terms are used ('convenience', 'comprehensive', 'critical 

case', purposive' sampling). The research bibliography tends to box the methods of
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selection and sampling in two large families: probabilistic sampling and criterion-based 
selection.
Goetz (1984) claims:

"(...) Statistical sampling may even be irrelevant where initial description of a 
hitherto little-known or singular phenomenon is desired, where social 
constructs- to be tested later in more stringently controlled designs- are to be 
generated, where the goal of the research is the explication of meanings or 
micro social processes, or where the subject of investigation is an entire 
population." (pp.71-72).

So, sampling criteria like 'sufficiency' and 'saturation of information' must be replaced 
by criteria based on the purpose of the research, the specific subject under study (slavery 
and slavery in Rome) and on the participants who ought to have similar social and 
schooling experiences. The similarity of factors such as contexts and school 
circumstances will allow the researcher to make some inferences based upon the 
corroborative sources of data collected within a specific and limited study group, rather 
than making statistically based inferences. Naturally, other sampling criteria such as 
practical exigencies of time, money, institutional and legal access to participants, were 
considered together with the participants' agreement, there being here an element of self
selection.

The Secondary School of Maximinos is placed in the surroundings of Braga, having a 
mid urban-rural population. It is a school comprehending the 7th to 12th grades (See 
Chart 2).This school has contacts with the University of Minho, which have facilitated all 
the institutional demarches needed to implement this study. The researcher had frequent 
contacts with this school as a Supervisor of Training Service Year. On the basis of 
information given by the teachers and through informal observation, it might be said that 
this school undertake a conventional pedagogy in parallel with some innovative 
experiences.

Based on the purposes of the research and the empirical factors that affected the study, a 
criterion-based selection of three different groups of Portuguese students was made:
- The first group of students was composed of 15 students from the 7th grade, aged 
between 12-13 years.
- The second group of students was composed of 15 students from the 9th grade, aged 

between 14-15 years.
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- The third group of students was composed of 15 students from the 11th grade, aged 
between 16-17 years.

The criteria that underlay their selection were three:

a)- Educational scope criterion- The students were Portuguese students of the third cycle 
of compulsory education and from the secondary education level. The three groups of 
students covered the scope of the Portuguese educational system in order to provide an 
overall view about the ideas of students located in the different cycles, looking for the 
existence or non existence of relevant commonalities and differences.

b)- Age criterion- The age distribution shown in the chart is theoretical. Concrete 
classrooms group students with different ages, depending on personal school 
achievement or on their birth date. So, the students were selected from different 
classrooms according to age and location on the corresponding cycle/grade .

C hart 2: Portuguese educational system. Identification of the cycles, 
the grades and correspondent ages of the students.

Cycle Grade Age
Compulsary Education

1st CYCLE 1st grade 6-7
2nd grade 7-8
3rd grade 8-9
4th grade 9-10

2nd CYCLE 5th grade 10-11
6th grade 11-12

3rd CYCLE 7th grade 12-13
8th grade 13-14
9th grade 14-15

Secondary Education
10th grade 15-16
11th grade 16-17
12th grade 17-18

University, Polythecnic, Professional Schools...

c)- Curriculum criterion- All students had already studied the subject -Slavery and Roman 
Civilisation.

* The first group of students (7th grade/12+age group) had studied some aspects 
of Roman Civilisation at the beginning of their previous school year, the 6th grade. The 

curricular contents were restricted to the following aspects:
- General data about the Romans and their Empire,
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- The process of expansionism throughout the Mediterranean and particularly in Portugal, 
and

- The process of Romanization in Europe and Portugal.

This last theme is more developed due to specific Roman contributions to South European 
Countries: the Language (Latin), the Law, the diffusion of the Christianity. The Roman 
presence bequeathed Portugal the first road network, the first cities and other daily life 

habits. So, the students had a general and simplified pictures of patches of the Roman 
Civilisation. The theme -Slavery- is referenced only in terms of the economic contribution 
of the enslaved work force to the economic development of the Roman Civilisation.

* The second group of students (9th grade/14+ age group) had studied Roman 
Civilisation by the middle of the 7th grade school year. The curricular contents are 
concerned with the evolution of Roman political institutions. The approach to the subject- 
Romanization throughout Europe- is thoroughly studied and the same happens with 
Roman religion and the Roman artistic legacies. They had also studied the appearance of 
Christianity and its spread through the Roman Empire. The theme- slavery- is focused 
superficially in its economic aspects. During the 8th grade school year, the students of 
this group studied the slave trade during the Portuguese Discoveries Era. The slave trade 
is more specifically studied in the topics: -The colonisation of Brazil (XVII), and -The 
role of the African slave trade in the development of Brasil. Once more the phenomenon 
of slavery is mainly treated in terms of its economic features.

* The third group of students (11th grade/16+ age group) had followed the same 
curricular trajectory as the other groups. During the 10th grade school year they had 
studied the Portuguese Discoveries Era in depth, and Portuguese colonisation in Africa 
and Brazil. In this grade the economic approach to slavery is reinforced. Nevertheless, 
there is also one sub-theme - Contacts between Peoples and Culture- where the types of 
relationship established between the Portuguese colonisers, the indigenous peoples and 
the slaves are discussed.

The acknowledgement of the existence of this common historical knowledge is based 
upon the analysis of the curricular contents and also on the cooperator-teachers 
statements. One might also invoke the role of the textbooks in producing uniformity of 
teachers' practices towards the historical content taught at schools. In all Portuguese 
schools, the History teachers' group has to select a textbook each year for each grade. In 
spite of this freedom and the existence of a market, the books all offer the same historical
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content varying only in the images, maps, visual presentation and students' activities. It 
might be added that the editors' marketing policy is such that, e.g., in the North of 
Portugal, it is frequent to find the same book in many schools.

In spite of the compulsory curricula, the teachers have some freedom to manage contents 
and teaching methods. Nevertheless, their daily planning and managing class routines 

tend to be guided by the general orientations of the Education State Department, and 
particularly by the textbooks (See Annexes- 4- Education State Department Orientations / 
Notes from textbooks).

The setting up methodology was as follows:

Several teachers from schools that have institutional contacts with the University of 
Minho were contacted. This connection facilitated the human relationship between the 
researcher and the staff of the schools, because the researcher is a supervisor of student- 
teachers in their School Training Service Year. This Training Year is part of the structure 
of the Teaching Degree that the University offers, and it is supported by cooperating- 
teachers in the schools. This familiarity makes easier all the contacts and facilities in terms 
of access to schools, and finding free schedules, spaces and access to students.

Afterwards, the researcher asked cooperating teachers to select several students whose 
profile matched the criteria described above. From this first large group, fifteen students 
from each age level were randomly selected among their counterparts that already matched 
the refered criteria. None of these students refused the invitation. So, the process of 
organising the full schedule in order to implement the sequence of stages was easily done 
without problems.

Data analysis
The sources of data are three: the Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview, 
the written task -Empathy test, and the Empathy interview. The interviews were chosen 

because, following Seidman (1991):

"(...) I am interested in other people's stories (...) Telling stories is 
essentially a meaning-making process (...) and interviewing is the basic 
mode of inquiry, recounting narratives, experiences and through narratives 
that people have made sense of their stories. (...) Recognising the limits on 
our understanding of others, interviewing allows us to put behaviour,
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feelings and ideas in context and provides access to understand them." (p .l- 
2).

So, language is the data and specifically in this research some discrete parts of language 
such as words or phrases. This research is interested in meanings, some of which are 
explicit in the data, some arise from it through a process of analysis and interpretation. 
Thus, language is considered both as a means of communication and as a manifestation of 
culture.

As this research aims to discover commonalities and differences across the students' 
answers, data analysis must be framed by the purpose of "mapping the qualitative ways in 
which people experience, conceptualise, perceive and understand various aspects of, and 
phenomena in, the world around them. The emphasis is on the How, on the 'ways things 
work', and the 'world' may mean anything from physical to political phenomena" (Tesch, 
1990, p.65). These commonalties and the differences may provide a pattern not in the 
sense of order or frequency, but in terms of substantive content.

Categories and moves
From the transcripts of the interviews and the written answers, the researcher needs to 
create categories, either established beforehand or deriving from the data. The method 
combined both procedures. There were some influences based on the readings of the 
conceptual framework underlying the research itself and which were present during the 
reading of the transcripts, but the categories also arose from the reading of the transcripts. 
The researcher also read and re-read the data looking for similarities and differences in the 
content of the answers, both in their syntax and semantics.

So, the categories derived from the process of reading the transcripts of data, identifying 
their predominant substantive content and expressing it in more technical and synthetic 
expressions or words. Category one, for example (Fig.l: Lack of Human Rights) 
combines in one category students' moves that refer explicitly or implicitly to the absence 
of human rights, respectively, e.g.."(...) masters' didn't think of human rights", and 

"[masters] forcing them [slaves] to work to death".

During the process of categorisation (See Chapter 3: Analysis) it was found that some of 
the categories are absent from specific age groups. Nevertheless, they are kept in the 
corresponding figure of results. The decision to maintain all the categories found in the
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corpus in all three age groups is related to information gathering and presentation. As the 
categories arose from the reading of all the data, the researcher already knew that they 
would not apply to all situations. The criterion was to maintain coherence in the 
presentation of results for the three age groups.

In qualitative analysis, the researcher needs to define the unit of analysis. These units 
serve a dual function in qualitative research analysis.

"First, they are perceptual divisions that guide collection of data (...) Second, 
they are the mean of reducing raw data to divisions manageable for 
manipulation. Choosing or generating units of analysis requires formal and 
informal scanning and coding of preliminary data gathered during mapping 
phases." (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984, p. 166).

The method of content analysis has been defined as a "multi-purpose research method 
developed specifically for investigating a broad spectrum of problems in which the 
content of communication serves as a basis of inference" (Cohen, 1990, p.61). Several 
researchers who use this method propose a definition of the unit of analysis - a single 
word, a theme, a character, a sentence and a paragraph. Some authors try to reconcile 
two types of units: "(...) the formal unit [subject+predicate] or [subject+connector 
(elements which link the object to the qualifiers in the utterances) + predicate] and the 
informational unit which may coincide or not with the linguistic units" (Vala, 1989, 

P-114).

Tesch (1990) proposes another definition of unit, as "a part of the description whose 
phrase(s) require each other to stand as a distinguishable moment" (p.92). Authors who 
investigate classroom interaction bring other considerations to the definition of units of 
analysis. Holec (1985) adds that it must not be seen only "(...) as a product with a 
grammatical and lexical cohesion, but also as a process that involves the production, the 

interpretation and the negotiation of messages" (p.34). Sinclair (1975) defines a 'move' 
as "(...) a contribution that is coherent in action and has a purpose (...) which is selected 
from a restricted set of alternative choices" (p.36).

Taking into account all these contributions and according to the purpose and the 
characteristics of this study, the notion of move is defined as

A proposition with a distinguishable semantic content. It might assume the 

form of a full utterance, a sentence or even a part of it.
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So, the limit criterion of the move is not necessarily linguistic. In the meaning making 
process of each move, it has to be seen as part of the whole answer and also to evoke the 
way in which the students' social and linguistic world functions and signifies as well.

Statistical treatment
The only statistical procedure consisted in counting the number of occurrences of each 
category, without considering the number of moves that, in each of the answers, fell into 
each category. It also has to be stressed that one student's answer to one question may 
provide several moves that may fit in different categories. For example:

"Slavery is poor people working to death and is abusing human beings" , Bruno, 12+age 
group. (From TSHU interview, 1st Quest.)

The first move [Slavery is poor people working to death] fits in the category -Factual 
images of the daily life conditions, and the second move ["and is abusing human beings] 
fits in the category -Lack of Human Rights. Therefore, the total number of occurences 
may be, and generally is greater than the number of students, which actually depends on 
the definition of move. This means that the number of moves enacted a certain catgeory is 
equivalent to the number of students that produced these moves.
There are no noticeable contexts in which the same student produced more than one move 
matching the same category of analysis, within the same piece of discourse.

As assumed before, the findings of this research cannot be generalised to a broader 
population. They will be restricted to the groups under study. The possible patterns to be 
found ought to be considered as context-bound and provisional, an initial exploration 
demanding future confirmatory studies.

2.3 The instruments

2.3.1 Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview.
The description of the TSHU interview
The main purpose that underlies the design of this interview to collect as much 
information as possible about students' ideas on slavery. So, the questions arose from the 

broad areas expressed in our research concerns (See 2.1 Purpose of the study).
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"In order to expose all respondents to a "nearly indentical" experience, the opening 
statement, interview questions, and closing remarks should be structured. This helps to 
ensure that you will get reasonably comparable data from all respondents" (Borg et Gall, 
1989, p. 445). So, to categorise and compare the ideas from the three age groups of 
students, both the same question and the whole sequence of questions equally concerned 
all respondents.

This interview is composed by a list of pre-determined questions. In order simultaneously 
to match different specific purposes such as exploring, controling and deepening 
students' ideas on slavery, this choice would allow gathering data that could not be 
sucessfully obtained otherwise, either by using the pure format of the unstructured 
interview or even the structured format.

It was assumed that the respondents already had some knowledge about slavery in general 
terms, but it was our aim to explore what they really knew about specific areas of the 
institution. It was also aimed to control, and deepen those ideas, having them cleared up 
and more systematically explained. Such areas were defined in order to design the 
sequence and the type of questions that would be better workable in order to gather 
answers to the research questions.

So, the format of the interview is structured, because the researcher's frame of reference 
is underlying to its design, as well as because it is based on the presuposition that 
students partially share the same frame of reference on slavery (See Sampling criteria). 
That standpoint determined the sequence of the interview, meaning the presence of both 
generalized and specific questions grouped through each area, where more open questions 
come first. In this sense, the sequence of this interview presents a certain degree of 
directivity framed by the areas that might simultaneously cover students' ideas on slavery 
and the purposes of the research.

This option is justified because we assume that the respondents know some aspects about 
the subject which they would not immediately think about or express. It might be argued 

that when we admit such a hypothesis we are leading the respondents' answers. In a 
sense, that directivity was assumed since this research intended to map students' tacit 
ideas about slavery, ideas that in general are neither acknowledged by the students nor 
orally expressed in the classrooms.
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Nevertheless, the strucutured format was not at stake when the questions were designed. 
The respondents were invited to answer to specific hypothesis expressed on the phrasing 
of the questions by their own words. Questions generally used in the structured format 
were avoided, that is to say we gave up questions that could be answered either with a 

simple yes or no, or providing alternative answers.

An exploratory list of questions was drawn at the beginning of the research, aiming at 
controlling the boundaries of the development of the conversation and to keep it close to 
the purposes of the data collection process. Considering the broad areas (See 2.1 - 
Purpose of the study) several questions were chosen that would cover students' ideas on 
Slavery. Some stepped questions were added with the purpose of clarifying students' 
answers whenever they were not clear, incomplete or ambiguous. At this stage, the 

format of these early interviews was semi-structured.

During the preparatory sessions of interviewing some evidence arose suggesting the 
adoption of a structured interview format. Students tended to repeat the answer they had 
had already given to the main question which was open ended. Often, these probe 
questions performed a leading role towards students' discourse. The interview became 
very long, creating fatigue and consequently diminishing motivation and therefore 
affecting students' concentration and willingness to answer in a committed way. For 
example: On the first draft of the Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding (TSHU) 
interview, question 4; - "Why did slavery exist in some places and not in others?" had 
several stepped questions such as: 4.1 "What does it depend on?", 4.2 "Did it depend on 
the economic conditions of the countries?", 4.3 "How did that work?", 4.4 "Did it depend 
on the culture?", 4.5 "How did that work?" and so on. On the initial interviews the 
students covered some of these aspects when answering the main question (4) nullifying 

the need for these extra questions.

Also during the preparatory sessions, the interview had included some probe yes/no 
questions, demanding subsequent aditional information, and using expressions such as 
"why?" or "Explain / Justify your answer". These question were abandoned because it 

was noticed that they provoked some tiredness and, in some cases, also interruptions in 
the pace of the interview.

The TSHU interview is composed of questions demanding opinions, attitudes, intentions 
and desires. Leading questions in the sense of the following definition: "A leading
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question is any question that, because of its phrasing, leads the respondent to consider 
one reply more desirable than another" (Borg.& Gall, 1989, pg.463), were avoided. 
Nevertheless, we selected questions that consider some presuppositions as facts, namely 
in the following questions: -"Do you think that masters would stand publicly for slavery 
while at the same time being kind at home?" (Qst. 20) and "If you were a farmer or a rich 
merchant living in town, how would you treat your slaves? Do you think living in 
countryside or living in a town influenced people's behaviour?" (Qst.27). In these cases, 

the use of the purpose was to ask respondents to invoke their living experiences and 
possible stereotypes.

Since the interview contains questions of opinion, it was assumed that sometimes the 
respondents might have not thought about it. In such cases, the questions raised the 
opinion in itself, providing the structure of the answer in a way to allow the respondent to 
organise their vague tacit ideas. It might be argued that these opinions might be unstable. 
Two considerations mitigate the dangers here. First, the results of the research could 
confirm or disconfirm that feature of instability that is typical when considering the very 
nature of an opinative response. Second, if confirmed the results might suggest that the 
respondents are receptive to the fact that circumstances, contexts and new information can 
be relevant for changing opinions as well as for accepting the provisionality of their own 
reasonings and explanations

The tendency of getting results of persistent consent or denial was prevented by 
proposing situations that might counteract that probability. That was done when 
contradictory hypotheses were predictable, for example in the following question: "Do 
you think that masters would stand publicly for slavery while at the same time being kind 

at home?" (Qst. 20).

The transcripts of these first pilot interviews were discussed with the co-operating 
teachers. The main reason for the evidence referred to above was that students in Portugal 
are used to formal open-ended questions and corresponding formal answers, setting out 

all their reasoning in one full statement. The teachers also recognised that their model of 
oral interaction in the classrooms and the format of the written exercises might influence 

students' type of answers.

The final version of the interview was organised in seven sets of questions.
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The first set of questions — Conceptualisation and Generalisation —  aims to get students 
to express their ideas about what slavery is, its reasons, its multiple contexts and times 
(See Chart 3).

Chart 3: M atching the questions of TSHU Interview to the research areas 
First set o f questions: Conceptualisation-Generalisation

Questions Area

1- Try and define slavery.
2- To what extent is it different from freedom?
3- W hy did slavery exist?
4- W hy did it exist in some places and not in others?
5- Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?

Institution (definition) 
Institution (definition) 
Reasons 
Reasons
Changes_____________

The second set of questions — Human relationships between masters and slaves —  asks 
about the human relationships between masters and slaves, and the conditions that might 
influence those relationships: masters' social profile, slaves' former profile, the traditions 
of their home countries, the slaves' economic value or the task they performed and finally 
the slaves' level of intimacy in the masters' home (See Chart 4).

Chart 4: M atching the questions of TSHU Interview to the research areas
Second set of questions: Human relationship between masters and

slaves

Questions Area

6- How would human relationships be established between 
masters and slaves?

7- Do you think this relationship was always the same?
8- W ould it depend on the masters' education or social status?
9- W ould it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?
10- W ould it depend on slaves' economic value?
11 - W ould it depend on the slaves' former social status and / or 

origin?
12- Would it depend on how long the slaves served in

masters' house? Or if the slaves' place of birth was their masters' 
house?

Human
Human
Human
Human
Human

Behaviour
Behaviour
Behaviour
Behaviour
Behaviour

Human Behaviour

Human Behaviour

This set starts with general questions guiding students across a sequence of factors from 
different areas (education, culture, economy, society, family) which frame the kind of a 
human relationship.

The third set of questions — Slavery as regarded bv the slaves — asks students to think 
about how slaves would regard their enslaved situations and what relevant factors might 

affect their ideas and feelings about that (See Chart 5).
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Chart 5: M atching the questions of TSHU Interview to the research areas 
Third set o f questions: Slavery as regarded by the slaves

Questions_________________________________________________________ Area_____________

13- How would the slaves regard their own situation as slaves?
W ould they stand publicly against it? Frame of reference

14- W ould their attitude towards slavery depend on their education
and their form er social status? Frame of reference

15- Would it depend on the tradition/laws of their home countries? Frame of reference

The fourth set of questions — Slavery as regarded bv the masters — asks students to 
think about how masters would regard slavery, what would be their position towards it, 
and which factors proposed by the questions influenced their position (See Chart 6).

Chart 6: M atching the questions of TSHU Interview to the research areas
Fourth set o f questions: Slavery as regarded by the masters

Questions Area

16- How would the masters regard slavery? Would they agree with 
it? W ould this be a general acceptance?

17- W ould it depend on the laws or traditions of their own countries?
18- W ould they accept for the sake of ethics: racial/cultural or 

moral superiority?
19- W ould they stand publicly against slavery?
20- Do you think that the masters would stand publicly for- 

slavery while at the same time being kind at home?_____________

Frame of reference 
Frame of reference

Frame of reference 
Frame of reference

Frame of reference

The fifth set of questions — Personal Judgement — asks students to state their own 
judgements about slavery (See Chart 7). The set starts by asking for a general opinion but 
afterwards students are asked to consider their ideas in the context of time. It asks also 
students to discriminate their judgements towards two different levels of human affairs — 
society as a global entity and the people as a more concrete entity.

Chart 7: M atching the questions of TSHU Interview to the research areas
Fifth set o f questions: Personal Judgement

Questions Area

21- W hat do you think about slavery? Are you for or against? Past and Present
22- W as slavery always a bad thing? Past and Present
23- Do you find any present or past justifications for the existence

of slavery? Past and Present
24- How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what

do you think about the people living in this society? Past and Present
25- Even if it was in the Past? Past and Present
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The sixth set of questions — Personal Projection — asks students to "play the role" of a 
master and a slave (See Chart 8). The purpose of this set was to detect how students deal 
simultaneously with the past contexts and their own ideas, values and beliefs.

Chart 8: M atching the questions of TSHU Interview to the research areas 
Sixth set o f questions: Personal Projection

Questions Area

26- Could you im agine yourself having slaves if you had lived in
the past? How would you treat them? Past and Present

27- If you were a farm er or a rich m erchant living in town, how
would your treatm ent be towards your slaves? Do you think
living in the country or living in town influenced people's
behaviour? Past and Present

28- If you had been a slave, how would you have felt? Past and Present
29- What would you feel about your master? Would your feelings

depend on how he treated you? Past and Present
30- W hat would you want for your future? Past and Present

The purpose of the seventh set of questions — Sources — was to collect data about the
sources of students' ideas on slavery and which enslaving societies they knew, during
specific times of their existence (See Chart 9).

Chart 9: Seventh set of questions of TSHU Interview: Sources

Questions
31 - W ho told you about slavery? Or about enslaving societies?
32- Name some societies you have heard about?

The im plem entation of the Tacit Substantive H istorical Understanding  
interview
Each student had already been enlightened by his teacher about the purpose and the 
content of the interview and about the identification of the interviewer. After technical 
preparation, it was restated who the interviewer was, why the students were selected, and 
what was the nature and purpose of the interview. Following the advice of the 

cooperating teachers, it was decided to stress that the interview did not aim at assessment 
but rather valued the students' answers as an extremely useful account for all teachers of 
History. It was explained that the results of the investigation would help History teachers 
to teach better. The cooperating teachers thought that this remark would be very useful for 
students to adopt a more relaxed attitude and also a stronger engagement. It was helpful 
that the interviewer was a familiar person to the majority of the students. That situation 
helped to avoid problems of strangeness or rejection.
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Another precautionary move was to inform the selected students that they would be 
interviewed on the day of the interview itself. This decision had been taken in order to 
avoid students' anxiety and consequent temptation to prepare the subject previously. 

These conditions were effective for avoiding the possibilities of a threatening or 
judgmental atmosphere. No students refused the invitation and they show curiosity at the 
beginning of the interview. At the end they asked for future news about the research.

Another problem of the interviews was the language. The interviewer must be aware of 
the level of students' vocabulary and about what Umberto Eco called 'private 
dictionaries'. Yin (1984) drew attention to this problem saying that sometimes "(...) the 
investigator thinks that the tape recorder is a substitute for "listening" closely throughout 
the course of the interview" (p.91). This concern must be present in the formulation of the 
questions, during the interviewing process and also during the process of analysis. The 
problem of conceptual level of difficulty of the questions and the sequence of the 
questions might provoke the students into blocking or other diversionary strategies, 
inhibiting them from answering freely. These problems were taken into account when the 
questions were designed and pre-tested.

As already mentioned, the students knew the general purpose and the subject of the 
interview. Each one took around one hour. The place was a study room with a 
confortable atmosphere. A few students asked for a break time, arguing that they were 
tired. A break was allowed at any time they wanted or needed for any reasons. As the 
interviewer was a familiar person, the students were not sufficiently worried to behave 
according to stereotyped expectations and roles. They seemed at ease during the 
interview, particularly the youngest students. The older students were more formal in 
their relationship with the interviewer. After the interview, some students continued to 
speak about their ideas on the subject and about their learning difficulties in History.

The transcription of the tapes
The tapes were carefully transcribed, taking care to get a text that would be as faithful as 
possible to the students' oral speech. Afterwards each interview was listened to on its 
own in order to enter 'into the world of the unique individual who was interviewed" 
(Cohen & Manion, 1990, p.329). Then, all the interviews clustered by each grade were 
listened to. This second listening aimed to get an all over-all view both of the contents 
and on the type of oral speech. Hence, it was decided to exclude some sets of clearly and
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common irrelevant material from the transcriptions such as the initial remarks and social 
pleasantries and tangential conversations which arose within the interview and which did 
not fall within the contents or the aims of the interview.

2.3.2 Empathy test
The description of the Empathy test
The written test presents two stories about Roman slaves (See Annex-Instruments: 
Empathy Test). The first story tells us about the slave of Antius Restio. He saved his 
master from being murdered by soldiers using a stratagem. The second story tells us 
about the slave of Urbinius Panapio. To save his master from death he let himself be 

killed instead of his master.

Shemilt (1984) argued that

" Disconfirming pupils' expectations or predictions and, thereby, making 
them aware of logical intransitivities within their ideas, is a teaching technique 
apl icable to concepts other then empathy and subjects other than history. 
Approaches based upon the identification and reductions of apparently 
incongruous data are, in contrast, more suited to teaching empathy than 
anything else. Such approaches are also useful for assessment purposes. The 
basic technique involves presenting pupils information about what people did 
or believe that simply does not make sense from a contemporary perspective.
The challenge is to use background knowledge of the period in order to make 
sense of it" (p.73)

He proposed th a t" An alternative approach to the appraisal of these [students'] responses 
is to regard them not as pieces of historical writing but as evidence of pupils' thinking, of 
the assumptions they bring to the subject, of the way they make sense of what they are 

taught." (op. cit.75)

To attain this purpose, the questions were the following:

- Why did Antius Restio's slave behave towards his master loyally and with 
a sense of duty? and
- Why did Urbinius Panapio's slave behave towards his master loyally and 
with a sense of duty?________________________________________________

Students had access to excerpts of documents on slavery in Rome (See Annex- 
Instruments: Empathy test materials). These excerpts covered the following aspects:
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- The human relationships existing between masters and slaves,

- Different types of slaves' daily life routines (household , miners, farmers),
- Different points of view towards the slavery taken by Roman philosophers,
- Slavery and the laws,
- The economic value of the slaves and
- The slave revolts.

The implementation of the Empathy test
The students knew in advance that the study included this task. They were informed of it 
when they were invited to collaborate. At the beginning of the meeting they were asked to 
read the texts carefully. It was made clear to them that the focus would be slavery in 
Rome.

We need to stress here that the students of each grade had different knowledge of slavery. 
All had already studied slavery in Rome but others had also studied the phenomenon of 
slavery in other historical settings and times (These differences have already been 
explained in the section 2.2 of this chapter.).

Each student worked separately in the same study room where he had been already 
interviewed. So, both place and degree of privacy were the same for each respondent, 
offering a quiet environment for the accomplishment of the task. As done prior to the 
TSHU interview, it was re-stated that this exercise was not for assessment and students' 
answers would be a helpful contribution to History teachers' performance. It was 
emphasised that the function of the texts was to support their answers, and not for being 
used as source of quotations. Students were asked to write freely, spending all the time 
they needed to. In general, they took between forty and fifty minutes to complete the task.

2.3.3 Empathy interview
The description of the Empathy interview
The main purpose that underlies the design of this interview was to discuss with the 

students some aspects underlying the stories of the two slaves The questions arose both 
from the plot of the stories and the analysis of the written answers made by the students 
during the piloting process of the Empathy Test. The answers to this early test were 

unclear and rather short, in terms of the development of students' ideas about the slaves' 

reasons to save their masters.
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Furthermore it was noticed that the qualification of the slaves' attitudes expressed in the 
questions 'loyal and with the sense of duty' puzzled the students, and also tended to lead 

the answers. So, it was necessary to explore more deeply students' thoughts about how 
human relationships work, what they thought about the meaning of duty and loyalty and 
how general daily life conditions, and cultural and economic elements, interfere with 
human relationships.

The questions of the interview balanced between two different levels of approach: general 
situations and contexts, and the particular historical context of the slaves and masters 

presented by the stories. The questions were open-ended and they were organised in five 
sets of questions in order to facilitate the transition from topic to topic.

The first set of questions — Human relationships —  asks students about their ideas on 
how a human relationship works: conditions, meanings and strategies. The set started 
with questions about general situations, and later ones were more specific (See Chart 10).

Chart 10: M atching of the questions of the Empathy Interview to the research areas 
First set o f questions: Human relationships

Questions__________________________________________________________Area

1- W hat do you think they might think of each other? Human Behaviour
2- How would they have behaved towards each other? Human Behaviour
3-W hat would decide how they behaved to each other? Human Behaviour
4- W hat does it means to have a human relationship? Human Behaviour
5- W hat conditions do you consider necessary for having a

relationship? Human Behaviour
6- Do you think these conditions are always necessary? Human Behaviour
7- Did these conditions change through the time? Human Behaviour
8- Do you think friendship could exist between a master

and a slave? Human Behaviour
9- How would masters and slaves manage their feelings

under such opposite social positions? Human behaviour

The second set of questions — Duty and loyalty —  asks students their definitions of duty 
and loyalty, the conditions for its existence, and the profile of the persons who behaved 
loyally or dutifully. The set also includes questions about how these values framed the 
slaves' and the masters' behaviour (in the Empathy test stories) (See Chart 11).
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Chart 11: M atching of the questions of the Empathy Interview to the research areas 
Second set o f questions: Duty and Loyalty

Questions Area

10- Could you define the notion of duty? And loyalty?
I 1- W hat feelings or conditions underlie the notions of 

duty and loyalty?
12- Do you think that these notions, duty and loyalty, can 

exist either between two persons of the same social 
level or between two persons with different social 
positions?

13- W hat sort o f things have people experienced that 
could affect their behaviours? How?

14- W hat did these two slaves think when they acted that 
way? Did they act spontaneously? Yes? No? W hy?

15- W hat did these two masters think about their slaves' 
attitudes during the situations?

16- W hy did the masters accept their slaves' attitudes, 
obeying their orders?

Human Behaviour 

Human Behaviour

Human Behaviour 
(Slaves' reasons)

Human Behaviour

Human Behaviour 
(Slaves' reasons)

Human Behaviour 
(Slaves' reasons)

Human Behaviour 
(Slaves' reasons)

The third set of questions — Living conditions — asks students their ideas on how the 
living conditions of the people in general might or might not affect the slaves' thoughts 
and feelings towards their own situation, and what would be the slaves' (in the Empathy 
test) ideas and feelings towards the masters' family context where they were integrated 
(See Chart 12).

The questions of this set were distributed between the two distinct levels but in a more 
narrow sense. The generalisation level referred to the situation of all the slaves and 
particularisation focused on the situation of the slaves in the Empathy test.

Chart 12: M atching of the questions of the Empathy Interview to the research areas 
Third set o f questions: Living conditions

Questions Area

17- Did the acknowledgement of other people's daily life conditions 
affect slaves' thoughts and feelings about their own 
enslaved situation ?

! 8- To what extent did slaves consider themselves as belonging to 
the m asters' fam ily?

19- Do you think these two slaves thought differently from other 
slaves concerning the idea of belonging to their masters' 
family?

Human Behaviour 
(Slaves' reasons)

Human Behaviour

Human Behaviour 
(Slaves' reasons)
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The fourth set of questions — Cultural Aspects — includes two questions. The objective 
of the first one was to know how students manage to reconcile the coexistence of a 
society with a high level of culture and the institution of slavery, which seems paradoxical 
according to students' ideas. The second one asks students to consider religious values
and their influence upon masters' behaviours towards the slaves. In this set, the level of
generalisation focused on societies with slavery and the particularisation level focused on 
Roman society (See Chart 13).

Chart 13: M atching of the questions of the Empathy Interview to the research areas 
Fourth set o f questions: Cultural Aspects

Questions__________________________________________________________Area_______________

20- How can a society and the people of this society manage the 
coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifest
in its political and cultural evidence? Past and Present

21- Rom ans were mainly concerned with their life on earth more than 
with life beyond death. How this idea might influence their
attitudes towards the slaves? Reasons

The fifth set of questions — Economic Aspects —  includes questions concerning 
economic elements working as variables that might contribute to understanding the 
slavery process and the behaviours performed within such a context. The questions of 
this set were considered as belonging to generalisation level because the focus is the 
situation of purchase of slaves within all societies that have this kind of trade (See Chart 

14).

Chart 14: M atching of the questions of the Empathy Interview to the research areas 
Fifth set o f questions: Economic Aspects

Questions_________________________________________________________ Area________________

22- W hat would masters feel when they were buying the slaves? Frame o f reference
23- W hat would be the attributes considered by the masters when

they bought slaves? Frame of reference
24- Do you think that masters would take into account the real 

difference between buying the mere work force of a slave or
buying the actual person instead, at the m om ent of purchase?_____ Frame o f reference

The implementation of the Empathy interview
The methodology of implementation of this interview was the same as that of TSHU 
interview. Now, the students were familiar with the rules of interviewing and they were 
more aware of the purposes. Hence, the interviewing sessions became shorter. The
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answers also became more assertive and clear. Some students from the 11th grade made 
several comments about the type of questions. Others offered several criticisms of the 
contents of History lessons, complaining that the cultural, artistic and daily life aspects of 
societies are regrettably not deeply studied. Some students from this higher grade also 
asked questions about the methodology of a research. This standpoint suggested both 
students' sympathy towards the researcher and a certain awareness about the contents and 

teaching methodology of their History lessons.

The transcription of the tapes
The criteria for the transcription was the same we did with the TSHU interview (See

2.3.1 in this chapter).
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3- Analysis of the results 

3.1. The 12+ age group

3.1.1 Students' Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding (TSHU) of 

Slavery
The first purpose of this research was to try to establish a pattern of the students' 
substantive ideas about Slavery. The TSHU interview (See Annex- Instruments) was 
designed for this specific purpose. Its format was framed by several domains which were 
considered relevant for the understanding of Slavery as a multifaceted phenomenon (See 
Chapter 2.- 2.1).

Before starting the analysis it has to be reminded (See Chapter 2 - 2.2 — Statistical 
treatment — that the only statistical procedure consisted in counting the number of 
occurrences of each category, without considering the number of moves that, in each of 
the answers, fell into each category. It also has to be stressed that one student's answer to 
one question may provide several moves that may fit in different categories. Therefore, 
the total number of occurences may be, and generally is greater than the number of 
students, which actually depends on the definition of move. This means that the number 
of moves enacted a certain category is equivalent to the number of students that produced 
these moves. There are no noticeable contexts in which the same student produced more 
than one move matching the same category of analysis, within the same piece of 
discourse.

a)- Definition of slavery
The first domain on which discussion will be focused is the way students define slavery 
as an institution. The main data sources that might be consulted are the 1st and 2nd 

question of the TSHU interview, respectively: "Try and define slavery" and "To what 
extent is it different from freedom?". Students from the 12+ age group present explicit 
ideas about slaves' working and living conditions and about the treatment they received 
from their masters (See Fig.l).

For this age group, the definition of slavery becomes a list of factual pictures of the daily 
life of the enslaved situation, instead of being an organised and coherent statement about 
the characteristics of that institution:

"Slavery is poor people working to death" (Bruno, 12+);
"(...) people working on tough tasks "(Tania, 12+);
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" Slavery is a man submitted to another man, doing everything he'd ask to do, and in case 
he doesn't obey he m ight be beaten, not having enough food and som etim es he m ight die 
"(Jose, 12+).

F ig .l : Students' definition o f slavery.
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

Factual images o f
daily life conditions O

Lack of
*R ights(general) 6

Human
* Speech -
* " Action

R ights
* Political Power -

E conom ic No salaries/ 3
Arguments Profits

Students seem to have built a kind of a storehouse of images when exposed to specific 
events, and those images become an available data-base. In this specific subject — 
Slavery — , it is possible to suggest that this availability is supported by the students' 
easy access to iconic artefacts such as movies, documentaries, novels and so on. 
Historical movies, and particularly the ones related to religious themes (Jesus Christ, 
Christianity in Roman times), and Brazilian and North American series on colonial and 
enslaved times, are frequently scheduled on Portuguese T.V. channels.

References to these were made by the students when answering the question: "Who told 
you about slavery?" [(TSHU interview: Q st.31) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A17)]. The 
students referred to the History classes as the main source of information but they also 
pointed out the above media sources. They showed some difficulty in remembering the 
specific names of the movies or soaps, but as they recalled the plots, it became easy to 
identify them: "the Ten Commandments", "the Robe", "Julius Caesar", "Claudius", 
"Ben-Hur", "Spartacus", "Cleopatra", "The Bible", etc.

These available pictorial ideas about slavery have a strong influence and permanence 

because they affect students' aesthetic and moral sensitivity. The evoked images have a 
powerful impact on students' sensitivity, since they show behaviour which is 
unacceptable according to their daily standard framework about what a human 
relationship is, or should be. These images become easily recalled and they demand that 
students express their own feelings about them, often mixed up with moral judgements. 
Seixas (1992) already suggested "(...) a complementarity between popular film and the
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social studies classroom" (p.22). The behaviour attributed to both slaves and masters is 
typified and expressed through students' contemporary points of view. Those 
judgements are made explicit by verbs and adjectives that have a strong and pejorative 
connotation in the students' semantic world:

"Slavery is abusing human beings "(Bruno, 12+);
"(...) masters didn’t think of human rights "(M arisa, 12+);
"(...) when the rich people, the m asters o f the countries want to have all the m oney for
themselves forcing them to work to death" (Candida, 12+).

References to Human Rights and the criticism of ambition are frequent. Underlying the 
use of these personal references towards the past, there is the conviction that 
contemporary values are a-temporal, so that people of the past might be judged in these 
terms. This a-temporality quality was to be stressed in several aspects during this study.

Another type of substantive content that might be noticed is the economic argument. 
Within this age group, arguments are expressed in wide terms such as:

"(...) com manding them without paying" (M arisa, 12+);
"(...) forcing them to work and to produce at no pay "(Candida, 12+);
”(...) they took advantage from the slaves, w ithout paying them to get the m ost profits
they could" (M anuel, 12+).

The absence of salary is also quoted (See Fig.l). Students transfer the contemporary and 
indissoluble "work-salary" pair to ancient times as if this logical relationship were an a- 
temporal notion. This extrapolation does not consider the past historical context and 
seems to be due to a strong conviction about this "work-salary" pair being fundamental 
and unquestionable within the Human Rights framework. It is possible to argue that 
students' reference to routine working conditions, treatment and other human conditions, 

is a way to reinforce the "work-salary" a-temporality and its strong position within the 
Human Rights framework. This assumption will be clearly presented in students' 
judgements towards slavery and enslaving societies (See Annex-Figures: Fig. A 12, A13 
and A14). In the following pages, when the focus shiftes to the human relationship 
between masters and slaves, those conditions are important variables in the description of 

the human behaviour, feelings, and desires of both masters and slaves (See Fig. 3, 4 and 

9; Annex-Figures: Fig. A7, A8  and A 10).

Nevertheless, students focus preferentially on human rights as the main distinguishable 
feature when comparing slavery with freedom (See Fig.2).
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Fig.2 : Students' definition of slavery (Comparison with freedom).

Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group moves; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category
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conditions

References to slaves' living conditions and economic arguments rarely occur. Students' 
answers are built through comparison, by selecting the main differences between the two 
"states" or only referring to the characteristics of freedom. This last option was possibly 
a means of avoiding the repetition of ideas already presented in answering the first 
question.
So far as the differences between slavery and freedom are concerned, students continue 
to speak about human rights but they also refer to the "right of action". The differences 
between slavery and freedom are humanised. Students tend to describe what people, 
meaning Me and Us, can or cannot do. These two states: to be free and to be enslaved, 

are defined behaviourally.

The students list concrete aspects of being enslaved or free, naming human actions:

"(...) free men are those who do what they want to do, and they do not do the hard tasks. 
The slaves were the opposite "(Marisa, 12+);
"Slaves had no freedom , no rights. They cou ldn 't survive w ithout the ir m asters" 
(Conceiijao, 12+);
"Being free is really very good, being a slave isn't. There are many differences. W e can do 
whatever we want if we're free. Slavery is different. The slave m ust obey orders and get 
nothing in exchange, nothing but bread and water" (Candida, 12+);
"Freedom  is when we have m ore responsibility , when we do w hat we w ant to. W ith 
slavery, people do exactly what they are com manded to do and nothing else, even if they do 
not agree with it" (Jose, 12+).
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b)- Reasons for the existence of slavery
The second domain upon which we will focus is the reasons students present for the 
existence of slavery. The main data sources are the 3rd, 4th and 23rd questions from the 
TSHU interview: "Why did slavery exist?", "Why did it exist in some places and not in 
others?", "Do you find any present or past justification for the existence of slavery?" and 
the 20th and 21st question from the Empathy Interview: "How can a society and its 
people manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifested in its 
political and cultural evidence?" and "Roman people were mainly concerned with their 
life on earth more than life beyond death. How might this idea influence their attitudes 

towards the slaves?" (See Fig.3).

The main reasons students present for the existence of slavery is related to the desire for 
wealth and the need of profit. In the first hypothesis, they focus particularly upon 
masters' personal ambitions. Here, they value personal reasons, thus circumscribing 
slavery to the individual domain:

"(...) there was too much am bition, a lot o f people w anting to be rich" (Bruno,
12+);
"(...) because there were m asters who wanted to be rich w ithout having to work"
(M aria, 12+);
"(...) because influential people wanted more money, they wanted to be in charge ... 
increasingly powerful" (Candida, 12+).

F ig.3 : Students' reasons for the existence of slavery.
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
Na o f students' 
m oves in category

C/3o * Work force 5
Eo * Salaries/profits 6coo * Dependency 2

UJ

1/3(J * Laws 1
*Social classes -

’o
0- *Power/regim e 1

<D * Level o f  national -
3 development
3

u * Ideas/Racism

There are students' moves connecting the need of slave-labour with the masters' 
demands for profits due to the absence of salaries. This argument, that embraces 
"enslaved work force- no salary - higher profits", seems the only logical reason to justify 
the existence of slavery, because it is grounded on the students' contemporary logic of
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how an economy works and has worked throughout time. This a-temporal feature of the 
economic mechanism is in accordance with the also a-temporal attribution to Human 
Rights (eg. freedom) or, the human profile (ambition).

This argument become more illuminating when the answers to the 23rd question of the 
TSHU interview are analysed: "Do you find any present or past justification for the 
existence of slavery?" (See Fig.4). The argument of the desire for wealth was most 
frequently quoted.

Fig.4: Students' reasons for the existence of slavery 
(Present or past justifications).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
Na of students' 
m oves in category

* Profits 10
tO
L- * Work force -
<D
to * Personal power 3
a
s * Lack o f feelings -

* Religion -
<D>

* Survival 1
in
)S>O
'uZ

C
* Developm ent -

3O * Political power -

U

NO JUSTIFICATION 1

Students also refer slavery as a economic tool for the development of the countries. This 
hypothesis is more visible when they were questioned about the existence of slavery in 
some places and not others [(TSHU Interview: Qst.4) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A2)]. They 
defend the idea that the more developed countries needed slavery to attain that level (4 
stds.), even when later on they are confronted with the coexistence of slavery and a high 
cultural level in a particular country [(Empathy Interview: Qst.20) (See: Fig. 17)]. So, 
according to these students, slavery is a source of income that leads to economic 

development:

"(...) because I'm sure there were slaves to cultivate the land, m ore raw resources to explore 
and they didn't have population enough for that" (Jose, 12+);
"I think each society would choose according to its needs (...) the poorest and undeveloped 
societies wanted to become more powerful and there was slavery" (Candida, 12+).

Another group of reasons is concerned with what might be labelled as Political. The 

contents of the answers explicitly connect slavery with a specific Regime, its supporting
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laws, a specific policy of expansionism, and the existence of wars, the purposes of 
which were to attain that policy (4 stds.). It is interesting to notice that a few students 
stress the non-existence of slavery in some societies due to the absence of wars and 
related colonies (4 stds.) which are seen as a source of slaves:

"(...)because only the countries at war had the slaves which were the defeated people"
(Bruno, 12+);
"It existed  in som e countries due to their ways o f  doing politics, the ir goals o f 
expansionism and o f course the laws they approved" (Claudio, 12+).

Students also link the non-existence of slavery with economic reasons. However, their 
use is intentionally tuned in a moral way:

"(...) Some countries didn't want slaves (...) they would prefer to pay less, but still pay..."
(Tania, 12+);
"(...) they were already rich, they didn't need slaves, they could pay salaries for em ployees 
ju s t as it m ust be" (Jose, 12+).

Finally, all students relate the existence of slavery to the absence of the Christian religion, 
in which notions like Sin, Hell, Heaven, Doomsday would operate as constraining 
precepts for the practice of slavery, both in terms of material daily life conditions and of 
the persona] behaviour of masters offered towards the slaves [(Empathy interview: 
Qst.21) (Annex-Figures: Fig.Al)]:

"They were not Christian, they did not have the idea of Sin and Hell, then they knew they 
wouldn't be punished for their actions" (Marisa, 12+);
"Yes, because if they believed in Life beyond Death, they would be afraid o f being punished 
for their behaviours towards the slaves" (Helder, 12+).

According to these students, ethical and moral rules are given by religion. Naturally, they 
defend the only religious precepts they know. We might say that these students think that 
the Christian religion is the universal source of ethical and moral precepts throughout 
time and that it is the only one that uses the above notions and defends such precepts.

c)- Changes in slavery
The third domain upon which we will focus is the students' ideas about the existence of 
changes in slavery. The main data sources are the 5th, 7th and 22nd question from the 
TSHU interview, respectively, "Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?", 
"Do you think this relationship (between masters and slaves) was always the same?" and 
"Was slavery always a bad thing?" (See Fig. 5).

Students accept the existence of changes in slavery. Nevertheless, some of them assert 

that there were no significant changes.
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Fig.5 : Students' ideas about changes in slavery.
D istribution o f students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° of students' 
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Four students from this group claim that there were no changes in the type of the human 
relationship established between masters and slaves and in the slaves' working and living 
conditions:

"No, it was always to abuse people (...)" (Bruno, 12+);
"It was always the sam e, nothing has changed, bad treatm ent, hard w ork, as usual" 
(Conceigao, 12+).

When answering the 7th question: "Do you think this relationship was always the 
same?", they accept the coexistence of no changes with exceptions, made only as far as 
when human affairs are concerned (9 stds.) [(TSHU interview, Qst.7) (Annex-Figures: 
Fig.A3)]:

"There were always exceptions, maybe some persons were humane, but they would be few " 
(Bruno, 12+);
"No, I can't say that, there are always kind people, maybe few, but they exist " (Conceigao,
12+).

Later on, five students re-state their generalisation about the permanence of the type of 
human relationship existing between masters and slaves [(TSHU interview, Qst.7) 
(Annex-Figures: Fig.A3)]:

"Generally, they [relationships] were all bad" (Marisa, 12+);
" I think they were all like that, bad...yes" (Natercia, 12+).
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Words like "exception", "maybe", "few", underline the plurality of the human nature. 
So, the human relationship between masters and slaves is seen within a restricted human 
and personal context that excludes the social and institutional constraints that frame both 
social and personal roles. This balance between supporting generalisations and accepting 
the existence of exceptions might correspond to the non-peaceful coexistence of a strong 
repulsive pictorial representation of slavery, their belief that there have always existed 

humane human beings, and the common sense law that there always are "exceptions to 
the rule".

Nevertheless, some students accept changes in the human relationship itself (2 stds.), 
and in the material aspects of the daily life conditions of enslavement (5 stds). These 
changes remain at the level of concrete aspects (See Fig.5):

"(...) maybe it improved in food and clothing, maybe they gave slaves real clothes instead 
of rags(...)" (Bruno, 12+);
"(...) maybe the treatment... maybe it becomes more humane" (Natercia, 12+).

Two students attribute changes to social movements which fought for the abolition of 
slavery :

"(...) they had to end up with slavery because there was a growing rebellion" (Jose, 12+);
"(...) because people started thinking differently and then they started fighting publicly 
against it" (Tania, 12+).

It is interesting to notice that changes related to the restricted economic sphere are not 
pointed out.

d)- The human relationship between masters and slaves
A fourth domain of analysis is the students' ideas about the human relationship between 
masters and slaves. The main data sources are questions 6  to 12: "How would the 
human relationship be established between masters and slaves?", "Do you think this 
relationship was always the same?", "Would it depend on the masters' education or 
social status?", "Would it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?", "Would 

it depend on the slaves' economic value?", "Would it depend on the slaves' former social 
status and or origin?" and "Would it depend on how long the slave served in the master' 
s house? Or if the slaves' place of birth was their masters' house?". They are all from the 
TSHU interview.

We also considered the following questions from the Empathy interview: "What do you 
think they might think of each other?" (1), "How would they have behaved towards each 
other?" (2), "What would decide how they behaved towards each other?" (3), "What
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does it means to have a human relationship?" (4), "Did these conditions change 
throughout time?" (7), "Do you think friendship could exist between a master and a 
slave?"(8 ), "How would masters and slaves manage their feelings under such opposite 
social positions?" (9), "What would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?" 
(22) and "What would be the attributes considered by the masters when they bought 
slaves?" (23) (See Annex-Instruments: Empathy Interview).

So far as the nature of the human relationship is concerned, we found a high number of 
students that refer to "respect" as the basic condition for its existence ( 1 0  stds.), followed 
by another condition, "honesty" (12 stds.). Consensus among the students was reached 
when they reinforced the unidirectional influence of the masters' control upon the rules of 
interaction [(Empathy interview: Qst.9) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A4)]:

"If the master liked his slave, everything would be easier" (Antonia, 12+);
"The slave had to be used to his master' temper, not the opposite. He was in charge even of 
the slaves' life" (Tania, 12+);
"If the m aster was a friend of his slaves, that's OK. It depends on the masters' attitudes... if 
he wishes to be friendly" (Carminda, 12+).

Nevertheless, when asked "how would the relationship be established between masters 
and slaves?" (TSHU interview: Qst.6 ), the students from this age group labelled the 
relationship established between masters and slaves as "bad" (See Fig.6 ).

Fig.6: Students' ideas about the human relationship 
existing between masters and slaves.
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N= 15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

* Treatment, living 8
Q and working condi
<
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e
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bOc
* Absence o f dialogue, 2

<D respect and feelings
C

Z

As referred above, they accepted the hypothesis of the existence of a good relationship 
attributing it to the masters' personal characteristics or authorship. Even so, there are two 
students that reject the hypothesis of the existence of a human relationship due to the
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absence of dialogue, respect or feelings from the masters towards their slaves. So, 
according to these two students, it is not possible to speak about a human relationship 
without these conditions:

"M asters wouldn't speak to them, so there was no relationship at all. The orders were given 
by their guards (...) didn't like to mix with the slaves" (Jose, 12+).

The main aspects they evoked to assert it are the treatment of the slaves and their living 
and working conditions. They repeat the images of slavery described during the answers 
to the first question of the TSHU interview: "Try and define slavery":

"The relationships were bad because the m asters punished them. They couldn't protest or 
speak ill of the masters" (Natercia, 12+);
"The masters treated the slaves badly and the slaves had to endure everything. Som etim es 
they revolted against it, sometimes they kept silent" (Tania, 12+).

Throughout the answers it is possible to stress another kind of condition for that 
description: the absence of human rights. Examples include:

"Nobody enjoys that someone would abuse his body (...)" (Bruno, 12+);
"(... ) they couldn't protest, if  so they would be punished for having spoken" (Natercia,
12+).

When trying to characterise masters' behaviour towards the slaves, students' moves 
point out two different aspects of the masters' profile that might interfere with the human 
relationship itself (See Fig.7).

Fig.7: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves (The influence of m asters’ 
education and social status).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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The first type of move concerns the masters' personal profile. Students accept that it is 
not possible to generalise a pattern of behaviour, preferring to stress the factors that can 
influence that behaviour. They assert that the masters' personal profile (See Annex- 
Figures: Fig.A4, Fig.A5 and Fig.A6 ) is a very important condition. They also choose 
education as another relevant factor. Students think that having an education means or 
"should provoke" the existence of a more humane relationship between masters and 

slaves and consequently the opposite is also plausible, that is, less education implies 
inhumane behaviour:

"Yes, if  he had an education, he would treat his slaves as if they were his children for sure, 
or at least as if  they were normal em ployees (...)" (Jose, 12+);
"I think if som eone is well educated they ought to be m ore charitable and hum ane" 
(Candida, 12+).

This relation between education and an expected humane behaviour seems likely to be 
due to the invocation of students' contemporary representations about the content and the 
purpose of education. To be educated or having an education means to have values such 
as fairness, politeness, humanity, so to be educated would imply behaviour exibiting 
these qualities. It might be argued that what students' sentences really express is more a 
personal expectation than a clear causality between these two factors. It might be 
speculated that beneath this personal desire the students think that the ultimate aim of 
"having an education" is to create a specific moral and ethical profile of a citizen where 
those qualities should be present. In the documents of the official History curriculum 
which students have access to and which they are always alerted to, this profile is 
considered as one of the main aims of learning History.

The 8 th question of the TSHU interview presents another condition that might influence 
the type of human relationship between masters and slaves: social status. All students 
used wealth as a synonym for high social status, and poverty for lower social status.
The students' opinions might be categorized under two main assumptions:
-Having a high social status corresponds to inhumane behaviour:

"Status? If they were very rich they were even worse. They would have the tem ptation of 
showing the pow er (...)" (Jose, 12+);
"Because when they were wealthier they felt more superior, they treated the slaves badly" 
(Conceiijao, 12+);
"Because the m asters felt superior and then they thought they had m ore rights than the 
slaves" (Natercia, 12+).

- Having a lower social status corresponds to humane behaviour:

"(...) The opposite too. If  the m aster was, for exam ple, a small m erchant he would be 
kinder" (Jose, 12+);
"(...) and, maybe there were masters not so wealthy that were kinder because they knew how 
hard life is, I don't know..." (M anuel, 12+).
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Students believe that the masters' style of life influenced their behaviour. To have 
physically felt the hardness of daily life, and having such a situation in memory, would 
give the masters a more accurate social awareness leading to a fairer and more humane 
attitude towards their servants [(TSHU interview: Qst.27) (Fig. 19)]. It might be deduced 
too, that students think that living under difficult daily life conditions will prevent the 
adoption of the behaviour of wealthy people. Consequently, the masters who were born 
already rich, since they did not experience poverty or hard life conditions, were not 
sensitive to that kind of life. So, the following assumptions are both workable: "social 
sensibility depends on real experiences" and "the real experiences influence the 
mechanisms of reproduction of social and human behaviours".

When describing the masters' behaviour within the human relationship established with 
their slaves, students accept the influence of the slaves' type of tasks upon the masters' 
treatment [(TSHU interview: Qst.9) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A7)]. Only four students 
rejected this hypothesis. These four state their claims in sentences such as: "A slave is 
always a slave. It was his duty to do his task well, whatever it was" (Natercia, 12+) and 
"No, it would be the same. They didn't look at the slave as a person" (Tania, 12+).

The students who accept the hypothesis that the type of tasks performed by the slaves 
would influence the masters' behaviour name three characteristics of those tasks. The 
first type of task includes those that imply responsibility and those that might be 
considered as specialised:

"It depends. If the master had a slave in a responsible place, it was because he trusted him.
So, he would take good care of him" (Candida, 12+);
"M aybe, if  the slaves' task was very im portant for the m asters' business. Then, m aybe the 
masters would treat them well" (Antonia, 12+).

The second type of tasks they mention are the ones that might prove more profitable to 
the masters. Often, within the sentences, the profits-argument is related to a specialised 

task ( 6  stds.):

"Because if the tasks were well done the master would get more profits and then he would 
treat the slave better" (Bruno, 12+);
"Yes, I think so, because if the slaves work well without mistakes, the m asters would get 
more money from the products the slaves produced" (Manuel, 12+).

It becomes plausible again that if a master wants easy profits, and that is why he uses 

slaves to save wages, he would consequently take care of the survival of his source of 
income. The productiveness of this source would depend on a more humane treatment 
towards the slaves as producers of wealth. In accordance with this reasoning, students
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also accept that the slaves' economic value at the moment of their purchase might 
interfere with the type of human relationship established between the masters and the 
slaves (See Fig.8 ).

Fig.8- Students' ideas about the human relationship existing
between masters and slaves (The influence of the slaves' 
econom ic value).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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The masters' expectation of profits is again referred to (7 stds.). The students also argue 
that the masters would treat the slaves better when their price was high:

"Yes, maybe. If he spent a lot o f money to buy him, he would treat him better so that the 
slave produced more and more" (Natercia, 12+);
"Yes, if  he spent much money, he would w ant to spare him so that the slave should be 
profitable" (Tania, 12+).

The above sentences attribute this reasoning to the masters: "If they spent a high amount 
of money when purchasing a slave, they simultaneously knew and expected that specific 
slave's work to justify their investment so that the amount would be returned with 
profits. So, the most logical treatment towards slaves would be a humane one". Some 
students present another reason, that is, the possibility that their masters would re-sell 
those slaves.

"Yes, the m aster m ight sell the slave again if the slave was in good condition to be sold 
once again and get a good price. Sometimes even more money..." (Helder, 12);
"Yes, sure, when we buy an expensive thing we don't w ant to spoil it. M asters w ould 
probably have thought the same" (Luis, 12+).

The slaves' former social status or origin was not generally accepted as a relevant factor 
[(TSHU interview: Q st.ll) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A8 )]. Some students clearly refuse the 
idea of the human relationship between masters and slaves as being influenced by slaves' 
former social status or origin (4 stds.). They all agree about the masters' ignorance about 
the slaves' history. Nevertheless, four students accepted the hypothesis that origin might
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matter with slaves who might have come from Africa, Japan or China. Then, they think 
that the place of origin of the slaves might interfere with the kind of human relationship 
established between masters and slaves.

"M aybe... Let's see... A Chinese slave for example. They had a large culture and they were 
very polite slaves. But if  they cam e from A frica, they w ould be treated as scum , with 
racism" (Jose, 12+);
"Yes, if  they were Negroes. I think there was already racism in those days. They thought 
that N egroes didn 't know  how to do anything at all, they w ere sent to the fields and 
mistreated there" (Candida, 12+).

So, the origin of the slaves was considered relevant, in spite of the stereotyped tone of 
the examples and of the arguments. Meanwhile, a few students prefer to underline the 
slaves' education (3 stds.) and the profits they might provide to their masters (3 stds.).

Finally, students accept that the variable time and frequency of contacts and the 
hypothesis of the slaves' place of birth being the masters' house, might have influenced 
the masters to establish a "good" relationship with their slaves (See Fig.9).

Fig.9: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence of how long 
the slaves served in m asters' house and if the slaves' place 
of birth was their m asters' house)
D istribution of students' 12+ age group moves (N=15)

Categories
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m oves in category
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Intimacy and time are accepted as important factors that might positively influence the 

human relationship established between masters and slaves. It seems likely that the 
students transfer their own ideas and experience about how a human relationship is 
interwoven to this specific situation. The reference to the need of mutual adaptation to 
both parties' temperament and trust is noticeable. Moreover the students value the 
amount of time the slave spent with the master , accepting the condition proposed by the 
question: — the slaves' place of birth being the master's house. This specific birth 

location influences the presence of the notion of "family". The Family is conceived as an
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institution where again trust and friendship are inevitable. This notion will be analysed 
later:

"Yes, if the m aster saw him grow up, checking if he was to be trusted or not" (M arisa,
1 2 +);
"Yes, the m aster would trust that slave because he had been in the fam ily for ages" (Jose,
12+);
"Sure, it's like in our homes. As time goes by, friendship arises if we get acquainted with 
the ones w orking for us. On the other hand, the slave would know his m aster's tem per 
much better" (Candida, 12+).

The influence of the type of the task slaves performed over masters' behaviour was 
refered to by one student. Nevertheless, this condition had already been presented (See 
Fig.8 ) and it was clearly developed when they answered to " Would [the human 
relationship between masters and slaves] depend on the type of work performed by the 
slave?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.9) (Annex-Figures: Fig. A7). There they pointed out the 
required characteristics of that type of work : responsibility and profitability.

e)- Masters' and slaves' attitudes to slavery
A fifth domain of study is the students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded 
slavery. The main data sources are questions 13 to 20 from the TSHU interview: "How 
would the slaves regard their own enslaving situation? Would they revolt against their 
enslaving situation?", "Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education 
and their former social status?", "Would it depend on the tradition / laws of their home 
countries?" , "How would the masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? Would 
this be a general acceptance?", "Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own 
countries?", "Would they accept for the sake of ethics: racial, cultural or moral 
superiority?", "Would they stand publicly against slavery?" and "Do you think that the 
masters would stand publicly for slavery, while at the same time being kind at home?".

Concerning the topic of how slaves regarded and coped with slavery, the contents of the 
students' arguments are varied (See Fig. 10). They attribute to the slaves feelings such as 
"fear", "sadness", "obedience" and "revolt". Looking at the distribution of moves, it is 
interesting to notice that only five students refer to "death" as a slave's idea about the 
future. According to the students' representation of the enslaved life, it would be likely 
that students would refer more often to the little expectation of life that slaves would have:

" (...) because they knew that eventually they would be re-sold or they w ould die" (Jose,
12+);
"(...) because they knew they would die sooner or later. It was their future" (Carm inda,
12+).
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Reference to the absence of human rights is very frequent, but it is made in vague terms.

Fig. 10: Students' ideas on m asters and slaves' attitudes to slavery 
(Slaves' feelings about their own enslaved situation 
- Public statements).

D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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Considering the hypothesis of slaves speaking publicly about their feelings, only two 
students refer to the rebellion of Spartacus as an example of the slaves' public 
standpoint. The others said that the slaves would not stand publicly against their enslaved 
situation. The most frequent reasons they presented for that silence were "fear of 
punishment" and "of being killed". Students may also want to attribute to slaves the 
common sense notion of a strategy of survival, meaning a mimetic performance of an 
expected enslaved behaviour. Some students may also think that slaves had a different 
frame of reference and social behaviour from the standard enslaved behaviour. Then, 

their silence would be a rational attitude, planned intentionally in order to behave 

according with the social rules wether which they now find themselves. For this 
assumption to become plausible, it would be necessary that students have information 
about the slaves' countries of origin and or their previous social status. There are some 
data that might support this assumption, as we will discuss in the following pages (See 
Fig. 11; Annex-figures: A8  and A9).
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When they evaluate the importance of the slaves' education for the acceptance or non- 
acceptance of their enslaved situation, opinions are again varied (See Fig. 11).

Fig.] 1: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (The influence of slaves' education and 
former social status).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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Nevertheless, the most frequent link is ; If the slaves were more educated, they would 
have more difficulties in accepting their enslaved situation:

"If lie was an educated person, he would feel humiliated, more than others who m ight have 
come from rural places" (Concei^ao, 12+);
"If he had a good education, he would feel sad, feeling that he didn't deserve respect from his 
master who had the same education as him" (David, 12+).

Four students claim that "the more educated slave would easily accept his situation 
saying:

"Yes, if  the slave was well educated he would know how to deal with it" (Antonia, 12+);
"I think that he would accept it better being educated. He would understand that it was his 
destiny" (Natercia, 12+).

A few students support two other different kinds of links:
-The less educated slave would easily accept his situation. There is one example: "(...) 

for sure, the slaves who came from the countryside with no studies wouldn't feel so 

humiliated" (Conceit^ao, 12+) and
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-The less educated slave would reluctantly accept his situation: "(...) even if they were 
less educated, they were human, they would feel as rebellious as the others" (David, 
1 2 + ) .

Students equally valued education as an important background for slaves being able to 
deal with the enslaving situation.

For the students that supported the first kind of link, education corresponds to a certain 

life style and to the corresponding type of humane relationship and feelings. Facing a 

different life style, slaves would feel difficulties in the adaptation to novelty. Underlying 
the second link, students think that education gives explanations and rules, enabling 
slaves to understand the new reality and to adapt themselves without strong emotional 
confrontation. Within the two last links, education is not assumed as a synonym of 
having studied, as in the previous examples. Now, when students speak about the "less 
educated", they refer to people from the countryside used to a hard life style. So, the 
change of status from freedom to slavery doesn't correspond to a real change. Daily life 
routine would be approximately the same. This similarity permits slaves to adapt 
themselves easily.
This group did not consider the slaves' former social status as a possible factor that might 
interfere with how slaves coped with their situation. The reason that might be deduced is 
that again students show embarrassment when defining and dealing with the concept of 
social status. The same situation had already occurred when they were asked "If the 
human relationship established between masters and slaves might depend on the slaves' 
former social status/or origin" [(TSHU interview: Qst.l 1) ( Annex- Figures: Fig.A8 )].

So far as the slaves' traditions and the laws of their home countries are concerned, the 
students acknowledge their lack of information about it (4 stds.). Even so, some students 
propose an hypothesis which seems plausible: "If the slaves' home countries had 
slavery, then the slaves would accept it better" ( 6  stds.) [(TSHU interview: Q st.l5) 
(Annex-Figures: Fig.A9)]:

"Yes, they would know how to behave correctly" (Natercia, 12+);
"Yes, they would be m ore easily used to it. For those who had never seen that, it would be 
a tremendous shock" (C once i^o , 12+).

These moves focus on two levels of the situation. The students think that being used to 
slavery prepares slaves to know how to behave according to its "rules". Simultaneously, 
having lived in a country with slavery would diminish the psychological impact of the 
novelty of such reality seen, of course, as brutal or at least strange.
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In spite of this scattering of ideas, there are still students who do not consider the slaves' 
education and their former social status as relevant to their attitude towards slavery (7 
stds.). They simply generalise by stating that the enslaved situation was "equally sad for 
all", or "they should feel just the same".

"Being a slave is always bad: here and there" (Bruno, 12+);
"The truth was: they were in that situation against their will" (Jose, 12+).

These generalisations emphasise the students' moral condemnation of slavery, which 

prevents them from considering other possibilities.

Regarding the way in which the masters regarded and coped with slavery (See Fig. 12), 
students recognise that generalisation can cope with 'exceptions to the rule'(l 1 stds.). 
This initial statement matches the same formal doubt which students had already stated 
when they were asked: "Do you think these relationships (between masters and slaves) 
were always the same?" (TSHU interview: Qst.7). Here and then, they adopt the same 
standpoint. Still some students attribute the origin of those exceptions to the masters' 
personal profile.

Fig. 12: Students’ ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (M asters' attitudes towards slavery and 
acceptance).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
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They all also claim that masters would see slavery as a legitimate and natural source of 
profit:

"I think they agreed because they invented slavery and they make profit from it. They didn't 
pay wages, they just saved money (Bruno, 12+)"
"Yes, I think the m ajority would have accepted it because they would take profits from it" 
(Carminda, 12+);
"They knew that slavery was the source of wealth" (M anuel, 12+);
"That way, they wouldn't have to work, they had the slaves for free" (Tania, 12+).
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Here, slavery is merely seen in its economic facet. This persistent narrow approach 
might have been the students' strategy for understanding masters' acceptance of slavery. 
The masters' economic purposes and needs would be superimposed upon possible moral 
objections. This assumption is plausible because students value it as an excusable 
reason, possibly the only one, due to the transposition of contemporary moral values to 
ancient times. Thus, students use their awareness of how materialistic constraints 
influence people's behaviour and values, in their attempt to understand masters' 
attitudes.

This acceptance would also be supported by the masters' family traditions (2 stds.) and 
by the laws of their countries, which allow that kind of trade ( 6  stds.) ( Annex-Figures: 

Fig.AlO)].

"Laws said yes, then slavery became a natural thing" (Conceigao, 12+);
"Yes, laws would let the m asters use the slaves freely w ithout punishm ents or criticism s" 
(Candida, 12+);
"The traditions? N obody liked to go against the traditions in those days (...)" (N atercia,
1 2+).

In all these moves, students think that laws function as a shield for possible moral 
objections. Laws are seen as an external identity to which authorship is not clearly 
attributed. This lack of responsibility allows masters to act according to their own 
interests.

Students also evoke racism as another influential factor on masters' ideas about slavery 
[(TSHU Interview, Qst. 18) (Annex-Figures; Fig.A ll)]. This statement presupposes that 
students think that all slaves were blacks (12 stds.). There are six students who express 
the idea of the "supremacy of the White Race" when they label masters as racist:

"Racism, yes, because almost all slaves were blacks" (Marisa, 12+);
"Yes, because they treat the blacks as inferior people" (Conceigao, 12+);
"Yes, always, the masters thought they were superior only because they were white. So, 
they m ight treat the blacks as objects" (Claudio, 12+);
"Yes, the m asters had a more developed culture and the negroes had a backw ardish one.
Then, the masters felt superior" (David, 12+).

The reference to racism is based on the assumption that almost all slaves were Negroes. 
This assumption is clearly dated. The slavery they are thinking about is linked to the 
slave-trade developed between Africa, Lisbon and Brazil (Triangular trade). This subject 

might have been studied in previous school years or seen on the very popular Brazilian 
soaps. The North American movies like "Roots" or "North and South" and so on, might 
also have been the source of this temporarily limited and generalised assumption.
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Three moves pointed out slaves as "defeated people". This reference indicates that 
students are aware that war was one of the source of slave trade. So, to enslave defeated 
people was a tradition, and as such, an acceptable practice.

About the possibility of masters speaking publicly against slavery (See Fig. 13), the 
students (9 stds.) argue mainly that the masters would stand publicly against slavery only 
if they belonged to a political majority, saying, for example: "Only if they were 

politicians from the opposition" (Bruno, 12+) and "Yes, but only in political discussions, 
not in public places" (Luis, 12+).

Fig. 13: Students' ideas on m asters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (M asters' public statements)
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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The students accept the possibility of the masters' public manifestation of their opinion 
only if they were legitimated by a specific social or political role and status that might 
shield them from later punishments. Underlying this assumption it might be deduced that 
students think slavery was a "hot" issue, only allowed to be discussed in specific places 
like the Parliament. This spatial limitation, then, might be considered as a political 
strategy to avoid a wider discussion or, using a common metaphor, preventing a situation 
in which "power might fall in the streets". Simultaneously, "to be a politician" might be 
seen as a social role that gives a certain freedom and impunity which common citizens do 
not have.

The students presented several reasons why masters would not stand publicly against 
slavery. Six students chose respect towards the law as an argument for masters' self 

censorship of public expression. The argument "to avoid problems" was mentioned four 

times . It might be said that these students assert that the masters' silence was a strategy
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in order to have a quiet life and not be noticed by their peers. It is also possible to say that 
these students are aware of the social constraints of people's public behaviour:

"M aybe, but few. Because they m ight be punished if they d idn 't respect the laws (...)" 
(Natercia, 12+);
"No, of course not, the laws might be kept" (Luis, 12+);
"They w ouldn't say anything. Silence is the best policy" (Carminda, 12+);
"They would be afraid of being treated as aliens" (Manuel, 12+).

Closely related to the previous hypothesis, students accept the idea of a masters' double 
standpoint: "be publicly for-slavery and being kind towards the slaves at home" (See 

Fig. 14).

Fig. 14: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to
slavery (M asters public statements for slavery while 
at the sam e time being kind at home).
D istribution of students' 12+ age group moves (N=15)
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The reason more frequently quoted might be expressed this way: "home is a place of 
privacy and personal power":

"At home, we do what we want to, nobody from the outside is in charge" (M arisa, 12+);
"At home, there was no one spying on him. He was in charge, only him" (Conceigao,
12+);
"They were within the family and with whom they trusted. They could speak freely"
(Tania, 12+);
"Because they were alone or with friends they could trust and they knew they w ouldn 't 
com e out telling something" (Candida, 12+);
"O f course, it's natural. Our home is like a castle. W e are the boss. W e have our own 
rules" (David, 12+).

It is noticeable in these moves that students value "home" as an inviolable setting with 
specific rules, rights and correspondent behaviour. "Home" is seen as a safe place where 
people do not feel the compulsory duty of performing according to the social rules of the 
"outside" society.
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Closely related with the previous reason, the second one might be expressed by this 
statement: "Because at home they don't need to play a role":

"At home, he was safe, he might be charitable as he actually was" (Natercia, 12+);
"Yes, it is natural. At home, we are free, we can be ourselves" (Conceigao M a, 12+);
"Yes, at home we are ourselves, not pretending to be a tough master" (M anuel, 12+).

The same assumption, as above, is underlined in these moves. "Home" as a "safe place" 
allows masters to behave according to their own will and feelings, disrespecting the 
social "outside" pattern of behaviour, without being afraid of its social constraints.

Four students claim that this masters' "double standpoint" was "a strategy to avoid 
problems with the slaves":

"Yes... I see. No, it is not a contradiction. We want peace at home" (Claudio, 12+);
"(...) and I think that it would also be a way of having a calm  atmosphere" (Antonia, 12+).

So, the masters' kind attitude at home would be a mere deliberate strategy to manage their 
relationship with the slaves.

f)- Judgements on enslaving societies and peoples
The sixth domain upon which we can focus is the students' judgements on enslaving 
societies and peoples. The main sources we might invoke are questions 21 to 25 from the 
TSHU interview: "What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?", "Was 
slavery always a bad thing?", "Do you find any present or past justifications for the 
existence of slavery?", "How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do 
you think about the people living in this society?", " Even if it was in the Past?", and the 
20th question from the Empathy Interview: "How can a society and the people of that 
society manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level which exists in its 
political and cultural evidence?".

No students stated their approval [(TSHU interview: Qst.21) (Annex-Figures:Fig.A12)]. 
When making explicit their opposition the main argument was the lack of "the right to 
freedom" (7 stds.) followed by the argument of "equality" (4 stds). Some students also 
present the fact of human beings being treated as objects (3 stds.), the absence of Human 
Rights and economic exploitation (3 stds.) as reasons for being against slavery. All these 
arguments were already used in other answers, namely, when they were asked to define 
slavery or when they were asked about the type of human relationship that existed 

between the masters and the slaves (TSHU interview: Qst.l and Qst.6).
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When confronted with the variable "past times", [(TSHU interview: Qst.22) (Annex- 
Figures: Fig.A13)] the students continue to defend the same position. They substantiate 
their reasons with arguments such as the absence of freedom (5 stds.), the absence of 
equality: (2 stds.), and the absence of Human Rights in general terms (6 stds.).The 
novelty is that some students begin to present some arguments according to different 
points of view. So, slavery "was good" for the masters (3 stds.):

"Yes, for the m asters it was good, of course, they had profits w ith it. But for the slaves it 
was bad because they didn't have freedom" (Bruno, 12+).

and also for the slaves (2 stds.):

“It depends, because I think there were som e slaves who w ould enjoy w orking for their 
masters. At least they had some food" (Jose, 12+);
"Not always, there were moments that it was good. For exam ple, during the wars many of 
them would have been killed if they hadn't become slaves. A t least they were kept alive" 
(Candida, 12+).

These few exceptions seek to avoid the generalisation, but the students' examples are still 
confined to concrete situations that work as excusable contexts for the existence of 
slavery. The same attitude was noticed when they were asked "Do you find any present 
or past justifications for the existence of slavery?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.23) (Annex- 
Figures: Fig. A 14)].

The students' judgements might be grouped according to the target-societies and the 
target-people they chose [(TSHU interview: Qst.24) (See Fig.15)]. Students judge the 
enslaving societies using adjectives such as "greedy", "selfish" and "repressive", 
adjectives more commonly used towards people. One student called such a society 
"irrational": "Even the animals do not do such a thing. The human being is worse than 
the animals" (Bruno, 12+). References to the absence of Human Rights are also present.

Concerning the people living in enslaving societies the students from this age group 
labelled as cruel (5 stds.), selfish (4 stds.), or having no feelings (5 stds.).
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Fig. 15: S tudents 'judgm ents on enslaving societies and 

their people.
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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+ Students from the 12+ age group did not differentiate 
masters and people as the others did.

Students judge the enslaving societies using adjectives such as "greedy", "selfish" 
and "repressive", adjectives more commonly used towards people. One student 
called such a society "irrational": "Even the animals do not do such a thing. The 

human being is worse than the animals" (Bruno, 12+). References to the absence of 
Human Rights are also present.

Concerning the people living in enslaving societies the students from this age group 
labelled as cruel (5 stds.), selfish (4 stds.), or having no feelings (5 stds.).

When confronted with the location of an enslaved society in ancient times (TSHU 
interview: Qst.25), the students' positions were divided in two groups (See Fig. 16).

The first group of students maintain their opinions, returning to previous assumptions 
already made explicitly during the interview, that might be summed up in this way: The 
past and the present are the same (8 stds.). Such assumptions might mean that slavery 
still exists nowadays even with another name, that the reason for the existence of slavery,
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i.e. greed, power and so on, is a-temporal human characteristics and finally that such 
values as equality and freedom, (i.e. the human rights) are also a-temporal and a- 
contextual.

Fig. 16: S tudents 'judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people (Past settings)
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

* YES: Past = Present 8

* NO: Past* Present
*Laws, ideas,
habits 6
*Level o f develop 1

ment

The second group (6 stds.) states that in present times people regard law as important but 
provisional:

"In the Past, they were like this. N owadays we are different, we fight against unfair laws" 
(M anuel, 12+);
"It's different. Nowadays we can contest without being mistreated" (Luis, 12+).

It might be deduced that these statements, and along with others made in answers to the 
previous question, might signify that students really value respect for law as a primordial 
sign of a civilized society that we observe not so passively as in ancient times.

These standpoints were later confronted when they were asked "How can a society and 
its people manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifested in its 
political and cultural evidence?" [(Empathy interview: Qst.20) (See Fig. 17)].

Fig. 17: S tudents'judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people (Slavery and High cultural level ).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* High cultural level
needs slaves to provide
wealth (artifacts) 7
* High cultural level is
different from Human
Rights' Culture 8
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The students' answers can be grouped into two types of arguments. The first group 
defends the idea that a past society with a high cultural level needs slaves to provide 
wealth, a necessary condition to reach that level.

"They were developed, yes. Because w ithout slavery they w ouldn't be anything"
(Luis, 12+);
"Those societies needed slaves to do those beautiful palaces, houses, pyram ids...
They needed free work, the slaves. W ithout slaves they had no people enough or 
money to pay the salaries" (Claudio, 12+).

They accept slavery as an instrument of the economic policy of past societies. Slavery 
was a source of income and it was socially assumed as an instrument for the development 
of society. Accepting that, they are also stressing economics as one of the main 
foundations upon which other social institutions are dependent. The ability to discriminate 
is also visible in the second group of answers where students develop the idea that a high 
cultural level does not mean a higher level in the domain of human rights:

"They m ight have a high level of cultural, economic, but... where are the Hum an Rights? 
Nowhere. They were backwards. Human Rights are an im portant sign of developm ent, I 
think..." (Claudio, 12+);
"Yes, they m ight be developed, I m ean, rich, having beautiful things, arts, but ... The 
m ost im portant thing is Man, being respected, you know..." (Helder, 12+).

Once more, they convincingly ascribe an a-temporal quality to human rights. If they 
show an awareness of what culture is, and discriminate culture from cultural artifacts, 
they show some difficulties in accepting that human rights are part of it, framed in 
different times and geographical contexts, therefore assuming different meanings and 
substantive contents.

g)- Personal projection into m asters’ and slaves' roles
A possible seventh domain is the students' personal projection into masters' and slaves' 
roles. The main sources of information we might invoke are questions 26 to 30 from the 
TSHU interview: "Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the past? 
How would you treat them ?", "If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in a town, 
how would your treatment be towards your slaves? Do you think living in the 
countryside or living in a town influenced people's behaviour?", "If you had been a 
slave, how would you have felt ?", "What would you feel about your master? Would 
your feelings depend on how he treated you?", "What would you want for your future?".

When projecting themselves into masters' roles a few students refused the hypothesis of 
having slaves (4 stds.), justifying their refusal by re-stating their position against slavery 

(See Fig. 18):
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"No, I'm against slavery, so I wouldn't. I would do all the work" (M arisa, 12+);
"No, because I don't agree. M aybe employees" (Antonia, 12+).

It is noticeable that these students use their contemporary standpoints on slavery to refuse 
a personal projection towards that past situation. Trying to find an alternative to their own 
initial refusal they acknowledge as peremptory, some students accepted the use of 
employees, a type of human resource which is more compatible with their contemporary 
view about the features of the labour market.

Fig. 18: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' role. (Purchase and treatment)
D istribution o f students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

Y *Normal 6

E *Good: personal
profile 8

S * Bad: usual 2

No *Against slavery 4
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Q reluctantly with
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u the hypothesis of
z having slaves, but
<

< * they would give
03 good living and 2

working conditions
*they would treat -

slaves fairly

Two students present a balanced position. They begin by refusing the idea of having 
slaves, but afterwards they accept it, guaranteeing them a humane treatment according to 
their own personal profile or according to specific labour situations:

"No, I can im agine m yself with em ployees, not with slaves. Still, if  I had slaves and 
m oney I would build a house with beds and blankets, I would speak to them and I w ouldn't 
m istreat them. If  they m isbehaved, if  they didn't do their tasks I would punish them, but 
not beat them. All I would want was to be fair. Just that." (Jose, 12+).

Finally, some students accept the proposed hypothesis stating that having slaves was 

common in the past, even when they had previously disagreed with slavery during the 
interview. This dual standing, to accept the past as different from the present and to 
refuse it in moral terms, co-exists within students' answers without explicit conflict. This 
peaceful acceptance might be grounded upon the existence of the criterion of majority that
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socially legitimates this past practice. Nevertheless, they explain that they would treat 
their slaves according to their own contemporary personal profile:

"(...) If I were as the m ost of them I would treat them badly, but w ith my temper, I think I 
would be charitable" (Natercia, 12+);
"Yes, and I would treat them well. It's my education" (Claudio, 12+).

They transfer their own contemporary personal behaviour towards the role of a master. 
This extrapolation reinforces the role of personal psychological profile and education in 
determining human conduct.

The 27th question from the TSHU interview proposed one specific personal projection 
exercise: "If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in a town, how would your 
treatment be towards your slaves? Do you think living in the countryside or living in a 
town influenced people's behaviour?". The purpose of this specific attribution of 
opposite location was to place the students against their own geographical background 
and correspondent representations. The majority of the students did not answer 
separately to both parts of the question. They prefered to do it without making 
themselves the subjects of the sentences (See Fig. 19).

Fig. 19: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' roles (Countryside and town settings).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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Some students argued that this spatial characteristic is not an important influence on 
masters' behaviour towards their slaves, prefering to stress the influence of idiosyncratic 

psychological features once more ( 6  stds.). Others accepted the suggested hypothesis. 
One student claimed that rural masters would be humane towards their slaves because 
they value manual work: "The people from the countryside are more humane and they 
know the work is tougher. They would treat them better" (Antonia, 12+). Another 

student speaks about a human rural profile as a reason for such humane behaviour: "(...) 
people from the countryside are more sincere and simple, more humane" (Natercia, 12+). 
These two types of moves draw a rural personal profile that is obviously based on a 
generalised stereotype. This idyllic representation is persistent particularly when city and 
country are juxtaposed.

There exist also answers where students express the idea that rural masters would be less 
humane, as they say, because the hard agricultural tasks demand a more severe attitude 
towards the slaves in order to produce a profit: "Because the works in the fields are 
tougher, so the masters would demand more and more" (Conceit^ao, 12+).
Summing up all these ideas about rural masters, apparently the underlying key-note that 
shapes the reasons and stereotypes presented, is the real condition of rural working daily 
life both for slaves and masters.

Concerning the urban masters, the answers might be grouped in similar categories. Some 
students insist that the masters would be humane towards their slaves because the tasks 
they had to accomplish are lighter than the rural ones (3 stds.): "(...) In the cities the 
masters were less demanding because the work is easier" (Concei9 ao, 12+). So, as the 
tasks were not so hard it wouldn't be necessary for masters to implement severe 
discipline and control, because the slaves would be more pleased with their life and they 

would be more disciplined.

A personal profile of the urban master/people was also drawn, but in this case negatively 

(2 stds.): "Yes, because urban masters thought they were more important and they would 
treat them worse (...)" (Natercia, 12+). The words students use to describe the 
masters/urban people, i.e."important, envious, selfish", might be classified as 
ambiguous due to its polysemy. The students do not explain why they apply those 
adjectives, possibly including them within a stereotyped image of the contemporary 

urban person.
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Regarding the students' own projection into slaves' roles, there is a spread distribution of 
moves (See Fig.20).

Fig.20: Students' personal projection into masters' and 
slaves' roles (Slaves' role)
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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It has to be stressed that eleven students from this age group stated that they would be 
rebels if they had been slaves. When speaking about their feelings as slaves, seven 
students emphasised the lack of human rights (7 stds.) and the living and working 
conditions (4 stds.). Almost all the students (14 stds.) accepted the influence of masters' 
behaviour upon their feelings and ideas about their enslaved situation [(TSHU interview, 
Qst.29) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A15)]: "(...) if he would treat me kindly, I would also be 
polite. (...)" (Carminda, 12+). However, one student felt the need to stress that he would 
not forget his situation as slave: "(...) and I would try everything to change my situation" 
(Claudio, 12+).

The most frequent desires for the future (See Annex-Figures: Fig.A16) to which 
"students-slaves" refer, are "to get freedom" (4 stds.), "to have a family and a job" (5 
stds.) and "to have a humane treatment" (4 stds.) .These desires are the same as those 
which students mentioned on the 28th question, being used there as reasons for their 
feelings towards their enslaved situation [(TSHU interview: Qst.30) (See Fig.20)].
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3.1.2 A pattern of substantive ideas on Slavery
Considering the multiple ideas students provided, it is possible to draw a pattern of 
substantive ideas on Slavery in the 12+ age group. This pattern will be organised by the 

areas that guided the analysis of results.

The following diagrams intend to summarise students' ideas on those areas. They also 
show more specifically the links students explicated during the interviews.
The ideas presented on the diagrams are those most frequently offered by the students. 
The following is a key to the diagrams:

* the square D  is used to reinforce the more frequent idea students in a particular

age group supported;
* the arrows —> show how to read the links students made between such ideas or

concepts;
* the nouns, verbs or expressions written near the arrows express the nature of the

linkages.
When other symbols occur, a specific key will be added on the diagram.

The institution of slavery is described through images of daily life conditions and 
masters' and slaves' behaviour (See Diag.l). This broad picture seems to be rooted in 
contemporary media artefacts, namely, American movies, Brazilian soaps, and comics. 
History classes were also quoted as a source of information on the topic.

Diagram 1: The institution of slavery (12+ age group)

Factual 
images of 
enslaved daily 
life

M edia products; 
History classes

SLAVERY

&&
.Human
rights

rg ►
Freedom

Students'
contemporary
values

Slavery is also seen by this age group as a human personal situation defined by the 
absence of human rights, particularly freedom of speech and action. Students considered 

them in a-temporal terms due to their own contemporary values and because of the 
relevance they assert for these specific rights in their own private daily life in matters 

concerning their relationship with parents and friends.
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Ideas which students had on slavery are often aggressive, provided by dramatic scenes 

where people are presented with brutalised bodies, with injuries and covered with rags. 
These scenes present brutal treatment towards the slaves without any concern for the 
subjects' physical or moral needs and where the gratuitous cruelty is clearly underlined. 
Students of this age seemed to be more emotionally sensitive to the fictional scenes of 
slavery that movies offered than to written descriptions from a coeval document, from 
pictures of instruments of punishment, and even from pictures that show the spatial 

boxing of slaves in a slave ship. In spite of images of violence having become frequent in 
the media, students still seemed to be affected in their both aesthetic and moral 
sensibilities by such images as those to which they had access on slavery.

The reasons for the existence or the non- existence of slavery are mainly bounded 
within the sphere of the individual (See Diag.2). So, the reasons are substantiated by the 
people/masters' need of profit or desire for wealth.

Diagram 2 - Reasons for the existence o f slavery (12+ age group)

Personal sphere Political sphere

X I

W ealth

Christianity:
Sin, Hell, Heaven, 
Doomsday

National development

Culture of human 
rights and cultural 
artifacts

The students judged the masters' purposes with religious arguments, confined to the 

absence of Christian precepts and values. The focus of these judgmental arguments is 
more confined to the means masters/people used to attain the profits (e.g., absence of 
salaries, human rights, working conditions) than to the desire for profits itself. 
Therefore, they also recognised that some countries needed slavery to attain a high level 
of wealth made explicit by the existence of magnificent cultural artefacts. In this case, as 
the subject is an impersonal organisation, they did not judge it. To support their 
impartiality students differentiate the notions of culture and cultural artefacts. Therefore, a 
country with slavery may have cultural artefacts that may be seen as signs of a high level
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of culture, but in fact, they do not correspond to a high level of culture so far as human 
rights are concerned.

Changes are only recognised in external features of explicit material conditions e.g.. 
working conditions, housing, clothes, etc. (See Diag.3). The persistence of masters' 
motives for having slaves, the need for profits through the exploitation of the enslaved 
work force, justify students' denial of the existence of changes in slavery. Therefore, the 
students did not recognise the existence of changes in masters' human behaviour towards 
the slaves either. Nevertheless, they accepted that behavioural generalisations ought to be 
avoided.

Diagram 3: Changes in slavery (12+ age group)
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Human behaviour depends firstly upon the individual's idiosyncratic characteristics. 
This assumption is clearly assumed by the students concerning the masters' behaviour 
towards the slaves (See Diag.4). This attribution remains persistent, even if students 
accept other influences upon human behaviour, and it cohabits with them without 
conflicts. So, the students also believe that individuals behave according to specific daily 
life conditions and social roles, particularly when they focus on slaves' behaviour 
towards their masters.

Students present several stereotypes regarding the influence of education and social 
variables upon human behaviour, in particular about the behaviour of the masters. As 
previously indie ated, students see education, meaning literacy, as the necessary 

instrument to the creation of a citizen with a fair and humane profile.
Concerning the masters' point of view and its influence upon masters' behaviour towards 
the slaves, the students' statements claim that masters' behaviour was based on an

Human
relationships Exploitation Matei
between ° f  work force of the
masters and food,
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economic logic. So, the type of the existing human relationship between masters and 
slaves depends upon the profits they might earn from slaves' labour performance.

Diagram 4: Human relationship between m asters and slaves (12+ age group)
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investment;
* Slaves' tasks: responsibility, 
profit, intimacy.

Students also claim that to have a "real" human relationship there must be two conditions: 
respect and honesty. These qualities are seen both as conditions and as definires 
components of a "human relationship". Students stress intimacy and frequency of contact 
between masters and slaves as conditions for the definition of the type of human 
relationship. They also recognise the masters' control of the rules of interaction, 
attributing to them the role of designer of such rules. The above assumptions remit the 
influences upon human behaviour to the area of the idiosyncratic.

When speaking about the slaves, students also recognise the influence of intimacy and 
frequency of contacts between masters and slaves upon the slaves' behaviour (See 
Diag.5).
This acknowledgement permits acceptance of a large number of behavioural patterns 
among the masters and slaves. Students also assert that slaves had a general 
acknowledgement of their own functions, limits and expectations within the relationship 
established with the masters. So, slaves would be aware of an expected pattern of 
enslaved behaviour, closely controlled by the emotional element of fear.



Diagram 5: Human relationship between masters and slaves (12+  age group)
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The frame of reference is an a-temporal sum of ideas, beliefs and values. In this 
sense students invoke Christian precepts and human rights to understand slavery, the 
masters, the slaves and enslaved societies. The presence or the absence of these elements 
influences the individual's ideas and behaviour.

Students attribute to masters excusable arguments for their adherence to slavery, namely 
the need of profits and the acceptance of family traditions and respect towards their home 
countries’ laws (See Diag.6 ).

Diagram 6: M asters'attitudes to slavery (1 2 + age group)
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Family traditions and Laws, as already discussed, are seen as external identities to which 
authorship is not clearly attributed. So, they might function as workable reasons to
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justify both the masters' adherence and their lack of commitment to change or even to 
eliminate slavery.

Masters, according to these students, adopt political strategies legitimated by their 
specific positions within the political and economic hierarchy. This assumption is clearly 
expressed when the hypothesis of masters speaking publicly or not about their ideas on 
slavery was proposed. Then, students only accept it if the masters were shielded by 
specific political and economic roles and situations.

The students had more difficulties when they tried to define slaves' ideas about slavery. 
Previously they had said that slaves were aware of their enslaved situation and of what 
was expected from them in terms of behaviour (See Diag.5). Once more, they reinforce 
this idea adding that this kind of slaves' behaviour and the silence about their own 
situation was a survival strategy.

When confronted with variables that might influence slaves' ideas, such as their former 
cultural position or cultural status or even their own countries of origin, students show 
varied opinions (See Diag.7). These hypotheses provide a multiplicity of situations and 
correspondent attempts at explanation. Students recognise their lack of data about slaves' 
previous background and its impact on their ability to deal with the new enslaved 
situation. Then, they establish stereotyped relationships between slaves' education, 
social status, countries of origin, and the degree of acceptance of slavery and their own 
enslaved situation.

Diagram 7: Slaves' attitudes to slavery ( 12+ age group)
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Past and present are accepted as different entities, but when confronted with a specific 
historical situation, students see the past as a mixed sum of past and contemporary 
pictures (See Diag.8 ). This ambiguity is expressed when they were asked to judge 
slavery, the masters, the people in general and enslaved societies, and also when they 
were asked to project themselves into the masters and the slaves' roles.

Diagram 8: S tudents'judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (12+ age group)
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As students are aware of the strength of economic needs bearing upon individual 
behaviour and the organisation of societies, they extrapolate their contemporary 
acknowledgement to societies of the past. Again they isolate the economic sphere from 
the social and religious ones. The religious and social arguments are used to judge 
slavery when it is confined to the individual domain, particularly when they focus on the 

masters' behaviour.

When students focused upon enslaving societies or countries, those arguments 
disappeared. Then, they accept the public need of profits as a legitimate reason for the 
existence of slavery. It might be claimed that students value the national welfare as more 
important than the defence of personal values and beliefs. Nevertheless, students stress 
the absence of a culture of human rights in past societies, which they considered a- 
temporal. In this sense, they differentiate culture from cultural artefacts, because the 
artistic evidences, they value historically, needed the profits of the slavery trade for their 

production to be possible.
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As previously stated, students use the absence of Christian precepts when they try to 
understand the masters' behaviour. These religious precepts are also labelled as a- 
temporal.

When asked to project themselves into masters' and slaves' roles, they balanced between 
being able to feel and to act as the people of the past and to render explicitly their own 
contemporary feelings, values and desires (See Diag.9).

Diagram 9: Students' personal projection into m asters and slaves' roles (1 2 +  age group)
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Playing the masters' roles the students began by refusing the idea of having slaves due to 
their disagreement with slavery. Later they agreed that having slaves was common in the 
past. Even so, they made it clear that they would act fairly and humanely according to 
their own personal and contemporary beliefs and feelings.
The hypotheses of masters being urban or rural possibly influencing their behaviour, 
show that students extrapolate to past times their contemporary ideas about urban and 
rural human profiles and types of daily life conditions. They present an idealistic profile 
of a rural humane but demanding behaviour and a selfish and urban inhumane one.

When projecting themselves into slaves' roles, students attribute their own personal 
feelings to that past situation. Here they invoke more clearly their contemporary values, 
attributing to slaves the acknowledgement of the lack of human rights. So, the slaves' 
feelings would accord with that situation. Trying to project themselves into slaves' role, 
students plead for the absence of human rights, family and friends. Nevertheless, they
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stress the influence of the masters' type of behaviour upon the slaves' feelings and 
desires.

3.1.3 Students' ideas about slaves' reasons for saving their masters from  
death.

This second moment of analysis is related with the second purpose of this study, that is 
to detect possible links between tacit historical understandings and the students' 
empathetic understanding of people from the past. To attain this purpose the students 
were confronted with a particular situation in a specific historical context: two Roman 
slaves that saved their masters from death. As it has already been mentioned, the choice 

of this event was intended to offer a double challenge: first, students had to develop 
argumentative strategies in order to manage dated and contextualised information from 
the Roman civilization, and secondly they had to deal with the paradoxical situation of 

slaves saving their masters from death (See Chapter 2.1 Purpose of the study).

The Empathy test proposed two stories about two slaves who saved their masters from 
death. The questions were: "Why did Antius Restio's slave behave towards his master 
loyally and with a sense of duty?" and "Why did Panapio's slave behave towards his 
master loyally and with a sense of duty?" (See Annex-Instruments: Empathy test). The 
purpose of this Empathy test was to detect students' ideas about the reasons why slaves 
saved their masters from death (See Chapter 2.3.2). Coupled with the two stories, the 
students received several documents and texts about Roman civilisation and about slavery 
(See Annex-Instruments: Empathy test-materials).

The sources considered in the analysis of students' empathy performance were the 
answers given to the Empathy test, together with those to the Empathy interview (See 
Chapter 2.3.3). This was an instrument intentionally made for students to express orally 
ideas that were not clearly written in the Empathy test. (See Annex-Instruments: Empathy 
Interview). From this interview we chose questions 10 to 19: "Could you define the 
notion of duty? And loyalty?", "What feelings or conditions underlie the notions of duty 
and loyalty?", "Do you think that these notions, duty and loyalty, can exist either 
between two persons of the same social level or between two persons of different social 
positions?", "What sort of things have people experienced that could affect their 
behaviours? How?", "What did these two slaves think when they acted that way? Did 
they act spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?", "What did these two masters think about their 
slaves' attitudes during these situations?", " Why did the masters accept their slaves' 
attitudes when obeying their orders?", "Did the acknowledgement of other people's daily
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life conditions affect slaves' thoughts and feelings about their own enslaving situation?", 
"Do you think slaves considered themselves as belonging to the masters' family? To 
what extent?" and "Do you think these two slaves thought differently from the other 
slaves concerning the idea of belonging to their master's family?".

In spite of having two different cases to explain, as expressed above, sometimes the 
students answered them together. So, for counting purposes the criterion was 
authorship. This situation will be pointed out whenever it seems relevant. There are only 

two situations where the answers focus exclusively on Panapio's story as will be seen 
later on. For an easy identification of the origin of these moves the letter "R", for Antius 
Restio's story, and the letter "P" for Panapio's story will be used after the name of the 
student. When they did not focus on one of the two stories "RP" will be used.

The students' answers give us a complex frame of reasons that might underlie slaves' 
attitudes in saving their masters from death. The students' reasons can be grouped into 
five types.

a) - Slaves' material daily life conditions
The first type of reason students present is related to the slaves' material daily life 

conditions.
The strict dependency on the masters, concerning the daily survival of each slave, is 
presented as a reason for the behaviour of both slaves (2 stds.) (A nnex-Figures: 

Fig. A 19):

"(...) W ith his master, he learnt new jobs, besides being granted food and shelter" (Tania, R- 
1 2 +);
"(...) and also because his master gave him food, work and a house" (Bruno, RP-12+).

These moves acknowledge slaves' economic dependency on the masters. It might be 
deduced that slavery is regarded as a lifebuoy for which slaves must be grateful to their 
masters. These slaves' behaviour needs a specific and material reason to be understood.

b)-Human relationship between masters and slaves
The second type of reason is related to the human relationship existing between the 
masters and the slaves. To understand why slaves acted in the way they did, some 
students feel the need to contextualise their actions within a specific relational 

environment between them and their masters (See Fig.21).
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F ig .2 1: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 

their m asters (The human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Love-Friendship
(m asters<->slaves) 5

* Pity
(slaves-> masters) 3

* Filial Love <—>
Fatherly love 6

* Fear (slaves) 1

For those attitudes to have occurred, students refer to the need of love or friendship 
between masters and slaves:

"Because he loved his m aster and he showed him what he could do for him (...)" (Bruno, 
RP-12+);
"(...) He wasn't resented and saved him, for he was a friend o f his master" (Antonia, R- 
1 2 +) .

Other moves name the feeling of pity of the slaves towards their masters as a reason for 
the slaves' attitudes:

"(...) When he saw those soldiers, he felt sorry for him and saved him (...)" (Luis, R-12+);
"He felt sorry for his master (...)" (Claudio, P-12+).

The students also refer to specific filial or fatherly love as a reason for the slaves' actions:

"Because the slave wanted to show he loved his m aster as he'd love his father (...)" (Jose, 
P-12+);
"Because he loved his master as if the m aster was his father. He m ight even be" (Candida, 
P-12+);
"Because, although he was mistreated, he loved his master as he'd love his father" (Claudio,
R -12-13).

To understand slaves' behaviour, students need to accept as background the existence of 
a mutual friendly feeling between slaves and masters. As will be seen later on (See 1.2. 
d)- and e)-, this need is confirmed with a behavioural profile of the masters as fatherly, 
humane and kind persons, as well as with a correspondent filial profile of slaves. The 
lack of reference to, or even judgements about, the mistreatments inflicted on the slaves 
must be stressed, despite its explicit presence in the texts. The word "mistreatments" was 
substituted by "punishments". They become mere examples of fatherly authority: "(...) 
and when he'd punished the slaves it was because there was a reason for it" (Tania, RP- 

12+) .
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Nevertheless, when requested to think about "To what extent slaves considered 
themselves as belonging to the masters' family?" (Empathy interview: Qst. 18), students 
are unanimous in refusing that idea, which is the opposite of their own notion of family 
[(Empathy interview: Qst. 18) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A20)]. This refusal was based on 
their assumption about family as an institution where all members ought to be equal and 
help one another.

" No, because to be a family means having equality am ong all m em bers and having a 
mutual helping sense" (Carminda, 12+);
" No, a family exists for helping , they are all equal, there are no m asters and slaves" 
(M arisa, 12+);
" No, the family is a place where we feel good and protected, between friends. The fam ily 
exists to help one another" (Bruno, 12+).

Therefore it is difficult for students to accept the co-existence of slaves and correspondent 
mistreatments inflicted by their masters, together with their notion of family, even when 
considered within past societies. They mainly stress mutual help and affectionate feelings 
as indispensable qualities defining what a family is about.

They were also questioned "Do you think these two slaves [from the stories] thought 
differently from the other slaves concerning the idea of belonging to their masters' 
family?". Then, the answers were different [(Empathy interview: Qst. 19) (Annex- 
Figures:Fig.A21)]. Students'choice was clearly divided. Twelve students chose the slave 
of Panapio saying that he should have a strong feeling of belonging to his master' family:

"With these slaves maybe things were different. Particularly with the slave from the second 
story, Panapio, isn't it? This one should like not only his m aster but also all his fam ily. If 
he didn't save him from death, they would become orphans and widow, w ouldn't they?" 
(Helder, 12+);
"Yes, but only the Panapio's slave. He m ust like him as a real father. To let h im self be 
killed, is one thing we do for our own father or mother, don't we?" (Claudio, 12+).

This sense of belonging acts as an essential affective condition for students to understand 
this slave's "extreme" attitude: to let himself be killed instead of his master.

The other three students claimed that Antius's slave " felt only a slight friendship towards 
the master or his family, because his final intention was to get a reward".

The difference between these two slaves' ideas about belonging to their masters’ family 
is closely related with their goals. So, to let himself be killed as Panapio's slave did, is 
an understandable attitude within a familial context and correspondent feelings. To save
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his master without an extreme sacrifice, as does Antius's slave, is more likely connected 
with a monetary goal.

The "masters'obedience" to the slaves' initiatives during the plot was also focused on in
order to understand the type of relationship existing between them [(Empathy interview:
Qst. 16) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A22)]. All the students believed that the masters obeyed 
because their sense of survival advised them to follow the slaves' plans. They said, for 
example: "They had no other choice if they wanted to survive, to be quiet and to obey, as 
simple as that!" (Jose, 12+).

This assumption is in accordance with another they stated when they were asked " What 
did these two masters think about their slaves' attitudes during these situations?" (See 
Fig.24).

c)- S laves’ goals
The third type of reason is related to the possible goals slaves might have in mind when 
they acted as they did (See Fig.22).

Fig.22- Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons 
for saving their masters (Slaves' goals).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Rewards (money, free
dom) 6

* Reciprocation 3
* Teaching a lesson 3
* Perform a good deed 3
* Moral rewards -

Students name concrete rewards, always exemplified with "money" and "freedom". 
Sometimes, the moves also name better daily life conditions, particularly good treatment, 

the most plausible rewards for slaves to act that way. They also think that slaves' actions 

were a way of reciprocating probable previous masters' good deeds.

"(...) A nother solution would be because he did what the m aster should already have done 
before" (Marisa, R-12+);
"Because the m aster did certain favours to the fam ily of the slave, and this was how he 
repays him" (Carminda, RP-12+)

The presence of the desire of reciprocation seems logical to students within the context of 
friendship and love between slaves and masters they have previously postulated.



Two students think that slaves wanted to "teach their masters a lesson":
1 3 2

"(...) and showed him that he could do a lot for him. It was a kind of lesson" (Bruno, RP- 
12+);
"He intended to show his m aster that he should never m istreat a slave, for som eday the 
slave can become useful" (Carla M a, R- 12+).

It might be speculated that these students attribute to slaves an intentional pedagogical 
attitude, trying to show their masters that they were equal, or at least for once they 
needed the slaves.

d)- Slaves' profile
The fourth type of reason is related to the slaves' personal profile (See Fig.23).

Fig.23: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their m asters (Slaves' personal and 
social characteristics).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students1
Categories m oves in category

* Personal attributes 5
* Expected pattern of

enslaved behaviour 4
* Recognition of masters'

social superiority 3
* Awareness o f Roman

social framework and
their own place -

* Awareness o f their life
span/desire for death 3

To understand slaves' actions students draw a specific slave's personal profile:

"Because he was a good and faithful slave (...)" (Conceisao, P-12+);
"He was as faithful to his master as a dog would be (...)" (David, P-12+);
"The slave was a good person, loyal and friendly, for sure" (Bruno, RP12+).

Concerning this type of reason it might be noticed that students were influenced by the 
adjectives used in the questions of the Empathy test: "loyalty and sense of duty". So, it 
was necessary to ask students about their own ideas about these notions [(Empathy 
interview, Q st.10, 11 and 12) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A24, A25 and A26)]. Students 
unanimously locate loyalty within the private domain, it being solely family and friends 

who are chosen to deserve it, while the sense of duty is attributed to society and people in 
general. They also think that loyalty and duty are independent from the persons' social 
positions (15 stds). This clear distribution of values among different subject-targets
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reinforces students' assumptions about slaves' awareness and acknowledgement of their 
expected conduct, to serve their masters dutifully no matter what the situation:

"It's because he was a slave and that's what slaves were for: serving their m asters against all 
odds" (Concei^ao, R-12+);
"(...) Secondly , because he thought that saving the m aster was his own duty" (M anuel, R- 
2+).

Duty, loyalty and even sacrifice are considered not only personal but also inherent social 

features of the slaves, making those attitudes seem the result of compulsive and inevitable 
obligations.

There were also two moves referring to the slaves' recognition of the masters' social 
superiority:

"(...) and he didn't want to see the m aster dying that way" (Bruno, P-12+);
"(...) The slave knew his place, that's why he didn't w ant his m aster dying without reason, 
w ithout dignity (...)" (David, P-12+).

The contents of these moves are not very explicit. Expressions such as "dying that way", 
and "dying without reason, without dignity", have to be considered in their hidden 
meaning. According to these moves, students might claim that slaves recognised 
perhaps, that the kind of death their masters would face would not be in strict conformity 
with their social status. This idea was reinforced when they were asked "What did these 
two slaves think when they acted that way? Did they act spontaneously? Yes? No? 
Why?" [(Empathy interview: Qst. 14) (Annex-Figures: Fig.A26)]. All students said that 
the main thought was "to save their masters at any price".

Answering to the second part of the question, all of them agreed that Panapio's slave 
acted spontaneously and Antius's slave planned his action. Nevertheless, only the 
Panapio's slave situation was explained in students' answers. They had already said that 
this slave would have felt the idea of belonging to his master's family more deeply than 
the other and that was a condition for students' to understand his attitude. Now, they 
conjecture about another hypothesis, saying that Panapio's slave, being aware of his own 

short life span, would have a desire for death:

"Because the slave would die sooner or later and slaves die early. (...)So, he died to save his 
master, instead of dying of exhaustion or disease" (Luis, P-12+);
"Because he was tired of being a slave (...)" (Helder, P-12+);
"(...) but I also think he was tired of slavery, for he'd been free before" (Claudio, P-12+).

According to these moves, Panapio's slave is supposed to think about his enslaved 
conditions of life and his shortened life span. Then, the slave's decision to save his
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master was rooted in his awareness of a short life span as well as in his tiredness of being 
a slave. These thoughts played an important role in the slave's decision-making. It might 
be said, that these reasonings contradict students' previous argument that Panapio's slave 
was spontaneous. Moreover, it might be said that they forgot the meticulous plan that the 
story present: " He changed clothes with Panapio, even putting on his ring, and sent him 
away by the back door. Then, he went to his master's bedroom, lay on the bed (...)" 
(See Annex-Instruments: Empathy test) So, it is also plausible to support that, inspite of 
these explanations, students think that to act the way Panapio's slave did, was a physic 
response under the stress of circunstances.

e)- Masters' profile
As previously commented in section b)- Human relationship existing between masters 
and slaves -, students feel the need to locate the slaves' action within a "good and 
humane human relational environment. So, the masters had performed humanely towards 
the slaves, acting as a Father ( 6  stds) (See Fig.21). The moves speaking about the 
masters' personal profile follow students' previous assumptions:
-The coexistence of generalisation and exceptions in the masters' profile (See Annex- 
Figures: Fig.A3);
- The masters' control over the rules of interaction (See Annex-Figures: Fig.A4);
-the influence of the slaves' type of tasks upon the human relationship established 
between masters and slaves (See Annex-Figures: Fig.A7);
-The influence of the variables of time and frequency of contacts upon the human 
relationship established between masters and slaves (See Fig.A9);
-And finally the hypothesis of a masters' "being publicly for slavery coupled with being 
kind at home" (See Fig.13).

If all these assumptions are accepted, it might be deduced that students thought these 
masters provided a humane environment that would generate such slaves' attitudes. To 
reinforce this humane environment picture, the students did not judge the 'mistreatments' 
refered to in the masters' stories. They preferred to use the word "punishments", so that 
the events became examples of fatherly authority. This profile also accords with the 
references students made to the existing feelings of filial and fatherly love between 
masters and slaves:

"If the slave was mistreated it was because the m aster wanted to punish him and he learnt 
to behave honestly (...)" (Jose, R-12+);
"Because the master treated him tenderly. He was a friend. (...)" (Antonia, P-12+);
"And if he was beaten, it was because he' done som ething wrong. He w asn't resented (...)" 
(Carminda, R-12+).
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The masters' thoughts and behaviour in the whole plot were also selected for attention 
(See Fig.24).

Fig.24: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for
saving their m asters (M asters' thoughts during 
the situations narrated in the stories).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

N° of students'
C ategories m oves in category

* Instinctively: "they didn't
think at all" 9

* Mental enlightenment:
"slaves were human too" 6

Students were once more balanced between two possible explanations for the obedience 
of the masters to slaves' initiatives within the danger scenes. The first explanation is that 
the masters obeyed, because their sense of survival advised them to follow the slaves' 
plans (9 stds.). The second explanation is that the masters accepted slaves as equals who 
were able to build up effective plans thus accepting them as framed by friendly designs ( 6  

stds.):

"I think they didn't think at all, the fear was so strong. They ju s t obeyed, yes, ju s t that"
(Jose, 12+);
"They were so astonished and frightened, that the first reaction was to obey" (Helder, 12+);
"They had no other choice if they wanted to survive, to be quiet and to obey, so sim ple as 
that!" (Tania, 12+);
"It was so quick ... They thought the slaves had pity on them or m aybe the slaves loved 
them so much that they would save them at any cost" (Candida, 12+).

The roles of masters and slaves and correspondent standard behaviour have changed to 
the roles of saviours and rescued. Students might claim that the hierarchical importance 
has changed too. So, the slaves have clearly taken (either spontaneously or rationally), 

the leadership in such plot. This might also mean that students attribute to slaves the 
highest competence to deal with a dangerous situation, owing to their hard daily life 
conditions, not to the masters who would be less prepared, due to their sheltered and 
easy life style. There are a few clues that might support this assumption. A few students 
already suggested that slaves "from countryside were used to hard life style" and that 
situation would influence their attitude towards slavery, making them easily accept it (See 

Fig. 1 1).
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3.1.4 A pattern of empathy understanding on Roman slaves' behaviour
When trying to understand slaves' behaviour, the 12+ age group framed their attitudes 
under one condition: the feeling of duty and loyalty slaves should have felt towards their 
masters (See Diag. 10).

Diagram 10: Students' ideas about slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death 
( 12+ age group)

SLAVES' REASONS Students' devaluation of m asters' 
treatm ent towards the slaves

REW ARDS: 
freedom , money %

ti seen 
M asters as

Friendship, filial and father love father: authority

-Personal attributes 
-Pattern of enslaved behaviour

Personal characteristics: 
loyalty and sense of duty

Family,
friends

▼
Society

Students' notion of family 
vs

Rom an notion of family

Slaves' stories
M asters' obedience to 
slaves’ initiatives

Panapio' slave acted spontaneously 
and Antius ' s slave acted according 
to a plan

The students needed to contextualise the slaves' attitudes when saving their masters from 
death within an affective environment, drawing the master as a Father or at least as a 
friend. In spite of refusing the idea of the Roman notion of family, students regard the 
master as the father, the symbol of authority and someone who deserves obedience and 

sacrifices. So, the slaves would think the same as the students.

This large assumption competes with the two possible concrete slaves' intentions: to get 

freedom or material rewards. Thus, the slaves' actions are seen by reference to a 

conventional account of people's intentions, situations, values and goals. As students 
attribute to the slaves an awareness of their enslaved situation and the correspondent 
expected behaviour, the two slaves' attitudes fit with a possible pattern of behaviour: to 

save their masters and to expect a reward or freedom.
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This specific situation is also seen through the students' own personal experience of 
social and personal relationships and expected conduct, namely their own experiences of 
sociability. To build human relationships means to negotiate expectations, to break or to 
observe rules, to expect rewards or be detached.
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3.2 The 14+ age group

3.2.1 Students' Tacit Substantive Historical U nderstanding (TSHU) on 
Slavery
The procedures for analysing the results from the 14+ age group will be the same as were 
used for the 12+ age group. Nevertheless some remarks will be repeated in order to 
guide the reader. In particular the questions bearing on specific areas are repeated at the 
beginning of the report on that area.

a)- Definition of slavery.
The first area on which discussion will be focused is the way students define slavery as 
an institution. The main data sources that might be consulted are the 1st and 2nd question 
of the TSHU interview: "Try and define slavery" and "To what extent is it different from 
freedom?".
Students from the 14+ age group still consider slavery ( 6  std.) as a list of pictures of the 
daily life routine of the enslaving situation supported by their access to iconic artefacts on 
this subject:

"(•••)working in municipal services, some in the fields" (Tony, 14+);
"(...) being flogged by the foremen" (Rui, 14+).

They also recall the lack of respect for human rights in general terms as well as the 
slaves' absence of power over their own daily life situations. They judge slavery and the 
way masters treat the slaves by using verbs and adjectives that have a strong pejorative 
connotation in the students' semantic world:

"(...) they are treated as animals " (Tony, 14+);
"(...) was a way to sacrifice those black slaves (Claudia, 14+);
"It was an evil thing. It shouldn't have existed" (M aria, 14+);

It might be possible to deduce that underlying these personal references towards the past, 
there is the conviction that the contemporary values are a-temporal (See Fig.25).
In this age group there is an increase of moves using economic arguments that are 
expressed in wide terms such as:

"(...) it is a way of exploiting the others" (Sandra, 14+);
"(...) w ithout getting paid, w ithout working routines" (Ana, 14+).
“Slavery is abusing people forcing them to work w ithout salaries and m inim um  w orking 
conditions” (Anabela, 14+).

There are sometimes, references to the absence of a salary. This age group, like the 
previous one, thinks that the notion of "work-salary" is an a-temporal notion, hence the
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existence of the judgmental tone they used when they refered to the routine of living and 
working conditions.

Fig.25 : Students' definition of slavery.
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Factual images o f  
the daily life conditions

Lack of
Human
R ights

*R ights(general)
*Speech
*A ction
^Political power

Econom ic
Arguments

No salaries/ 
Profits

As in the previous age group, the sources of the students’ images are also based on 
media artifacts such as movies, documents, novels and so on [(TSHU interview: Qst.31) 
(Annex-Figures: Fig.B43)].

Answering question 2: "To what extent is it different from freedom?", the students from
the 14+ age group, mainly refer to the "right of speech" and the "right of action" (See
Fig.26).

The number of moves might clearly show that students value these rights in their own 
daily life, so they also stressed them when comparing slavery to freedom:

"Being a slave meant to work at no salary and under no conditions. They starved. Being free 
m eant not having anybody com manding their actions. They worked and they were better fed 
and had some money" (Ceu, 14+);
"Free persons do w hatever they wish. W ell... not everything, but still they can do w hat 
they think they ought to do. B ut being a slave under com m and and punishm ents,
som etim es for no reason at all " (Maria, 14+);
“Freedom  is when people can do what they want, whereas slavery rem oves all human rights 
except the right to obey” (Anabela, 14+).
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Fig.26 : Students' definition of slavery (Comparison with freedom). 
D istribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Factual living and 
working conditions

Lack of
Human
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Human
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*R ights
*Speech
*A ction
*Job

*Salaries 
* Working 

conditions

1 1

b)- Reasons for the existence of slavery
The second area upon which we will focus is the reasons students present for the 
existence of slavery. The main data sources are the 3rd, 4th and 23rd question from the 
TSHU interview: "Why did slavery exist?", "Why did it exist in some places and not in 
others?", "Do you find any present or past justification for the existence of slavery?" and 
the 20th and 21st question from the Empathy Interview: "How can a society and the 

people of this society manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as 
manifested in its political and cultural evidence?" and "Roman people were mainly 
concerned with their life on earth more than life beyond death. How might this idea 
influence their attitudes towards the slaves?".

The answers from the 14+ age group are more concentrated on economic arguments than 
were those of the 12+ group (See Fig.27). Students listed the need of a free work force 
for private and public buildings and other enterprises and the need of slave-labour with 

masters' demands for profits due to the absence of salaries. The use of this type of 
reason is based on students' contemporary understanding of how economy works and
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has worked throughout all times. This understanding makes students accept them as the 

only logical reason, and to some extent as an excuse, for the existence of slavery.

Fig.27: Students' reasons for the existence of slavery.
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
moves in category

c/3U * Work force 7
£o * Salaries/profits 8
COO * Dependency 1
W
C/3o * Laws 2

*Social classes -
"oa. *Power/regime 1

<D * Level of national -
development

"5
u * Ideas/Racism 2

They often use an ambiguous nomenclature, such as, "ambition", "to be rich", "to be in 
charge" both as reasons or as masters' human features:

"(...) because masters had the need to show that people depended on them" (Sandra, 14+);
"(...) rich people wanted to be richer, so they took advantage of poor and helpless people..." 
(Anabela, 14+).

The chosen features named as reasons for the existence of slavery are economic 
superiority, personal and psychological domination, exploitation, features that are 
morally considered as negative:

"(...) and just like the Pharaohs they could have some great building works, that would last 
for a long time. They needed people at no salary, because otherw ise things w ouldn't have 
been done. There wasn't enough money to pay for everything" (M aria, 14+);
"(...) because it was necessary to select people to do the agricultural and hard work that was 
disdained and rejected by everyone else" (Antonio, 14+).

In spite of that negative attribution, some students acknowledged that the economic 
feasability of certain activities depends on the percentage of capital invested on work 
force and on the existence of slave work force for specific undervalued tasks such as 

agricultural ones. Therefore, they considered that the actual ideas of the people of the past 
are considered as acceptable within their past context and frame of reference.

The students understood the ancestors's acceptance of slavery, justifying it with their 

need of accomplishment of concrete projects and tasks and under the cultural frame 
accepted as natural. This claim is confirmed when they answered the question: "Do you
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find any present or past justification for the existence of slavery?" [(TSHU interview: 
Qst.23) (See Fig.28)].

Fig.28: Students' reasons for the existence of slavery 
(Present or past justifications).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Profits 8
c/3u< * Work force 2
<D
C/3 * Personal power -
cd
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* Religion 1

cn <D>
* Survival 1

C/0

onU
ut
C * Developm ent 4
3O * Political power 1
U

NO JUSTIFICATION 1

Concerning the masters' perspective, the students predominantly mentioned the need for 
profit and this concrete need is an acceptable and logical justification. In this sense, 
slavery is taken as a political attitude of some countries to provide economic 
development:

"They had a lot of things to do, opening roads, roads, palaces. And if they have had to pay 
for all those workers, they wouldn't have done half o f it. That's the only excuse I can think 
of" (M aria, 14+);
"Because they needed a lot of people for building up bridges, roads, buildings... all those 
things a country needs to be great. So, they had slavery, they saved the money o f salaries to 
do other improvements" (Hernani, 14+).

In spite of being a general statement, it is possible to say that students have the awareness 
that the economic sphere influences the organization of societies, their institutions and 
their political priorities.

As in the previous age group, all students relate the existence of slavery to the absence of 
Christian notions such as Sin, Heaven and Hell and Doomsday [(See Empathy interview: 
Qst.21) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B27)]. So, the lack of these notions together with the 
Christian substantive meanings and purposes in the Roman religion justifies the masters' 
behaviour towards the slaves (15 stds.). We might accept that these students think that 
the Christian religion is the universal source of ethical and moral precepts throughout 

time and that it is the only one that uses the above notions and defends such precepts.
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This European centred approach is maybe due to the absence of contacts and formal 
studies about other religions and believers.

Nevertheless, this assumption was not clearly assumed later on. At the beginning of the 
study they were asked: "Why did slavery exist in some places and not in others?" 
[(TSHU interview: Qst.4) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B28)]. Then, some students claimed that 
the existence of slavery in some places and not in others would depend on the current 
style of life or ideas of each country. They said, for example: "Because each country had 
its own mentality. On the one hand, some thought that all ought to be free, others thought 
that there were differences, ones for serving, others for ordering" (Carlo, 14+). On the 
other hand, arguments relating the private or public level of wealth and the need of an 
enslaved work force continue up to the present:

"In some countries, as in Portugal, we had slavery because we had econom ic problem s, we 
didn't have enough people in the Continent. Then, we collected people from our colonies to 
do the hard work" (Sara, 14+);
"(...) whereas in other countries the people were less am bitious and didn't want to be all that 
rich" (Ana, 14+).

"(...) some already had good daily life conditions (...) they wanted progress. Those didn't 
have slavery" (Nuno, 14+).

c)- Changes in slavery
The third area upon which we will focus is the students’ ideas about changes in slavery. 
The main data sources are the 5th, 7th and 22nd questions from the TSHU interview, 
respectively, “Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?”, "Do you think this 
relationship (between masters and slaves) was always the same?", and "Was slavery 
always a bad thing?".

No students from the 14+ age group denied the existence of changes. The ways in which 
they differentiate those changes will be examined later (See Fig.29).

The students’ moves might be thematically organised in this way: a)- Changes in human 
relationships and working living conditions and b)-Changes in ideas and laws.
Adopting this thematic grouping it is possible to emphasize the following recurrent idea: 
-A large number of students accepted that the human relationship between masters and 
slaves and the corresponding living and working conditions improved into a more 
humane and bearable pattern. Nevertheless, these changes remain in concrete aspects 

such as food, clothing and working conditions:

"(...) the masters began to notice if they treated the slaves well they would be happier and or 
better (...)" (Ceu, 14+);
"(...) it also improved due to industrialisation because the m achines started doing the hard 
tasks" (Carlo, 14+).
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Fig.29: Students' ideas about changes in slavery.
D istribution o f students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)
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N° o f students' 
m oves in category
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Accepting the existence of changes in slavery throughout time, the students attribute their 
existence to changes that also happened in the frames of reference, in the laws and due to 
social movements. They stress the ideas born of the French Revolution and its key-word 
—  Equality:

"(...) liberal ideas influenced people and people started dem anding that governm ents change 
the laws" (Claudia, 14+);
"(...) things have changed because people began thinking about the others as friends and 
they begun to treat them  without envy. They began to accept that we are all equal w ith the 
same rights(...)" (M aria, 14+);
“Slowly, slowly. The big jum p happened with the French Revolution that m ade people 
think that we are all equal, all citizens (...)” (Sara, 14+).

Students thought of the new ideas as strong enough to provoke changes upon the 
enslaved situation. The economic contexts are not considered as relevant or even as 

determining conditions for the growth of these new ideas. It is interesting to notice that 
there are few references relating the changes within the economic sphere and they only 
focused on the working conditions.

Finally, it must be stressed that three students explicitly point out that these changes took 
a long time to be accomplished:
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"Things improved very slowly (...) " (Ceu, 14+);
"(...)A11 these changes took centuries" (M aria, 14+);
"Slowly, slowly. The big jum p happened with the French Revolution(...)" (Sara, 14+).

When asked "Do you think this relationship (between masters and slaves) was always the 
same?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.7) (Annex: Figures: Fig. B29)], students deny a 
generalisation of judgements when human affairs are concerned (9 stds.), or state that 
there are always exceptions to the rule ( 2  stds.):

"O f course... There is always an exception...D ifferent tem pers, education (...)" (C laudia,
14+);
"We cannot generalise, as I said before" (Anabela, 14+).

These exceptions are due to the human profile or to the kind of human relationship 
established between masters and slaves. Nevertheless, some students re-state their 
generalisation (4 stds.):

"I think so, masters commanded and slaves always obeyed" (Rui, 14+);
"Yes, they'd always be like that... Yes, I'm sure" (Ana, 14+).

d)- The human relationship between masters and slaves
A fourth area of analysis is the students' ideas about the human relationship between 
masters and slaves. The main data sources are questions 6  to 12 from the TSHU 
interview: "How would human relationships be established between masters and 
slaves?", "Do you think this relationship was always the same?", "Would it depend on 
the masters' education or social status?", "Would it depend on the type of work 
performed by the slave?", "Would it depend on the slaves' economic value?", "Would it 
depend on the slaves' former social status and or origin?" and "Would it depend on how 
long the slave served in the master's house? Or if the slaves' place of birth was their 

masters' house?".
We also considered the following questions from the Empathy interview: "What might 

they think of each other?" (1), "How would they have behaved towards each other?" (2), 
"What would decide how they behaved to each other?" (3), "What does it means to have 
a human relationship?" (4), "Did these conditions change throughout time?" (7), "Do you 
think friendship could exist between a master and a slave?" (8 ), "How would masters 
and slaves manage their feelings under such opposite social positions?" (9), "What 
would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?" (22) and "What would be the 
attributes considered by the masters when they bought slaves?" (23) (See Annex- 

Instruments).
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When students were asked to answer the 4th question of the Empathy interview: "What 
does it mean to have a human relationship?", they respectively refered to mutual respect 
( 1 0  stds.) and honesty ( 1 2  stds.) as indispensable features defining a human 
relationship. Consensus was once more reached on the masters’ control over the rules of 
interaction [(Empathy interview: Quest. 9) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B30)].

"(...) It w ould depend on the master, on his temper. The slave w ould guess if he could 
speak, be his friend and so on... " (Maria, 14+);
"I've already said. The slave waited for the rules, how his m aster was, and then he knew 
how to act accordingly" (Anabela, 14+).

Nevertheless, when asked: "How would human relationships be established between 
masters and slaves?" (TSHU interview: Qst.6 ), the answers were divided according to 
the simple dichotomic criteria: good or bad human relationship, a dichotomy explicitly or 
implicitly expressed by all students (See Fig.30).

F ig.30: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves.
D istribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category
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Five students from this age group reject the hypothesis for the existence of a human 
relationship between masters and slaves. The content of these statements stresses the 
absence of dialogue, respect and feelings, features already valued as indispensable to 

define a human relationship:

"There is no relationship so to speak. The slaves obey and keep quiet. There are no talks"
(Tony, 14+);
"The masters com manded, punished, humilliated. The slaves obeyed. I don't think this is a 
human relationship" (Maria, 14+);
"There is a large distance, ice (...)" (Sara, 14+);
"Slaves feared the masters and the masters mistreated slaves. They had always to be like that 
(...)" (Ana, 14+).
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Nevertheless, when its existence is accepted by the students, it is usually labelled as 
"bad" ( 6  stds). The main aspects they evoked to assert it are the treatment and the living 
and working conditions, repeating the images quoted when they had defined slavery. 
They also referred to the absence of Human Rights ( 6  stds.) to sustain the description:

"The m asters m istreated the slaves. If one was a slave, one was nothing. They could be 
condemned to death (...)" (Ceu, 14+);
"(...) there is a sum of attitudes of power and the slaves obeyed. They didn't treat slaves as 
persons" (Sandra, 14+).

The hypothesis of an existing "good" relationship is only accepted by three students. 
They highlight the masters' personal profile as the one acceptable factor that might 

influence those situations. This position is according to their previous refusal of 
generalised assumptions when human affairs are concerned:

"It would depend on the master. The temper, you know, the mood" (Antonio, 14+);
"(...) although I think there might be some kind m asters" (Ana, 14+);
"It depends...There was a different relationship between the master and the dom estic slaves.
W e cannot generalise" (Anabela, 14+).

Therefore, two students continue to chose the "masters' temper" as an important 
determinant of the masters' behaviour towards their slaves (See Annex- Figures: 
Fig.B30, Fig.B31). Hence, students also accepted the possibility of the existence of a 
friendship between masters and slaves (See Annex-Figures: Fig.B32). Their agreement 
would depend on the following conditions: a common childhood, the masters’ personal 
profile and the slaves’ labour performance.

When trying to characterise masters’ behaviour towards the slaves, students considered 
the following hypotheses proposed by the 8 th question of TSHU interview: "Would it 

depend on the masters' education or social status?" (See Fig.31).

Concerning the first condition, education, students from the 14 age group also think that 
having an education meant or "should provoke" the existence of a more humane 

relationship between masters and slaves ( 8  stds.):

"Yes, it would depend. O therwise what would a person study for? They should be m ore 
charitable than the one that never studied. These masters began changing slavery, for sure" 
(M aria, 14+);
"Yes, it was very important. He would understand the slaves' problem . The less educated 
ones w ould be m ore inhum ane. E ducation  is the m ost im portan t source fo r the 
understanding between people" (Sandra, 14+).

This close causality between education and an expected humane behaviour is due to the 
appeal to students' contemporary representations about the content and the purpose of 
education. According to these students, having an education meant to be literate, to have
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degrees and to have high values such as fairness, politeness, humanity. Therefore they 
also assumed that education is the most important factor for modelling behaviour. Then, 
the human being behaves almost automatically, as expected, and according to the content 

and related rules of such a type of education.

F ig.31: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves (The influence of masters' 
education and social status).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category
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Only two students point out religion as a possible influence upon the human behaviour of 

the masters towards the slaves. They said:

"(...) and religion was very im portant too..." (Claudia, 14+);
"(...) and religion too... W hen they began w orshipping one single god they would becom e 
more humane. I don't know..." (Ceu, 14+).

Concerning these two students and particularly Ceu, who was more explicit, they 
connect the practice of a monotheistic religion (the Christian religion), to a more humane 

behaviour. The choice of religion and this one specifically is likely to be due to the fact 
that it is the only religion they know well and which preaches for fraternity and equality 

between all human beings.

The 8 th question of TSHU interview presents another condition that might influence the 

type of human relationship between masters and slaves: social status. It is possible to say 
that students used wealth as a synonym for high social status and poverty as low social 
status. The students' opinions might be summed up in two main assumptions:
- Having a high social status corresponds to inhumane behaviour (4 stds) and

- Having a lower social status corresponds to humane behaviour (3 stds).
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Concerning the first assumption, there is one example:

"The masters' class would m ake them feel superior and they were worse than the m asters 
w ithout so much money, you know... merchants" (Claudia, 14+).

Concerning the second one, there is another one:

"Yes, if  the m aster belonged to a low er class, he w ould better understand the s laves’ 
problem, the richer were horrible" (Claudio, 14+).

As stated in these moves, the students believe that the masters who were already born 
rich, and did not experience poverty or hard life conditions, were not sensitive to that 
kind of life. So, the following assumptions are both workable:
- A social "sensitivity" depends on real experiences" and
- The real experiences influence the mechanisms of reproduction of social and human 
behaviours.

Almost all students from the 14+ age group accept the influence of the slaves' type of 
task upon the masters' treatment towards them [(TSHU interview: Qst.9) (Annex- 
Figures: Fig.B33)]. They valued those that include high responsibility. Only two 
students rejected this hypothesis. They made their case with sentences such as: "A slave 
is always a slave". The students who accepted the hypothesis of different treatment 
named tasks such as teacher, foreman and private secretary ( 2  stds):

"(...) but if he had a real and im portant task he would be more highly regarded. It would be 
natural to respect him, because he already held a status” (Ceu, 14+);
"O f course. If  the job  was im portant the m aster would trust the slave, his skills, then he 
would treat him well " (Sara, 14+);
"Only if the task was to educate the masters' children or provided he was the forem an" 
(Anabela, 14+).

The reasoning of these students is ruled by a circular logic that is implicit in the masters' 
attribution of a task with responsibility. So, if a master chose a slave for such a task, it 
means that he previously deserved the masters confidence, respect and even friendship. 
This reasoning is supported by the examples they gave. The named tasks or jobs are all 
related with the master's economic and private domains that are obviously relevant 

nowadays and in the past.

Accordingly to this reasoning, students tend to agree with the influence of slaves’ 

economic value on masters’ treatment towards them [(TSHU interview: Qst. 10) (See 
Fig.32)]. But several moves deny this hypothesis, preferring to re-emphasize again the
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type of tasks slaves might perform. The students who take this position state that the 
masters would treat the slaves better when their price was high:

"O f course, if  the slave was expensive, he had to produce a lot in order to justify  the 
m aster's investm ent. He would want to have a m ajor profit, so he would treat the slave 
well " (Sandra, 14+);
"Sure, if the master had spent much money, it was because the slave was very skilled in a 
specific job. So, the m aster didn't want the slave to die o f m istreatm ent but to work a lot"
(Sara, 14+).

The above sentences attribute this reasoning to the masters: "If they spent a high amount 
of money when purchasing a slave, they simultaneously knew and expected that specific 
slave's work would justify their investment and that amount would be returned with 
profits. So the most logical treatment towards slaves should be a humane treatment."

F ig.32: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence o f the 
slaves' econom ic value).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

00 * Profits 5
UJ * No devaluation 4
>«

* Enslaved condition 1
* Type of the task 6

O * Masters' personal 1
£ profile

* Ignorance about -
slaves' value

The hypothesis that the slaves’ former social status or origin might influence the masters' 
behaviour was not clearly answered by the students [(TSHU interview: Qst.l 1) (Annex- 
Figures: Fig.B34)J. Some students clearly refuse the idea of the human relationship 
between masters and slaves as being influenced by slaves' former social status or origin 
( 6  stds). They all argue on the basis of the masters' ignorance about their slaves' history 
or they generalise with sentences such as:

"No, it was not important. He would treat him as usual" (Tony, 14+);
"No , because m ost of the times the master didn't even know about that" (M aria, 14+);
"No, because the slaves came from distant countries, the masters w ouldn't know them and 
their stories" (Rui, 14+).

Three students preferred to quote conditions such as the slaves' education (3 stds), the 
profits they might give to their masters ( 2  stds) or the task they performed ( 1  std).
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Concerning slaves' origin, three students accept that it might make a difference with 
slaves who might have come from Africa. Ceu tries to justify the racist behaviour of the 
masters, by saying: "Yes, if they were Africans they wouldn't care. They were blacks 
and that was enough. Racism, right? It was natural that the racism would come up. Even 
because by those days the blacks were still living in Pre-history, so they were were seen 
almost as animals". Trying to justify the masters’ racist behaviour she compared the level 
of the masters’ culture with the African people's one.

Continuing with the other hypothesis that the 12th question of the TSHU interview 

proposed: "Would it depend on how long the slave served in masters' house? Or if the 
slaves' place of birth was their masters' house?", all students from this age group 
accepted this (See Fig.33).

Fig.33: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence of how long 
the slaves served in their masters' house and if the slaves' 
place of birth was their m asters' house)
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Intimacy / frequency/ 8
00 time
W * Born /Growing up 6

* Task 1

O * Enslaved condition
£

The students' moves were equally distributed between both hypotheses presented by the 
question, namely:
- The first group of moves expresses ideas accepting the existence of intimacy between 

masters and slaves, depending on the place of the work, the masters' house, and the 
number of years the slaves worked for their masters ( 8  moves):

"Only if he was a kind of servant. Then, the m aster would see him everyday. That w ould 
increase his m aster's trust in him" (Claudia, 14+);
"Yes, I think so, because if he had been a slave for few days, he m ight want to escape. But 
if  he was there for ages the m aster knew him very well and he w ould trust him  and he 
would treat the slave as an old friend" (Sara, 14+).

- The second group of moves expresses ideas about the influence of the slaves' place of 
birth upon the behaviour of the masters. The students added another: the slaves who had 
grown up in masters' house ( 6  moves):
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"Yes, only if he had been born in the house or if he was his m aster's illegitim ate son" 
(Antonio, 14+);
"Yes, (...) he would be treated as if  he belonged to the family" (Rui, 14+).

Accepting both conditions, it might be said that the students transfer their own ideas and 
experience, about how a human relationship is connected to this specific situation. 
Moreover the students value the amount of time the slave had spent with the master, but 
they link it to the condition of the slaves' place of birth being the master' house. This 
specific localisation of birth influences the presence of the notion "family". As will be 
seen in future pages, the Family is conceived as an institution where again trust and 
friendship are inevitable.

e)- Masters and slaves' attitudes to slavery
A fifth area of study is the students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded slavery. 
The main data sources are questions 13 to 20 from the TSHU interview: "How would the 
slaves face their own enslaving situation? Would they stand publicly against it?", "Would 
their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and their former social status?", 
"Would it depend on the tradition and laws of their home countries?", "How would the 
masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? Would this be a general acceptance?", 

"Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own country?", "Would they accept 
for the sake of ethics: racial, cultural or moral superiority? What if they belonged to a 
different race?", "Would they stand publicly against slavery?", and "Do you think that 
masters would stand publicly for slavery, while at the same time being kind at home?".

Concerning the topic of how slaves regarded and coped with slavery, the contents of the 
students' arguments are varied (See Fig.34).
The most frequent feelings students attribute to slaves are obedience and sadness. 
References to human rights are also frequent, but the students refer to them in vague 

terms. When answering the second part of the question: "Would they stand publicly 
against it?", several students said no, justifying slaves’ silence by fear, the fear of being 
punished or with their acknowledgement that they would die if they did so.

"No way. They would be killed. To express what we think is som ething which belongs to a 
free person, not to a slave. And the slaves knew that for sure" (Sara, 14+)".

It seems natural for these students that on their daily routine the slaves would complain 
among themselves about their living conditions in their private conversations. 

Underlying these moves, it is possible to say that students think that slaves had a
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common sense strategy for survival. It might also be deduced that the students think that 
slaves knowing the social rules of the enslaving situation, would behave accordingly.

Fig.34: Students' ideas on m asters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (Slaves feelings about their own enslaved 
situation- Public statements).
D istribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Catetories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

00

O
Z

wwu-

>-
u
JoaDo-

* Obedience
* Fear
* Sadness
* Death
* Revolt
* P sychological 

problems
* Impotence

No rights

* Rebellion
* Bravery

* Fear
* Punishment
* Death
* Not allowed
* With other slaves
* No strenght

When they were confronted with the hypothesis formulated on the 14th question: 
“Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and on their former 
social status?, there was a wide range of moves. The slaves' former education is 
accepted as an influence upon their attitude towards slavery (See Fig.35).

Only nine students answered the first part of the question. Eight of them supported the 
idea that the more educated slaves would hardly accept their situation:

"If he was educated he would feel terribly bad, being mistreated, having no rights" (Antonio,
14+);
"If they were educated, they would feel worse. People used to say " W ho thinks, feel more"
(Sara, 14+);
"Yes, if they have been raised in order to have a better future, it should be very d ifficult to 
handle hard jobs" (Ana, 14+).

Considering the above mentioned answers, students seem to link education to a certain 
life style and corresponding type of humane relationships and feelings. Facing a different 
life style, slaves would feel difficulties in adaptating.
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The students showed some difficulty in dealing with the second condition: "the slaves' 
former social status". In one of the previous questions students considered the masters' 
level of wealth as a synonymous with social status. Now, given the slave as subject, the 
equivalence is not so obviously workable.

Fig.35: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (The influence of slaves' education and 
former social status).
D istribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

00 * Better educated => .

W
>

better acceptance
* Better educated=> 8

Z
o reluctant acceptance

* Less educated => 1
H
< better acceptance
U * Less educated => -

D
Q
HJ

reluctant acceptance

O
z * Enslaved condition -

* Low social status=> 3
<  g
o  5 better acceptance
O t-  00 00 * High social status=> 

reluctant acceptance
6

Nevertheless, the students' answers show us two main ideas:
-Belonging to a low social status facilitates an easy acceptance of being enslaved: (3 

stds.):

"(..) if it could be possible to have the same job  as before, it would be easier. A t least he 
would be doing something he already knew and enjoyed" (Tony, 14+).

-Belonging to a high social status does not facilitate an easy acceptance of being enslaved 

( 6  stds.):

"(...) if he had been somebody in his previous life he would feel bad, for sure. He would see 
that he couldn't earn money and had no rights. He would feel hum iliated and m aybe feel 
some jealousy towards his master" (Ceu, 14+);
"If they had belonged to the upper class they would feel higher difficulties in handling 
mistreatm ent and hard jobs (Josefa, 14+);
"M aybe, only if they had been very im portant people in their form er countries, before 
being enslaved they would be out o f favour " (Anabela, 14+).

So far as the slaves’ traditions and laws of their home countries are concerned [( TSHU 
interview:Qst. 15) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B35), five students acknowledge their lack of
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information about that issue. If the slaves' home countries had slavery, the students think 
that the slaves would easily deal with their enslaved situation, because they would be 
accustomed to it ( 6  stds.):

"If he had already been a slave, it w ouldn't be a novelty. He would know the rules o f the 
game" (Antonio, 14+);
"Yes, after all they already knew how slavery was. It w ouldn't be a shock. (Sandra, 14+);
"Yes, o f course. They knew how to deal with the masters... I don't know..."(Nuno, 14+).

The experience of having lived in a country with slavery diminished the possible 
psychological impact on the slaves over the novelty of such reality. Even so, there are 
still four students who even when accepting the above situation, defend the claim that 
slaves would feel the same difficulties in dealing with their enslaved situation:

" (...) suffering is all the same in all countries" (M aria, 14+);
"Slavery is always slavery" (Ceu, 14+).

These generalisations emphasise the students' moral rejection of slavery overawing any 
consideration of other possibilities.

Concerning the ways masters would regard and cope with slavery (See Fig.36), all the 
students defend the idea of masters agreeing with slavery. They didn't exactly answer the 
question "How would masters regard slavery?", preferring to present the reasons why 

they did it.

Fig.36: Students' ideas on m asters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (M asters' attitudes towards slavery and 
acceptance)
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

* Source of profit 15
* Slaves' condition 1
* Natural/common 4

* Generalisation 8
* Exception to the 6

rule
* Masters' profile 1
* Traditions/Laws -

The most frequent reason for that position was: slavery was a source of profits (15 

stds.):

"(...) because with slaves w orking freely, they couldn't becom e richer and faster" (Ceu,
14+);
"(...) because they invented it to save money and to live in luxury" (Rui, 14+).
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Slavery is merely seen in economic terms. This persistent approach might be the 

students' strategy for understanding masters' acceptance of slavery. Students use their 

awareness of how materialistic constraints influence people's behaviours and values in 
their attempt to understand masters' acceptance of slavery. Four students argue that 
slavery was "natural" for the masters:

"It was a natural thing, like a tradition" (Hernani, 14+)
"(...) On other hand, it was natural... their fathers and grandfathers had already had slaves.
They were there saying they were co rre c t" (Sara, 14+);
"I think they would agree, otherwise the laws could have been changed. I think slavery was 
not discussed, it was familiar..." (Ana, 14+).

Here, students argue for family tradition as a relevant influence upon masters' ideas. The 
persistence of the word "natural" means that masters wouldn't question slavery because 
that would imply criticism of their ancestors' practice.
The students continue to accept the existence of a generalised pattern of masters'
behaviour and the existence of "exceptions to the rule". They already expressed this 
position when answering the question: "Do you think these relationships (between 
masters and slaves) were always the same?" (TSHU interview: Qst.7). Then, they stated: 
"I think so... If there were some against, they might be few...They couldn't do anything" 
(Carlo, 14+); "Yes, If there were some against, they were not enough to change the 

laws" (Ana, 14+).

Acceptance by the masters would also be legitimated by the traditions of their families 
and by the laws of their own countries [(TSHU interview: Qst.17) (Annex-Figures: 
Fig.B36)]. Students clearly assume that tradition and law function as legitimation and 
reproduction tools ( 8  stds.), both for the slavery trade (3 stds) and masters' behaviour (7 
stds.). The influence of traditions is focused within the narrowed familiar environment as 

before:

"Yes, the parents had an im portant role. The example m ust be followed (...)" (Carlo, 14+);
"Yes, it was fam iliar, you know... They were used to see slaves and they d idn 't argue that 
situation" (Ana, 14+).

The law is also used to justify masters' behaviour and the slave trade:

"(...) And the laws were on their side saying they were right" (Sara, 14+);
"Yes, laws allowed them  to have slaves, so it was OK." (Ceu, 14+);
"Laws were followed without discussions... anyway they agreed with them" (Josefa, 14+).

Only two students stated: "Laws were made by the masters to exploit slaves” . 
Authorship is here clearly attributed, denouncing the underlying masters’ intentions in the
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creation of such laws, namely the slave trade itself, and the justification of their own 
needs and behaviour.

Students also accept that masters accepted slavery for sake of ethics: racial, cultural or 
moral superiority [(TSHU interview: Qst. 18) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B37)]. Students’ 
answers were scattered. Nevertheless it might be possible to cluster them in two types: 
-The moves related to slaves' racial attribution (12 stds) and

-The moves related to possible superiority "felt" by some countries towards others ( 6  

stds).

Within the first group, some students referred to the existence of racism:

"Yes, but towards the blacks from Africa" (Ceu, 14+);
"Yes, because, as far I know, blacks were the m ajority  o f the slaves, and those were 
considered inferior to Whites" (Carlo, 14+);
"Now and then, racism exists, blacks were seen as different, backwards" (Sandra, 14+".

The reference to racism is based upon the assumption that almost all slaves were Blacks. 
This assumption is clearly dated. The slavery they are thinking about is linked to the 
slavery trade developed between Africa, Lisbon and Brazil. When the students still 
recognise racism towards black people, it would seem plausible for them that the masters 
living in the past would also share the same prejudice.

The second group of moves includes ideas about the superiority "felt" by some countries 

towards others:

"(...) because the masters thought that their own countries were better than the others, so 
they wanted to conquer them" (Tony, 14+);
"There are always countries which feel superior to other countries. You ju st see the Nazis 
and the Japanese" (Ceu, 14+).

In this case, students substitute the subject-masters by subject-countries. It might be 
assumed the masters were construed as citizens sharing, or at least being aware of, the 
imperialistic and ideological politics of their own countries.

Concerning the hypothesis of having masters standing publicly against slavery (TSHU 
interview: Qst. 19), students from this 14+ age group state mainly that they would be 
quiet (See Fig.37). Only two students support the idea of having masters speaking 
publicly but only in political settings where they would be protected by their own status:

"I don 't think that they have the guts for it. Only if  they were im portant m asters or 
politicians" (Rui, 14+);
"Yes... maybe in political contexts..." (Nuno, 14+).
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It seems likely that students think slavery is an issue that would only be allowed to be 
discussed in specific places like the Assembly. Simultaneously, "to be a politician" might 
be seen as a social role that gives a certain freedom and impunity which common citizens 
have not got.

Fig.37: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (M asters' public statements)
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

Y
F

* Political settings, 
situations and roles

2

s * Among friends -
* Recent phenomenon -

* To avoid problems 4

N
* Political minority/ 6

0
majority

* Against Law 3
* Losing business 3
* Losing friends 2

Students presented several reasons why masters would not stand publicly against 
slavery:
-In order to avoid problems (4 std.),
-Because they were a minority ( 6  stds.),
-They did not want to be against the law ( 3 stds.),
-They were afraid of losing business (3 stds) and 
-They were afraid of losing friends (2 stds.).

The moves that stressed the argument of being in a minority agree with the tendency 
shown in previous assumptions where students expressed some hints about how the 
relationships between social minority and majority work within the theatre of politics.

"No, they ought to be afraid as I've already said. Especially, because they were very few and 
they would never have enough strength" (Maria, 14+);
"No, because alm ost all o f them agree with slavery. To be considered an exception? No, 
never" (Anabela, 14+);
"No, because they knew they were a m inority, so they were careful with their tongues"
(Sara, 14+).

Closely connected with the previous hypothesis, students were asked if: "Do you think 
that masters would stand publicly for slavery while at the same time being kind at home 
(Qst.20) (See Fig.38).
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Fig.38: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to

slavery (M asters' public statements for slavery while at 
the same tim e being kind at home).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

* Privacy / 8
personal power

Y * "No need to play a
E role" 5
S * Strategy to avoid 4

problems with the
slaves

The same behaviour 1

Only one student denies this hypothesis, insisting that the masters would have the same 
behaviour. The others atone for this masters' dual attitude presenting three main reasons 
for behaving in such a way. The first expresses this idea: "Because at home they have 
personal power and privacy" ( 8  stds.):

"At home, the owner of the house is in charge and nobody else. So, they did just what they 
wanted to do" (Ceu, 14+);
"Of course, at home nobody knows what we do. W e can be quiet and be good masters. No 
spies, you know..." (M aria, 14+).

In their moves, students value "home" as an inviolable setting with specific rules, rights 
and corresponding behaviour. So, the duality of that behaviour is permitted because 
"home" is seen as a safe place where people do not feel the compulsory duty of 
performing according to the social rules of the "outside" society. Closely related with the 
previous reason, the second one might be expressed by this statement: "Because at home 
they don't need to play a role" (5 stds):

"They were at ease. They didn't mask their own ideas" (Claudia, 14+);
"It should be usual: at home we d o n ' t  need to play a role. W e do w hat we believe in" 
(Carlo, 14+).

Finally the third type of reason defends the masters' attitude as "a strategy to avoid 
problems with the slaves" (4 stds.):

"Yes, they would be friendly at home, because they wanted peace with the slaves, running 
the house well w ithout any problems" (Hernani, 14+);
"It was a strategy for having peace at home, with no problem s with the slaves" (Nuno,
14+).
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f)- Judgements on enslaving societies and peoples
The sixth area upon which we can focus is students' judgements on enslaving societies 
and peoples. The main sources we might invoke are questions 21 to 25 from the TSHU 
interview: "What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?", "Was slavery 
always a bad thing?", "Do you find any present or past justifications for the existence of 
slavery?", "How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do you think 

about the people living in this society?", " Even if it was in the Past?", and the 20th 
question from the Empathy Interview: "How can a society and its people manage the 
coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level which exists in its political and cultural 
evidence?".

No students stated their approval of slavery (See Annex-Figures: Fig.B38). Expressing 
their opposition, the main arguments students name are the "right to freedom" ( 6  stds.) 
followed by "equality" (5 stds.) and economic exploitation (4 stds) as reasons for being 
against slavery. Again all students answered according to their contemporary values and 
beliefs. Even when they are confronted with the variable "past times" (See Annex- 
Figures: Fig.B39), the majority of students continue to defend the same position: they are 
against slavery. This general question received the same kind of judgements as the 
previous one. They evoke the absence of freedom (7 stds.), the absence of equality (5 

stds.) and the absence of Human Rights (3 stds.).

Nevertheless, when they were asked "Do you find any present or past justification for the 
existence of slavery?", students return to a previous argument they already used to justify 
the slave trade: the need of profits ( 8  stds.) and the role of the slavery on the development 
of the countries. (4 stds.) [(TSHU interview: Qst.23) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B40)] .

In this attempt to know what kind of judgements students formulate about slavery, 
students were asked to state their characterisation of an enslaving society and the people 
living in that society. The contents of the answers were varied [(TSHU interview: 

Qst.24) (See Fig.39)]. The qualifications "underdeveloped" and "powerful" towards the 
enslaving society are frequent in the 14+ age group (5 stds). There are also five students 
focusing again on the lack of human rights:

"Underdeveloped society in terms of values, reasoning, lack of freedom" (Claudia, 14+); 
"Underdeveloped, only thinking about money... money" (Hernani, 14+).
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F ig.39- S tudents 'judgm ents on enslaving societies and 

their people.
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Irrational _

>
* Underdeveloped 5
* No rights 5

W * Powerful 5
u * Cruel -

o
on

* Repressive -
* Greedy 3

* Selfish 2

* Immoral -

* Strange -
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f2
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* Greedy 6
* Cruel 4

<
S

* Immoral -

W *No feelings/values -

CL ^Underdeveloped -

s * Cruel -

CL * Selfish -
* Obedient/coward 10

* Past & Present -

Concerning the people living in this society, students from this age group separate two 
actors: the masters and the people, a discrimination that the 1 2 + age group did not 
consider. Concerning the masters, they call them "greedy" and "cruel".When they speak 
about the people,, these students call them "obedient and/or cowardly" ( 1 0  stds.). 
Sometimes, this attribution is stated without any further explanation, but sometimes the 
students need to relate this "acceptance" to respect towards the laws:

"(...) the others were fearful, coward" (Tony, 14+);
"(...) the ones who kept quiet, they were afraid" (Sandra, 14+);
"People obeyed the laws, w hether they agreed not w ith them  or not. This obedience is 
usual" (Rui, 14+).

Trying to clarify students’ answers, they were asked: "Even if it was in the past?". 

Confronted with the focus of enslaved societies in ancient times the answers were 
balanced (See Fig.40).

The first group of students maintain their opinions, returning to previous assumptions 
already explicited during the interview that might be summed up in this way: -the past 

and the present are the same (7 stds.). With this assumption they might mean that slavery
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still exists nowadays even under another name. So, the reasons for the existence of 
slavery, i.e. greed, power and so on, are also a-temporal.

Fig.40- S tudents'judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people ( Past settings).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* YES: Past = Present 7

* NO: Past* Present
*Laws, ideas, 5
habits

*Level o f  develop 3
ment

The students in the second group reject their previous opinions and accept that the past is 
different from the present. They emphasize that laws, ideas and habits (5 stds.) and the 
level of development of the societies (3 stds.) are different:

"At that time, m aybe it was com mon and it was not a crim e, because even the laws 
accepted that" (Anabela, 14+);
"In those days, the laws, the ideas were different (...)" (Hernani, 14+);
"In those days, people accepted easily the laws and ideas. Nowadays, we discuss them and 
sometimes, we refuse them" (Sara, 14+).
"We have to excuse those ideas because they were not as developed as we are (Josefa,
14+);
"We can understand those ideas... they are so different from ours. W e have to understand 
but not to forgive, do you understand me?" (Nuno, 14+).

It might be deduced that these students really value respect for Law as a primordial sign 
of a civilised society that we all must observe. Finally, respect towards the Law provides 
an apology for the people's acceptance of slavery in the past. It is within this frame of 
assumptions that the students accept the difference between past and present. It might 
also be noticed that in the moves concerning the level of development there exists a 
certain paternalism towards the people of the past, particularly visible when they often 
use expressions like "excuse" and "accept".
Nuno' s statement is particulary interesting, because he discriminates two attitudes 
towards people of the past. He clearly claims that "we can" empathise, meaning, to 
understand people of the past' attitudes within their context. However, he also claims that 
"we" have to judge slavery. That is why he uses the expression "but not to forgive". In 

this second sentence, he adopts a moralistic position towards slavery in general terms.
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These opinions were later questioned when the students were confronted with the 
question: "How can a society and its people manage the coexistence of slavery and a high 
cultural level as manifested in its political and cultural evidence" [(Empathy interview: 
Qst:20) (See Fig.41)].

In this age group the students clearly accept that slavery was a necessary economic tool 

of past societies if they were to reach a high cultural level. Nevertheless they discriminate 
that a high level of culture does not mean a high level concerning human rights. They 
accept the need of a cheap enslaved work force to build artistic artifacts, and treat those as 
only manifest evidence of cultural development and nothing else. They do isolate both 
domains — the economic and the cultural— in order to solve the apparent contradiction 

posed by the hypothesis.

F ig .4 1 - S tudents 'judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people (Slavery and High cultural level ).
D istribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories

N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* High cultural level 10
needs slaves to provide
wealth (artifacts)
* High cultural level is 5
different from Human
Rights' Culture

g)- Personal projection into masters' and slaves' roles
A possible seventh area is students' personal projection into masters' and slaves' roles. 
The main sources of information we might invoke are questions 26 to 30 from the TSHU 
interview: "Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the past? How 
would you treat them?", "If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in town, how 
would treat your slaves? Do you think living in the country or living in town influences 
people's behaviour?", "If you had been a slave, how would you have felt ?", "What 
would you feel about your master? Would your feelings depend on how he would treat 
you?" and "What would you want for your future?".

When projecting themselves into masters' roles (See Fig.42) only one student refused the 
possibility of having slaves, invoking her own position on slavery: "No, with my way of 
thinking. Freedom and having salaries are important to me. No, it would be against my 

principles" (Sandra, 14+).
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Several students accepted the role-playing exercise saying "yes". They accept "having 
slaves" because that purchase was common in those past days, even when they had 
previously disagreed in general terms with slavery during the interview ( 7  stds.):

"Yes, if all had them, why wouldn't I ?" (Sara, 14+);
"Yes, why not? All had slaves and I would'nt be different (...)" (Tony, 14+).

Accepting the past as different from the present and refusing it in moral terms co-exists in 
the students' answers without explicit conflict. This peaceful acceptance might be 
grounded upon the existence of the criterion of majority that socially legitimates this past 

practice. In fact, in previous answers there are some clues that allow us to say that 
students might have the notion that each society had a specific morality and that it 
depends on predominant laws, traditions, economic needs and practices of a specific 
historical context. [(See Fig.27, Fig.28, Fig.40) (See Annex- Figures: B36, B40)].

Fig.42: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' role. (Purchase and treatment)
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Y *Normal 7

E *Good: personal 
rofile

7

S * Bad: usual 1

No *Against slavery 1

-o YES vs NO 7
oc * Good living, 2
aJ
a working conditions

OQ * Fair treatment 5

Concerning the type of treatment they would give to their slaves, the majority of the 
students said they would treat them well (7 stds.):

"(...) but I would treat my slaves well, I'm not capable o f m istreating anybody. A t least, 
that's how I am (Tony, 14+) ;
"(...) I would treat them friendly, you know ... it is my way " (Sara, 14+).

They transfer their own contemporary personal behaviour towards their role as masters. 
This extrapolation shows they reinforce the roles of the personal psychological profile 
and education upon human conduct. Several students express a balanced position. They 

initially refuse the idea of having slaves, arguing their moral disagreement towards
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slavery, but afterwards they develop the kind of treatment they would carry out, 
accepting the possibility of having slaves (7 stds.):

"No, no slaves , because I'm against it. But if I was forced to have slaves I would treat them 
well as long as they worked well and respected me" (Ceu, 14+);
"No, I w ouldn’t feel confortable with my conscience. If so, I would treat them fairly. If they 
were good I would give everything, if not I would punish them mildly" (Anabela, 14+);
"(...) If  so, I would treat them equally fair, so that they w ouldn’t feel jea lous to one 
another" (Josefa, 14+).

The answers from the 14+ age group refer to the way the slaves behave as a necessary 
condition for defining their own role towards them. Several students use the word 
"fairly" referring to that mutual correspondence. So, the type of relationship between 
masters and slaves would depend on the compromise between the professional and 
personal slaves' attitudes and the masters’ expectations of profits and obedience. Finally, 
to be a humane master is seen as an important condition for being a successful master- 
entrepreneur.

The 27th question of the TSHU interview proposed one particular role playing exercise: 
"If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in town, how would treat your slaves? Do 
you think living in the countryside or living in town influences people' behaviour?" (See 
Fig.43).

Fig.43: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' roles (Countryside and town settings).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Value manual 1
Q work

8 *Rural profile 4
-J O  
<  
cc ^Conservative 1

*Less social

R
B

A
C

control
*Hard tasks 9

*Open mind 1
Q * More social -

z  §  
<

control 
*Light tasks 9

CQ
P i
■—\ Q ^Undervalue
D  <  

CQ
manual work

* Urban profile 4

The same masters' person 1
al profile (rural/urban)
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One student argued that rural masters would be humane towards their slaves because they 
valued the manual work: "The people from the countryside are more humble, then they 
would treat the slaves better. They know that working in the fields is hard (...)" 

(Claudia, 14+). Four students prefered to speak about a general human rural profile 
labelling it as humane: "(...) but I think that people from the countryside are friendlier 
than the people living in town" (Maria, 14+).
More frequent are the moves expressing the idea that rural masters would be less humane 
just because the hard agricultural tasks demand a more severe attitude towards the slaves 

to ensure profits (9 stds.). As one student wrote: "I think in rural areas we have to be 
tougher because nobody enjoys doing agricultural work (...)" (Antonio, 14+).

Concerning the urban masters, some students claim that the masters would be humane 
towards their slaves because the tasks they had to accomplish are lighter than the rural 
tasks (9 stds.): "You know, maybe in towns. There the work is not so tough, there is no 
need to control the slaves(...)" (Carlo, 14+). Clearly some students think that if the tasks 
were not so hard it wouldn't be necessary for masters to implement severe discipline and 
control. Moreover, the slaves would be more pleased with their life and they would be 
more disciplined. Four students also draw the personal profile of the urban master or 
people but in this case negatively: "(...) people living in town are envious and they don't 
care about the other people's problems" (Ceu, 14+). Students often applied adjectives 
like "important, envious, selfish", adjectives which are currently used to describe the 
image of an urban person.
It is interesting to notice that the type of reasons for rural and urban masters' less humane 
behaviour is different. The rural masters' reasons depend on the actual daily life 
conditions whereas the urban people's reasons would depend on their own 
responsibility.

Finally, there is a student who describes the two types of m asters’ or people's 
behaviours in this way: "In town, people would be more humane because new ideas 
circulate better and faster. The masters and the slaves would consider those ideas. People 
from the countryside are more conservative, more tied to the past. More isolated" (Sara, 
14+). This answer is interesting for the unique reason that she employs to justify 
masters' behaviours: ideas. First she implicitly acknowledges the strength of new ideas 
upon social changes and correspondent human behaviour. Secondly, she considers the 
urban environment as the place of birth of new ideas or where they have privileged 
conditions to circulate and be put into practice. Contrarywise, the same student argued
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that in rural places people are more protected from these ideas due to their geographical 
isolation. By becoming more conservative they have the tendency to easily reproduce the 
ancestral family pattern of behaviour towards the slaves.
This student shows a strong awareness of the role of geographic location on the 
circulation of ideas and consequently over their possibility of changing people's 
behaviour. She points out geography as a factor that might relativize a standardized 
pattern of behaviour.

This means that the existence of new ideas is not a sufficient condition to provoke 

changes of people's frame of reference. The process of circulation of ideas and the 
possibility of having acess to them are 'the' necessary requisits for their sucess as a 
social developmental factor.

When playing the role of slaves [(TSHU interview: Qst.28) (See Fig.44)], students 
quoted feelings such as: "feeling bad", "sad", "rebellious" and "humiliated".
Only three students from the 14+ age groups suggest an attitude such as "to fight 
against","escape" or kill": "(...) when a person wants to change, he must fight until the 
end, mustn’t he?" (Carlo, 14+). Almost all students needed to justify the reasons for 
those feelings, stating the lack of rights and mainly using expressions such as "being 
nothing", "ashamed of being in that situation", "to be enslaved is a kind of humiliation", 
"fear", "not being able to lead my own life".

Fig.44: Students' personal projection into masters' and 
slaves' roles (Slaves' role)
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
moves in category

FE
EL

IN
G

S

* Bad
* Sad
* Rebellious
* Humilliated
* Feared
* Hatred

6
3
3
3
1

R
EA

SO
N

S * Absence of 
Human Rights

* Absence of Fami
ly and friends

* Living, working 
conditions

1 1

2

* Attitudes: fight, escape, 
kill

3
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According to their previous statements the students-slaves (14 stds.) agreed with the 
influence of masters' treatment on their feelings and ideas about their enslaved situation 
[(TSHU interview: Qst.29) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B41)]. However, four students felt the 
need to stress that they would not forget their situation as slaves: "(...) If he treated me 
well I would feel happier, but also sad because I would see other slaves being mistreated. 
I think I wouldn't forget my enslaved situation either, but my daily life would be easier 
to handle" (Tony, 14+). In some ways, this idea is confirmed when they name what 
they (as slaves) would want for their future [(TSHU interview: Qst.30) (Annex-Figures: 
Fig.B42)]. The most frequently chosen desire was: "freedom" (10 stds.) and "family and 

job" (9 stds.).

3.2.2 A pattern of substantive ideas on Slavery
On the basis of the ideas students stated in the interviews, it is possible to draw a pattern 
of substantive ideas on Slavery in the 14+ age group. This pattern will be organised by 
the areas that were followed in the 1 2 + age group analysis.

The institution of slavery is drawn through images of daily life conditions and 
masters and slaves’ behaviours. This picture is based on contemporary media artifacts 
presented by the movies and documentaries given by T.V. History classes were also 
quoted as sources of information on slavery. The enslaving situations students quote are 
the Roman and the times of colonisation of Africa and Brazil by Portugal (XVII, XVIII 

cent.) (See Diag.l 1).

Diagram 11: The institution of slavery (14+ age group)

Factual 
im ages of 
enslaved daily 
life

Human
rights

SLAVERY T3

Profits
M edia History 
products classes

The presence of moves referring to human rights and to economic arguments is slightly 
more frequent than within the 12+ age group. Nevertheless, the 14+ age group shows a 
similar distribution of moves among the three types of substantive contents: ico n ic , 
economics and human rights. Students establish links between slavery and political and 

economic needs and social practices of the societies. This liaison is clearly made when
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they were confronted with enslaving societies with a high civilizational level as Egypt or 
Greece.

The reasons for the existence of slavery continue, as in the previous age group, 
bounded within the domain of the individuals (See Diag.12). Hence, the reasons more 
frequently quoted are those related to people or masters' need for profits or desire for 
wealth. Students also emphasise that slavery was an institution used by countries to reach 
a high level of development, so the enslaved cheap work force made it possible to build 
public works and great works of art. In this sense they differentiate culture from cultural 

artifacts, stressing the lack of human rights culture.

Diagram 12 - Reasons for the existence of slavery (14+ age group)

Political spherePersonal sphere

Wealth

Christianity:
Sin, Hell, Heaven, 
Doomsday

t
National developm ent

Culture of human 
rights and cultural 
artifacts

These students also relate the existence of slavery to the absence of the Christian religion, 
whereas such notions as Sin, Hell, Heaven, Doomsday would operate as constraining 
precepts for the practice of slavery in matters of the material daily life conditions and 
personal behaviour that masters offered and performed towards the slaves. In this area 
there are no relevant differences between this age group and the 1 2 + age group.

Changes are recognised by all students of this age group unlike the 12+ age group, in 

the type of human relationship existing between masters and slaves (See Diag.13). They 
also accept that there have been changes in laws, stressing their influence upon the new 
kind of human relationship referred to above. Similarly the students accepted changes in 
the slaves’ working labour and daily life conditions.
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Diagram 13: Changes in slavery (14+ age group)

Material aspects ^  intWnrp Laws intluencj
of the enslaved daily life: ------------
food, clothing, working

Human
relationships

conditions

Human behaviour depends upon the individuals’ idiosyncratic characteristics (See 
Diag.14). This assumption continues to be supported in this age group, but not so often. 
Students in this group prefer to focus upon other influences such as the m asters’ 
education and their social status. The causal implication between those and masters’ 
humane or inhumane behaviour is more often quoted than in the 1 2 + age group. 
Economic arguments, such as the type of tasks slaves performed and the profit slaves’ 
labour might produce, are strongly supported. As with the previous age group, these 
students claim that to have a “true” human relationship there must be two conditions: 
respect and honesty. They also recognise the masters’ control of the rules of interaction.

Diagram 14: Human relationship between m asters and slaves (14+ age group)

Human relationship: ^  condition
masters' point of view
£7 4  \  O'

-—  Intim acy and 
,0n frequency of 

contacts

M asters' control

Personal 
profile 
Daily life 
conditions

Respect/honesty

-a

T ^
Slaves' value/protection o f the 
investment;
Slaves' tasks: responsibility, profit, 
intimacy.________________________

Econom ics:
(Good slaves' labour perform ance 
= + profit-> good treatment)
(Weak slaves' labour perform ance 
= -profit->m istreatm ent)

Concerning the slaves’ point of view, (See Diag.15) the students of this age group 
recognise (as did the previous age group) the influence of intimacy and frequency of 
contacts between masters and slaves upon slaves' behaviour. They place little value on 
the influence of the slaves' former education and or social status. Similar to their younger
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colleagues, they attribute to slaves a general acknowledgement of their situation and 
expected behaviour.

Diagram 15: Human relationship between masters and slaves (14+ age group)

Human relationship: ^  condition— 
slaves' point of view ^

\  3 "V COn* S |\  o TV\  Or \

M asters' control
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Respect/honesty
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frequency of 
contacts

Enslaved situation and 
corresponding behaviour

Fear

Slaves' tactical strategy to 
deal with the enslaved situation

The frame of reference is a sum of propositions gradually contextualised through 
students' attempt to consider past daily life conditions, ideas, beliefs and values. The 
students of this age group, differently from the 1 2 + age group, do not so strongly 
express their refusal to generalise where human affairs are concerned.
Concerning the masters’ ideas on slavery (See Diag.16), students think of them as seeing 
slavery as a legitimate and natural source of profit.

Diagram 16: M asters' attitudes to slavery (14+ age group)

ACCEPTANCESAGREEM ENT
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o
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due

Coexistence with

V
Exceptions to the rule

This acceptance would also be supported by the masters' family traditions and the laws 
of their countries. Racism is seen as another factor that influences masters' ideas on
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slavery. The masters' acceptance of slavery is also due to the argument that slavery is 
part of the politics of imperialism or expansionism of the countries. The masters' general 
accordance on slavery is linked to the low possibility of masters publicly or privately 
speaking against it.

Concerning the slaves' ideas on slavery (See Diag.17), the students of this age group 
take the view that slaves accepted their enslaved situation particularly when their home 
countries had slavery too.

Diagram 17: Slaves' attitudes to slavery ( 14+ age group)

DISAGREEM ENT AGREEM ENT
bO■O

o
<3

Former social statu' 
(High status-> 
no acceptance)

Countries o f origin:
(with slavery->m ore used to) 
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-Publicly: silence as 
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survival

Form er cultural 
position:
( if  educated-> no acceptance)

Nevertheless, they plausibly think that the more educated slaves would have more 
difficulties in accepting it. The silence towards the existence of slavery is seen as a tactic 
for slaves’ survival.

Past and present are accepted as different entities, but when confronted with a specific 
historical situation, students still found a resemblance between them. This age group is 

clearly balanced between seeing the past within its own context, and visualising it with 
contemporary features and judging it by contemporary frames of reference. This 
uncertainty is visible when students were asked to project themselves into masters and 
slaves' roles. They balanced between being able to feel and act as the people of the past 
and to make explicit their own contemporary feelings, values and desires.
They accepted slavery as a dated and contextualised political and economic instrument to 
improve national development. Simultaneously, they judged the enslaved societies and 
countries by contemporary frames of reference again making an underlying appeal to the 
lack of human rights, specially freedom (See Diag.18).
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Diagram 18: Students' judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (14+  age group)
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The same double position happens when students accept the hypothesis of having slaves 

if they were masters (See Diag. 19).

Diagram 19: Students' personal projection into m asters and slaves' roles ( 14+ age group)

They state that slavery was common in past times, but they also feel the need to make 

clear that their behaviour would be humane, or when projecting themselves into slaves' 
role they state they would feel revolted due to the lack of rights, desiring freedom, a 
family and a job for the future.

In this age group, students show an increased understanding of the complexity of what it 
is at stake when we discuss slavery as an economic institution and the role of other
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variables which frame and embodied it. Nevertheless, this awareness coexits with a 
strong defense of their contemporary values.

3.2.3 Students’ ideas about slaves’ reasons for saving their masters from  
death
The procedures for analysing the results from this 14+ age group will be the same 
previously used on the 12+age group. It will sometimes be necessary to repeat some 
remarks to guide the reader. The same conventions for reference to Panapio’s or Restio’s 
slave will be followed.
The students' answers can be grouped into five categories:

a)- Slaves’ material daily life conditions
As for the previous age group, some students argue that the slaves' life dependency on 
the masters is a reason for slaves to have saved them (Annex-Figures: Fig.B45):

"(...) because, even when they were m istreated the masters fed and gave them a place to 
sleep even if rough. O therwise, slaves would perish from thirst and hunger" (M aria, R- 
14+);
"(...) because the masters gave them food and shelter" (Sara, RP-14+).

These sentences show that students think slaves would value above all daily life survival 
and, in a certain way, they would be grateful for their masters' protection.

b)- Human relationships between masters and slaves
The second category of reason concerns the type of human relationship existing between 
masters and slaves. Students only envisage those slaves' actions within, at least, a 
friendly personal environment (See Fig.45).

Fig.45: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons
for saving their masters (The human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Love-Friendship 3
(masters<—>slaves)

* Pity -
(slaves-> masters)

* Filial Love <—> 1
Fatherly love

* Fear (slaves) -
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Students generally refer to the need for love or friendship between masters and slaves 
for those attitudes to have arisen:

"If this story happened, that's because the slave respected and loved him as a m aster and 
above all, because he loved him as brother and he wanted no harm  to him" (Claudia, P- 
14+);
"(...) For a master, that's how he was supposed to act as a real friend" (Sandra, P-14+);
"Only one reason could explain the slaves' behaviour: he loved his m aster (...)" (Anabela, 
P-14+).

No students from this age group refer to the feeling of pity of the slaves or to the fear 
towards the masters as some students from the 12+ age group did. Students accept that 
love and friendship, even though unidirectional, might underlie to slaves' attitudes. Only 
one student explicitly focuses on the filial love. In this context the mistreatment is treated 
as part of an accepted fatherly "authority": "(...) he was part of the family and the master 
was like a father to him" (Antonio, R-14+)

When asked "To what extent did slaves consider themselves as belonging to the masters' 
family?" [(Empathy interview: Qst.18) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B46)], nine students of this 
age group refuse that idea by citing their own contemporary notion of family. Rui said: 
"Family? No, a family is a place where all have the same blood and where we help each 
other to deal with the problems of life".
Six students accepted the idea of having slaves who thought of themselves as belonging 
to their masters' family. Sandra said: "Yes, maybe because they knew they were things 
belonging to the masters like a table or an animal. And maybe because they also lived in 
the same house". The reference to this notion of Roman family might be a simple 
quotation from the Empathy test materials (See Annex-Instruments: Empathy test- 
materials, Text 4: Roman family). Although they were clearly divided between the two 
different notions of family. Even the students who accepted the hypothesis used the 
expression "maybe" or they confined the notion to its spatial limit: the house.

When later on they were asked "Do you think these two slaves [from the stories] thought 
differently from the other slaves concerning the idea of belonging to their masters' 
family?" [(Empathy interview: Qst.19) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B47)], the moves were 
distributed in the following way: - Panapio's slave would feel that he belonged to this 
master and this feeling would justify his drastic attitude- letting himself be killed instead 
of his master (9 stds). Antonio said: "Yes, they should have felt that way, maybe 
Panapio's slave more so because he let himself be killed and I think this is a kind of 
attitude we only take for our mother or father. Just having much love". Concerning 
Antius's slave, students prefer to stress the feeling of friendship to justify his attitude ( 6
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stds). In both types of answers, it should be stressed that students value the need of 
feelings, either love or friendship, to understand slaves' actions.

c)- Slaves' goals
The third type of reason is related to possible goals slaves might have when they saved 
their masters (See Fig.46).

Fig.46- Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons 
for saving their masters (Slaves' goals).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Rewards (money, free 8
dom)

* Reciprocation 6
* Teaching a lesson 1
* Perform a good deed -

* Moral rewards 3

The goal students quote most often is "to get a reward". This reward might take the form 
of money, freedom or a more humane daily life condition.

" Antius' slave behaved as he did for he knew that by doing so, saving his m aster's life, he'd 
be released or granted a money reward" (Tony, R-14+);
"(...) I also think the slave acted that way because the m aster would be grateful for all his 
life and might reward the slave's family" (Josefa, P-14+).

The second goal students focus on is "reciprocation", meaning that slaves might have 
saved their masters for some actions masters might have performed previously:

"The solution for this mystery is: the slave wanted to prove his gratefulness for som e deed 
the text doesn't explain" (Carlo, P-14+);
"(...) He let h im self be killed, thinking it'd be a good way to thank his m aster for all his 
kindness" (Nuno, P-14+).

The presence of this reason is in accordance with previous moves where students invoke 
the existence of a friendly environment between masters and slaves as a necessary 
condition to understand the slaves' attitudes. Some of these ideas will be seen later when 
we will discuss the fourth type of reasons: the slaves' profile.

d)- Slaves' profile

The fourth type includes moves where the slaves' personal and social characteristics are 
seen as reasons to justify their attitudes (See Fig.47).

A few students name slaves' personal attributes:
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"(...) The slave was also kind, by nature" (Sara, P-14+);
"He behaved that way to express esteem and respect (...)" (Anabela, R-14+).

As already mentioned when the 12+ age group was analysed, it is noticeable that the 
students from the 14+ age group were also influenced by the expressions used in the 
questions of the Empathy test: "loyalty and sense of duty".

Fig.47- Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their masters (Slaves' personal and 
social characteristics).

Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'

C ategories
m oves in category

* Personal attributes 3
* Expected pattern of

enslaved behaviour 7
* Recognition o f masters'

social superiority 2
* Awareness o f Roman

social framework and
their own place -

* Awareness o f their life
span/desire for death 1

So, it was necessary to ask them what they think these notions mean [Empathy interview: 
Qst. 10,11 and 12) (Annex-Figures: Fig. B49, B50 and B51)]. They saw, as the 12+ age
group did, duty as a moral obligation towards all people and loyalty as an affectionate
behaviour towards family and friends:

"Duty is thinking of the others, doing the good, to please (...) " (Ceu, 14+);
"Loyalty is to be honest, telling our friends what's going on to solve all problem s easily.
N ot being reticent (...)" (Josefa, 14+);
"(...) Duty is things we do towards everybody, but loyalty is a thing we feel only tow ards 
our friends, our family" (Antonio, 14+).

As in the previous age group, all students state that duty and loyalty are independent from 
a persons' social positions. When they locate duty and loyalty in affective or moral 

domains, they are, again, looking at the slaves' attitudes as affective and moral too. 
Nevertheless, most students prefer to attribute to slaves an awareness of an expected 
pattern of enslaved behaviour, labelling their attitudes as social ones:

"(...) I think it was his duty towards his m aster and owner" (Maria, R-14+);
" Because he thought saving his m aster's life was nothing but his duty (...)" (Nuno, R- 
14+);
"Because that was a slaves' responsibility to save his master, his duty" (Rui, P-14+);
"(...) because he ought to share the danger with his m aster and if possible, to save him" 
(M arcos, R-14+).
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The moves frequently present the expression "nothing less than his duty", or "that's what 
slaves were for", "he ought to fulfil the role he was destined to". So, the attitudes of 
saving their masters were expectable and unquestionable within this behavioural pattern.

Only one student focuses on the slave's awareness of his life span and or his desire for 
death. He was talking about Panapio's slave:

"The slave wanted to die maybe because he was very sick and alm ost dying (...)" (Ceu, P- 
14+).

This student repeats the same argument their colleagues from the 12+ age group did: 
-Panapio's slave is supposed to think about his enslaved conditions of life and his 
shortened life span, so his decision to save the master was rooted in his awareness of a 
short life span as well as in his tiredness of being a slave.

It is interesting to notice that when asked "What did these two slaves think when they 
acted that way? Did they act spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?" [(Empathy interview: 
Qst. 14) (Annex-Figures: Fig.B52)], students all answered that Panapio's slave acted 
spontaneously and the Antius' slave planned his attitude. It seems more logical to them, 
to label the drastic behaviour of Panapio's slave as an emotional response and Antius's 
slave’s action one as a planned strategy to get a concrete reward.

e)- M asters’ profile
As explained in the section b)- Human relationship existing between masters and slaves, 
to understand the slaves' behaviour, the students felt the need to see the situations 
provided by the stories, within a friendly relational environment. This ambience was 
already assumed when they argued from the following assumptions:
-The influence of the masters' profile over their treatment towards the slaves (See Annex- 

Figures: Fig.B29);
-The importance of the masters' control over the rules of interaction (See Annex-Figures: 
Fig.B30);
-The influence of a common childhood between the master and the slave on a humane 
relationship (See Annex-Figures: Fig.B31, B32) and

-The influence of the slaves' labour performance and the type of tasks they performed on 
their relationship (See Annex-Figures: Fig.B32, B33).
According to these assumptions we might say that students support the following 
reasoning: -If the slaves acted that way that is due to a corresponding humane or friendly 
behaviour on the part of the masters:
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"The slave has revealed him self as loyal to his master, because the m aster did the sam e in 
his own way (...)" (M aria, P-14+);
"(...) because the m aster was kind to his slave in spite o f punishing him when he thought 
he ought to" (Sara, R-14+);
"I think it was because the m aster deserved it, he was not like the other mean m asters"
(Ana, P-14+).

The students previously were asked about the slaves' thoughts during the situation 
narrated by the stories (See Annex-Figures: Fig.B52), now they were asked what 
masters have thought about it [(Empathy interview: Qst. 15) (See Fig.48)].

Fig.48: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (M asters' thoughts during 
the situations narrated in the stories)
D istribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

N° of students'

Categories
m oves in category

* Instinctively: "they didn't 7
think at all"

* Mental enlightenment: 8
"slaves were human too"

The students were divided in two groups. The first said "they didn't think at all", which 
fits with their claim that the masters obeyed to their slaves because they had "no other 
choice if they wanted to survive" (See Annex-Figures: Fig.B48). The second group think 
masters had a kind of enlightenment. The slaves' attitudes confirm that "they were human 
too":

"The masters thought the slaves were as human as them selves and they were w rong about 
their own ideas about slaves " (Rui, 14+);
"They were so surprised, they didn't expect the slaves w ould do such thing for them " 
(Anabela, 14+);
"They thought they were as themselves, being capable of great actions (...) " (Sara, 14+).

So, the masters' profile and their behaviour during the plot were another type of reason 
students invoke to understand the slaves.

3.2.4 Pattern of empathy understanding on Roman slaves' behaviour
These students' understanding is partly explained by the expression "loyalty and sense of 
duty" as it happenned with the 12' age group. These values framed the slaves' behaviour 
(See Diag.20). They also felt the need to contextualise the slaves' attitudes when saving 
their masters from death, within an affective environment. The masters were not seen as 

a Father. The slaves' awareness of their enslaved behaviour and corresponding expected 

behaviour was strongly stressed. So, the slaves' attitudes seemed to fit that expectation.
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Diagram 20: Students' ideas about slaves' reasons for saving their masters from death

( 14+ age group)

.SLAVES' REASONS

Slaves' stories

Pattern of enslaved 
behaviour

REWARDS: 
freedom, m oney
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slaves' initiatives
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vs
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eg. P anap io 's  slave______

Panapio's slave acted 
spontaneously and 
A ntius's slave acted 
according to a plan

Personal characteristics: 
loyalty and sense of duty

Family,
friends Society

Roman society and the Roman notion of family were considered in the students' 
understanding. Nevertheless, they balanced between the acceptance of this specific 
historical framework and their contemporary notion of family, their own experiences of 
socialisation and values. The students of this age group increasingly value the influence 
of concrete daily life conditions upon the people's decision-making, hence, the frequent 
quotations of rewards as the main goal of the slaves for saving their masters.
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3.3 The 16+ age group

3.3.1 Students' Tacit Substantive H istorical Understanding (TSHU) on 
Slavery

The procedures to analyse the results from the 16+ age group will be the same used 
previously. Once again, to avoid inconvenience to the reader, the relevant questions will 
be repeated for each area of analysis.

a)- Definition of slavery.
The first domain on which discussion will be focused is the way students define slavery 
as an institution. The main data sources that might be consulted are the 1st and 2nd 
question of the TSHU interview, respectively: "Try and define slavery" and "To what 
extent is it different from freedom?".
In the 16+ age group, the tendency to define slavery iconicly diminishes. Only two 
students refer to the image of "heavy tasks" and "inhuman and desperate treatments 
(Anita and Cidalia)" (See Fig.49). The sources of these images are also media artefacts 
such as movies, novels and so on [(TSHU interview: Qst.31) (Annex-Figures: 

Fig.C69)].

Fig.49: Students' definition of slavery.
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories N° of students' 
m oves in category
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This group is more concerned with the domain of human rights and while the other 
groups also make references to human rights without specifying them, this group refers 
more specifically to the "right of speech" and the "right of action". This emphasis might 
be closely related to students' own process of independence and self-assertion towards 

their peers and particularly towards their parents:
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"(...) they do what they are com manded to do (...) they cannot protest" (Luis, 16+);
"(...) w ithout letting that person have a choice" (Nuno, 16+);
"(...) to oblige them to behave under those rules, even when they do not agree with them 
(Hum berto, 16+).

There are frequent explicit references to the non-existence of salaries for slave labour:

" (...) to work at no wages" (Cidalia, 16+);
"(...) to obtain profits w ithout paying for them" (Nuno, 16+).

The students from this age group continue, like the others, formulating sentences with a 
judgmental tone according to their contemporary points of view, asserted as a-temporal:

"(...) im plies a total disrespect for human rights, inhum an... som ething against which we 
have always struggled" (Ricardina,16+);
"(...) is a mere sign of ignorance and mediocrity" (Camelia, 16+).
"(...) is a dumb system to get a work force (...) to enslave was skipping the paym ent o f fair 
wages" (Manuel, 16+);
"(...) it was a way m asters found to exploit certain people who had no way to defend 
themselves. W ithout paying for their work" (Ana Paula, 16+).

Answering question 2 of the TSHU interview: "To what extent is it different from 
freedom?", students do not refer to slaves' living conditions, and economic arguments 
are scarce. Concerning the differences between slavery and freedom, the 16+ age group 
refer to the "right of speech" and the "right of action" and the absence of salaries (See 

Fig.50).

The differences between slavery and freedom are humanised. Students from all groups 
tend to describe what people, meaning Me and Us, can or can not do. These two "states": 
to be free and to be enslaved are defined behaviourally. It is difficult to detect a pattern of 
standpoints. Still, it is possible to group the statements into two types:

- One type of statement focuses on external aspects of being enslaved or being free, 
giving concrete examples of human actions: "Slavery is different from freedom in very 
many aspects: a slave is not allowed to travel, choose or speak. Masters were instead" 

(Manuel, 16+);
- The second type might include statements such as: "Slavery makes people hide their 
opinions and inhibits their decision-making skills. Freedom allows people to enact free 
reasoning" (Rui, 16+).
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Fig.50: Students' definition of slavery (Comparison with freedom). 
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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The references to the absence of salaries, as a criterion to differentiate slavery from 
freedom, are still present in their propositions. It might be deduced that when quoting the 
salary, the students wanted to value the "paid job" as a sign of freedom. Ana Paula, for 
example, in the following sentence argued: "An enslaved person can't complain about the 
job, because the task is not paid... So, he can't protest the salary. Freedom is to 
negotiate, to speak and to fight for what we want and about what we think is right".

b)- Reasons for the existence of slavery
The second domain upon which we will focus is the reasons students present for the 
existence of slavery. The main data sources are the 3rd, 4th and 23rd question from the 
TSHU interview: "Why did slavery exist?", "Why did it exist in some places and not in 
others?", "Do you find any present or past justification for the existence of slavery?" and 
the 20th and 21st question from the Empathy Interview: "How can a society and the 
people of this society manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as 

manifested in its political and cultural evidence?" and "Roman people were mainly 
concerned with their life on earth more than life beyond death. How might this idea 

influence their attitudes towards the slaves?".
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Unlike the other age groups, few students from the 16+ age group named the need of a 
free work force for private and public buildings and other enterprises (See Fig.51).

F ig.51: Students' reasons for the existence of slavery.
Distribution o f students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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There is a significant number of students' moves connecting the need for slave labour 
with masters' demands for profits due to the absence of salaries. As argued above, this 
argument that embraces "slave work force- no salary - higher profits", seems the only 
logical reason to justify the existence of slavery, because it is grounded in the students' 
contemporary logic of how an economy works and has worked throughout time.
They still judge slavery through their contemporary values presenting reasons such as 
economic superiority, personal and psychological domination, and exploitation:

"(...) due to the attem pt of some races to impose their superiority upon other races" (Anita,
16+);
"(...) I can com pare slavery to anim al or plant parasites. All they can do is live on 
somebody else's work" (Camelia, 16+);
"(...) because som e countries w anted to dom inate the others. To be richer and m ore 
powerful than the others, they were im perialist (...)" (Hum berto, 16+).

Nevertheless, when answering the question: "Do you find any present or past 
justifications for the existence of slavery?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.23) (See Fig.52)] they 
adopt a slightly different position.

They formulate reasons without explicit judgements on the people of the past, preferring 
instead to "excuse" them for the existence of slavery:

"(...) because in the old days there was a lot o f social differences" (Luis, 16+);
"Slavery existed because rich people occupied and subdued other countries with no resistance from 
the people who lived there, who feared the weapons" (Ricardina, 16+);
"In those days, the population was illiterate, they were not able to distinguish between right and 
the wrong" (Ana Paula, 16+);
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"(•••) because the countries wanted to be m agnificent, to do big and great things (...)" (Francisco, 
16+).

These statements embody arguments that legitimate the enslaving societies. Nevertheless, 
underlying some of them we can detect a kind of paternalism towards the past. Beneath 
this paternalism there is the idea that History is a continuous line of progression drawn 
from the past to the present

Fig.52: Students' reasons for the existence of slavery 
(Present or past justifications).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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As with the other age groups they also relate the existence of slavery to the absence of the 
Christian religion and some of its precepts, such as Sin, Heaven, Doomsday [(Empathy 
interview: Qst.21) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C53)].

Finally, they were asked: "Why did slavery exist in some places and not in others?" 
(TSHU interview: Qst.4) (Annex-Figures: Fig. C54)]. The contents of the moves were 
varied. The wealth level of the countries and/or the lack of population needed for its own 

development were quoted by five students. Some answers also connect slavery with a 
specific Regime, its supporting laws, a specific expansionist policy and the existence of 
wars, the purposes of which were to attain that policy:

"I don 't know ... the laws... They w ould let them  have slavery. Y es, I think that all 
countries needed to have slaves and after some time they stopped having them. W hy? (...)
M aybe because they didn't need a cheap work force anymore, or because the laws, the ideas 
have changed... I'm not sure" (Anabela, 16+);
"Because som etim es the countries becam e allies, others becam e defeated and then, they 
became slaves. The wars were made to get more lands and slaves" (Ricardina, 16+).
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Reasons relating to the existence of slavery in some places and not in others, and the 
frames of reference or the level of cultural development are expressed in the following 
excerpts:

"(...) because of the cultural level of the countries, the ones that had slavery were backwards 
(...)" (Luis, 16+);
"I think it was due to a different mentality. A m atter o f culture. Some people thought they 
were superior, others thought there was only one race: the human race" (Anita, 16+);
" (...) the peoples, the countries where slavery didn't exist had higher m oral values. They 
value Man most" (Cidalia, 16+);
"I think it is related to the current mentality. It was not always immoral to have slaves. In 
fact, it m ight be even natural for some peoples" (Camelia, 16+).
"(...) the others... Because they thought that having slaves was immoral (...) the laws and 
the religions w ouldn't let them have them (...)" (Anabela, 16+);
"(...) maybe because the countries where slavery didn't exist were more developed and they 
didn't need to exploit the people, they no longer needed to m ake them selves noticed (...)" 
(Cidalia, 16+).

These statements acknowledged that the practice of enslavement depended on the culture, 
religion, ethics, and the level of development of each society. So, students accepted that 
people of the past were different from us, inspite of some of the values they quoted on 
their answers being similar to nowadays. The tone of their sentences is not so 
judgemental (except Luis'). There is an actual attempt to contextualise slavery.

c)- Changes in slavery
The third domain upon which we will focus is students’ ideas about changes in slavery. 
The main data sources are the 5th, 7th and 22nd question from the TSHU interview, 
respectively, "Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?", "Do you think this 
relationship (between masters and slaves) was always the same?", and "Was slavery 
always a bad thing?".

The 16+ age group students focused on the exploitation of the work force and the 
masters' psychological blackmail towards the slaves as the permanent characteristic of 
slavery throughout time (See Fig.53).

According to these students, those characteristics still exist nowadays in the labour 
relationships between employers and employees:

"Only the name [of slavery] has changed. The basic ideas continue, that is, a person had to 
work under strict orders, not being allowed to defend them selves against accusations. There 
still is slavery nowadays (...) there is the psychological pressure, having to bear it because 
of the family they have to feed. A person wants to speak and they can't. If  so, they could 
become unemployed (...) slavery is making people work hours and hours without respecting 
the contract and a work schedule" (Nuno, 16+);
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"(...) it still is the sam e exploitation. Look at the im m igrants and the treatm ent they 
undergo. Just like as if they were slaves" (M anuel, 16+).

This translation between past slave working conditions and contemporary labour 
conditions is both contaminated by and grounded in students' moral values concerning 
the rights of human beings/workers.

Fig.53: Students' ideas about changes in slavery.
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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When they state that slavery still exists, they are simultaneously judging the past and the 
contemporary lack of respect and accomplishment of labour conditions as an outrage 
against human dignity.

However, several students accepted the existence of changes in slavery throughout time, 
namely, changes regarding human relationships, working and living conditions and 
changes in ideas, laws and social movements. A recurrent idea is that the human 
relationship between masters and slaves and the corresponding living and working 
conditions improved into a more humane and bearable pattern:

"(...) sure, ju st like everything else. The w orking conditions im proved not ju s t for the 
slaves but for all workers. M achines appeared to help(...)" (Luis, 16+);
"(...) they were not treated as animals any longer (...) (Camelia, 16+);
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"(...) there are no m ore whips and chains (...) Then, the French Revolution happened and 
spread the ideas of Equality and Brotherhood. The countries began to adopt these ideas. 
(Hum berto, 16+).

Students value ideas as a strong factor in provoking changes in the overall enslaved 
situation. It is remarkable that so many students accept changes in human relationships (9 
stds), particularly if we compare their answers with the 1 2 + age group ( 2  stds).

The economic contexts are not considered so important or even as a determining 
condition for the development of these new ideas. Only Rui states that slavery changed 
and ended "(...) because it has become unprofitable". In spite of making only a short 

reference, this student clearly attributes the end of slavery to a specific economic reason. 
It is possible to think that this student might know that slave work did not remain 
competitive enough considering the slaves' price in the market and their productivity. 
Only two students explicitly point out that it took a long time for these changes to be 
accomplished:

"(...) but if  the laws of slavery have changed, it was a very slow  process because 
governments weren't interested in it" (Anabela, 16+);
"(...) Ideas changed slowly. Then, the French Revolution happened and spread the ideas(...)" 
(Hum berto, 16+).

When asked "Do you think this relationship (between masters and slaves) was always the 
same?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.7) (Annex: Figures: Fig.C55)], students adopted a 
cautious general position, stating that "we cannot generalise about human affairs" and 
"there are exceptions to the rule".

d)- The human relationship between masters and slaves
A fourth area of analysis is the students' ideas about the human relationship between 
masters and slaves. The main data sources are questions 6  to 12: "How would human 
relationships be established between masters and slaves?", "Do you think this 
relationship was always the same?", "Would it depend on the masters' education or 
social status?", "Would it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?", "Would 
it depend on the slaves' economic value?", "Would it depend on the slaves' former social 
status and / or origin?" and "Would it depend on how long the slave served in the master' 
s house? Or if the slaves' place of birth was their masters' house? (All these questions are 

from the TSHU interview).
We also considered the following questions from the Empathy interview: "What do you 

think they might they think of each other?" (1), "How would they have behaved to each 
other?" (2), "What would decide how they behaved to each other?" (3), "What does it
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mean to have a human relationship?" (4), "Did these conditions change throughout time?" 
(7), "Do you think friendship could exist between a master and a slave?"(8 ), "How 
would masters and slaves manage their feelings in such opposite social positions?" (9 ), 
"What would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?" (22) and "What would be 
the attributes considered by the masters when they bought slaves?" (23) (See Annex- 
Instruments).

When students were asked to answer the 4th question of Empathy interview: "What does 
it mean to have a human relationship?", they referred to mutual respect and honesty as 

indispensable features in defining a human relationship. Consensus is again reached 
when they attribute to the masters control over the rules of interaction [(Empathy 
interview: Quest.9) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C56)]. According to these assumptions, when 
answering "How would the human relationship be established between masters and 
slaves?" (TSHU interview: Qst.6 ), seven students re-assert the non-existence of a human 
relationship due to the absence of dialogue, respect and feelings between masters and 
slaves (See Fig.54):

"I think they didn't even talk to one another" (Luis, 16+);
"It almost didn't exist. I mean, if  you consider that a human relationship m eans dialogue, 
having feelings and things like th a t" (Anabela, 16+).
"(...) For me, to have a relationship, now or in the past, one essential thing is needed: 
respect" (Francisco, 16+).

They also stress the lack of humane treatment, living and working conditions. This 
situation allowed them to label the "human relationship" as bad.

Fig.54: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves.
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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According to their previous acceptance of there being "exceptions to the rule" when 
human affairs are concerned, some students accepted the hypothesis that there might have 
been some masters with a humane profile (See also Annex: Figures: Fig.C56, Fig.C57), 
and that the existence of friendship between masters and slaves might have been possible 
(See also Annex: Figures: Fig.C58).

When considering the 8 th question of the TSHU interview: "Would it depend on the 
masters' education or social status?" (See Fig.55), students think that having an 
education means or "should produce" the existence of a more humane relationship 
between masters and slaves:

"If the m aster was educated he ought to be more charitable and fair" (Rui, 16+);
"The more polite and literate the masters were, the m ore hum anely they should behave. 
Otherwise, what is education for?" (Cidalia, 16+);
"If the m aster was educated he would try to exploit the slaves without m istreating them.
So, by treating them well he could save money and they would work m ore and better"
(Nuno, 16+);
"Education, maybe. At least they have the obligation of being m ore hum ane" (M anuel,
16+).

This close relation of causality between education and an expected humane behaviour is 
due to the invocation of students' contemporary representations about the purpose of 
education.

Fig.55: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves (The influence of masters' 
education and social status).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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Simultaneously, to be educated or having an education means to be literate, to have 
degrees and to have high values such as fairness, politeness, humanity. So, to be 
educated implies a behaviour with these qualities. This assumption was already 
supported by the students from the other age groups. Contradictorily, it is possible to 
find students questioning not the role of the education, but its contents:

"(...) on the other hand we didn't know what kind of education they had" (Luis, 16+);
"(...) I think it would depend on what kind of education he has had (...)" (Hum berto, 16+).

The 8 th question presents another condition that might influence the type of human 
relationship between masters and slaves: social status. All students used wealth as a 
synonym for high social status and poverty for lower social status. Within this age 
group, four students claim that having a high social status corresponds to inhumane 
behaviour and another two students claim that having a lower social status corresponds to 
humane behaviour. There are examples of the two positions:

"If he was a m aster whose life was flourishing and also knowing what is poor living, he 
would be m ore humane, but the m asters who were already born in a golden cradle, they 
didn't know what is poor living" (Ana Paula, 16+);
"Yes, maybe a decadent master or a less wealthy m aster could be more humane" (Ricardina,
16+).

A possible interpretation for these standpoints was already made when the previous age 
groups were analysed. We summarise it: to experience a difficult daily life and the 
memory of a such a situation makes the masters have a more accurate social awareness 
and adopt a fairer and more humane attitude towards their servants. Consequently, the 
masters who were born already rich, as they didn't experience poverty or hard life 
conditions were not sensitive to that kind of life. It is interesting to notice that only one 
student from this group said: "(...) However, cruelty and greed exist in all social classes. 
I t 's  a matter of personality" (Camelia, 16+).

If social status is considered as synonymous with wealth, possible arguments connecting 
it with education (seen as to be literate or having academic degrees), are not workable 
because they circumscribe wealth to concrete daily life experiences and to the ownership 
of objects. Then, they invoke images of people that have slowly improved their lifestyle 
compared with people for whose wealth was a heritage. Therefore, masters who fit in the 
first process of getting wealthier lived tougher experiences to reach it. So, they might be 
more sympathetic with the slaves' life conditions. That is why living memory is referred 

to instead of other values and beliefs aquired in books
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Trying to explain the human relationship existing between masters and slaves, all the 
students in this age group accept the influence of the slaves' type of tasks upon the 

masters' treatment of them (Annex-Figures: Fig.C59). According to the sources of 
information on slavery, namely the History classes, they name specific tasks such as 
teacher, foreman or secretary (Annex-Figures: Fig.C69), the ones they already have 
heard about. They also mention characteristics of the tasks that might correspond to or 

even demand more egalitarian treatment from the masters: responsibility or "tasks done in 
the masters' intimacy":

"U ndoubtedly, for exam ple a higher level o f responsibility im plies m ore respect" (Anita,
16+);
"If the task was one with responsibility. And if  the slave had that kind o f task, it was 
because his m aster already respected and trusted him" (Francisco, 16+);
"(...) or else if he was in a close contact to the master. M aybe then the m aster would be his 
friend" (Luis, 16+);
"W henever the job performed by the slave dem anded the close presence of the master. They 
would get better acquaintance and if he was a good slave, friendship m ight even blossom"
(Rui, 16+);
"If he worked close to his master, private servant, secretary, you know... intim ate... then, 
the masters would becom e friends with him... It would be natural... W ith the others... The 
masters wouldn't know who they were " (Hum berto, 16+).

This assumption is supported by the examples they gave. It seems logical to these 
students that to perform those tasks the masters would choose slaves who deserved trust 
and or friendship, so the treatment would accordingly be a humane one.

In accordance with this reasoning, students agree that the slaves’ economic value would 
influence the way they were treated by their masters [(TSHU interview: Qst.10) (See 
Fig.56)].

Only three students from this age group refused to accept that influence, presenting the 
argument of the masters' ignorance about the slaves' economic value. The others claim 
that the masters would treat the slaves better when their price was high. The underlying 

reasoning is: -If they spent a large amount of money when purchasing a slave, they 

simultaneously knew and expected that specific slave's work would justify their 
investment and that amount would be returned with profits. So, the most logical 
treatment towards slaves would be a humane one.
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Fig.56: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves (The influence of the 
slaves' econom ic value).
Distribution o f students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories

N° of students' 
moves in category

00 * Profits 6
W * No devaluation 6
IX

* Enslaved condition .

* Type o f the task -

O * Masters' personal -

£ profile
* Ignorance about 3

slaves' value

They also argue that masters might want to sell the slaves again:

"M ore money, better treatment... Therefore, m ore work and m ore profits... The link, isn't 
it?" (M anuel, 16+);
"It seems logical. If he had invested a lot in the purchase o f the slave, it was because the 
slave deserves it. So, he would be taken care o f to give m ore and m ore profit, and even 
because he m ight sell him again" (Rui, 16+);
"It's clear. If the slave had been very expensive, the m aster w ouldn't want to devalue the 
man by m istreating him. Besides, the slave would stop producing all that much" (Anabela,
16+).

In these sentences, the students attribute to masters an economic long-term purpose.

The slaves’ former social status or origin [(TSHU interview: Q st.ll)  (Annex-Figures: 
Fig.C60)] as an influence upon the existing human relationship between masters and 
slaves was rejected again by three students from the 16+ age group. As with their 
previous stance on the slaves' value, their argument is based on the masters' ignorance 
about the slaves' origins: "No, as I told you before the masters knew nothing about who 
the slaves were. The foremen took care of that" (Humberto, 16+).

The most quoted influence was the slaves' origin. Still, their moves speak about the 
slaves' race even when they name peoples:

"A lot o f them were blacks and the masters were alm ost all white. It was natural that 
racism  would com e up. Even because by those days the blacks were still living in Pre- 
History. They were considered as animals" (Luis, 16+);
"The origin, yes. If the slave was Japanese he would accept everything and the relationship 
could be peaceful" (Nuno, 16+).
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They attribute a racist behaviour to masters towards Africans. The Japanese example one 
student presents, expresses a stereotyped idea of the Japanese people, classifying them 
as submissive and, consequently, the slaves would be submissive too.

Finally, the last hypothesis was proposed by the 12th question of TSHU interview
"Would it depend on how long the slave served in the masters' house? Or whether the
slaves' place of birth was their masters' house?". This was accepted by almost all 
students except one, who said: "A slave was always a slave" (Ana Paula, 16+) (See 
Fig.57).

Fig.57: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves (The influence of how long 
the slaves served in the m asters' house and if  the slaves' 
place of birth was their m asters' house)
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Intimacy / frequency/ 6
in time
W * Born /Growing up 8

* Task -

O * Enslaved condition 1
£

The students' acceptance is coherent with previous statements about how the slaves' 
spatial and labour proximity could influence the type of human relationship established 
between them and their masters. Therefore, the second idea contained in the question - 
the slaves' place of birth being the master's house - was also accepted:

"He would be considered as the man of the house, o f the fam ily. And if  they saw one 
another everyday it was natural to trust the slave and friendship m ight even arise" (Luis,
16+);
"The com panionship was important. The slave would be educated according to the m aster' 
rules and he would trust him" (Humberto, 16+);
"Yes, he would see him growing up, the m aster m ight become his friend and trust him as 
being part o f the family" (Camelia, 16+).

It might be said that the students transfer to the hypothesis their own ideas and experience 
about how a human relationship is interwoven, valuing the intimacy and the time for its 

nourishment and growth.
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e)- Masters and slaves' attitudes to slavery
A fifth area of study is the students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded slavery. 
The main data sources are questions 13 to 20 from the TSHU interview: "How would the 

slaves regard their own enslaving situation? Would they revolt against their enslaving 
situation?", "Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and on their 

former social status?", "Would it depend on the tradition / laws of their home 
countries?", "How would the masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? Would 
this be a general acceptance?", "Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own 
countries?", "Would they accept for the sake of ethics: racial, cultural and moral 
superiority?", "Would they stand publicly against slavery?" and "Do you think that 
masters would stand publicly for slavery while at the same time being kind at home?".

Concerning the topic of how slaves regarded and coped with slavery, the contents of the 
students' answers are varied (See Fig.58).

Fig.58: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (Slaves' feelings about their own enslaved 
situation- Public statements).
Distribution of students'm oves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
moves in category

O
z

J
UJw
U-

>-_)u
CQD
CL

* Obedience
* Fear
* Sadness
* Death
* Revolt
* Psychological 

problems
* Impotence

No rights

* Rebellion
* Bravercy

* Fear
* Punishment 

O * Death 
z  * Not allowed

With other slaves 
No strenght
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They present several feelings slaves might have felt. Comparing with the other age 

groups, the 16+ age students did not refer to obedience. Instead the most quoted issue 
was impotence:

"O f course they wouldn't agree but they were still unable to go against it" (Ricardina, 16+);
"They w ouldn't have chances to express their feelings. They had to subdue them" (Cam elia,
16+).

The frequency of references to the lack of human rights is similar to the other age groups: 

eight students.
When considering whether slaves would stand publicly against it, students accept the 
possibility of slaves speaking with one another, but not publicly: "No way. Among 
themselves, the slaves might complain. In front of the master, in front of the foreman? 
No way!" (Luis, 16+). It seemed natural that the reason would be the possible death 
penalty for that public behaviour. Then, the slaves' silence was evidence of their 
knowledge about the rules of enslaving behaviour.

The slaves' former education was also accepted as an influence upon their attitude 
towards slavery (See Fig.59).

Fig.59: Students' ideas on m asters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (The influence of slaves' education and 
form er social status).
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

N° of students'
Categories m oves in category

* Better educated => 3

- 
Y

E< better acceptance 
* Better educated=> 6

Z
o reluctant acceptance 

* Less educated => 2
H
<
U

better acceptance 
* Less educated => 1

D
Q

reluctant acceptance

N
O

* Enslaved condition 4

SO
C

IA
L

ST
A

T
U

S * Low social status=> 
better acceptance

* High social status=> 
reluctant acceptance

3
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These students balanced their opinions, like the other age groups, between the following 
assumptions:

- The more educated slave would hardly accept his situation - and - the less educated 
slave would easily accept his situation:

"No, it was worse, because he was not educated to handle that situation, he was not used to 
it" (Francisco, 16+);
"It was probably worse for the m ore polite ones. The others would adapt better, they were 
already used to it" (Cidalia, 16+);
"If they were educated, they would be calm and more passive, they would realistically face 
the situation. If  they weren't educated they would be m ore nervous and rebel" (Ricardina,
16+) .

Being educated corresponds to having acquired certain humanistic values and beliefs that 
do not instruct people to easily handle the enslaved situation. Facing it slaves would feel 
difficulties in adaptating. Then, the slaves without education would find it easier to 
handle the conditions of enslavement, due to the absence of conflict between the above 
mentioned values and the situation itself. Nevertheless, a few students claimed that 
education might provide supportive mechanisms for people to accept in a wiser way the 
new reality the faced when enslaved.

Similarly to what happened when they were questioned about the influence of masters' 
social status upon their relationship with the slaves, students expressed difficulty in 
dealing with the notion of "social status" Even so, accepting as plausible the existence of 
slaves who had been rich people in a former situation, they argued that this would not 
facilitate the acceptance of their new situation. For example: "Yes, if he belonged to a 
high social group, it would be a humiliation, losing everything, money, properties and 
freedom, of course" (Maria, 16+). Here, the notion of high social status means wealth as 
it did when they had spoken about the masters.

The TSHU interview proposed another hypothesis: "Would it depend on the tradition and 

laws of their home countries?" [(Qst.15) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C61)]. Some students 
assumed their lack of knowledge about it and refused to answer. The others accepted the 
possibility of the slaves' home being a society where slavery was a reality. If so, 
students think that these slaves would easily deal with their situation, because 
"Psychologically he would accept it better. He was used to it" (Clara, 16+). Thus, to 
have lived in a country where slavery existed diminished the slaves' possible 

psychological reaction to the novelty.
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Concerning how the masters would regard slavery (See Fig.60), all the students defend 
the idea that masters would agree with it. Still, they continue to support the idea that 
"there are always exceptions to the rule". As with the students in the previous age group, 
they didn't exactly answer to "How would masters regard slavery?", preferring to 
present the reasons why they carried on the practice. Again the main reason was that 
slavery was their source of profit.
This persistent argument is the only reason students find when they try and understand 
the masters' acceptance of slavery. The transposition of their contemporary values to past 
times does not help students to understand and accept that position. Thus, they use their 
awareness of how materialistic constraints influence people's behaviours and values.

Fig.60: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (M asters' attitudes and acceptance).
Distribution of students’ moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Source of profit 1 2
* Slaves' condition -

* Natural/common 4

* Generalisation 1
* Exception to the 

rule 1 1
* Masters' profile 2
* Traditions/Laws 1

Four students claimed that for masters it was "natural" to accept slavery, by saying: 
"They shouldn't even stop to think about it. It was natural (...)" (Ricardina, 16+) and 
"They saw it as natural. Their fathers and grand-fathers had already had slaves (...)" 

(Luisa, 16+). The word "natural" and the references to family might mean that students 
see it as playing an important role within the mechanisms of social reproduction.

This assumption was clearly confirmed when they answered the question "Would it 
depend on the laws or traditions of their own country?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.17) 
(Annex-Figures: Fig.C62)]. The influence of tradition is framed within the family 

context:

"(...) About traditions it's just the same thing. W e get used to accepting things, because we 
see other people, the parents accepting them too" (Anabela, 16+);
"Yes, as I've already said, traditions come from parents and grand-parents (Luisa, 16+).
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The Law is also used to justify masters' acceptance and the slave trade:

"Yes, (...) the laws protected the masters saying that they were acting correctly" (Francisco,
16+);
"Sure, laws m ust be followed and they were enacted by the masters" (M anuel, 16+).

We might deduce that students think that the law functions as a shield for possible moral 
objections, so far as the masters are concerned. Scarcely any of the students attribute an 
authorship to the laws. Only one student from this age group taking a similiar line to one 

from the 14+age group states: "Laws were made by the masters to legalise their 
behaviour and enable them to live with a safe conscience (Nuno, 16+)". For these 
students, such laws were intentionally created to fulfil a specific goal: profit.

Students also claim that masters accepted slavery for the sake of ethics: racial, cultural or 
moral superiority [(TSHU interview: Qst. 18) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C63)]. A large 
number of moves, as happened with the other age groups, refer to the existence of 
racism:

"Masters could have been educated in racism, against blacks" (Luis, 16+);
"Only with blacks. They were, and still are, considered inferior and so they were mistreated 
as slaves" (Ricardina, 16+);
"Yes, I think that would m atter strongly. Specially  with the blacks. They lived in a 
primitive stage. Then, they were not considered as persons" (Ana Paula, 16+).

This reference to racism is based on the assumption that almost all slaves were blacks. 
This assumption is based on the sources and the examples they had access to from 
schools and the media, namely American movies and Brasilian soaps (See Annex- 

Figures: Fig.C69, C70).
Concerning the other races, several students acknowledge ideas of superiority based on 
the differences existing in economic and political standards between countries:

"(...) having the m ania they were superior, as the Germans during the Second W orld W ar.
It's the same " (Ana Paula, 16+);
"(...) they were countries that for econom ic and political reasons wanted to dom inate the 
other countries to humiliate them" (Francisco, 16+).

As to the hypothesis of masters standing publicly against slavery (TSHU interview: 
Qst. 19), students from this 16+ age group state mainly that they would be silent (See 
Fig.61).
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F ig .6 1: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to 
slavery (M asters' public statements)
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Y
* Political settings, 

situations and roles
2

£j
C * Among friends -
j

* Recent phenomenon 2

* To avoid problems 1

N
* Political minority/ -

0
majority

* Against Law 3
* Losing business 9
* Losing friends 7

They accept the existence of masters speaking publicly "(••.) in political discussions and 
if they were deputies" (Clara, 16+) and if it happened recently: "If so, they were few but 
only during the XIX century" (Nuno, 16+) and "No, they would do it later just as 
happened in England and Portugal. But it was a recent attitude" (Camelia, 16+). Here, 
these students recognise that in the past there existed exceptions to a common social 
behaviour and that the free speech is a right that took a long time to be achieved as such.

With respect to the hypothesis — 'No'- the main reasons students presented were: "They 
were afraid of losing business" and "They were afraid of losing friends":

"(...) because they would be considered traitors. They wouldn't want to have m ore business 
with them" (Luis, 16+);
"(...) or at least they could just be kept aside from business" (Anabela, 16+);
"No, they m ight always be segregated by their friends" (Ricardina, 16+);
"No, because they knew they m ight be criticised by the others, their friends, losing 
businesses" (Ana Paula, 16+).

It might be said that students found close connections between the individual's personal, 
economic and political life domains. Having a social life demands a compromise between 
"accomplices" who have to share and assume the same ideas and behaviours. The moves 
also show students' possible assumption about how friendship works: friends ought to 
share the same ideas which might means that friendship has its roots in and grows from 
the security of complicity and uniformity.



Finally, and closely connected with the previous hypothesis, students were asked if: "Do 
you think that masters would stand publicly for slavery while at the same time being kind 
at home?" [(TSHU interview: Qst.20) (See Fig.62)]. Only two students gave a negative 
answer. The others justified their answers saying : "because at home they have personal 

power and privacy" and "because at home they don't need to play roles":

"Yes, they would feel more relaxed at home, regardless o f the rules o f society (...)" (Rui,
16+);
"People in the house are always different from what they are in the streets. Because at hom e 
they would feel themselves at ease without anybody to criticise them" (Anabela, 16+).

As argued before, students seem to value "home" as a safe place where people make their 
own rules and where they do not feel the compulsory duty of acting according to the 

social rules of the "outside" society.

Fig.62: Students' ideas on masters and slaves' attitudes to
slavery (M asters' public statements for slavery while 
at the same time being kind at home).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
moves in category

* Privacy / 6
persona] power

Y * "Not playing roles" 9
E * Strategy to avoid
S problems with the

slaves 2

The same behaviour 2

f)- Judgements on enslaving societies and peoples
The sixth domain upon which we can focus is the students' judgements on enslaving 
societies and peoples. The main sources of information are questions 21 to 25 from the 
TSHU interview: "What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?", "Was 
slavery always a bad thing?", "Do you find any present or past justifications for the 
existence of slavery?", "How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do 
you think about the people living in this society?", "Even if it was in the Past?", and the 
20th question from the Empathy Interview: "How can a society and the people of this 

society manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifested in its 
political and cultural evidence?".
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No students stated their approval of slavery (See Annex-Figures: Fig.C64). The main 
reasons they claimed were: "the right to freedom" and "equality". Again, they invoke 
values from the French Revolution, which they believe to be a-temporal. Even when they 
acknowledge the date of these values they persist in using them:

"Because we are all equal. Human rights belong to no age. C hrist said it. W e are all 
brothers and sisters" (Manuel, 16+);
"I'm against it because I've learnt to respect human rights" (Maria, 16+);
"Nowadays, I'm against because I think it's inhum an. In the past they had other values 
different from ours" (Nuno, 16+);
"In the past they had different ideas. I don't agree, but I live in the 20th century. Anyway, it 
was a terrible offence to human rights" (Luisa, 16+).

We will see that even when the students are confronted with the variable "past times", 
they continue to defend the same position (See Annex-Figures: Fig.C65) and present the 
same reasons as before: "the absence of freedom", "no equality", etc.. Only two students 
from this group argued that slavery was "necessary" for the development of the 
countries: "Bad... I'm against slavery but sometimes it provides some development to 
enslaved countries" (Luisa, 16+).

When asked "Do you find any present or past justification for the existence of slavery?" 
[(TSHU interview: Qst. 23) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C66)], the students are confronted with 
a more focused task. They recall the only persistent and workable justification: the need 
of profit. Slavery is also seen as a political attitude of some countries to foster economic 
development and as a way of showing political power:

"(...) the other reason could be the countries' need of growth and o f rule over other 
countries... All connected to economy... Greed..." (Clara, 16+);
"Only econom ic reasons... Slavery helped to develop countries: m ore trade, m ore roads, 
bridges... power..." (Luisa, 16+).

In order to know what kind of judgements' students formulate on slavery, they were 
asked to characterise an enslaving society and the people living in it. (See Fig.63).

The qualification of enslaving societies as "underdeveloped" is frequent in the 16+ age 
group, focusing however on the moral aspects. The answers were brief and 
straightforward: "Not developed in moral terms" (Luis, 16+).
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F ig.63: Students'judgm ents on enslaving societies and
their people.
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N =15)

Categories

N° of students' 
m oves in category

* Irrational _

>* * Underdeveloped 9
* No rights 3

UJ * Powerful -

u * Cruel -

in * Repressive 1
* Greedy -
* Selfish -

* Immoral -

* Strange -

<S) * Greedy 2
Si * Cruel 3
c3

s
* Immoral -

Q - *No feelings/values .

O<D U nderdeveloped 2
0-

* Cruel -

* Selfish -

* Obedient/cowardly 1 1

* Past £  Present 1

As far as the people living in this society are concerned, some students from this age 
group refer to masters as "greedy" and "cruel". Others describe the people as "obedient" 
and or "cowardly". This attribution is in agreement with the people's respect towards 
Law, as acknowledged by the students in previous answers: "(...) Obedient people 
without any capacity for protesting, you know... accommodated" (Luis, 16+) and "The 
people were obedient and they accepted the laws without questioning them" (Maria, 
16+) .

Only one student, in spite of classifying the people of the enslaving societies as her 
colleagues do, adds as a self-critical remark: "(...) but it is very easy for us to talk about 
it because we are out of it" (Anabela, 16+).

In trying to clarify the students’ answers, they were explicitly confronted with the 
location of this society in ancient times (See Fig.64).
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F ig .64: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Past settings).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N =15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* YES: Past = Present 7

* NO: Past^ Present
*Laws, ideas, 6
habits
*Level o f  develop 2
ment

The moves can be grouped in two types. The first might be summed up in this way: the 
past and the present are the same. This assumption is based on the claim that slavery still 
exists nowadays even if with another name, that the reasons for the existence of slavery, 
namely, greediness, power and so on, are a-temporal human characteristics and finally, 
that values such as equality, freedom, i.e., Human Rights, are also a-temporal and a- 
contextual.
The second type of move acknowledges that the past is different from the present so far 
as laws and the ideas are concerned:

"In those days, the laws were different and the people followed them. W e have to understand 
them, even if it was difficult for us to accept" (Anabela, 16+);
"In the past it was different. They had different ideas from  ours. W e cannot criticise it 
easily. It is difficult for us to accept, but we have to try, one has to be careful about the 
ideas of the past" (Humberto, 16+);
"W e have to understand because they were different from us, I know... D ifferent tim es, 
different ideas. But we know now, that was wrong and saying that out loud" (Luisa, 16+)

However, students show an awareness of the difficulties they face when dealing with 
ideas and practices so different from the present. They also acknowledge the tendency to 
judge people of the past by using contemporary values. It might be said that they try and 
reconcile an empathetic approach to the past and their espousal of contemporary values.

The students were asked a final question: “How can a society and the people of this 

society manage the coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifested in its 
political and cultural evidence?” [(Empathy Interview: Qst: 20) (See Fig.65)].
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F ig .65: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Slavery and High cultural level ).
Distribution o f students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N = 15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
moves in category

* High cultural level
needs slaves to provide
wealth (artifacts) 1 1
* High cultural level is
different from Human
Rights' Culture 4

The first group defends the idea that a past society with a high cultural level needs slaves 
to provide wealth, a necessary condition to reach that level. The influence of economic 
purposes upon other domains of the people's and countries' daily life is valued again in 
the students' answers. Nevertheless, they felt the need to differentiate between the 
economic domain and the human rights or cultural domains:

"Yes, econom ically speaking they were developed, nothing else. It was their econom ic 
policy, low salaries or free work using slaves. It was their policy" (Hum berto, 16+);
"High level of culture? W hat is culture about? Buildings, theatre, roads, rich people. Not 
only that. I think culture is the ideas of a society and the m ost im portant are human rights 
(...)" (Francisco, 16+).

When the students tried to contextualise slavery in past times, they frequently added a 
personal moral judgement. Now, in 16+ age group judgements rarely appear. Instead, 
they prefer to ascribe to human rights an a-temporal quality.

g)- Personal projection into masters' and slaves' roles
A possible seventh domain is students' personal projection into masters' and slaves' 
roles. The main sources of information are questions 26 to 30 from the TSHU interview: 
"Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the past? How would you 
treat them?", "If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in town, how would treat 
your slaves? Do you think living in the country or living in town influences people's 
behaviour?", "If you had been a slave, how would you have felt?", "What would you 
feel about your master? Would your feelings depend on how he would treat you?" and 
"What would you want for your future?".

When projecting themselves into masters' roles (See Fig.6 6 ) the majority of students of 

this age group accepted the idea of having slaves, and some were undecided. There is no
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explicit conflict between their previous arguments against slavery and this acceptance not 

only because the role playing situation allows them to change views, but also because of 
the social legitimation of slavery in the past.

Fig.66: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' role (Purchase and treatment).
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories

No o f students' 
moves in category

Y *Normal 6

E *Good: personal 7
profile

S * Bad: usual -

No *Against slavery 2

T3 YES vs NO 6
<uoc * Good living, 3
a working conditions

CO * Fair treatment 4

Nevertheless, the students need to assure the researcher that the type of treatment they 
would give to their slaves would be humane. They "dress" the masters' behaviour with 
their own personal psychological and moral profile:

"Yes, if I had lived in those tim es, yes... o f course I would... I f  I were rich, I would give 
them good living and working conditions" (M anuel, 16+);
"No, but I would probably be forced to, if I had lived in those tim es. I w ouldn't exploit 
them. I would provide them with good housing and decent food. Just in case, I w ouldn't 
have to handle rebellion or other problems" (Rui, 16+).

Using dramatic language, the students accept the scenario, the characters, but they create 
their own discourse according to their own experiences.

The 27th question of the TSHU interview proposed one particular role-playing exercise: 
"If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in town, how would treat your slaves? Do 

you think living in the country or living in town influences people’s behaviour?” (See 

Fig.67).
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Fig.67: Students' personal projection into masters' and 
slaves' roles (Countryside and town settings). 
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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The answers can be grouped according to several assumptions:
- The rural masters would be humane towards their slaves because they value manual 
work: "The masters who lived in the countryside would know the value of hard tasks, 
they would value the slaves' difficulties (...)" (Luis, 16+);
- The rural masters would be less humane just because the hard agricultural tasks demand 
a more severe attitude towards the slaves to grant profit: "Yes, because the work in the 
fields is tougher and the masters would have to control the slaves in order to be more 
profitable (...)" (Ana Paula, 16+).

Underlying these two students' assumptions towards the rural masters there is the 
recognition of the influence of rural working daily life upon slaves and masters' 
behaviours.

As far as the urban masters are concerned, the answers might be grouped as follows:
- The urban masters would be humane towards their slaves because the tasks they had to 
accomplish are lighter than the rural tasks: "People in town (...) didn't need to control the 
slaves even, because the tasks are easy and the slaves wouldn't contest the orders" 
(Camel ia, 16+);
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- The urban masters would be less humane, because they undervalue manual work: "(...) 
the urban people are more selfish, they don't know anything about how hard it is to 
work hard, they don't value it, so they would treat them badly..." (Maria, 16+). 

Underlying these opinions there is a stereotype, probably affected by contemporary 
representations, about what an urban life style seems to be: "easy life".
The students from the 16+ age group refer to the slaves' daily life conditions and the 
corresponding type of tasks they perform, to reach conclusions about the type of 
treatment masters would give to slaves.

When playing the role of slaves [(TSHU interview: Qst.28) (See Fig.6 8 )], the students 
name the following feelings they would have felt: " feeling bad", "sad", "fear", 
"humiliation", "hate" and "rebellious".

Fig.68: Students' personal projection into masters' and 
slaves' roles (Slaves' role)
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)
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2

Two students suggest attitudes such as "to fight against", "to escape" and "to kill the 
master". Francisco said: "(...) Rage towards the masters, a need to escape, to change my 
life".
All the students needed to justify those feelings. The most frequent reason was the lack 
of rights. Again, students value human rights as the most relevant principles to define 

what a human being and a human life are.
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According to their previous statements, [(TSHU interview: Qst.29) (Annex-Figures: 
Fig.C67)] the "students-slaves" agreed with the influence of masters' treatment towards 
their own own feelings and ideas: "(...) but if he was kind at least I would respect him" 
(Ricardina, 16+). However, the students stressed that, in spite of that "easy life", they 
would not forget their situation as slaves: "(...) I would feel myself lucky, but I would 
think of my friends and I would try to fight against slavery. I wouldn't forget to fight for 
freedom" (Humberto, 16+).

In some ways, this idea is confirmed when they name what they (as slaves) would want 
for their future [(TSHU interview: Qst.30) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C 6 8 )]. The most 
frequent desire was: "freedom" and "freedom for all slaves", meaning the abolition of 
slavery. Only one student prefers "not to think about the future".

3.3.2 A pattern of substantive ideas on Slavery
Based on the students' ideas, we might create a pattern of their substantive ideas on 
slavery. This pattern will be organised by the areas that were followed in the 12+ and 
14+ age groups analysis.

In this age group, the institution of slavery is not predominantly described iconically (See 
Diag.21). There still persist some references derived from fictional artifacts. The 
definition of slavery is made with reference to economic elements related to the labour 
relationship: work versus salary. References to the lack of human rights are also 
frequent. The contents of both types of reference show that these older students still 
consider them as a-temporal, so they use them in their judgements about past enslaved 
societies. Slavery is seen as a dynamic structure closely related with economic and 
material conditions. They also acknowledge the interdependence between slavery and 
other social domains namely culture, religion and the law.
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Diagram 21: The institution of slavery (16+ age group) 

Factual
images of 
enslaved daily

SLAVERY prnviHp^.
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Human rights

Profits
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■o

The reasons students present for the existence of slavery are related to the desire for 
wealth and the need of profits (See Diag.22). They circumscribe the reasons within the 
individual domain. They also invoke the absence of Christian religion as a facilitative 
condition for the existence of slavery. As in the previous age groups these students think 
that such notions as Sin, Hell, Heaven, Doomsday would operate as constraining 
precepts for the practice of slavery, particularly in what concerns material daily life 
conditions and the persona] behaviour of masters towards the slaves. They also 
acknowledge that slavery was an economic institution that countries used for national 
development and the creation of a cultural patrimony.

Diagram 22 - Reasons for the existence of slavery (16+ age group)

Political sphere

1

Personal sphere

Wealth

Christianity:
Sin, Hell, Heaven, 
Doomsday

National developm ent

Culture of human 
rights and cultural 
artifacts

Changes in slavery were accepted within the human relationship itself and in the 
materia] aspects of the enslaved daily life conditions (See Diag.23). Nevertheless, a few 
argue that the exploitation of the work force within slavery has not changed, recognizing 
it nowadays within the labour relationship between employers and employees. They also
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accept changes in the supporting laws of slavery. They connect these changes with the 
ones they attribute to the masters' human behaviours.
Comparing with the previous age groups, the main novelty is that the students of this age 

group identify that some features of contemporary labour are similar to those of the 
enslaved one.

Diagram 23: Changes in slavery (16+ age group)
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Human behaviour depends upon the individual's idiosyncratic characteristics or 
specific daily life conditions and social roles (See Diag.24).

Diagram 24: Human relationship between masters and slaves (16+ age group)

Personal 
profile 
Daily life 
conditions

Human relationship: - 
masters' point of view

condition Respect/honesty

Intim acy and 
frequency of 
contacts

M asters' control

Economics::
(Good slaves' labour perform ance 
= + profit-> good treatment)
(Weak slaves' labour perform ance 
= -profit->m istreatm ent)

Slaves' value/protection of the 
investment;
Slaves' tasks: responsibility, profit, 
intimacy.

Students accept that a standard for common behaviour coexists with exceptions, due to 

individuals' personal characteristics and/or due to a specific social context and time. As 
with the previous age groups, the 16+ age group states that "respect" and "honesty" are 

the basic conditions for developing a human relationship. They attribute to masters the 
determination of relational rules as well.
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Modelling factors for the masters' human behaviour derive from personal profiles and 
social constraints.

In those areas, they cite the frequency of contacts between masters and slaves and the 
birth place of the slaves. Education in the sense of being literate, having studied or 
simply education in the sense of home living tradition is another influence they quote. As 
occured with the previous groups they did not differentiate the concept of "social status" 
from the level of wealth. Economic reasons like the slaves' labour profile and the profits 
they provided, are acknowledged as determinants of the masters' behaviour.

So far as slaves' behaviour is concerned, the personal profile is not considered as a 
determinant factor. The social expectations of an enslaved behaviour are met by the 
slaves, modelled by fear. No other influences are strongly valued (See Diag.25).

Diagram 25: Human relationship between masters and slaves (16+ age group)

The frame of reference is a chain of dated and contextualised ideas, beliefs and 
values which influence and model individuals' actions and the internal and external 
organisation of other social institutions. Nevertheless the students still value some 
contemporary values and beliefs as a-temporal. This age group, like the 12+ age group, 

needed to express their refusal to generalize when human affairs are concerned, namely 
with regard to the masters' attitudes and their acceptance of slavery. Still, students 

support the idea that masters would see slavery as a legitimate and natural source of profit 
(See Diag.26).
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Diagram 26: M asters'attitudes to slavery ( 1 6 + age group)
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This frame of reference is mainly rooted in the family traditions and laws of the 
countries. Racism is evoked as another factor that might influence the masters' ideas on 
slavery.

In accepting the importance of traditions and laws in the modelling of common social 
behaviour, the students say the masters would not stand publicly against slavery because 
they would be afraid of losing friends or business, through not behaving according to the 
predominant social pattern. The private space, home, is the only place where people 
might act freely without such social constraints.

Concerning the slaves' ideas on slavery (See Diag.27), education is the only source that 
might frame their attitudes towards their enslaved situation.

Diagram 27: Slaves' attitudes to slavery ( 16+ age group)*
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Education is seen in terms of students' own experiences as a source of knowledge and 
values. They consider these values as a-temporal. So it is plausible that slaves, if 
educated, would have more difficulties in dealing with their enslaved situation. Silence 
would also be the only plausible strategy for the slaves' survival. This silence, rising 
from "impotence", is the feeling students frequently name.

Past and Present are accepted as different entities. This age group is capable of seeing 
the Past within its own frame of reference and economic context, thus accepting its laws 
and ideas. Nevertheless, these are judged through their contemporary values which they 
assume are a-temporal.

According to this assumption students look at the enslaving societies and their people as 
underdeveloped, warranting the existence of a high level of cultural meaning, useful 
enterprises and artistic artefacts (See Diag.28).

Diagram 28: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (16+ age group)
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When projecting themselves into masters' and slaves' roles, the students of this age 
group are undecided about accepting ownership of slaves as a normal practice. 
Afterwards, they "act" on the basis of their contemporary, plausibly humane behaviour. 
The presence of students' contemporary stereotypes is explicit when they are questioned 

about possible differences between rural and urban human behaviour (See Diag.29).
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Diagram 29: Students' personal projection into masters and slaves' roles ( 16+ age group)
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The past is accepted as such when the students analyse social elements or institutions 
separately, for example, the laws, the frame of reference or the economy. However, 
when they focus on the people and the masters they cannot avoid the transposition of 
their own ideas into the past.

3.3.3 Students' ideas about slaves' reasons for saving their masters from  

death
The procedures for analysing the results from this age group will be the same as those 
used previously. Some remarks will once again be repeated to guide the reader.
The students' answers can be grouped in five types.

a)- Slaves' material daily life conditions
This age group, like the others, cites the slaves' dependency upon the masters, referring 
to the daily survival of each slave as a reason for the behaviour of both slaves (Annex- 

Figures: Fig.C71).

b)- Human relationship between masters and slaves
The students of this age group point out the existence of love and friendship as a reason 
and also a condition, for those slaves to have acted that way (See Fig.69). As the 
students believe that the masters controlled the rules of interaction, these feelings ought to 
be mutual (Annex-Figures:Fig.C56). Furthermore, when asked "To what extent did the
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slaves consider themselves as belonging to the masters' family?" [(Empathy interview: 
Qst.18) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C72)], most of the students from this age group think 
slaves accepted the Roman notion of family. They also agreed when later on they 
answered the question: "Do you think these two slaves [from the stories] thought 
differently from other slaves concerning the idea of belonging to their masters' family?" 
[(Empathy interview: Qst.19) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C73)]:

"If they knew the Roman laws, they would feel that, o f course. But, to feel like their family 
as we do now, only if they have lived there for many years and if they didn't have their own 
family. In this case, it would be m ore natural..." (Francisco, 16+);
"Yes, particularly Panapio's slave. I would only let m yself be killed for my m other and 
father. They gave m e life and they would deserve my life and my sacrifice" (Ana Paula,
16+)".

According to previous assumptions, students ascribe to slaves an awareness of the 
Roman notion of family. Nevertheless, the students feel the need to provide some 
conditions for the slaves' adherence to those beliefs, so they invoke a long-lived intimacy 
between masters and slaves. Both time and spatial intimacy provide the niche for the 
growing sense of being and belonging to a family . When focusing on the stories, they 
attribute to Panapio's slave the feeling of belonging to his master's family (See Ana 
Paula, above). In relation to Antius's slave, they prefer to say "that slave felt only a slight 
friendship towards the master or his family".

Fig.69: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters (The human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
moves in category

* Love-Friendship 6
(mastersc—>sl aves)

* Pity -
(slaves-> masters)

* Filial Love <—> -

Fatherly love
* Fear (slaves) 2

Fear is also pointed out as a reason for those slaves' attitudes:

"(...) because if he wouldn't help the m aster he knew he'd get punished" (...) (Hum berto, R-16+); 
"(...) The slave behaved that way because he was afraid of being flogged by his m aster provided 
he'd get rid o f that problem (...)" (Clara, R-16+).
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In order to explain the type of interaction presented in the stories, the students claim that 
the masters' obedience was justified because they had "No other choice if they wanted to 
survive" (Empathy interview: Qst. 16) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C74). This explanation will 
appear again later on (See Fig. 72).

c)- Slaves' goals
The third type of reason is related to possible goals slaves might have when they saved 
their masters (See Fig.70).

The main slaves' goal students referred to is to get rewards in the form of money or 
freedom. Sometimes, they also name better daily life conditions. The contents of these 

moves show the relevance in students' perception of what they consider the basic 
features of human life: freedom, economic independence, and humane daily life 
conditions.

Fig.70: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons 
for saving their masters (Slaves' goals).
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

^Rewards (money, free 7
dom)

* Reciprocation 5
* Teaching a lesson 1
* Perform a good deed -

* Moral rewards 2

The second slaves' goal would be the repayment of some act or attitude the masters 

might have previously taken:

"The master m ust have been very kind; he'd probably done som e benefit to the slave and he 
might have felt forced to reciprocate (...)" (Rui, P-16+);
"(...) this master treated their slaves fairly, motivated in their reciprocation by expression of 
love and faithfulness towards him self (...)" (Ana Paula, P-16+);
"(...) And maybe this slave had the help of the master and now he was trying to reciprocate 
(...)" (M aria, R-16+).

The presence of this reason in all groups might tell us that students view the slaves' 

moral behaviour as a natural way of showing their gratitude. This assumption seems to 
be in agreement with the relationship of friendship and love between slaves and masters 
previously referred to by the students. Some of these ideas will be later confirmed when 
the slaves' personal attributes are considered. Only two students attribute to slaves the 
need of a moral reward:
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"(•••) But could it be that Panapio's slave acted only out o f generosity? O r because he 
w anted to overvalue him self and feel as a real man even if  it was only a m om ent?(...)"
(Luis, P-16+);
"(...) By saving his master, he'd become a hero am idst all slaves (...)" (M anuel, R-16+).

Students seemed to think that slaves, being aware of their almost non-existent human 
status, would adopt ethical or moral attitudes to prove they were actually human.

d)- Slaves' profile
The fourth type of reason includes moves where the slaves' personal and social 
characteristics are seen as a justification for their attitudes (See Fig.71):

"In spite o f being beaten and m istreated, this slave knew the true concept o f faithfulness.
This short story proves that slaves manage to be even kinder and m ore hum ane than their 
masters, in spite of being poor and uneducated. If A n tiu s 's  slave had the opposite reaction, 
it would have been normal, for he had enough reasons to do so. The only reason for him 
not to do so was that he was a human being with human feelings" (Ricardina, R-16+).
"In spite o f having been flogged and in chains, he knew the m eaning o f the word 
faithfulness. From my point of view, he is a man to whom respect is due, he is an honest 
and faithful man (...)" (Francisco, R-16+).

F ig .71: Students’ ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their m asters (Slaves' personal and 
social characteristics).
D istribution o f students' moves, 16+ age group (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Personal attributes 6
* Expected pattern o f 7

enslaved behaviour
* Recognition o f masters' 6

social superiority
* Awareness o f Roman 5

social framework and
their own place

* Awareness o f their life 4
span/desire for death

As was already noticed, students were influenced by the adjectives the Empathy test 

provides: "loyal" and "with a sense of duty". It was necessary to clarify what they meant 
by them [(Empathy interview, Qst.10, 11, 12) (Annex-Figures: Fig.C75, C76 C77)]. 
The 16+ age group has the same ideas as the other two age groups. They see duty as a 
moral obligation towards all people and loyalty as an affectionate behaviour towards 
family and friends. They also support the idea that duty and loyalty are independent from 
the person's social position. Even when looking at the slaves' attitudes as affective and
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moral attitudes, the students also recognize the slaves' awareness of an expected pattern 
of enslaved behaviour and their masters' social superiority:

"(...) The slave ought to do everything, serve him and even offer him the sacrifice of his 
life. That's what being a slave is about” (Camelia, P-16+);
"Even though he was mistreated, he thought he ought to fulfil the role he was destined to" 
(Cidalia, R-16+);
"(...) the slave m ight have been programmed for such a life and therefore couldn't think of 
another way of acting. Panapio 's slave, he couldn 't accept that the person, whom he'd 
always served and who was far superior, m ight perish under such evil swords " (Luisa,
16+);
"(...) This slave w ouldn't let his m aster die in a cold, cruel and brutal way. That's not the 
right way for a master to die" (Ricardina, P-16+).

Students of this age group tend to accept a pattern of enslaving behaviour and 
corresponding attitudes. The slaves' concern to save their masters was foreseeable and 
unquestionable within this behavioural pattern. Duty, loyalty and even sacrifice are 
considered not only personal but also inherent social features of the slaves, making those 
attitudes appear a result of compulsive and inevitable obligations. So, the slaves' 
acceptance of the Roman social structure and their place within the Roman social web is 
explicitly underlined only by this age group: "(...) Maybe the slave would agree with 
Roman traditions (...)" (Cidalia, R-16+), ”(...) He knew very well what his place was 
within the Roman society (...)" (Francisco, P-16+) or "Old societies had a specific type 
of education connected to each social status" (Clara, R-16+).

Finally, four students focused only on the story of Panapio's slave. They think this slave 
acted that way because he was aware of his life span or because he desired to die:

"(...) or else the slave was no longer willing to live" (Rui, P-16+);
"(...) Concerning this slave maybe death could be a way to attain freedom in Heaven. There 
the slave would be calm and quiet together with his partners" (Nuno, P-16+);
"(...) This is how the slave m ight have thought: I'm not free, I know I m ust die. I f  I carry 
on as a slave, I'll starve to death or die o f exhaustion. W ell, let's shorten it and die right 
away" (Luisa, P-16+);
"(...) A nother possibility, m ight be the tiredness for his life, an oppressed life. He was
probably too tired and death could be the answer" (Maria, P-16+).

These feelings played an important role in the slave's decision-making. The attitude of 
life sacrifice demands from the slaves an evaluation of the real value of a slave's life plus
a rational and "cold" measurement of a slave's life span. Even when the students label it
as a "suicidal attitude", they continue to accept the rational reasoning. Still, when they 

answered the questions, "What did these two slaves think when they acted that way? Did 
they act spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?" [(Empathy interview: Qst.14) (Annex-Figures:
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Fig.C78)], the majority of students of this age group agreed that Panapio's slave acted 
spontaneously and that Antius's slaves acted intentionally.
Three students stated that both planned their actions, saying: "Of course it was planned. 
It was not a matter of heroism. They thought what they ought to do, the better strategy to 
deceive the soldiers. They both planned the small things: the fire, the other thought of the 

detail of the ring and so on" (Humberto, 16+) and "(...) Planned or semi-planned...Both 
wanted rewards. One wanted money or even freedom, the other, maybe he wanted to be 
remembered or he wanted to die anyway" (Maria, 16+).

It was expected that the students would stress the lack of background information about 
the Romans and the shortness of the narratives when they answered the Empathy test. 
Actually, only a few students did it. One student from this age group focused on the 
shortness of the stories: "The first story doesn't state the reason for punishment towards 
Antius's slave. The text doesn't state what type of master he was either (...) Regarding 
the slave, the story doesn't tell us where he was born. That information could help us 
understand the slaves' behaviour (...)" (Luis, 16+). Another student stressed the 
subjectivity of the question: "To me, this is a subjective question and I can only answer it 
by speculating (...) (Ana Paula, R-16+).
Two students defended themselves with the impossibility of generalisation: "In my 
opinion, no one can have general views on the feelings of the slaves. They're different, 
from slave to slave, from man to man, despite the trend that leads us to limit our opinion 
to the dominated feeling of rebellion" (Nuno, R-16+)" and "(...) From the beginning, 
there were always different ideas among men, if that happened with another slave, the 
reaction might have been different (...)" (Luisa, R-16+). Finally, one student justifies his 
initial difficulty in understanding the slaves' actions by invoking contemporary ideas: 
"(...) It's hard to acknowledge what kind of feelings and goals the slave had felt. We 
now live in a very different epoch, now it is a democracy" (Luis, P-16+).

These specific remarks concerning the available information were not an obstacle for 
students to develop their hypotheses, but they do indicate a certain degree of awareness 

about methodological issues.

e)- M asters' profile
As explained in section b)- 'Human relationship between masters and slaves', in order to 
understand the slaves' behaviour, the students felt the need to interpret the situations 
provided by the stories within an environment of friendly relations. This ambience had 

already been described, and demonstrated in several working assumptions:
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-The non-generalisation about human affairs, including the masters' profile and the 
correspondent treatment of the slaves (See Annex-Figures: Fig.C55);
- The importance of the masters' control over the rules of interaction (See Annex- 
Figures: Fig.C56);

-The influence of a common childhood between the master and the slave upon a humane 
relationship (See Annex-Figures: Fig.C57 and C58) and

-The influence of the slaves' labour performance and the type of tasks they performed 
upon their relationship (See Annex-Figures: Fig.C58 and C59).

According to these assumptions we might conclude that students adopt the following 
reasoning: - If the slaves acted in this way that is due to corresponding humane or 
friendly behaviour on the part of the masters:

"The m aster m ust have been very kind. He would have done som ething to favour the 
slave(...)" (Rui, P-16+);
"(...) this m aster treated his slaves with kindness, thus m otivating their reciprocation and 
feelings of love and faithfulness (...)" (Ana Paula, P-16+);
"The text says the m aster built a m onum ent testifying to his gratefulness towards the slave.
If  he did so, he must have been a kind m aster and the slave acknowledged it (...)" (Clara, P- 
16+).

All these moves draw a picture of the masters' hypothetical humane behaviour that 
deserves a corresponding slaves' behaviour. This idea is an indispensable clue for 
students to understand the slaves' behaviour, one which was often supported by several 
of the students' propositions. Finally, to interpret the plots, the students were asked 
about what masters thought about their slaves' attitudes during the situation [(Empathy 
Interview: Qst. 15) (See Fig.72)].

Fig.72: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (M asters' thoughts during 
the situations narrated in the stories 
Distribution o f students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

* Instinctively: "they didn't 10
think at all"

* Mental enlightenment: 5
"slaves were human too"

The majority said "they didn't think at all". Some students adopt the possibility that 
masters would have a kind of "mental enlightenment", saying: "They were so surprised,
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they didn't expect the slaves would save them, because they had mistreated those slaves. 
They were really surprised. I'm sure that those masters, thenceforward would regard 
slaves as human beings and friends and not as animals" (Francisco, 16+). This argument 
does not clearly exclude the previous one. The first is located during the situation itself 
and the second seems to belong to a later personal reflection by the masters. This 
interpretation is in accordance with the students' previous claim that masters obeyed their 
slaves because they had "no other choice if they wanted to survive" (Annex: Figures: 

Fig.C74).

3.2.1. A pattern of empathy understanding on Roman slaves' behaviour
The 16+ age group framed the slaves' attitudes under two conditions: duty and love or 
friendship towards masters (See Diag.30).

Diagram 30: Students' ideas about slaves' reasons for saving their masters from death 
( 16+ age group)

.SLAVES' REASONS

Personal characteristics:

and loyaltyinfluenced

Family,
friends

Slaves' stories

REW ARDS: 
freedom, money

Pattern of enslaved 
behaviour

Masters' obedience to 
slaves' initiatives

sense of duty

Society

Students' notion of family 
vs

Roman notion of family: 
eg. P anap io 's slave______

Panapio' slave acted 
spontaneously and 
A ntius 's  slave acted 
according to a plan

This group clearly contextualises the slaves' attitudes within the Roman social context 
and particularly within the Roman notion of Family. In spite of the persistence of 
references to slaves' conventional goals, especially getting rewards, students value the 
slaves' awareness and acceptance of the Roman culture and consequently about the place 

of masters within the Roman social hierarchy. The slaves would also be aware of the 
Roman pattern of expected behaviour attributed to both actors. The students showed a 
real disposition to understand the slaves' attitudes within their specific historical context.



4- Discussion of the results

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to map students' tacit substantive historical understanding of 
slavery. To accomplish this general objective, students were questioned on several 
aspects that slavery embraces. They were also invited to empathise with people of the 
past, namely slaves and masters of Roman ancient times. The second purpose was to 
detect whether, and in what form, such substantive historical knowledge was present in 
students' attempt to understand people from a specific historical context: Roman 

civilisation.
Students' tacit substantive historical understanding and empathy understanding were 

analysed in the previous chapter.
Based on that analysis, the first purpose of this chapter is to discuss

1 . the commonalities and the differences in students’ tacit substantive 
historical understandings of slavery____________________________________

A second task will be the discussion of

2 . the commonalties and differences in students’ empathetic understanding of 
Roman slaves' reasons for saving their masters from death.________________

The same methodology used in the analysis of each age group will be followed. To 
accomplish the above purposes, the discussion will be framed by the following areas: the 
institution of slavery, the reasons for the existence of slavery, changes in slavery, the 
masters' and slaves' behaviour, the frame of references of masters and slaves and the 
notions of Past and Present.

The third purpose of this chapter will be to determine and to discuss

3. students' substantive generalisations on some areas of human experience.

Throughout this study, we have always considered the three age groups, searching for 
evidence that might differentiate them concerning both tacit substantive historical 
understanding and empathy understanding. In this chapter we will discuss those 
differences but also highlight the substantive generalisations that students from the three 
age groups present. These commonalities and differences will lead us to some



conclusions (See Chapter 5) on how the students' tacit historical understandings are used 
in empathetic performances and the consequences of such phenomena on the learning of 

History.

4.1 Commonalties and differences in students’ tacit substantive historical 
understanding of slavery

4.1.1 The institution of slavery
Students from all age groups see slavery mainly as a "situation", meaning a relational 
moment and not a formal structure (See Chart 15). Still, that "situation" includes specific 
conditions, rules and purposes. Slavery is portrayed from information drawn mainly 
from fictional visual sources such as movies or other TV programmes.
These sources have to be stressed, because among the testimony of the majority of 
students it was possible to determine that most of their assumptions are framed by the 
impact of such images upon their moral framework mixed with their aesthetic 
sensitiveness. Even when the influence of History classes appears as a source of their 
knowledge, the data they recall is more related to the images used in routine school 
resources than to the substantive content of History books or the teachers' discourse.

Chart 15: Institution of slavery (Com m onalities and differences between the age 
groups)

1 2 + age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

-Iconic pictures ♦ ♦
-Human Rights (A-temporal) ♦ ♦ ♦
-Work-salary (A-temporal) ♦ ♦ ♦
-Freedom ^  Slavery (seen through 

personal experiences) ♦ ♦

That impact is recognisable on the words and verbs used, the images they recall when 
arguing, and mainly when they persistently attribute an a-temporal quality to human 
rights and to the economic pair: work<->salary.

When all students see slavery as the lack of Human Rights, they are clearly speaking 
about French Revolution principles: Freedom, Fraternity and Equality. It seems as if 
students are aware of the chronological location of that revolution. Therefore, when they 
attribute a-temporality to it, that is not an anachronism. It will be evident later on that 
students' persistent use of a contemporary framework is not evidence of their inability to
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understand or to accept the differences between past and present,  or even sign of  a 

devaluation of historical testimony. It is more appropriate to think of  it rather as the need 

to express  and to commit  themselves to a profession of  faith. "They privilege human 

rights and liberties as being worthy of  sacrifices and not alienable in the name of  any 

value, as being t ranscendent ." (Figueiredo, 1988, p .62). They are s imul taneously 

expressing a system of  beliefs and correspondent  behaviour,  balancing between the 

acceptance of the singularity of past ideas and the reassuring statements of contemporary 

ones.

Furnham (1994)f^9Uoting Stevon & W ecks trom in their ref lect ion on ch i ld ren1 s 

understanding of economy, claimed that they see it "as from the point of  view of  homo 

sociologicus (driven by moral and social norms) and the one of older children more as of 

homo economics (striving for personal hedonic satisfaction)” . The same author  found 

that:

"The answers of the younger  children thus described moral or "Christian" 
thinking (concern for other people or other people's approval or disapproval 
of  own behaviour important), rather than economic thinking (viewing other 
people as means, constraints, or obstacles to personal satisfaction). Some of  
the older children, however, saw the economy more as an instrument and the 
action of the individuals as led by the search for opportunity to increase his 
or her own wealth. This is partly due to their increased ability to think more 
abstractly, but as adults also sometimes argue from a moral point of view, 
intellectual sophistication cannot be the only explanation. Family values and 
socialisation clearly play a part." (pp. 19-20).

This viewpoint also corroborates our interpretation about what students actually meant  

when they speak about the pair "work<->salary". The fulcral notion they seem to stress 

is not the salary, meaning money,  but the recompense for a job  or task done. Delval 

(1994) points out some ideas on this issue (See Chart 16).

Some of  the characteristics referred to in this diagram, namely the differences between 

jobs,  the importance of training and education, the idea of  profit beyond the shop, the 

notion of  surplus value and exploitation, were also expressed by the students in this 

research in different situations.

We might also say that another  assumption lies beneath the economic  pair "workc-  

>saiary". Students think that "salary/money" not only allows the acquisition of  goods that 

might  give people  welfare  and happiness ,  but also symbol i se s  independence .



Independence covers simple acts like to travel, to buy, to sell, to live here or there, but it 

particularly means to speak freely, to act the way you want to, to say yes or no. 
Ultimately, it seems that "salary/money" and independence are seen as synonymous with 
freedom, or at least, they are mutually dependent as relevant conditions "to be free". The 
students' double reading of the concrete and metaphysical strength of "salary/money" 
arises from their experiences within family and school contexts.

C hart 16: Levels of explanation of Money and Work (D elval, excerpt)

L evels Money
Symbolic element of exchange: to give 
som ething for something (...)

Value of goods is determined by work(..) 
and scarcity (demand) (...)
Idea of profit in the shop 
Discovery of capital and the property of 
the means of production 

Notion of company owners appears

Ideas on company owners' profit 
The surplus value and exploitation (...) 
Generalisation of the idea of profit 
beyond the shop

Work
Paid activity. Usually developed 
outside home. (...)
D ifferences between jobs not well 
understood
Payment based on quantity 
Unclear ideas about qualitative job  
differences

Quality differences between jobs 
Importance of training and education 
(...)

Creation of jobs through changes in 
global system 
Social constraints are better 
understood

in Carretero, M & Voss, J. (Ed) (1994). Cognitive and Instructional Processes in History and the Social Sciences. New Jersey: Lawrence Erbaum Ass. p.91

The main difference among the three age groups is noticeable in the 16+ age group's 
statements. The iconic pictures of the past are almost absent and the difference between 
freedom and slavery is not defined in personal behavioural terms as in the other groups. 
The absence of explicit images of enslaved daily life conditions does not mean that they 
do not underlie the students' answers. Simply, their oral language accuracy allows them 
to use a more formal discourse where some concepts replace those images. Then, when 
they name human rights, they are underlining the uselessness of discriminating slavery 
and freedom in behavioural terms. We might suggest that this difference is due to the 
personal experiences of these students in terms of social independence. They are not so 
strongly pressured, as the other age groups, by the personal need to claim their own 
"right to speech" or "right of action". These basic rights were already conquered in their 
familiar and social contexts.
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Portuguese adolescents aged 15-17 are economically dependent on their parents (Male: 
78.7%; Female: 87.5%. In Schmidt. L., 1990), but they are already independent 
culturally and affectively. This paradoxical situation does not necessarily mean the 
existence of a manifest conflict. Besides, they name home as the central space of 
conviviality, and they choose family as the second most important thing in their lives 
(67.7%, op. cit.). So, the coexistence of independence and dependence determine the 
necessity of constant negotiation between them and their parents. The value given to 
respect and dialogue needed for negotiation within a relationship will be stressed later on 
by this age group, when they insist that there is no 'real' human relationship between 

masters and slaves (See 1.4 in this chapter).

4.1.2. Reasons for slavery
Profit is the main reason all students point out for the existence of slavery (See Chart 17). 
The source of the profits is the use of a slave work force with no wage costs. They all 
acknowledge that this type of work force was the only successful economic tool people 
or countries had to become rich and powerful. To confirm this assumption, students 
support the idea that ambition and the desire for power are a-temporal human 

characteristics.

In spite of this general assumption, where in some way they value the influence of 
economy upon other human domains, they feel the need to add a moral reason to justify 
the existence of slavery: the absence of Christian precepts. The specific context of the 
Roman civilisation that is focused on during the study allows them to evoke that reason. 
Firstly, the giving of this reason reflects the strong religious education students from the 
North of Portugal still get. If the sample was geographically more diverse, maybe this 

reference would not have been so unanimous.
Secondly, underlying this evocation we may detect the iconic content of movies and other 
iconic resources that tell stories from Roman times where the religious theme is present.

C hart 17: Reasons for slavery (Com m onalities and differences between the age
groups)

12+ age 14+ age 16+ age

-Free work force->profits ♦ ♦ ♦
-Personal Ambition (A-temporal) ♦ ♦ ♦
-Political Power (A-temporal) ♦ ♦ ♦
-Absence of Christian precepts 

(A-temporal) ♦ ♦ ♦



Finally, as students' knowledge about other religions is low or even null, they see the 
Christian religion as the only source of moral principles and behavioural rules, or at least 
they tend to devalue other religions or look at them as a mere sum of "original and odd" 

gods and practices.

These previous assumptions are supported by the contents of the History textbooks, 
namely concerning the Greek and the Roman religions. Books confine the subject of 
religion to the enumeration of the Gods and the domains they rule over (Eg: Neptune- 
The sea), and to narratives of specific religious rituals (Eg: Lares). In respect of morals 
and the values those religions support, books are silent. The students are 'free' to 
conclude that slavery existed in ancient civilisations because these had no moral values 
that might enlighten persons and lead them to adopt more humane behavioural patterns, 
or to influence the purposes and rules of institutions.

In spite of the strength of economic reasons, the evocation of this moral reason - the 
absence of Christian precepts- does not seem incompatible with the former. Questions 
related to moral issues arise through external causes like seasonal public campaigns to 
bring up or to fight against specific social problems (Eg: racism, religious intolerance, 
etc.). So, the awareness of specific moral or ethical issues leads adolescents to assimilate 
such information, to express their ideas about it, and mainly to act and to speak according 
to standard social expectations.

The explicit or implicit history learning outcomes as formalised in the school curriculum 
and its historical literature, or the ones disseminated in books, TV documentaries and 
debates, seem to focus on and to aim at a moral education. This intentional orientation, 
even if grounded in historical sources and framed by methodological precautions, is 

contaminated and framed by contemporary purposes, social norms and values. In this 
sense, Von Borries claims:

"(...) If  history is really "a dialogue between past and present with regard to the future", if 
historical consciousness is defined as the " com plex network o f interpreted past, perceived 
present , and expected future", then em pathy, role taking and the change o f perspective 
within a distant tim e fram e is essential (even if not perfectly possible!), no less essential 
than reference to the present and to present-day moral principles. This is not only an 
epistem ological and norm ative principle of the discipline, but it fundam entally concerns 
the pragm atic and political ju stifica tion  for teaching history. W hoever is unable to 
reconstruct, by way of understanding the other, the logic o f action o f that person 's 
"strange" forbears will also fail to recognise the different reasoning patterns am ong his or
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her contem poraries of the current world theatre in Carretero and Von Borries, 1994, 
p .347.

4.1.3. Changes in slavery
All students clearly accepted changes in slavery (See Chart 18).

The first aspect where they acknowledge change is the area of human relationships. 
Nevertheless, they carefully weaken their initial assertive statements by refering to the 
non generalisability of human affairs. The variable that students name as an impediment 
is the idiosyncratic characteristic of each personal profile. This position is a persistent 
girder that crosses all their assumptions along this study. It has a double function. First, 
students use this non-generalisation argument as a common-sense rule to deal with the 
diversity of situations in their daily life, and as a behavioural rule to avoid prejudices or 
precipitate judgements. Secondly, they often use it as a strategy to assimilate evidence 
that might be in contradiction with their initial statements.

Chart 18: Changes in slavery (Com m onalities and differences between the age
groups)

1 2 + age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

-Human relationship #V 4V
-W orking conditions ♦ ♦ fV
-Laws/Ideas ♦ ♦
-No changes in some respects ♦

*Key: V-Non-generalisation

Another aspect where all students recognise changes is in working conditions. They 
easily recognise that throughout time working conditions have changed, and 
consequently that slave work conditions have changed too.

Here, the students from the 16+ age group differ from the other groups. Despite their 
initial acceptance of changes, they add that some features of slave work still remain 
nowadays. They speak about psychological blackmail, pressure and exploitation as slave 
labour features that persist in contemporary labour contract relationships. In spite of their 
acknowledgement of the end of slavery, they are criticising some present deficiencies in 
labour conditions, as well as trying to find some past roots for what they see nowadays 
as historically senseless.
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By recognising that some past historical practices remain, even if under different labels, 
students are questioning the process of History itself. Partly, when they consider a large 

span picture of the world or when they take into account specific civilizational 
achievements, they recognise some progress, namely in the European context. Still, they 
also show some scepticism towards progress, as far as general problems are concerned 
"When they were compelled to choose, older adolescents stressed the purpose of 
progress in diminishing social inequalities, the aplication of the human rights, while their 

parents prefered social purposes as the fight against misery, the cure of some diseases 
and the permanence of social order". (Figueiredo, 1988, p.27).

Students from the 12+ age group did not acknowledge changes in laws. When these 
students accept changes in people's behaviour, they might accept laws and education as 
reasons for such changes, but they do not make explicit references to them.

The students of the 14+ and 16+ age groups acknowledge that laws and ideas have 
changed, becoming determinants for the occurrence of the changes. It is interesting to 
notice that when they name reasons for the existence of slavery, they do not refer to laws 
and ideas. The role that laws and ideas will play in how people of the past regarded 
slavery will be taken up later on. The association will then be explicitly made.

4.1.4. Human behaviour
Students' general ideas about masters and slaves' behaviour toward each other are similar 
among all three age groups (See Chart 19). They all agree that the human relationships 
that existed were "bad", due to the absence of human rights. Again, when they refer to 
these rights they point out freedom, the right of speech, to have a family and to get 
humane treatment, living and working conditions. According to these assumptions, and 

because they attribute the authorship of such conditions to the masters' personal 
responsibility, human relationships would be contaminated by this lack of rights.

There is an increasing frequency of students' moves across the three age groups stating 
that there is no human relationship at all, due to lack of dialogue, respect and feelings. It 
might be said that the focus on these basic features of a human relationship, conceived as 
egalitarian (particularly in the 16+ age group), does not mean a contradiction with their 
positions discussed on the previous paragraph, but it is rather a declaration of what they 
ideally believe a human relationship ought to be.
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This increase indicates that students from the 16+ age group tend to be more demanding 
on the quality of social interaction, clearly listing and valuing conditions for its relevance. 
They are in the social development stage where discerning choices about friendships are 
made in their daily life.

They all accept several influences on the human relationship existing between masters and 
slaves. Concerning the masters' education, all age groups connect education with humane 
behaviour. This assumption attributes to education the role of creating a humanistic model 
of a tolerant, respectful man, willing to compromise. As previously clarified, when 
students refer to education they mean being literate. They associate education with 
school, not only as a mere school knowledge provider but also as a place where values 
are transmitted. Moreover, to be a humanist is a social duty of literate people.

Again, the 16+ age group students are more assertive concerning the correspondence 
between being educated and having a humane profile. This moral demand is one of the 
main characteristics within this age group.

Chart 19: Human behaviour (Com m onalities and differences between the age groups)

12+ age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

-Inhumane relationship: 
absence of Human Rights ♦ ♦ ♦

-Non-existing human relationship: 
lack of respect, dialogue, feelings ♦ -  ♦ =  ♦ =

CONDITIONS:
-Masters' education: 

education^ humane profile ♦ -  ♦ =  ♦ =
-M asters' social status: 

high status^ inhumane ♦ ♦ ♦
-Slaves' tasks:

responsibility, profitable ♦ ♦ ♦
-Slaves' economic value: 

devaluation, profit ♦ ♦ ♦
-Slaves' form er social status or origin: 

m asters'ignorance ♦ =  ♦ =  ♦ -
negroes ♦ =  ♦ — ♦ =

-Slaves and masters' intimacy and 
tim e of contacts... ♦ ♦ ♦

*Key: = = - decreasing o f moves across the age groups

There is a constant remark students make when human affairs are concerned: "There are 

always exceptions", pointing out the masters' idiosyncratic profile as a discretional
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reason. As previously said (See 4.1.3 in this chapter, Chart 18), this remark is used 
simultaneously as a strategy to avoid evidence which may conflict with students' tacit 
knowledge, and it may indicate a precautionary attitude to avoid a generalisation possibly 
felt as an abusive and biased statement.

Another connection that the three age groups make is the connection between high social 
status and inhumane behaviour. Delval (1994), argues that 13-14 year old children tend 
to have the following representation:

" ( ...)  Psychological features are now numerous but are still qualified; for 
example, some rich people can be very generous or mean, whereas the poor 
can be equally thieves or kind-hearted and friendly. People are not completely 
defined by their rich or poor condition. (...) From 13 to 14 years old, many 
moral judgements appear. (...) Observations about the links between money 
and power also appear: rich people usually give orders and own firms (...) 
Educational differences (also good or bad manners) are frequently mentioned.
(...) The mental model of social differences is much more precise and 
elaborate; it includes more and better related elements. The explanations of 
these teenagers maybe determined by the proximity of their insertion into the 
adult world, which makes them feel much more involved in their answers.
(...) Social order, lack of justice, and the implicit criticism of inequality are 
frequently mentioned" (p.81).

In the students' answers in this study, people are defined by their social status being 
synonymous with 'wealth'. Moral judgements towards people with high status might be 
influenced by their images of wealthy people as people mainly concerned with earning 
money, and with the need to show external signs of it. According to the students' ideas, 
these people rule their behaviour by this common-sense pattern, having at least a more 

flexible scale of moral values, expressed by the absence of a solid human rights culture. 
Besides that, although the notion of status is clearly associated with wealth, when they 
speak about people with a high status, they indistinctly refer to people in general, masters 
and owners of firms. So, this assumption would need to be further investigated, since its 
roots were not cleared up. It is possible to hypothesise that they were influenced by their 

concrete knowledge of 'new rich' they have met, by their parents' labour experiences or 
even by some social stereotypes.

The influence of the type of slaves' tasks and the slaves' economic value upon the human 
relationship existing between masters and slaves is also accepted as a condition for all 
age groups. To get profits justifies the possible masters' humane behaviour towards the 
slaves. The students' reasoning is basically economic: -if the ultimate purpose of the
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masters is to get profit, then to purchase expensive slaves and to treat them well are seen 
as a long-term investment to guarantee that purpose.

To be humane is also seen as a masters' strategy to avoid slaves' devaluation in two 
senses: to guarantee the profit gained by slave work, and to protect the value of the slave 

as a good to be re-sold without diminishing profit margins.
Even when students point out tasks involving responsibility, they look at this condition 
through an economic perspective. The masters' purchase criteria and subsequent 
treatment of the slaves would be guided by the type of tasks they would already value as 

relevant and profitable. This students' acknowledgement of economic constraints upon 
human behaviour is probably due to their understanding of economic concepts and 
operations, but also to their own daily life economic experiences.

With respect to the influence of slaves' former social status or origin upon the human 
relationships envolved, it has to be stressed that all students showed difficulties in 
dealing with this. In spite of the dispersion of ideas, it is possible to discern the 
predominant idea that the slaves' former social status was considered irrelevant due to the 
masters' ignorance about it. This attitude seems logical because, as masters' purposes 
and concerns were limited to slaves' productivity, they would tend to devalue other 
characteristics. In order to accept that influence, students would have to associate status 
with education or having studied, which they did not, except maybe in a very implicit 
way, when they refer to tasks where the slaves' education is implied, such as teacher or 
secretary. Even then, it was not clear if the masters' humane treatment towards such 
slaves is due to their educational background, or to the profits they produced.

The slaves' origin was accepted as an influencing condition on slave-master 
relationships, but this acceptance is relative because students only considered Africa as 
the slaves' main geographical origin. So, the masters would treat black slaves differently. 

The argument of racism was used to understand the masters' human behaviour. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, this strict connection between slaves and blacks is due 
to both school knowledge and some iconic fictional sources that focus only on the 
African slave trade. Moreover, students clearly recognise nowadays not only general 

racist attitudes towards blacks, but also that African people are still exploited in the labour 
market and some still live in slums. This image is in agreement with those students have 
on past slaves' living and working conditions.
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So, the partial historical information they acquired on slavery and the content of fictional 
sources work as confirmatory evidence to support their contemporary tacit knowledge 
upon which their moral judgements are based.

The existence of more references to racism in the 16+ age group stresses once more these 
students' awareness of social problems, as they are more receptive to public campaigns 
on these issues. This characteristic was already pointed out previously (Figueiredo, E., 
1988; Schmidt. L.,1990).

The time and the space of contacts are accepted by the three age groups of students as 
conditions determining the type of human relationship existing between masters and 
slaves. Even accepting people's different social roles and correspondent behaviours, time 
and spatial intimacy allow for friendship, trust and other elements that define a good 
human relationship The students' notion of family and the notion of Roman family helps 
students to accept these conditions, but it is not essential. It might be said that this 
assumption is grounded on what they basically think a human relationship is, i.e., a daily 
tactical negotiation of behaviours. The students' socialisation processes developed in 
school, family and peer contexts are the experiential sources of their knowledge. All the 
three age groups know, with different levels of awareness, what is relevant in the 
development of a human relationship and the role that negotiation plays in it.

4.1.5. Frame of reference
We might say that this broad area is the one where there is most consensus among 
students (See Chart 20).

Concerning the slaves’ attitudes to slavery, consensus was reached on what slaves 
would feel about their masters and the influence of the masters’ treatment upon their 
feelings and the silent and passive attitude towards their enslaved situation.

Students acknowledge the existence of different social roles and corresponding expected 
patterns of behaviour. Their acceptance of this behavioural status quo is seen without 
judgmental conflicts. Nevertheless, this linear attitude is restricted to slaves’ behaviour. 
As will be seen later on, their attitude will be different as far as people living in countries 

with slavery are concerned. This double judgmental position may indicate that students 

are more sympathetic towards oppressed people, tending to justify their conformism with
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the limited power and control they have over their own will and life. Concerning the 
masters, the students’ reasoning was rather different as will be seen bellow.

Another consensus was reached on the influence of slaves’ education upon their attitude 
to slavery. As education was seen as synonymous with 'being literate', and because 
students attribute to school the role of values education, all students connect “being 
educated” with a reluctant acceptance of slavery. We might see, in this connection, that 
this reluctance refers not only to concrete aspects of the enslaving situation, but also to 
moral and ethical issues. Moreover, it is possible to think that students see education as a 
potential tool to create more critical and socially active persons. So, the impotence to 
react and to change the situation would cause that reluctance.

C hart 20: Frame of reference (Attitudes to slavery) (C om m onalities and 
differences between the age groups)

1 2 + age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

SLAVES:
-M asters' human tre a tm e n ts  

slaves' corresponding behaviour ♦ ♦ ♦
-No rebellions: fear, obedience.... ♦ ♦ ♦
-No public statements against slavery ♦ ♦ ♦

- Education->reluctant acceptance ♦ ♦ ♦
- High status->reluctant acceptance ♦
-Home traditions (countries with

slavery -> easy acceptance ♦ ♦ ♦
- No influences were accepted ♦ =  ♦ =  ♦-

M ASTERS:
-Acceptance (profit) ♦
-Traditions
-Laws ♦
-Racial constraints (Black slaves) ♦
* Exceptions to the rule ♦

-Public statements against slavery: 
political settings ♦

-No public statements against slavery: 
the laws, loosing friends, business ♦ ♦ ♦

- Public pro-slavery and being kind 
at home: privacy, personal power ♦ ♦ ♦

*Key: = = - decreasing of moves across the age groups

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Nevertheless, it has to be stressed that there is a declining number (with age) of students 
that refuse any influence that might lead slaves to accept the enslaved situation. The 12+
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age group adopts this position more often, stating that “slavery is always slavery”. This 
statement might mean that the situation is so unbearable that no influence would change 
it. Students’ rejection of slavery seems to be influenced by fictional shocking images and 
by their contemporary values.

The presence of this rejection in this age group also shows that, in spite of being willing 

to discuss specific influences upon slaves’ attitudes to slavery, students return to, or they 
need to re-state, their contemporary judgements.

Concerning masters’ attitudes to slavery, the consensual tone persists among the three 
age groups. They all agree that profit is the main condition for the masters’ acceptance of 
slavery, which is seen as a tool to get it. As discussed previously, this economic view of 
slavery is the only argument students found to understand and, in some way, to 'forgive' 
slavery in past times. In this sense, ambition and desire for power were considered as a- 
temporal human features (See 4.1.2 in this chapter) so that the masters’ need of profits is 
seen as a 'natural' (human) desire. Underlying this assumption is the students’ 
awareness of the strength of concrete and material daily demands upon abstract values 
(freedom, equality), which they label as a-temporal as well. Furthermore, this material 
demand is allowed by masters’ traditions and by the law. So, the masters’ attitudes to 
slavery and their engagement in the slave trade is in accordance with the historical 
context. This idea corresponds with others on the impossibility of having masters 
making public statements against slavery. Then, once again students argue within the 
same constraints: the law, the social standard of behaviour and economics. It might be 
said that students accept that each civilisation has a specific frame of reference that 
legitimates the purposes of institutions and personal behaviour.

Consensus was also reached among the three age groups about racial constraints on the 
masters’ attitudes to slavery. As previously mentioned (See 4.1.4 in this chapter), 

students confine slaves to black slaves, so that it is plausible to relate the masters’ 
acceptance of slavery to an attitude of racial superiority. This circular reasoning is 
contaminated by the students' contemporary knowledge of racial discrimination.

Finally, all students agree with the possibility of having masters being publicly pro

slavery and being kind at home. This consensus is grounded in students’ notion of home 
as a space of privacy and power. Moreover, as already said (See 4.1.4 in this chapter), 
house is a place of negotiation, an indispensable practice for the establishment of a
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human relationship and to create an atmosphere of conviviality. This assumption is also 
influenced by the idea of family, where people respect one another and friendly feelings 
usually arise.

The only difference among the three age groups is found in the possibility of there being 
masters speaking publicly against slavery. The students from the 12+ age group 

frequently accept this possibility, pointing out the specific political setting. It might be 
infered that these students are aware of political immunity and of how political dialogues 
work on the Parliament or on the Senate. The possible explanation for this viewpoint is 
related to the 12+ age students’ curriculum. These students have studied in the 6 th grade 
(the year before the data collecting process) a subject called "Social Studies". One of its 
contents is: -Political Institutions: composition and election, organisation, roles and 
objectives. The focused institutions are: President of Republic, Parliament, Government, 
City Council. Moreover, the strategies advised on the official educational orientations 
are: simulations of political sessions and visits to local Assemblies. Their recent study of 
political issues might have influenced their references to political imunity.

The 14+ and 16+ groups attribute more plausibility to the masters’ silence due to their 
connivance with the slave trade, tending to discount the prospect of masters speaking 
publicly against slavery. This view point is probably based on the students' awareness of 
social economic constraints upon human behaviour, and also because they tend to value 
the need for coherence between 'what we do and what we support publicly'.

4.1.6. Past and Present
To interpret the students’ ideas on these two notions we mainly joined data from their 
judgements towards slavery with their ideas and feelings when projecting themselves into 
the slaves’ and masters’ roles.

All students made statements against slavery based on the argument of the lack of human 
Rights (See Chart 21). This standpoint is persistent throughout the study and, as 
indicated before, is part of the students’ general profession of faith in their structural 
system of beliefs. They assume it independently of time and context.

We pointed out previously students’ comprehension of the position of the oppressed 
slaves (See 4.1.5 in this chapter) They avoid judging them, stress their impotence to fight 

against slavery and justify their strategic silence.
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So far as the masters, the people and the enslaved societies are concerned, the negative 
judgmental tone re-appears with adjectives such as: “underdeveloped”, “cruel”, “selfish”, 
etc. This tone shows to some degree a paternalist attitude towards the past as compared 
with the Present.

C hart 21: P a s t a n d  P re se n t (Ju d g em e n ts )
(Commonalities and differences between the age groups)

1 2 + age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

- Judgements against slavery:
Lack of human rights ♦ ♦ ♦

-Justification for the existence of 
slavery in past times: to get
profits ♦ ♦ ♦

- Judgements towards enslaving 
societies: underdeveloped, lack 
of rights

-Judgements towards people living 
in enslaving societies: cruel, 
selfish, cowardly

-Slavery and high cultural level: 
profits ->cultural artefacts 

-High cultural level *  Human 
Rights culture

*Key: V (Past=Present or Past^Present)
= = - decreasing o f moves across the age groups

Nevertheless, students make a genuine attempt to understand the people of the past. The 
strong and plausible justification they provide for the masters’ adherence to slavery is the 
need for profit (See 4.1.4 in this chapter). They label ambition as an a-temporal feature of 

mankind (See 4.1.2 in this chapter). This attempt is reinforced by their position between 
either considering the past as similar to present, or accepting the past laws, ideas and 
level of development as different from ours. This position is intended to prevent 
generalisations or abusive extrapolations, an issue we have already discussed.

Another reasoning strategy is developed when students are confronted with the existence 
of enslaved societies with a high cultural level. This interview question here aimed at 

seeing how students would reconcile their paternalist ideas towards past societies with 

historical evidence of highly developed societies.

♦V 

♦V 

♦  -

♦ V

♦ V

♦ =  

♦ =

♦V

♦V

♦ =  

♦  -
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Firstly, they recall the argument of profits got from the slave trade, as an indispensable 
source in financing artistic artefacts and public enterprises. So, profit as an excuse for the 
masters’ agreement with slavery is extended as an excuse for the countries' development 
policies.

They tend to acknowledge that sometimes there exist conflicts between values and 
concrete needs, which create a need to establish an operative hierarchy of political 
choices. Students seem to acknowledge that the public common welfare "deserves", even 
if temporarily, that moral values be "delayed" or "frozen". They frequently hear evidence 
of this conflict in political speeches, easily transferable to past times

Secondly, in trying to preserve the a-temporal quality of human rights, all students 
discriminate between two types of culture: artistic culture and human rights culture. This 
sub-division of information is another strategy students use to avoid the confrontation 
with evidence. They do not accept the correspondence between human rights as they see 
them from a contemporary point of view, and a high cultural level. By discriminating 
them, the two variables become independent from each other. In other words, they still 
have difficulties in accepting that each society has different values, rights and beliefs and 
that they change through time.

In this reasoning there is also a decreasing of moves. The need to defend the a- 
temporality of human rights is more visible in the 1 2 + age group than in the 16+ age 
group. It seems that the domain of values and beliefs is for the eldest "worthy of 
sacrifices and not alienable in the name of other concrete needs". (Figueiredo, 1988.
p.62)

So far as the insistence on human rights is concerned, Von Borries (1994) writes:

“The eminent outcome of historical learning as a whole (both within and 
outside the school) appears to be an orientation towards fundamental values, 
such as the internalisation of human and civil rights. It is likely, however, 
that this orientation is not derived from historical material, but transferred 
from highly generalised social norms and applied to past conflicts” (p.340).

The same author goes so far as to say:

“Whoever believes that an ethic of human rights is eternally valid and 
guaranteed will fail to understand, in times of conflict, both others and 
oneself. Whoever recognises human rights as the recent product of long
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historical processes, as always endangered and never complete, will be able 
to master critical situations better with a mixture of patience, tolerance and 
fortitude. He or she will also be better able to refute appraisals of human 
rights as a "European ethnocentric tribal ethic", for there is a real dilemma 
involved when juxtaposing cultural diversity and authenticity on the one hand 
and the universal claim of human rights on the other. This dilemma can only 
be balanced in a long historical process”, (pp.347-348)

A wide-scale research on Portuguese youth’s attitudes towards other cultures and races 
shows that this closedness and strangeness towards the 'other' is not visible (Figueiredo, 

1988; Almeida, 1990). As was often mentioned in this study, the students’ profession of 
faith in human rights does not impede their attempt to empathise with different cultures. 
Meanwhile, it is possible to refer briefly to some cultural factors that might contribute to 
the Portuguese openness to the 'other': in particular the tradition of navigation, 
emigration and hospitality. Ethnocentric positions are frequently connected with the 
feeling of threat to national identity (O' Neil, 1991). Due to its geographic location and 
the persistence of its political and geographical frontiers, Portugal only felt a foreign 
political menace once (Crowns’ Union of Portugal and Spain, 1580-1640). More 
recently, so far as cultural relationships are concerned, it might be argued that fifty years 
of dictatorship, “being proudly alone” (dictator' Salazar’s statement) also contributed to 
our present openness.
Concerning this debate Lourengo (1991) says:

“We are always the “native” of someone, and it is excellent that one culture 
might be able to face the other; this is dialogue and life (...) One day, we will 
find out that we are with the others, among the others, we are in the centre of 
the Universe, we are all together in its margins, we all are entangled in a 
historical adventure, in a cultural process of which nobody has the key and 
the secret yet” (pp. 1 1 1 - 1 1 2 ).

In trying to empathise with other people's roles and situations, a few students denied the 
possibility of being masters, in spite of their judgements towards slavery and masters 
(See Chart 22).

Though re-assuring their position against slavery, those who have balanced positions 
towards their own behaviour as masters, accepted that to have slaves was common in 

those days. Afterwards, they tried to establish a reasonable compromise between their 
beliefs and values and the conventional ideas they had on masters’ behaviour, saying that 

they would have slaves, but their behaviour would be fair.
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Another attempt to empathise with the past occurs when students attribute an inhumane 
behaviour to rural masters, and a humane behaviour to the urban masters. The judgmental 
tone decreases and they look for a plausible concrete reason in their experiences. The 
reason students point out is the type of tasks demanded by different settings. A person 
who orders the execution of hard tasks needs to be more severe and commanding if he 
wants the tasks to be accomplished, and the opposite would happen when light tasks are 
to be done. The 14+ and the 16+ groups support this reasoning more strongly.

C hart 22: Past and Present (Personal projection)
(Commonalities and differences between the age groups)

1 2 + age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

on M A STER S’ role:
-Humane behaviour ♦ ♦ ♦
-Rural master: hard tasks => 

inhumane behaviour ♦ - ♦=  ♦ =
-Urban master: light tasks=> 

humane behaviour ♦ - ♦=  ♦ =

on SLA V ES’ role:
-Friendly feelings <= m asters’ 

humane behaviour ♦ ♦
-Feelings/ not forgeting their 

situation
-Future: - freedom ♦ ♦

- freedom for all

*Key: V (Past=Present; Past+Present)
= = - decreasing o f m oves across the age groups

The 12+ age group balance between the defence of this correspondence and the 
importance of the masters’ personal profile, devaluing the role of the specific settings in 
determining the type of human behaviour. This viewpoint is in agreement with the 
students’ frequent reference to the interference of idiosyncratic features, a factor that 
underlies their precautional position on generalisations.

When students project themselves into the slaves’ situation, they all agree that their 
behaviour and feelings would depend on those of the masters. This is evidence of 
students’ attempt to avoid generalisation, thus refusing to accept patterns of behaviour 

either for slaves or masters. As they accept the plurality of personal behaviour, it is 
reasonable to assume that they are willing to deal with other determinant factors needed to 
understand specific social situations.

♦V

♦
♦
♦
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The 16+ age group students balance between the above acceptance and the refusal to 
forget the enslaved situation. This double position is not contradictory. When students 
say "Not forgetting" they may want to stress the important role of memory for social and 

political awareness. The social consciousness of this age group is also evident when they 
refer to "freedom for all" as their [as slaves'] desire for the future. The other age groups 
name freedom, having a family, a humane treatment and a job, as indispensable desires to 
bear in their enslaved situation. We have to remark that references to the slaves’ possible 
reactions towards their situation are almost absent. The slaves' conformism has already 
been explained when students’ ideas on the frame of reference were discussed (See 4.1.5 
in this chapter).

4.2. Commonalities and differences in students’ empathetic understanding 
of Roman slaves' reasons for saving their masters from death.

The Empathy test presented students with a paradoxical situation: -slaves saving their 
masters from death. The Empathy interview was implemented to dig out students' ideas 
about the situations narrated in the stories.

The main conclusion from the data is that all students try to formulate workable and 
plausible explanations in order to understand why slaves acted that way. This attempt is a 
sign of a global empathetic disposition. No students consider the slaves' attitudes as 
incomprehensible, and a few students stressed their need of more information to develop 

a more consistent explanation

It is possible to find several commonalities and differences in all three age groups' 
statements. Nevertheless, these commonalities have nuances (See Chart 23).

All age groups agree that the slaves' main reason was "to get rewards". This was more 
frequent in the 14+ age group. Students from all groups refer to money and freedom. It is 
not possible to say, for example, that the 1 2 + age group suggests "money" more often, 

and the 16+ age group offers freedom.
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Chart 23: S la v es’ reasons for saving their m asters from  death
(Commonalties and differences between the age groups)

1 2 + age 1 4 + age 1 6 + age

- Rewards (money, freedom) ♦ - ♦ =  ♦ =
- Other reasons: reciprocation,

teaching a lesson, good deed... ♦ ♦ ♦

- Pattern of expected enslaved 
behaviour/ Recognition of
m asters’ social superiority ♦ - ♦ =  ♦ =

- S tudents’ notion of family 4= ♦ =
- Roman notion of family ♦ ♦

*Key: = = - decreasing of moves across the age groups

The question might be raised why students have not discriminated between two such 
different rewards: money as a "materialistic" reward and freedom as "spiritual" one. No 
evidence was found to develop this discussion further. A possible explanation for this 
absence is that both types of rewards are seen as slaves' natural expectations. Then, 
students would not feel the need to discriminate between their ontological nature.

Other reasons, such as reciprocation, teaching a lesson or performing a good deed, are 
also quoted by students, but their distribution varies across the age groups. These 
examples seemed to be more a result of a free imagination exercise, than a hypothesis 
testing process based on the information they collected from the stories and other 
historical sources (See Chapter 1- 1.2. The persistence of personal tacit knowledge). It 
may be also a students' propensity to interrogate the material (evidence) they are offered. 
Nevertheless, they are also reasonable for the students because they are picked up from 

similar daily life experiences.

Another type of reason is framed on the specific Roman cultural context. There is an 
increase of students with age who acknowledge that there is a pattern of expected 
enslaved behaviour which implies the recognition of the masters' social superiority. So, 

the slaves' attitudes are viewed as "expected". The strangeness of such behaviour is not 
referred to. That recognition is more visible in the 16+ age group. The awareness of these 
students of social constraints is a tendency of this age group also shown in other 
circumstances (See 4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.6 in this chapter). The consideration of the 
specific historical context in the 16+ group is confirmed when they tend to value the
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Roman family relational environment as a supporting reason for slaves' attitudes. On the 
other hand, they tend to devalue their own notion of family.

Within the 12+ and 14+ age groups, references to the specific Roman context diminish 

and references to their own notion of family tend to become more relevant. This last 
tendency is due to the students' focus on the affective and relational idiosyncratic profile 
of both masters and slaves.

In summary, it might be said that all students try to empathise with the slaves and with 
the Roman society. The younger students created plausible explanations based on their 
own living experiences that seem to account for that situation. That creation is a process 
of finding one-to-one elements and relations, which might correspond to those stories 
and the historical evidence provided during the test. The search for such familiarity and 
the fragmentary quality of these correspondences are the key to the students’ empathetic 
attempt and the key to an effective refusal of the possible strangeness of the past. Here, 
formal historical knowledge plays the function of controlling the plausibility of 
explanations, preventing them from being simple imaginative reveries.

Older students are more aware of the complexity of the elements and relations existing 
within a situation. Explanations rooted in their living experiences do not seems^fficient to 
cover and to explain the slaves' actions. Even ignoring the existence of recent reports, 
denouncing the existence of slavery in Sudan, Burman, Mauritania, etc., which may 
support some of their statements, they recognised the present existence of elements and 
relations similar to those of the past.

The purpose of searching for these similarities is simultaneously an attempt to find the 
roots of the present in the past, and to make sense of both. Nevertheless, they do it with 
the only frame of reference they have. Students recognise that each specific historical 

context embodies specific institutions, ideas and beliefs, but the historical information 
they have is not efficient enough to go beyond a general recognition, or to help them to 
explore the substantive content of differences. So, their opinions on the past are 
influenced, and / or coexist with their contemporary judgements on social issues. The 
intentional creation of conflicts in the classroom, leading students to confront their own 
assumptions with historical evidence, may become a successful learning tool to promote 

significant conceptual changes.
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4 .3 . Students' substantive generalisations on som e areas o f human  
experience

In this section, we will group students’ substantive generalisations under the broad areas 
referred to in chapter 2, where the purpose of the study was presented. These areas have 
worked as a guiding criterion for the data collection instruments. They include several 
aspects of the institution of slavery we wanted to focus on. These areas have also arisen 
from students' answers across the three moments of the study. Therefore, they have also 
been the grouping criteria for the data analysis and for the discussion as well. Within 
these substantive generalisations we will also try to find what relationships students 
established between these broad areas and others, which might give us some further 
clues on students' processes of understanding History.

4.3.1 The ikonic feature of sources
The ikonic feature of sources students privileged or had access to, influenced their 
understanding of this historical institution. This influence was either explicitly or 
implicitly noticeable in students' answers. Sometimes, specific types of sources were 
identified by students; others were deduced by the researcher using her knowledge of 
students' artistic, cultural and educational background knowledge. Thus, it is possible to 
state, still focusing on slavery as an institution, the following substantive generalisations:

* The historical institution is seen as a partial situation, limited in space, time and 
narratives, that makes students unlikely to take wider explanatory contexts into 
account.

* The historical institution is focused on restricted personal relationships
* The historical institution is understood under the influence of students’ aesthetic 

sensibility
* The historical institution is understood under the influence of a fragmented and biased

selection of evidence and corresponding analysis.

The iconic aspect of students' generalisations is rooted in fictional artefacts and in the 
history syllabuses and learning resources. It influences the students' perceptions and 
aesthetic reactions to images and consequently determines the substantive content of 
students' statements, which focused mainly on the individuals and their daily life 

conditions. This feature also influences the development of students' cognitive strategies, 
when they confront their own tacit knowledge with conflicting historical evidence.
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4.3 .2  E con om y
Students’ knowledge of economy comprehends several generalisations about different 
concepts and relations, that underlie economic situations lived by people, institutions and 
countries. These generalisations were evoked to understand past human actions and 
behaviour, influencing both their attempt to empathise and their judgements. Students' 
ideas on economy were so numerous that it was necessary to group them under the 
different concepts they have privileged:

M oney
* Money obtained from a salary is a means to buy concrete goods that give people

welfare and happiness.
* Money permits personal independence.
* Salary is the pay for a job or task done.
* A job or a task done necessarily implies the right to a salary.
* The pair task-salary is seen as an a-temporal economic relation.
* The pair task-salary is seen as an a-temporal human right.

Profit
* Profit is the money an entrepreneur gets from his trades/businesses, deriving mostly

from the low salaries of the workers and their poor working conditions.
* Profit is simultaneously a purpose and a means people and countries use, to become

politically and economically powerful.
* Profit is a reason for the implementation of expansionary policies.
* Profit is needed to implement cultural policies.
* Taking profit is seen as an a-temporal and “natural” purpose of mankind.
* Exploitation is the entrepreneur’s disrespect for the workers' rights, such as a salary,

the labour schedule and working conditions.
* The objective of exploitation is to increase profit.

To be ambitious
* To “be ambitious” is an a-temporal economic feature of mankind.
* To “be ambitious” means fighting for money to satisfy concrete needs
* To “be ambitious” is a strategy to attain independence, seen as a necessary condition

for the free exercise of some rights such as to travel, to speak, or to decide upon our 

own life.

The worker
* The worker and his productivity are seen as factors that might influence the margins of

profits.
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* The worker with a specific professional profile has an inherent economic value
according to the profits his performance might provide for his employer.

* A worker with a specific professional profile will receive specific treatment from his
employer.

* A humane labour treatment is seen as a guarantee to maintain the worker productivity. 
Econom ic policies

* Economic decisions might be in conflict with values, being necessary to establish an
operative hierarchy in political choices.

* Public welfare means economic welfare, the latter being sovereign over other kinds of
specific policies (cultural, educational, etc.).

* Economic needs / decisions influence other domains, such as law, ethics, education
and religion.

* Some past economic features still remain nowadays, such as psychological blackmail,
pressure and exploitation, deficient working conditions

Students' ideas on economics were the most frequently used to understand the 
phenomenon of slavery. Students' substantive generalisations on economics are 
dominantly related to three other areas of human experience: Person, Ethics and Politics. 
The ‘Person’ area includes generalisations in which money is a necessary condition to 
attain a reasonable level of welfare and happiness, and money permits material and 
behavioural independence. Students acknowledge the influence of money not only upon 
people's concrete daily living conditions, but also upon people's private prerogatives 
such as volition and responsibility for their own actions.

Students clearly stress the importance of economic policies upon the (non-) 
implementation of policies concerning human rights or upon educational and cultural 
policies. This influences many of their generalisations regarding the notions of salary, 
profit and worker. Nevertheless, these generalisations coexist with others where a- 
temporal and a-contextual qualities are attributed to some values, actions and attitudes, as 
we will discuss below (See 4.3.14. in this chapter)

4.3.3 Human Rights
‘Human Rights’ is the broad area students focused on to create and to ground several 

generalisations. They establish various relationships between human rights and other 
areas of human experience, namely the ‘Person’, ‘Religion’ and ‘Politics’ areas:
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* Human Rights are similar to French Revolution ideals: freedom, brotherhood and
equality.

* Human Rights are similar to some Christian values.
* Human Rights are considered a-temporal and a-contextual.
* Human Rights depend on economic policies.

Students' generalisations relate Human Rights to Politics and Religion establishing a 
connection between rights and political mainstream principles and religious values. Both 
principles and values are assumed as their contemporary framework to understand and to 

judge both present and past times (See also 4.3.14 in this chapter). This standpoint 
coexists with the students' acceptance of economic influences upon other areas of human 

experience.

4.3.4 Racism
Racism could have been included within the broad area of Human Rights or within 
Human Behaviour, since students referred to it when they make statements in these 
areas. Due to its persistent presence in students' attempts to understand slavery, we 
preferred to pick it out, because the generalisations cover the main most frequently 
referenced areas: School, Fiction, Politics and Economy:

* Racism is a persistent prejudice.
* Racism is only related to African people.
* Racism is the origin of practices of exploitation of the African work force.

The narrow approach students have made, restricting racism to African people is due to 
the type of source of information they have access to, namely from school subjects and 
resources, fictional artefacts and contemporary evidence of racism. So, this type of 
source determines the contents of their generalisations which might be summed up as the 
recognition of racism towards black people as a persistent human attitude, which 

deserves to be fought against.

4.3.5 Religion
As discussed before, Catholicism has a very strong influence in the North of Portugal. In 
general, students' generalisations entangle Christian precepts with human rights and 

values. There are the following:
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* The Christian religion is the source of moral principles and behavioural rules.
* Some of the Christian values are similar to Human Rights

* Sin, Heaven, Hell, Doomsday are religious precepts that influence people towards a
more humane behaviour.

* Other religions are a collection of gods and ritual social practices.

According to students' generalisations, Christian morality and corresponding rules of 

behaviour are similar to those rooted in a different context and time: the French 
Revolution. This similarity allows them to classify the three principles as a-temporal. 
This is not only an attribution, but it is also a valorisation of their religion and values (See 
also 4.3.14 in this chapter)

4.3.6- Law
Generalisations regarding Law are few:

* Laws are intentionally created by people to give moral legitimacy to their actions and
purposes.

* Laws legitimate economic policies.
* Laws are seen as a constraint on the existence of social movements towards change.

These generalisations clearly recognise that Law is the instrument people create to 
legitimate a posteriori their actions or institutions. Law functions as a perpetuation tool in 
order to avoid or to delay changes. The political intentionality of Law is the main feature 

of students' ideas that we ought to stress, because it frames people's behaviour towards 
a respectful obedience. Furthermore it also frames students' complacency towards people 
of the past.

4.3.7 Education
Education is another broad area whence students state substantive generalisations:

* To be educated means to be literate.

* The purpose of education is to foster a humanistic model of Man, which means being
respectful and supportive.

* The purpose of education is to foster critical and socially active persons.
* School is not only a place where school knowledge is provided, but also where

humanistic values are transmitted.
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* To be humanist is the duty of an educated person.

First, students make a correspondence between education and literacy. Therefore, 

education is located in the school. They attribute social and political purposes to school in 
respect to a humanistic human profile for each citizen. Consequently, educated people are 
more responsible in their social and political behaviour. Here, it might be said that such 

notions as coherence and commitment underlie students' generalisations.

4.3.8 Tradition
Tradition is an area that seldom appears. Tradition is only related to family, as we can see 
in the following generalisations:

* Tradition is a tool for the reproduction of the standard ideas of a society.
* Tradition is reproduced in the family environment.

Students' generalisations do not state what they mean by tradition. Nevertheless, it might 
be said that they do not see tradition in the sense of cultural manifestations. They locate it 
within the frame of reference families create and support. These traditions embrace 
patterns of behaviour, values and beliefs that both family and society share and defend in 
order to perpetuate their existence.

4.3.9 Social status
Social status is another area (notion) that seldom appears. As discussed during the 
analysis, students showed difficulties in dealing with it. Even so, we might find three 
substantive generalisations:

* Social status is equivalent to wealth.
* People with high status are people mainly concerned with earning money and with the

need to show external signs of wealth.
* People with high status display flexible moral values due to their concern for money

Students did not relate social status to the people’s education or their professional 
situation. They related it to their wealth and their public manifestations. This relationship 
is mainly based on students' daily observations on what wealthy people think and how 
they act. Underlying these generalisations there is a judgement addressed to the "new 

rich", whose profile worked as a basis for these generalisations.
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4.3.10 Fam ily
Family is a broad area from which students developed several generalisations, all 
focusing on aspects related to human behaviour and human relationships:

* Family is a place where all elements show respect and solidarity towards the other

elements
* Family is a place of intimacy and power where nobody needs to pretend and all feel

secure
* Family is a place of intimacy where friendship, trust and affection arise
* Family is an institution for the reproduction of tradition, values and beliefs.

Family is where social reproduction takes place. This first statement is in accordance with 

what students have previously expressed about tradition. These generalisations also 
confirm that family is simultaneously the source and the environment where values and 
beliefs are substantiated in feelings and behaviours. Notions like intimacy and security 
allow us to say that students see family as a laboratory where freedom and truth can be 
exercised without the normative constraints of social rules and expectations.

4.3.11 Human behaviour
Human behaviour is another broad area students focus on in order to understand people 
of the past. It is possible to present several generalisations on it:

* Human behaviour depends on the diversity of daily life situations.
* Human behaviour depends on the geographic contexts where people live.
* Human behaviour depends on people’s social status.
* Human behaviour depends on each person’s power and control over their lives.
* Memory is an important factor for a socially and politically aware human behaviour.
* Specific standards of human behaviour correspond to a specific historical context.

* Dutiful behaviour is the moral obligation people assume towards society.
* Loyal behaviour is a moral obligation people solely assume towards their family and

friends.
* Human relationships imply dialogue, respect and humane feelings.
* Human relationships mean daily tactical negotiation of behaviour
* People with a political role have immunity with regard to freedom of speech.
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Most of these generalisations show that students acknowledge that there are many factors 
that influence people's behaviour. This acceptance signifies students' general disposition 
to accept the diversity of human behaviour. On the other hand, they also state 
generalisations that make each human being morally responsible for his/her own 
behaviour. This double position is not contradictory. It seems more a characteristic of 
students' stage of understanding of the limits of personal volition upon the influence of 
social constraints. These generalisations show an awareness of human relationships as 

the negotiation people weave with their concrete idyosincracies and with specific social 
conditions and their context.

4.3.12 Culture
Three substantive generalisations about culture were found in students' ideas:

* Art is the sum of cultural artefacts such as monuments, public buildings, paintings,
etc.

* Artistic culture demands public or private wealth.
* Artistic culture is independent from Human Rights culture.

The first generalisation is more a definition where students name examples of what 
culture is all about. By restricting culture to artefacts, students clearly make the existence 
of culture depend on economic support, thus isolating it from other areas of human 
experience, such as Ethics. As discussed before, this discrimination allows students to 
go beyond the stereotyped assumption that all societies with slavery were "backwards".

4.3.13 Change
Students expressed a few explicit generalisations on changes happening during the 
historical process. These are few, because they are focused on the institution of slavery. 
Nevertheless, more references to the (non-) existence of changes were made when other 
areas were referred to, as will be pointed out (See 4.3.14 in this chapter)
These explicit references to changes are as follows:

* Changes are acknowledged in the nature of human behaviour.
* Changes acknowledged in human behaviour are due to idiosyncratic characteristics of

the human profile.

* Changes are acknowledged in concrete daily life conditions.
* Changes are acknowledged in laws and ideas, but they take a long time to happen.
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Changes are mainly recognised in concrete aspects of the human life, a recognition that 
cannot be avoided because of the evidence. Changes in laws and ideas are also accepted, 
but students stress the time they take to be accomplished. The reference to time has to be 
stressed, because, as we will see shorttly, students think that some features of the past 
still remain in the present.

4.3.14 Past-Present
In this group of generalisations, we included all students' references to areas, concepts, 
values, human attitudes, to which they attribute a-temporal, a- contextual and persistent 
qualities:

* The attribution of a-temporal and a-contextual qualities to Human Rights is an
expression of commitment to some fundamental principles.

* The attribution of a-temporal and a-contextual qualities to the pair task<->salary is an
expression of commitment to some fundamental principles.

* "Making profit" and "being ambitious" are seen as a-temporal and a-contextual 
characteristics of human behaviour.

* Racism is a persistent prejudice in time.
* The persistence of some past economic features nowadays registers a gap in the

progress of history.
* People in the past were underdeveloped in some aspects.
* People in the past were different from us.

Throughout the study, students often make generalisations where these attributions 
appear. All focus, direct or indirectly, on the economic area, except for the first which 

refers to human rights. As claimed before, it is likely that this attribution is a profession 
of faith in the contemporary cultural matrix.

In the first block of generalisations, as students also see the pair task<->salary as a 
human right, the attribution of a-temporal and a-contextual qualities remains.

In the second group, the subject is mankind. On the basis of their daily experiences and 
evidence, "making profit" and "being ambitious" are part of human nature, and are thus 

a-temporal and a-contextual human features. In order to understand this attribution, we 
have to consider other generalisations students made concerning money, profit, ambition
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and economic policies (See 4.3.2 in this chapter). All contribute to clarify this students’ 
standpoint.

The third group of generalisations also focus on economic aspects of human experience. 
Even when focusing on racism towards African people, students see it with economic 
implications (See 4.3.4 in this chapter). Students attribute the quality of persistence 
whenever the key-word “progress” underlies the substantive contents of generalisations. 
Even recognising that there was progress in several aspects of the human life, students 
also focus on those where changes did not occur. There are indications of what underlies 
students’ generalisations about some aspects of the contemporary economy, namely 
psychological blackmail, exploitation and working conditions.

In sum, students recognise that past and present are different. Nevertheless, when trying 
to understand some specific aspects of the past that are in conflict with their beliefs and 
values or that are simply strange, they look for similarities to the present, which might 
help them to understand. Throughout this study it was possible to detect several 
strategies students used to overcome those obstacles, such as biased selection and 
assimilation of evidence, the introduction of new hypothesis, the excuse of lacking 
information, the value given to peoples’ individual idiosyncracies and the exercise of free 
imagination.

To explore the influence of students’ tacit substantive understanding upon their 
empathetic performance, and to reflect upon possible methodological procedures on 
history teaching, we identified the main areas of human experience that are evoked in 
students’ generalisations. Most students' substantive generalisations arising from this 
study focus on human behaviour, economics, and differences and commonalities 
between the past and the present.

Generalisations about human behaviour show relationships with more varied areas of the 

human experience. Human behaviour is in accordance with circumstances that include 

several ranges from each daily life situation to personal volition and memory. In the 
generalisations concerning loyal and dutiful behaviour, the relationship is 'deserve', 
because they focus on the worthy receptors of this kind of behaviour, such as family and 

friends. As far as human relationships are concerned, the relation established is 
'implied', through naming their inherent features. Both generalisations enumerate
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necessary conditions for the subject be considered as such: a human relationship.(See,
4.3.11 in this chapter: Sentences started with "Human relationships").

Generalisations made about economics establish predominant relationships with ethics 
and politics. The most frequent relationship students employ is 'influence'. This 
influence is expressed in the dependence of other areas on economics or to accomplish 
their policies, such as those concerned with public welfare and culture. (See 4.3.2; 4.3.4; 
4.3.6; 4.3.12). It is also expressed by the conflicts existing between economic practices 
and the respect for human rights. In order to deal with these conflicts students consider 
economic notions synonymous with ethical and political notions, such as economic 
welfare / public welfare and task<—>salary and human rights. Finally, economy also 
influences personal welfare and allows the human being the free exercise of basic human 
rights.

The third broad area more frequently named by students is the "Past Vs Present". 
Generalisations attribute a-temporal, a-contextual and persistent qualities to some values, 
actions and attitudes. As discussed before, when students attribute the first two qualities 
they are mainly stating their own structural beliefs and values rather than using them
stricto sensu.

Students connect ‘persistence’ with the notion of progress. Facing irrefutable evidence 
that confirms that the past is different from the present, on the one hand they accept 
progress throughout time in specific areas of the human experience. On the other hand, 
they recognise that there are some 'things' that still remain nowadays with nuances or 
'under different names' (eg. exploitation, inhumane working conditions, etc.). As 
suggested before, this attribution seems to assume a judgemental tone as their sentences 

become more a kind of 'a political manifesto' for the Future.

As stated in the beginning of this chapter, we have throughout this work taken into 
consideration the three age groups, searching for evidence that might differentiate them 
concerning both tacit substantive historical understanding and empathy understanding. 

Nevertheless, the charts that sum up the commonalities and differences, show that the 
former are more prevalent than the latter. The same happens when we look at students' 
substantive generalisations. In the next chapter we will reflect in the main differences 

found on the students' statements from the three age groups.
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5- Final reflections

In this final chapter we reflect on (1) the purposes and results of our study, (2) its 
limitations. Further studies on this issue are suggested.(3), and also (4) possible 
implications for history teaching in Portugal

As was explained in chapter 2, this study assumed that students have general tacit ideas 
concerning historical events, which provide a framework for understanding people of the 
past, their values, beliefs and behaviours. Our purposes were: to map students' tacit 
ideas on slavery and to identify possible links between this tacit historical understanding 
and the students' empathetic understanding of people in the past.

To attain these purposes two questions were set:
-What tacit substantive ideas do students evoke when trying to understand social 
practices in the past? and
- What tacit substantive ideas constitute workable generalisations for understanding such 
practices?

As stated in the previous chapter, we searched for evidence that might differentiate the 
tacit substantive historical understanding and the empathy understanding expressed by 
the three age groups. The discussion of our data showed that the commonalities are more 
prevalent than the differences, the same happening with the substantive generalisations 
students use when trying to understand the past.

Now, by reflecting on the main differences found in the students' statements in the three 
age groups, we propose a systematisation that may provide some partial and provisional 
contributions regarding the purposes and questions of our study. On the basis of our 
findings it is possible to support that the differences may arise from the following 
situations.

- Across the three age groups there is a crescendo of discursive and linguistic competence 
that accounts for the students' increasing explicitness of ideas. Those competences allow 
them to develop their reasoning freely. Furthermore, the researcher's awareness of the 
students' world of meanings, beliefs, values and experiences helped to discriminate 
between the formal aspects of speech and the substantive content itself. We support the
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claim that discursive and linguistic competence is an important condition for the students' 

cognitive development and particularly for the understanding of their own learning 
process.

- Across the three age groups there is also an increased understanding about the 
complexity of social reality, namely in term5 of human behaviour, social institutions 
and, particularly, economy and its practices. This understanding is developed in parallel 
with the also increased scattering of reality. Discrimination is the cognitive tool students 
privilege in their attempt to deepen their knowledge in order to make sense of both the 
past and the present. When information is considered insufficient or inefficient to attain 
that general objective, students develop strategies to solve conflicts that arise from the 
coexistence of historical evidence that contradicts their tacit substantive generalisations.

-The third situation is related to the judgmental tone students adopted during the study. 
We think this situation is due to the specific historical subject we approached: slavery. 
We have pointed out why this subject compels students to adopt that tone. We might sum 
up in this way: slavery is an institutionalised affront to their cultural matrix. Judgements 
are frequent among all students. Young students tend to be more absolute, focusing 
preferentially on persons. As they grow up their judgements tend to differentiate past and 
present concerning people, institutions and situations. When their judgement towards the 
past includes contemporary points of view, these become a political statement criticising 
mankind and the past vestiges that still remain nowadays.

In spite of these general considerations, we can also present a systematisation of 
differences among the three age groups:

The 12+ age group
* Students are mainly influenced by ikonic sources, particularly the fictional artefacts

available in the media. Historical institutions are defined as a sum of factual daily life 

conditions and individuals’ behaviours. Institutions also tend to be understood 
through persons' idiosyncratic features.

* Some past actions and situations are not considered within the agent's historical context
and time. Some are still recognisable nowadays, even if with other names or different 
superficial features and they are labelled as perennial.

* Changes are recognised in factual material conditions.
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* Economic conditions or purposes might be underlying the birth and the existence of
institutions. However, that situation is circumscribed to a few specific private 
(individual) needs and within a narrow context.

* A frame of reference is used to legitimate and to accept individual behaviours as

natural. This attribution is not persistent because the past frame of reference is often 
embued with contemporary ideas and values.

* Personal projection and judgements towards past institutions, social situations and
individual behaviours are mainly based on contemporary factual situations and 

personal feelings.

The 14+ age group
* The definition of a historical institution comprehends a list of general explicit ideas,

functions, rules and corresponding human behaviours. They are to be considered 
within a narrow context and time. Thus, past institutions and individual behaviour 
start to be explained on the basis of some explicit reasons such as the people's level 
of culture, religion, and law.

* Institutions are understood within the economic sphere with a recognition of profits,
salaries, population, labour conditions, productivity, economic value of the task (job) 
and the origin of wealth. Still, the equation of these factors is still embodied by 
contemporary approach.

* Human behaviours are understood within agents’ idiosyncratic profile and also within
a narrow context, depending on whether they take place in a public or familiar 
environment. This assertion is crossed by contemporary behavioural stereotypes on 
personal and social behavioural profiles. The 'incoherence' between agents' ideas and 
values and their practices is acknowledged when a final purpose is to be reached.

* A frame of reference is considered as a list of values, behavioural rules that influence
individuals. This assertion is marked by contemporary ideas, values and socially 
acceptable behaviours. Still, the influence of personal profile features remains 
concurrently with the acceptance of a standard social behaviour.

* Social changes are acknowledged on explicit circumscribed social settings and within
individual behaviours.

* Personal projection is characterised by an attempt to empathise with the past, but
elements of students' own character, beliefs and values still remain.

* Judgements towards the institutions and individual behaviours are made taking into
consideration the past context, but they still integrate contemporary values.
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The 16+ age group

* Institutions are considered within a circumscribed time and setting. However, their

rules and practices remain under new contexts and times, assuming other names and 
performing other functions.

* Links are established between institutions and specific economic constraints, and
students are aware of several elements that might influence them. This economic 
analysis is still influenced by a contemporary economic point of view. They also 
recognise connections with other institutions such as religion, family or law.

* Human behaviour is understood within a larger context, where the influence of both
social and economic conditions and human idiosyncratic characteristics is taken into 
account.

* Students also acknowledge that some agents feel, think and act differently from the
social standard. These exceptions are attributed to the evolution of agents' personal 
history, social and personal activities, position in social structure, and personal 
targets.

* Past frames of reference are dated and contextualised. Nevertheless, students think that
some values, ideas and beliefs are perennial, considering them as means for 
modelling, controlling and legitimating hidden and explicit public and private 
behaviours.

* Changes start to be detectable in institutions, frames of reference, human behaviour
and material conditions, recognising that they took a long time to occur.

* Personal projection is a performance where students play the role of voyeurs (time-
travellers) carrying their values, ideas and experiences, with a reliable disposition for 
understanding past situations and agents’ behaviours within their own circumstances.

* Projecting themselves into the past, students produce judgements towards institutions,
social situations and human behaviours, either framed by their context and time or 
assumed as personal and contemporary.

This proposal of systematisation should be seen as partial and provisional due to the 

methodological design of this study. Its main limitations are pointed out in the next 
section.

Lim itations
One of the limitations of this study derives from the type of sample. As Portuguese 
classes are very heterogeneous so far as age is concerned, we had to select students from 
different classes. Problems in scheduling the three sequential stages of the study without



affecting the normal school daily life, led us to reduce the sample, so that the conclusions 
must be regarded as provisional and exploratory.
The second factor that may be seen as a limitation is the definition of move. We chose 
one that could embrace both the distinct semantic content and the linguistic structure of 
the students’ utterances. This option enriched the analysis of the students’ answers, but 
on the other hand it affected its statistical treatment.
the concrete condition of the implementation of the study limited our control over the 
students’ use of the historical materials at their disposal. As the students belonged to 
different classes, the contact with their teachers was limited to informal conversations 
about the dominant interaction models in the classroooms and the students’ fears and 
expectations about the collaboration.
Another limitation is die to the fact that the studnets’ textbooks were not analysed. As 
they are the main oedagogical instrument of teaching and learning processes, it would be 
interesting to find out whether and to what extent they are a relevant source of their tacit 
understanding.
Some of these limitations may be overcome in further team research.

Possible further studies
Givin the limitations of this project, it would be relevant to develop studies with a larger 
sample consisting of students from different geographical Portuguese areas as well as 
from different cultural and ethnic backgrounds and including different social origins, 
e.g., African, Asian and Gypsy immigrants. It would also be interesting to explore other 
historical subjects, by investigating a network of ‘alternative conceptions’ in different 
learning topics. With these studies, iy would also be possible to investigate in depth, the 
strategies students develop when they try to reconcile their tacit historical knowledge with 
more formal learning. Research methodology could also include peer interpersonal 
classroom talk as aid data source. This peer discourse would provide a basis for 
conclusions about personal reasoning strategies that students are able to develop during 
conversation.

A larger and more difficult investigation would be the exploration of the origins of 
students’ substantive concepts. The central methodological difficulty here is to obtain 
valid data, when students are not necessarily themselves aware of these origins. Such 
research would require working with families as well as students.
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By progressing in our understanding of students' historical reasoning it would be 
possible to propose pedagogical guidelines to promote changes both in the conceptual and 
substantive understanding of history.

Implications for history teaching in Portugal
The findings of this study offer teachers some clues about the need to take the students' 
tacit substantive historical understandings into consideration before making didactic 
options, instead of using diagnostic tests mainly focused on facts and dates, as is 
traditionally done. Teachers may be encouraged to construct their own data collection 

instruments and to test them with their students.
This type of work is starting to be done at present within the subject of History Teaching 
Methodology, within the History Teaching Degree at the University of Minho, where we 
develop the student teachers' skills and attitudes related to historical enquiry and 
educational reflection in order to help them in their future professional life.

Gathering the students' tacit substantive historical understandings may guide them to 
enact the following tasks: to identify and be aware of their own tacit ideas, to test them 
against evidence, to compare the new ideas with the previous ones and to apply the new 

ideas in new situations or subjects.

In order to implement this model of teaching and learning, there must be a deeper and 
clearer investment in teacher-students and students-students' dialogue and a more 
intentional selection of tasks and historical learning materials, not only focused on the 
acquisition of historical information but also and mainly on the acquisition and 
development of historical second-order concepts.

Finally, this study may help textbook authors to rethink the contents of textbooks, namely 
the texts themselves, the iconic materials and the learning tasks presented, by taking the 
students' tacit substantive historical understandings and the need for its change into 

account.

We are well aware that this study is a small contribution for the understanding of 

historical cognition. Vergflio Ferreira said, as quoted on the second page of this 
dissertation, that "An idea only interferes in life when it is recognised by the blood!".
We hope that our work can be recognised by our readers' blood, and thus interfere in 

their professional life.
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ANNEXES-INSTRUMENTS

1.1 Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview

1.2 Empathy test

1.3 Empathy test materials

1.4 Empathy interview



1.1 Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview

I-Conceptualisation /G eneralisation

1- Try and define slavery.

2- To what extent is it different from freedom?

3- Why did slavery exist?

4- Why did it exist in some places and not in others ?

5- Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?

11- Human Relationship between masters and slaves

6 - How would human relationships be established between masters and slaves?

7- Do you think this relationship was always the same ?

8 - Would it depend on the masters'education or social status?

9- Would it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?

10- Would it depend on slaves' economic value?

11 - Would it depend on the slaves' former social status and/or origin?

12- Would it depend on how long the slave served in master's house? Or if the slaves'
place of birth was their masters' house?

III- Slavery as regarded by slaves

13- How would the slaves regard their own enslaving situation? Would they stand 
publicly against it?

14- Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and on their former 
social status ?

15- Would it depend on the tradition / laws of their home countries?

IV- Slavery as regarded by the masters

16- How would masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? Would this be a 
genera] acceptance?

17- Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own countries ?

18- Would they accept for the sake of ethics: racial / cultural or moral superiority ?
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19- Would they stand publicly against slavery?

20- Do you think that masters would stand publicly for slavery while at the same time 
being kind at home?

V- Personal judgement

21 - What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?

22- Was slavery always a bad thing?

23- Do you find any present or past justifications for the existence of slavery?

24- How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do you think about 
the people living in this society?

25- Even if it was in the Past?

VI- Personal Projection

26- Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the past? How would 
you treat them ?

27- If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in town, how would treat your 
slaves? Do you think living in the country or living in a town can influence 
people's behaviour?

28- If you had been a slave, how would you have felt ?

29- How would you feel about your master? Would your feelings depend on how he 
treated you?

30- What would you want for your future?

VII- Sources

31 - Who told you about slavery ? Or about enslaving societies?

32- Name some societies you have heard about.
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1.2 Empathy test

Answer the following questions basing your answers on the readings of 
the texts and on all you have already read about Roman Civilization.

1- Antius Restio was prof ribed. When he saw his slaves busy looting and plundering his 
property he secretly fled his house. Antius had a slave whom he had kept in chains and 
whose forehead he had branded with the iron as punishment.

This man had kept his eyes closely on his master's movements, and now he 
began to track him down. He meant no harm, but of his own free will he crept up to his 
side as his friend and said that all he wanted was to share his master's danger! But this 
wasn't all. He used an amazing piece of trickery to save Antius, for when h^realised that 
the soldiers were coming, thirsty of blood, he got his master out of the way and then he 
built a funeral pyre. There was an old beggar standing near. The slave grabbed him, 
killed him and threw him onto the fire. When the soldiers came asking where Antius 
was, the slave waved his hand towards the pyre and said: -That's him over burning. I've 
made him pay for his cruelty to me!. This seemed such a likely story that they believed it 
and so Antius had a chance to scape (Valerius Maximus).
- Why did Antius Restio's slave behave towards his master loyally and 
with a sense of duty?

2- Let me tell of the amazing trustworthiness of a slave of Urbinius Panapio. Panapio 
had been proscribe and was h id in g  in his villa at Reate. This slave learned that the other 
slaves had told him their master was hiding and that soldiers were coming to kill hiv^He 
changed clothes with Panapio, even putting on his ring, and sent him away by the back 
door. Then we went to his master's bedroom, lay on the bed and let himself be killed 
instead of his master!

Let yourself imagine it- soldiers suddenly dashing up to the house, the bars of the 
door wrenched away, the shouts and threats, the angry faces , the glint of weapons! This 
will help you to realise what the slafcfe did.

Panapio showed his gratitude by raising a luxurious monument to the slave and 

having his thanks set upon it in an inscription. (Valerius Maximus)
-Why did Panapio's slave behave towards his master loyally and with a 

sense of duty?
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1.3 Empathy test materials

SLAVERY IN ROME - texts (1)

1- To trust in a slave
A good slave can be trusted to look after his master's business. He does a good job 

whether his master's there or not. He thinks about his own back- he '11 get a good 
flogging if he's lazy. So I've decided to be a good slave. I'll do as my master says, and 
always be there when he wants me. It won't be long before he gives me a reward for 
good service.

(from a play by Plautus written in about 200BC. This is a part of a speech 
by a slave called Messenio)

2- The master is worried about one of his own freedmen
I see how kind you are to those who serve you. Tcan now tell you how fond I am of 
those who serve me. I can never forget that quotation from Homer, 'how mild he was as 
a father'. Nor can I forget what we Romans mean when we talk about being the 'Father of 
a family'. By nature I do not think I am too hard-hearted or too tough. But even if I were 
, I would be sVvccrv’fciudl by the illness of my freedman. he must have all the kindness he 
can be given. As a person, he is honest, dutiful and artistic.

(Letter from Plinius to Valerius Paulinus, 100 AD)

3- Household slaves
The woman of the house was in charge of the childrens upbringing and also of the slaves 
who worked as servants without pay. A number of slaves were needed to look after their 

owners and to keep the house running smoothly. Most slaves were treated quite well, 
but, they had to put up with the moods of their owners. The writter Juvenal (AD.55?- 
138?) reports:' if the mistress of the house is in a filthy mood because there is a curl out 
of place, then the slave girl who is doing her hair will have her own hair torn, her tunic 
ripped and she will be beaten with a strap'. Slaves were rewarded/ftpugh, as well as 
punished. A master or a mistress might allow them 'pocket money' and perhaps even set 

them free.
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SLAVERY IN ROME- texts (2)

4- Roman Family
The Romans considered the family a very important part of their society. The law gave a 
man complete authority over the family. Part of this power was given to men by law, 
part by tradition Although the word looks like our word family, it does not mean quite 
the same thing, it meant the family, in our sense of mother, father and children, but also 
all other people and possessions in the house. So the head of the family, the man, owned 
all that was in the house: wife, children, relatives, slaves furniture...

5- Seneca’ Moral letters
"(...) In the good old days, when slaves could talk quite freely in front of their master, 
even enjoy a conversation with him, they were quite prepared to face the executioner on 
his behalf and bear the brunt of any danger that might be threatening. At dinner they were 
always willing to talk; under the torture they never uttered a word. You must have heard 
the saying'count every slave your enemy'- well, it's arrogance like this which started that 
one on its rounds. They are not our enemies when they join our households: we turn 

them into our enemies".

( n° 47, 60BC-40AD)

6- Slavery seen by the philosophers
Slavery was so widespread that apart from philosophers, few gave it much thought. 
Plato, described the slave as 'a troublesome piece of goods'. Aristotle believed that some 
were by nature inferior and destined to be slaves, though he also urged humane treatment 
of them, but only o<f a calculated self-interest, the Stoics had some sucess in stressing 
that slaves were human beings, but even they did not to seek to abolish slavery. A slave 
was considered by Roman Law to be a p-iece of goods.

7- Slaves' economic value
When wars became less frequent, the supply of slaves began to dry up and they became 
more expensive. The Emperor Claudius stopped masters killing their slaves without a 

good reason and Dormitian stopped the castration of slaves for commercial reasons.
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8- The poor free m en1 life

The poor man's lot was not a very happy one. He would live in a upstairs garret with a 
bare minimum of furniture and with a single short toga as protection against cold nights 
and days. He would drink sour wine, and eat mainly bread and vegetables; a sheep's 
head or a pig's head was a luxury. Worst of all was the social stigma of being poor. The 
writer Juvenal complained: 'If you're poor, you're a joke, on each and every occasion. 
What a laugh, if you cloak is dirty or torn, if yourtoga appears a little b ro i le d ,  if your 
shoe has a crack in the leather. Or if several patches betray frequent mending! Poverty's 
greatest curse, much wors^than actually being poor, is that it makes men objects of 
mirth, ridiculed, humbled, embarrased. In fact the slaves of wealthy men were far better 
off than most free but poor Roman citizens: 'Sons of freeborn men give way to a rich 
man's slave.'

9- The law and the slaves
"Pedanius Secundus, the Perfect of the city, was murdered by one of his own slaves. 
Whatever the reason, the result was that by an ancient custom every one of the slaves 
who hadL been living in that house had to be executed. But crowds of commom people 
turned out to protect all those innocent slaves(...). The Senate was besieged. One of the 
speakers, C. Cassius, of the majority group, who b o u g h t  that the old custom should 

be kept, said: -"(...) we can feel quite safe so long as they ae full of worries and 
anxieties. Our ancestors were always suspicious of slaves even when they were born on 
their land or in their homes and were fond of their master right from the start. But 
nowdays, we have all sorts of foreigners in our homes... (...) We cannot deal with such 
scum except by the terror.' . ' But', somebody says, 'some of the ones who die will be 

innocent.' - 'What of that? Individuals must be prepared to suffer injustice if it is for the 
good of the State!".

(Tacitus, 55-120 AD (adapted))
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10- The slaves working in the farms and in the mines
The worst ill- treatment of slaves was in the great barracks and concentration camps of 
the large ranches and plantations and the squalor of the mines. The average age of death 
of these men was about 21. The slaves working in the farms had to work hard on farm 

or in mills , and gangs of them on latifundia were even chained. In the mines the work 
was hard and dangerous, and the discipline rigorous. They slept and ate in the caves, 
never seeing the light of the day.

11- Slaves' revolts
In 132BC, 70.000 slaves fought the Roman army in Sicily. It was stopped. In 104 BC. 
another revolt arose. It lasted four years until be dominated. The most powerful 
happened in 73/71 BC-The revolt of Spartacus. His army of gladiators terrorised the 
whole of Italy. The republic was in real danger,*fen legior\5. were eventually needed to 
defeat Spartacus. More than 10.000 slaves were killed in fighting .Six thousand were 
captured and crucified along the Apian Way. In 36 BC. Octavian returned 30.000 
fugitive slaves to their masters for punishment or executed them himself.
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1.4 Empathy interview

1- Human relationship

1 - What do you think they might think of each other?

2- How would they have behaved towards each other?

3- What would decide how they behaved to each other?

4- What does it means to have a human relationship?

5- What conditions do you consider necessary for having a relationship?

6 - Do you think these conditions are always necessary?

7- Did these conditions change throughout the time?

8 - Do you think frienship could exist between a master and a slave?

9- How would masters and slaves manage their feelings under such opposite social 
positions?

11- Duty and Loyalty

10- Could you define the notion of duty? And loyalty?

1 1 - What feelings or conditions underlie the notions of duty and loyalty?

12- Do you think that these notions, duty and loyalty, can exist either between two 
persons of the same social level or between two persons of different social 
positions?

13- What sort of things have people experienced that could affect their behaviour? 
How?

14- What did these two slaves think when they acted that way? Did they act 
spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?

15- What did these two masters think about their slaves' attitudes during the situations?

16- Why did the masters accept their slaves' attitudes, obeying their orders?

I ll-  Living conditions

17- Did the acknowledgement of other people's dailylife conditions affect slaves’ 
thoughts and feelings about their own enslaved situation ?

18- To what extent did slaves consider themselves as belonging to the masters' family?

19- Do you think these two slaves thought differently from other slaves concerning the 
idea of belonging to their master's family?
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IV- Cultural aspects

20- How can society and the people of this society manage the coexistence of slavery 
and a high cultural level as manifested in its political and cultural evidence?

21 - Roman people were mainly concerned with their life on earth more than with life 
beyond death. How might this idea influence their attitudes towards slaves?

V - Econom ical aspects

22- What would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?

23- What would be the attributes considered by the masters when they bought slaves?

24- Do you think that masters would take into account the real difference between 
buying the mere work force of a slave or buying the actual person instead, at the 
moment of purchase?
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ANNEXES-TRANSCRIPTIONS

2.1 Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview;  
Empathy test and Empathy interview (Bruno, 12+ age 
group).

2.2 Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview;  
Empathy test and Empathy interview (Sandra, 14+ age 
group).

2.3 Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview; 
Empathy test and Empathy interview (Cidalia, 16+ age 
group).
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BRUNO, 12+ age group

Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview

I- C onceptualisation /G eneralisation
1- Try and defines slavery.

Slavery is abusing human being is forcing them to work to death.

2- To what extends is it different from freedom?
When we are free, we do what we think we must. Whereas when enslaved we
must do what other people impose without protesting.

3- Why did slavery exist?
Maybe because there was too much ambition, many people wanting to be rich.

4- Why did it exist in some places and not on others?
Because only countries at war had slaves that were the defeated people. The other 
countries had no slaves because they were not at war.

5- Do you think slavery has changed throughout the time?
Slightly, but it was always horrible, it always meant abusing other people. Maybe it 
improved in food and clothing, maybe they gave the slaves real clothes instead of 
rags. That kind of things.

11- Human Relationship between masters and slaves
6- How would the human relationship be established between masters 

and slaves?
They were bad. Nobody enjoys being abused. They like to be care of.

7 - Do you think these relationships were always the same?
There are always exceptions. Maybe some people were kinder even if only a few.

8- Would it depend on the masters' education or social status?
No, because for example, people in Rome, the masters were involved in slavery. 
However, for the uneducated ones, it would depend on whether they were kind or 
unkind people.

9- Would it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?
Yes, because if the job was well done, the master would make more profit, and 
then he would treat that slave better.

10- Would it depend on slaves’ economic values?
No, it was not important.

11- Would it depend on the slaves' former social status and / or origin?
Only if he would need the slave to do a special task. Otherwise it would be the 
same treatment.

12- W ould it depend on how long the slave served in the master' s 
house? Or if the slave's place of birth was their masters' house?
Yes, only if he would have friendship relations with the sons of masters.
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III- Slavery regarded bv slaves
13- How would the slaves regard their own enslaving situation? W ould  

they stand publicly against it?
They wouldn't agree, they did what they were told to. Because they were scared. 
No, not them. They were afraid, they could be killed. What they could do was to 
talk secretly to one another and that was all.

14- Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and 
on their former social status?
No, to be a slave was bad for everyone, either educated or non educated.

15- Would it depend on the tradition /  laws of their home countries?
No, being slave is always bad. They would feel exactly the same, even if in their 
countries there was slavery already, that wouldn't make them forget what they were 
going through.

IV- Slavery regarded bv the masters
16- How would the masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? 

Would this be a general acceptation?
I think they agree, because they had invented slavery and above all they were 
making profits out of it. They didn't pay salaries, they were just saving money. 
Most people would agree, but as I have already said there are always exceptions.

17- Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own countries?
Yes, that it would help, but what they aim at, were the benefits, to do businesses.

18- Would they accept for the sake of ethics: racial /  cultural or moral 
superiority?
Yes, at least with black ones, there were racism. Maybe, it was also the struggle 
among peoples, to see who was the best. Some wanted to dominate the world, 
everybody else.

19- Would they stand publicly against slavery?
If those masters that didn't agree with slavery belong to opposition party, they 
would speak. If they weren't politicians they would just keep quiet, because they 
might loose the power they already had or they could even become slaves 
themselves.

2 0 - Do you think that the masters would stand publicly for slavery  
coupled with being kind at home?
That's just normal. Even nowadays, we just keep quiet not to get into troubles. We 
just speak freely at home. And then even if the master would treat their slaves well, 
that was a way for not having any problems with the slaves, not having rebellions 
as they were many.

V- Personal judgement
2 1 - What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?

I'm against, because when we are slave, people abuse of our body, we get hurt.

22- Was slavery always a bad thing?
For the masters it was a good thing, because they got profit out of it, but for the 
slaves was bad, because they had no freedom.
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23- Do you find any present or past justifications for the existence of 
slaves?
As I' ve already said, just to make profits, so that one country could be more 
powerful that the others.

2 4 - How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do you 
think about the people living in this society?
Irrational societies. What's that? Animals don't make any slaves. In our own race 
we behave worse than animals. They had no feelings, they were cruel.

2 5 - Even if it was in the Past?
Even in past societies. That's the way they were cruel.

VI- Personal Projection
26 - Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the 

past? How would you treat them?
Yes, because it was normal. Everybody did. Well, if I was somebody from the 
past, I don't know. If I were kind I would treat them well. If I was used to see 
them mistreated, I would do the same.

27- If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in a town, how would 
you your treatment be towards your slaves? Do you think living in 
the countryside or living in a town can in fluence p eo p le ’ s 
behaviour?
I think it would be the same thing. Or maybe the farmers were even more cruel 
because the tasks in the fields are tougher and the slaves didn't like to do these 
jobs. It's just like now, nobody wants to work on agriculture.

28- If you had been a slave, how would you have felt?
I would have felt bad, very bad, and sad for being a slave and sad for what people 
would think of me. Being nothing.

2 9 - What would you feel about your master? Would your feelings depend 
on how he would treat you?
I would feel revolt. Of course, if he would treat me well at least I would know that 
somebody would help me, and would respect me.

3 0 - What would you want for your future?
I just wish that people could change their minds, making every man equal.

VII- S ou rces
3 1 - Who told you about slavery? Or about enslaving societies?

Maybe the feelings and ideas of my family, and what I'm learning in my society 
and the ideas I have adopted. Also what I've studied in History, the advises from 
my friends, what we see on television. .The most important? Well, maybe the 
thoughts I get from my family.

3 2 - Name some societies you've heard about?
Rome, Egypt, Greece.
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Empathy test

Antius' s slave story.
This slave should have been very well treated, despite the story saying that he had 
been punished, maybe he would deserve that punishment. So, the slave was a 
friend of his master and maybe he thought he should save him. It was his duty, 
because he was his slave for a long time and he was used to the idea of being a 
slave.

Panapio' s slave story.
Just as the story says the master had rise a monument. That slave wanted to be 
known for ever, or a way to change slavery. He must have thought that masters 
when knowing about his story would begin treating their own slaves in another 
way.

Empathy interview

1-Human relationship
1 - What do you think they might think of each other?

The slave was afraid of the master, and the master only wanted the slave work 
hard.

2 - How would they behaved towards each other?
The master was always authoritarian and didn't respect the slaves. The slaves 
behaved obediently and with a lot of fear.

3- What would decide how they behaved to each other?
The master said how he wanted to be treated and then the slave would realise how 
he should behave.

4- What does it mean to have a human relationship?
To have a human relationship means to respect one another, humanely, being 
people at the same level, equal people.

5- W hich conditions do you consider necessary  for havin g a
relationship?
The most important is have respect.

6- Do you think these conditions are always necessary?
Yes, to respect. Friendship may exist or not, but respect is always necessary. I can 
have human relationships without being a friend of those people.

7- Did these conditions change throughout the time?
No. It is always necessary for respect to exist.

8- Do you think friendship could exist between a master and a slave?
Friendship, yes, as long as I've already said, they had grown up together.

9- How would m asters and slaves manage their feelings in such  
opposite social positions?
In this case, since there was friendship, everything becomes easy, because among 
friends everything is easier.
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II- Duty and Lovaltv
10- Could you define the notion of duty? And loyalty?

To be loyal means to keep secrets, and not to betray that person. Duty means one 
must do what one must do, it is an obligation to which we can't escape.

1 1- W hat feelings or conditions underlie to the notions of duty and 
loyalty?
It is different. There is loyalty only between true friends, the duty must exist 
towards everybody, at school and in society.

12- Do you think that these notions, duty and loyalty, can exist either 
between two persons of the same social level or between two persons 
of different social positions?
Yes, loyalty and duty are something of our own, not related to society or social 
levels or money.

13- W hat sort of things have people experienced that could effect their 
behaviour? How?
The education we get in our family, they tell us what we must do. The other thing 
is if we are poor or not. Poor people sometimes do things with which they don't 
agree, but they just can't avoid doing, like stealing, and stuff like that. Otherwise 
they would starve.

14- What did these two slaves thought when they acted that way? Did 
they act spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?
They thought it was necessary to save the masters at any cost. Well, there was such 
a danger, that I think they didn't think much. They did what they thought was right 
to save the masters.

15- W hat did these two masters think about their slaves’ attitudes during 
the situations?
I think they didn't think at all, they were so scared. But after having been saved 
they must have appreciated the slaves' attitude.

16- Why did the masters accept their slaves' attitudes when obeying their 
orders?
Well yes, the slaves had the idea how to save them.

I ll-  Living conditions
17 - Did the acknowledgem ent of other people's daily life conditions 

effect with slaves' thoughts and feelings about their own enslaving 
situation?
Yes, they saw the others having a good life and being free, and that would make 
them fell sadly and revolted.

18- To what extent did the slaves consider them selves as belonging to 
the masters' family?
No, the family exists to provide help to its members, and not to treat them badly. 
Family is where we feel good, among friends.

19- Do you think these two slaves thought differently from other slaves 
concerning the idea of belonging to their master's family?
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They wouldn't feel like that, but it was just like if they were a part of the family, 
they had nobody else, and probably they only knew the people of their masters' 
family.

IV- Cultural aspects
2 0 - How can a society and the people of this society m anage the 

coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifested in its 
political and cultural evidence?
But a developed society in the past could only be considered as developed if they 
had slaves to do the majority of the tasks, of the buildings.

2 1 - Roman people were mainly concerned with the life on earth more 
than with life beyond death. How this idea might influence their 
attitudes towards slaves?
I think so, slaves were put into arenas and that amused the masters, they wouldn't 
even worry about whether the slaves died or not. What they want was to enjoy their 
lives. After dying nothing else would matter.

V - Econom ical aspects
2 2 - What would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?

The masters, I think, would think about their own benefits. Whether they were 
going to buy goods and working slaves or not, whether they would be lucky with 
the slaves.

2 3 - W hich would be the attributes considered by the masters when they 
bought slaves?
The main attributes would be if they were strong, wealthy and young, so that they 
wouldn't die immediately because of the hard effort.

2 4 - Do you think that masters would take into account for the real 
difference between buying the mere work force of a slave or buying 
the actual person instead, at the moment of purchase?
No, what they want to have would be strong and wealthy workers. That was 
slavery and they agreed with it.
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Sandra- 14+ age group. 

Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview

I- Conceptualisation /G eneralisation
1- Try and define slavery.

I think slavery is a system that people usually adopt in order to feel superior to the 
others. Because people who work for them do it without any rights. It is a way of 
exploiting.

2- To what extend is it different from freedom?
Freedom is the best thing a human being can wish for. It's being independent 
without giving anybody any explanations. Slavery means to be under arrest, 
means not be able to express their own opinion.

3- Why did slavery exist?
It actually existed because people felt the need of demonstrating that other people 
depended on the masters and also because it was a good deal. However, the slaves
were the people who had no possessions to be independent and therefore they 
became dependent on other people with debts to pay for.

4- Why did it exist in some places and not on others?
I think each country had their own mentality. Some countries had better living 
conditions for their inhabitants, they wanted progress and therefore didn't have 
slavery. The others preferred to divide the countries in social classes, showing who 
was in charge and who has to obey. Those, of course, had slavery.

5- Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?
Yes, I think that now slavery has been changing, improving the treatment and the 
king of life that slaves had. It became better and better.

II- Human Relationship between masters and slaves
6- How would the human relationship be established between masters

and slaves?
I think that shouldn't be. They were not human. It was a kind of attitudes towards 
power and obedience from other people. Slaves were not treated as people.

7 - Do you think this relationships was always the same?
Well, the word slavery says it all. Maybe there were some masters treating slaves 
better than others. Maybe they didn't follow rules so completely. But still, they 
might have been just a few

8- Would it depend on the masters1 education or social \  status?
Yes, that is also important. If the masters were more polite, he ought to understand 
better the feelings and the problems of the slaves. However the less polite masters 
ought to be more severe. Education is an important source, is the basis of 
understanding among people.

9- Would it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?
Yes, if the task was a specialised one, the master would want more results and so 
he would be paying more attention to that slave if he would be a good worker, he 
would be well treated, otherwise the master would be more severe.
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10- Would it depend on slaves' economic values?
Of course. If the slave were expensive he would have to produce more so that the 
master could have a good investment. He also wanted to have a higher profit. It is 
natural that the master gives him a better treatment considering the profit he would 
bring to the master, of course.

11 - Would it depend on the slaves' former social status and/or origin?
Only if the master would know the history of the slave. Anyway, the masters 
were much more concerned with the kind of work made by the slaves and 
nothing else.

12- Would it depend on how long the slave served in the master' house? 
Or if the slave' s place of birth was their masters' house.
That is different. It depends on the responsibility of the slave, whether he would 
perform an important task and whether the master would trust him or not.

III- Slavery regarded bv the slaves
13- How would the slaves regard their own enslaving situation? Would 

they stand publicly against it?
Of course the slaves didn't like it. When being bought a slave became an object. 
Therefore, the slave should feel horrified by slavery, he should have psychological 
problems, he should have difficulties with masters that use different punishments. 
They never knew exactly how to react. They were probably horrified. If they 
would stand publicly? No, no way, because they could be condemned to death.

14- Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and 
on their former social status?
For example, if he had lived with some privileges, if he would have lived well, the 
adaptation would be much more difficult. But if he was someone from the country 
side, a poor person, he would have a better adaptation, he would be used to endure 
a hard life.

15- Would it depend on the tradition / laws of their home countries?
I don't know, if they were already come from a country with slavery, even if the 
laws were different, slavery is always slavery. At least, they already knew what it 
was. However if in their countries slavery didn't exist then it would be a great 
shock.

IV- Slavery regarded bv the masters
16- How would the masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? 

Would this be a general acceptation?
It was normal for them. Just a kind of help in order to improve their economical 
life. They didn't even think that those slaves were men just like themselves. They 
were just like a source of wealthy. If they all agree? I think so, but there are always 
exceptions to the rule.

17- Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own countries?
Well generally I think so, parents have a very important role in it. If the masters 
observed their parents doing that and their friends they would just do the same. As 
I told before, it was normal by that time.

18- Would they accept for the sake of ethics: racial /  cultural or moral 
superiority?
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Yes, even now there is some racism. People think that Negroes are different, 
inferior. Well,... And it was just not with the slaves, sometimes it happened among 
countries

1 9- Would they stand publicly against slavery?
No, because they felt that the majority agree and therefore they kept quiet in order 
to maintain the appearance, the social appearance. And even because the law was 
on the side of the majority.

2 0 - Do you think that the masters would stand publicly for slavery  
coupled with being kind at home?
Yes. Everybody does so. At home it is different, we feel at ease, and we do what 
we want.

V- Personal judgement
2 1 - What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?

I think slavery is thinking that we are different and that is not true. As long as we 
evolute, the ideas were thought about considering everyone as equals in rights.

22- Was slavery always a bad thing?
Yes, because there were no respect for people, they were exchange just like 
objects, without freedom of expressing themselves.

23- Do you find any present or past justifications for the existence of 
slavery?
Only by economic reasons, to have more profit, and just as I've said before, it was 
a way of dominating the others, feeling that they have power over the others, 
feeling that the others depended on him.

2 4 - How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do you 
think about and the people living in this society?
It was an unfair society, possessive, dominated, they lived in a terror. I think 
people that ruled would feel well. The others, the people, kept quiet because they 
could be destroyed. Then they kept quiet because they were afraid.

2 5 - Even if it was in the Past?
Yes, it happened in the past, it was worse.

VI- Personal Projection
2 6 - Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the 

past? How would you treat them?
No, it is not my way of thinking. Freedom, to get money through my work are 
very important to me. No, I wouldn't have slaves. In the past? No, I think these 
values are eternal. They must be present all time in our minds.

27- If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in a town, how would 
your treatment be towards your slaves? Do you think living in the 
countryside or living in a town can influence people’s behaviour?
No, the way of treating the slaves has to do with my character and not if I live in 
countryside or in a town. This is my way. Nevertheless, with other master might 
be different. A rural master would be tougher. The works on the fields are tougher, 
the slaves started being tired. Then, the masters ought to be tougher in order to be 
obeyed. In a town life is easier.
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28- If you had been a slave, how would you have felt?
I can't imagine myself without family, friends, being dependent, without being 
allowed to speak... I don't know... I would feel that I wouldn't exist at all.

2 9 - How would you feel about your master? Would your feelings depend 
on how he would treat you?
Revolt and fear, a lot of fear. But imagine... If we would treat me well, even 
without salary... salary is not everything... If we treated me well with respect, I 
would feel better, without fear, terror.

3 0 - What would you want for your future?
I would wish all human beings as equals. I would fight for all...

VII- Sources
3 1 - Who told you about slavery? Or about enslaving societies?

Historical documents, TV programmes, I don't know Brazilian soaps in this 
subject, school.

3 2 - Name some societies you've heard about?
Rome, Portugal, Brazil , Africa and USA.

Empathy test

1- Antius' s slave story.
Antius behaved inhumanely towards his slave, but he intended to give his master a 
lesson, showing that slaves were persons too, with feelings and values. Maybe, 
the slave thought that his master would treat him better in the future.

2- Panapio' s slave story.
Maybe the gratitude. I don't know... It's strange. Maybe the slave knew very well 
his place within the Roman society. It was traditional that slaves should serve their 
masters dying for them if necessary. Or else this slave has no longer willing to 
live... I don't know.

Empathy interview

1- Human relationship
1 - What do you think they might think of each other?

The slave had fear and he should hate his master. The masters didn't care about 
their slaves.

2- How would they behaved towards each other?
The same. Slaves obeyed without protesting and the masters commanded. They 
were indifferent to slaves' problems.

3- What would decide how they behaved towards each other?
AS I've already said, the most important was the masters' education... Or their 
temper. In what slaves are concerned they just obeyed. If not they would die.

4- What does it mean to have a human relationship?
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To be honest, to say the truth, to respect the others.

5- W hich con d ition s do you consider necessary  for  havin g a 
relationship?
To respect the others, respect is the most important thing.

6- Do you think these conditions are always necessary?
Yes, always. Respect and freedom, freedom of speech.

7- Did these conditions change throughout the time?
No, I think respect is always needed.

8- Do you think friendship could exist between a master and a slave?
Friendship as I see it nowadays, no I don't think so. Maybe gratitude. You know, 
gratitude is a feeling close to friendship, but it is different.

9- How would masters and slaves manage their feelings in such opposite
social positions?
Which feelings? Friendship? It would depend on the master. If the master's temper 
was good, the slave might speak, to be friendly. I don't know.

II- Duty and loyalty
10- Could you define the notion of duty? And loyalty?

Loyalty is to be honest, to be sincere, saying what we think in order to solve the 
problems between our friends. Duty is to do the goodness, to do what is right.

11- What feelings or conditions underlie the notions of duty and loyalty?
Freedom is under these feelings. If we are free to say what we think to solve the 
problems or to choose the right things to do.

12- Do you think that these notions, duty and loyalty, can exist either 
between two persons of the same social level or betw een two 
persons with different social positions?
I think so, loyalty and duty must exist between all people. Nevertheless, loyalty 
exits more often between friends. It is more natural. Duty is more related with the 
society., to do our duties, to be a good citizen, you know...

13- W hat sort of things have people experienced that could effect their 
behaviour? How?
I've already said, education. Education told us how to behave, what is wrong and 
right.

14- What did these two slaves think when they acted that way? Did they 
act spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?
You see... They did what was right according with their education. They didn't 
think too much. Soldiers came, it was necessary to solve the problems quickly. 
So, it was more a reaction than an action.

15- What did these two masters think about their slaves’ attitudes during 
the situations?
They were so astonished, so surprised, with fear., they just obeyed.
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16- Why did the masters accept their slaves' attitudes when obeying their 
orders?
First they feared for their lives. Afterwards, they realise that the only solution was 
to obey, they realised that slaves were more prepared for that kind of situations. 
They obeyed because they wanted to be saved.

III- Living conditions
17- Did the acknowledgem ent of other people's daily life conditions 

effect with slave' s thoughts and feelings about their own enslaving  
situation?
The slaves were jalousie because they saw the masters enjoying all the good things, 
having everything and they had nothing. Of course, when they saw poor people, 
maybe they would feel more secure with food and house. I think that they would 
regret the lacking of freedom.

18- To what extent did the slaves consider them selves as belonging to 
the family of the masters?
As I told before, they belong to their masters' family. Nevertheless, they wouldn't 
fee like us. Family is a union where all help the others, we are friends, where wee 
don't fear no one.

19- Do you think these two slaves thought differently from other slaves 
concerning the idea of belonging to their masters' family?
Maybe, only the Panapio's slave. To act as he did, he must strongly felt that he 
belonged to his master's family. If needed, we do these heroic acts to save our 
own family, isn’t it?

IV- Cultural aspects
2 0 - How can a society and the people of this society m anage the 

coexistence of slavery and a high cultural level as manifested in its 
political and cultural evidence?
It is not possible. To have slaves mean that that society is not developed in cultural 
terms. Slavery was accepted because they contributed to the development of that 
society. Just for that reason.

2 1 - Roman people were mainly concerned with the life on earth more 
than with life beyond death. How this idea m ight influence their 
attitudes towards slaves?
Because they acted freely, without having the notion of punishment. They could do 
everything they wanted, because after their death they had no heaven or hell. They 
had nothing. So, they were free to do anything they wanted.

V - Economic aspects
2 2 - What would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?

They wouldn't think anything special. They were there to buy slaves, work force, 
that's it. When we go to the market, we are buying thinks, we have a list. We don't 
think in anything else.

2 3 - Which would be the attributes considered by the masters when they 
bought slaves?
Oh, that..It is easy. Masters choose the strongest, the healthiest and the younger. 
Those who would work hard, of course.
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2 4 - Do you think that masters would take into account for the real 
difference between buying the mere work force of a slave or buying 
the actual person instead, at the moment of purchase?
No, I think these thoughts were not in their minds. Slave was a beast of burden. 
Masters didn't care of these psychological things, if the slaves had family, 
children. They didn't think at all on that.
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Cidalia, 16+ age group. 

Tacit Substantive Historical Understanding interview

I- Conceptualisation /G eneralisation
1- Try and define slavery.

Forcing people to work at no wages and under inhumane desperate treatment

2 --  To what extend is it different from freedom?
When free, people can do what they want, they aren't forced by others. They just
do what they want they think is right and that's it.

3- Why did slavery exist?
It existed because the masters wanted people to work for them without paying so 

that they could have larger profit.

4- Why did it exist n some places and not on others?
Maybe because the countries where slavery didn't exist were more developed and 
didn't need to exploit other people The peoples where slavery didn't exist had
higher moral values, they valued Man most.

5- Do you think slavery has changed throughout time?
Yes, sure. People no longer needed slaves, there came machinery to substitute for 
them. As far as treatment is concerned, I think it changed for better, because the 
ideas of equality slowly begun to appear.

II- Human Relationship between masters and slaves
6- How would the human relationship be established between masters 

and slaves?
It was bad, because the masters made them work and slaves ought to obey. 
Moreover, in everyday life masters didn't pay attention to the slaves, there were 
foremen to do it.

7- Do you think this relationship was always the same?
No, obviously there were exceptions. It depends on the masters' character.

8- Would it depend on the masters' education or social status?
The more polite and literate the masters would be, the more humanly they should 
behave. Otherwise, what is education for?

9- Would it depend on the type of work performed by the slave?
Yes, if the task demanded for more responsibility or if it was more profitable. The 
master would trust his slave or else he wouldn't have given it to him.

10- Would it depend on slaves' economic values?
No, that wasn't very important. Even because it depended on the market value and 
not in the slaves' value. The masters didn't even know the slave was.

11- Would it depend on the slaves' former social status and/or origin?
I think it was the same. The important thing was that the slave could produce good 
work and good profit.
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12- W ould it depend on how long the slave served in the master' s 
house? Or if the slave1 s place of birth was their masters' house? .
I think it would have been better, the master would have seen the slave growing up, 
he would even become his friend and trust him as someone of the family.

III- Slavery regarded bv the slaves
13- How would the slaves regard their own enslaving situation? Would 

they stand publicly against it?
Probably, they felt themselves miserable because they had no freedom, they wee 
forced to do what they wee told. If the masters treated them well, maybe they began 
enjoying their work and life would easier to handle. To stand publicly against it? 
No way, they knew they could be killed.

14- Would their attitude towards slavery depend on their education and 
their former social status?
Yes, but it was probably worse for the more polite. The other had a better 
adaptation.

15- Would it depend on the tradition / laws of their home countries?
Maybe better, they already knew how things happened, it was not a great shock.

IV- Slavery regarded bv the masters
16- How would the masters regard slavery? Would they agree with it? 

Would this be a general acceptance?
It was fine for them, because they had a good profit and didn't have to work 
themselves.

17- Would it depend on the laws or traditions of their own countries?
I think that economical reasons were the most important, of course laws allowed 
people to do it without being afraid of punishment.

18- Would they accept for the sake of ethics: racial /  cultural or moral 
superiority?
Rather because they felt superior to the other Peoples. I don't know about racism, 
there were slaves of all races.

19- Would they stand publicly against slavery?
Maybe only among friends. But even so, it was a contradiction. They stood against 
slavery and yet they had slaves. How could it be? Only for political strategy.

2 0 - Do you think that the masters would stand publicly for slavery  
coupled with being kind at home?
Yes, and it is so common! At home they felt protected and nobody would spy on 
them. Outside it is wiser to keep quiet.

V- Personal judgement
2 1 - What do you think about slavery? Are you for or against?

I'm against, because we must accept other people's freedom and opinions. And in 
this case, nobody should exploit the others.

22- Was slavery always a bad thing?
Yes, because freedom must always be respected.



23- Do you find any present or past justifications for the existence of 
slavery?
Only by economic reasons and maybe because they wanted to rule the other 
countries.

2 4 - How would you characterise an enslaving society? And what do you
think about the people living in this society?
An unfair society without freedom. The people in charge were dictators and the 
others went on accepting everything with their mouth shut.

2 5 - Even if it was in the Past?
Even in the past. Weren't there any others struggling for a better life?

VI- Personal Projection
2 6 - Could you imagine yourself having slaves if you had lived in the 

past? How would you treat them?
Yes, because it was usual. Everyone had. Well, because ... that's just like me, 
never mistreating people. Either now or in the past.

27- If you were a farmer or a rich merchant living in a town, how would 
your treatment be towards your slaves? Do you think living in the 
countryside or living in a town can influence people' s behaviour?
Yes, because for people on the fields, work is tougher and they ought to be strict 
on their surveillance. In towns, life is easier for everyone. Jobs are easier and 
people usually work harder without complaint

28- If you had been a slave, how would you have felt?
I'd feel sad, humiliated and rightness. I wouldn't feel that joy for living.

2 9 - How would you feel about your master? Would your feelings depend 
on how he would treat you?
I would feel revolt, even because I wouldn't do anything against my master. If he 
treated me well I'd feel better, less revolted. It wouldn't make such difference; the 
master became my friend. Still, I don't think I'd for get the situation of being 
enslaved, nor do I think the master would let me to forget it.

30 - What would you want for your future?
I wouldn't think at all. I think it would be the best solution.

VII- Sources
3 1 - Who told you about slavery? Or about enslaving societies?

Speaking with friends, with my family. Or on TV. All mixed up. Some aspects I 
heard on History classroom.

3 2 - Name some societies you've heard about.
Rome, Greece, Egypt. America too. Portugal did slave trade between Africa and 
Brazil.



Empathy test

1- Antius* s slave story.
I m not sure about the reasons of this slave. Maybe, because the master gave him 
shelter and food. At those times, this had a great importance on daily life of 
everybody. It was a kind of reward, I think. This slave also thought that the master 
would give him freedom or other kind of reward afterwards.

2- Panapio' s slave story.
This case is more difficult to find the reasons. Let be killed is a very important 
decision. I think , that master would previously have saved the slave or someone 
from his family... a son, perhaps. It is difficult this case. We don not have enough 
information about the masters' character.

Empathy interview

1- Human relationship
1 - What do you think they might think of each other?

The master didn't think nothing. The slave, yes, the slave would feel afraid of the 
master, for sure.

2- How would they behaved towards each other?
The slave wanted to survive, to live longer... Then, he would behave correctly. 
The master gave orders and that's it.

3- What would decide how they behaved towards each other?
The most important thing was the m aster's character, his temper. Afterwards, if 
the master was rich or not. Finally, it would depend on the slaves' behaviour.

4- What does it mean having a human relationship?
It means to be sincere, to be friendly, respectful.

5- W hich cond itions do you consider necessary  for having a
relationship?
We have to be friendly, respectful, honest, loyal.

6- Do you think these conditions are always necessary?
Always, if not there only exist indifference, not a relationship with capital letters.

7- Did these conditions change throughout the time?
No, nothing had changed, not in this matter.

8- Do you think friendship could exist between a master and a slave?
I've already told that, when we discussed the slaves' stories. It is possible if there 
exists trust and humane treatment.

9- How would masters and slaves manage their feelings in such opposite
social positions?
It was easy, only if the master was humane and treated well the slave. Only in these 
conditions.
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11- Duty and lovaltv
1 0- Could you define the notion of duty? And loyalty?

Loyalty is to have trust on friends, respect them and... and never lying. Duty is 
different, duty is an obligation towards everybody. It is something we ought to do, 
like if it was a law, you see...

11 - What feelings or conditions underlie the notions of duty and loyalty?
Let's see... Loyalty exists only between friends, family; then, the conditions are 
feelings and friendship. Duty is different, we have duties towards the school, the 
society. It doesn't need feelings... I don't know...

12- Do you think that these notions, duty and loyalty, can exist either 
between two persons of the same social level or betw een two 
persons with different social positions?
Both. As I've already said, it depends on our character, our way of thinking and 
acting, isn't it?

13- W hat sort of things people have experienced that could effect their 
behaviour? How?
Things? I don't know... I think education is the most important thing. I also think 
that if we had a good life, without economic problems, we are more happy, we 
became more humane. Poor people are sad and more revolted, I think.

14- What did these two slaves think when they acted that way? Did they 
act spontaneously? Yes? No? Why?
Let' s see... It was vital to save the masters, and quickly. Nothing else. The 
situation was a chaos, I think slaves didn't think too much. They acted. The 
Panapio's slave didn't think at all, for sure.

15- What did these two masters think about their slaves1 attitudes during 
the situations?
The masters were surprised, because they knew they were inhumane. Maybe they 
thought the slaves were kind, doing sacrifices for their masters. After the situation, 
they thought differently about their own slaves, they were human beings and not 
mere animals.

16- Why did the masters accept their slaves' attitudes when obeying their 
orders?
Because they realised that that was the only to be saved from death. They reacted 
instinctively.

I ll-  Living conditions
17- Did the acknowledgem ent of other people's daily life conditions 

effect with slaves' thoughts and feelings about their own enslaving  
situation?
Of course the slaves didn't accept easily their own situation when comparing with 
their masters' lives. But, they knew other people living worse. Then, they would 
handle easier their lives. You know... They knew other people had the same 
difficulties...

18- To what extend did the slaves consider them selves as belonging to 
the masters' family?
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In general? Family, no. Nevertheless, they knew they were a master' good, of his 
family.

19- Do you think these two slaves thought differently from other slaves 
concerning the idea of belonging to their master's family?
I don't know. Maybe the Panapio's slave. Even so, I think they wouldn't have the 
same idea of family as we have, nowadays.

IV- Cultural aspects
2 0 - How can society and the people o f this society  m anage the 

coexistence of slavery and a high level of culture and value in its 
political and cultural evidences?
If a society is really developed in all aspect, it would not have slavery. So, I think it 
was unbalanced. It could be developed in science, economics, arts, but in what 
concerned the moral was underdeveloped, needing to give steps ahead

2 1 - Roman people were mainly concerned with life on earth more than 
with life beyond death. How this idea might influence their attitudes 
towards slaves?
It is simple, they didn't have the Hell, the Doomsday. They didn't have this final 
punishment, so they didn't care of being kind towards the others.

V- Econom ic aspects
2 2 - What would masters feel when they were buying the slaves?

At the beginning they might feel sadness, seeing all those slaves in the market, but 
afterwards they only thought they needed work force.

2 3 - Which would be the attributes considered by the masters when they 
bought slaves?
If they were young, healthy and strong enough to work hard.

2 4 - Do you think that masters would take into account for the real 
difference between buying the mere work force of a slave or buying 
the actual person instead, at the moment of purchase?
No, not all. Maybe in some cases. If the slave had family and if the master was 
rich, maybe he would purchase the slave's family together in order to avoid the 
separation. Only if the master had money enough.
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F ig .A l: Students' reasons for the existence of slavery 
(Religious reasons).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves incategory

* Absence o f Christian' 
notions: Sin, Heaven 
and Hell and Doomsday.

1 5



Fig.A2 : Students' reasons for the existence of
slavery (In some places and not on other).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15).
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Fig.A 3: Students' ideas about changes in slavery
(W ithin masters and slaves relationship).
Distribution o f  students' 12+ age group m oves. (N =15)

C ategories N° o f students' 
m oves incategory

*No generalisation about Q
Human Affairs

*Generalisation about
Human Affairs

3

* Exceptions to the rule
2

Fig.A4: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death ( The m anagem ent o f m asters 
and slaves' feelings under such opposite social positions) 
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories N“ o f students' 
m oves inc ategory

* Masters' control upon 
the rules o f interaction

15

Fig.A5: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their m asters (M asters' personal profile 
and their treatment towards the slaves).
Distribution o f students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Masters' humane 
profile and correspondent 
treatment towards the 
slaves

4



Fig. A6: Students' ideas about the slaves’ reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (The existence of friendship 
between a master and a slave).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories N° of students' 
m oves in category

*Common childhood 7
Y *Masters' personal 7
E profile
S ^Slaves' laboural 3

performance

N *Slaves' awareness of .

0 different social
situation

Fig.A7: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence o f the 
slaves' type of tasks).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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Fig.A8: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence of slaves' 
form er social status or origin).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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Fig.A9: Students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded
slavery (The influence of slaves' home traditions and laws) 
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)
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F ig .A l0: Students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded
slavery (The influence of masters' home laws or traditions). 
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category
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Fig.A l 1: Students' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded 
slavery (M asters' acceptance for sake of ethics: 
racial /cultural or m oral superiority).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category
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F ig .A l2: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Pro / against)
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 12+ age group; (N = 15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* PRO -

^Freedom 7
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<
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Fig.A13: Students judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people (Slavery in past times)
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
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F ig .A l 4: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Present or past justifications).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 12+ age group; (N =15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Profits 8
C/3l_i * Work force -
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F ig .A l5: Students' personal projection into m asters' and
slaves' roles (Slaves' feelings towards the masters) 
Distribution o f students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Y * Friendly feelings
E and correct behaviour 1 4
S * Not forgeting the

enslaved situation 2

N * Not get used to
0 slavery ”



F ig .A ]6: Students' personal projection into masters' and
slaves' roles (Future).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 12+ age group; (N =15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Freedom 4
* Freedom for all 2
* Family, job 5
* Humane treatment 4
* To be a master 1

* Not thinking o f the 
future

-

Fig.A l 7: Sources of information students had acess.
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Family- Friends 1

* History 1 2
8 ^Portuguese -

u * Religion -00 * Econom ics -

£Q

* Television: m ovies, 
documentaries. 6

W * Brazilian Soaps 6
* American Films 6

F ig .A l8: Exam ples of societies with slavery
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Egipt 8
* Greece 7
* Rome 10
* Portugal - Brazil 1 1
* Portugal - Africa 9
* USA 7
* Spain- South America -

* South Africa -



F ig .A l9: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their masters from death (Slaves' daily 
life conditions).
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Slaves dependency 
towards the masters 
concerning the daily 
survival 2

Fig.A20: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (Slaves as part o f masters' 
family).

Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category
NO: Students' contempora

ry notion o f family 1 ^
YES: Slaves' acceptance o f

the Roman notion o f
family

-

F ig.A 21: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their masters from death (The influence of the slaves' 
idea of belonging to their m asters' family - Slaves 
from the stories).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

* PANAPIO 's slave = 1 2
family

* ANT1U S 's slave= 3
friendship



Fig.A 22: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their masters from death (Masters' obedience)
Distribution o f students' 12+ age group m oves (N =15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* "No other choice if 
they wanted to survive"

15

Fig.A23: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their masters from death (Notion o f duty and loyalty) 
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

*Duty =obligation 15
*Loyalty= Keeping secrets 7
*Loyalty= not lying 5
*Loyalty= respect 3

Fig:A24: Students ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (Feelings or conditions 
for duty and loyalty )
Distribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Duty= moral conduct
towards all people 15

*L oyalty=affectionate
behaviour towards family
and friends 15



Fig.A25: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (Duty and loyalty between 
people with different social positions).
Distribution of students' 12+ age group moves (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Independent from social
positions 1 5

* Duty = more frequent felt
by people from lower
positions -

Fig.A26: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their masters from death (Slaves' thoughts: spontaneity 
or planned).
D istribution of students' moves, 12+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*THOUGHTS:"to save their
masters" 15

* Spontaneously: Panapio's
slave; Planned: Antius's
slave 1 5

* Both planned -
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ANNEXES- FIGURES

14+ AGE GROUP (Figs B27 to B52)

Students' reasons for the existence of slavery (Religious reasons)
Students' reasons for the existence o f slavery (Some places not in other)
Students' ideas about the existence o f changes in slavery (Within masters and 
slaves relationship)
Students' ideas about the existence o f changes in slavery (Masters' control upon 
the human relationship)
Students' ideas about the hum an relationship  existing betw een m asters and slaves 
(Masters' personal profile and their treatment towards the slaves) 
Students' ideas about the human relationship existing between m asters and slaves (The 
existence of friendship between masters and slaves)
Students' ideas about the human relationship existing between masters and slaves (The 
influence of the slaves' type of tasks)
Students' ideas about the human relationship existing between masters and slaves (The 
influence of the slaves' former social status or origin)
Students ' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded slavery (The influence of 
slaves' home traditions and laws)
Students ' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded slavery (The influence of 
masters' home traditions and laws)
Students' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded slavery (Masters' acceptance 
for sake of ethics: racial/cultural or moral superiority)
Students' judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (For/against)
Students' judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (Slavery in past 
tim es)
Students ' judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (Present or past 
justif ica tions)
S tudents ' personal projection  into m asters ' and slaves' ro les (Slaves' feelings 
towards the masters)
Students' persona] projection into m asters’ and slaves' roles (Future)
Sources of information students had acess 
Examples of societies with slavery
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from  death (Slaves' 
daily life conditions)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Slaves 
as part of masters' family)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (The 
influence of the slaves' idea of belonging to their masters' family) 
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Masters' 
obedience)
Students' ideas about the slaves’ reasons for saving their m asters from  death (Notion 
of duty and loyalty)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Feelings 
or conditions for duty and loyalty)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Duty and 
loyalty between people with different social positions)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Slaves' 
thoughts: spontaneity or planned)



F ig.B 27: Students' reasons for the existence o f  slavery
(R eligious reasons).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N =15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Absence of Christian' 
notions: Sin, Heaven 
and Hell and Doomsday.

15



F ig.B 28: Students' reasons for the existence o f
slavery (In som e places and not on other).
Distribution o f students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N =15).

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Current style of 3
life/ideas

<uw- * R elig ion 1
D *Equality 2

>- 3 *Freedom 2

w
U *No resignation 1

> * Level of -
<
_]

development

m CO

O :i *Laws 1
Z o

Ou *M ilitary
strategy 1

COCJ
E *Level o f wealth
oc / no need o f 3
oo

w enslaved work
force

<u *Current style of
life/ideas 4

* Level of
>-
cz

3
u development -

w
>
< *Laws
J CJ *Regim e/pow er 2
tn *War 2
X O

eu _

H

5
CO *Level o f wealth
CJ
c: / need o f en 3
c
o slaved work
oo force

W *Lack of
population 1



3 2 3

Fig.B29: Students' ideas about changes in slavery
(W ithin masters and slaves relationship).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N =15)

C ategories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*No generalisation about q
Human Affairs

*Generalisation about
Human Affairs

4

* Exceptions to the rule
2

Fig.B30: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their masters from death (The m anagem ent of masters 
and slaves' feelings under such opposite social positions). 
Distribution o f students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Masters' control upon 
the rules o f interaction

1 5

Fig.B31: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for
saving their masters (M asters' personal profile 
and their treatm ent towards the slaves).
Distribution o f students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Masters' humane 
profile and correspondent 
treatment towards the 
slaves

5



Fig.B32: Students' ideas about the slaves’ reasons for saving 
their masters from death (The existence of friendship 
between a m aster and a slave).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Common childhood 5
Y ^Masters' personal 5
E profile
S ^Slaves' laboural 5

performance

N ^Slaves' awareness of -

O different social
situation

Fig.B33: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence of the 
slaves' type o f tasks).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* R esponsibility 9
cn * Specialised task 2
W * Profits 3

* Masters' intimacy -

O * Enslaved condition 2

*Teacher 2

Exam ples *Foreman 2

o f tasks * Secretary



Fig.B34: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between m asters and slaves (The influence of slaves' 
form er social status or origin).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

n
CO

3
03 * Education 3

UJ Co * Profits 2
IX 15 * Task 1

0

-
00 * Negroes/ 3
O racism

O
* Masters' ignorance 6

£ about slaves' origins

Fig.B35: Students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded
slavery (The influence of slaves' hom e tradition and laws). 
Distribution o f students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Lack o f information 5

C/3<D

§ QJ
°  £O ™

*YES- Used to 6

(U ^ * NO- Enslaving 4
E ■£ o
X  £

situation



Fig.B36: Students’ ideas on how masters and slaves reagrded
slavery (The influence o f masters' hom e law s and traditions)
Distribution o f students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N =15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

zo
Y fciQ

* Legitimation / 
Reproduction

8

E
on * Legitimation of 3

S £
<

the slave trade 
* Legitimation of 

human behaviour 7

N
O * Profit 1

Fig.B37: Students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded 
slavery (Masters' acceptance for sake of ethics: 
racial /cultural or moral superiority).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Negroes-racism 12

< <D
* Economical, 4

u
oC3 political superior

< u.<D ity
& £ * Defeated people 3

O *Supremacy o f the 2
White Race
*Culture/religion 1

* Superiority between 6
countries and/or human
beings
* Slaves from all races 1



Fig.B38: Students'judgm ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Pro /against).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 14+ age group (N =15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* PRO -

*Freedom 6
Hon ^Equality 5
Z
X *Human being/object 1

o *Human Rights 1
< *Economical ex  4

ploitation

* Changes throughout time
* Past different from Present -

Fig.B39: Students judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people (Slavery in past times)
Distribution of students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
moves in category

* No freedom 7
Oy * No equality 5

rC * Human Rights 3
H

9
CQ

* Mistreatment 2
* Economical 

exploitation
2

* Profits (masters) 1

i
Q

* Survival (slaves) -

8
a

* National 
development



Fig.B40: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Present or past justifications).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 14+ age group; (N =15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Profits 8
c/5
Lh

* Work force 2
Si
C/5 * Personal power -
03
2 * Lack o f feelings -

* R eligion 1
<D>03 * Survival 1

0o

C/5<D

c * Developm ent 4
3O * Political power 1

U

NO JUSTIFICATION -

Fig.B41: Students' personal projection into m asters' and
slaves' roles (Slaves' feelings towards the masters) 
D istribution o f students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Y * Friendly feelings 14
E and correct behaviour
S * Not forgeting the 4

enslaved situation

N * Not get used to -

0 slavery

Fig.B42: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' roles (Future).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Freedom 10
* Freedom for all 1
* Family, job 4
* Humane treatment -
* To be a master 1

* Not thinking o f the 
future

-



Fig.B43: Sources of information students had acess.
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Family- Friends 3

H * History 1 3
8 *Portuguese 1
u * Religion 1
C/3

* Econom ics 1

< * Television: m ovies, 9

Q documentaries.
w * Brazilian Soaps 2

* American Films 3

Fig.B44: Exam ples of societies with slavery
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Egipt 7
* Greece 7
* Rome 12
* Portugal - Brazil 1 2
* Portugal - Africa 4
* USA 6
* Spain- South America 1
* South Africa 1

Fig.B45: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their masters from death (Slaves' daily 
life conditions).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Slaves dependency 
towards the masters 
concerning the daily 
survival

4



Fig.B46: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (Slaves as part of m asters' 
family).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

NO: Students' contempora Q
ry notion o f family

YES: Slaves' acceptance of £;
the Roman notion o f
family

Fig.B47: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (The influence of the slaves' 
idea of belonging to their m asters' family).
D istribution o f students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

* PANAPIO 's slave = 9
family

* A N T IU S's slave= 6
friendship

Fig. B48: Students’ ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (M asters' obedience) 
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories

N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* "No other choice if 
they wanted to survive"

15

Fig.B49: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their masters from death (Notion of 
duty and loyalty)
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

*Duty =obligation 1 5
*Loyalty= Keeping secrets 5
*LoyaIty= not lying 9
*Loyalty= respect 1



Fig.B50: Students ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (Feelings or conditions 
for duty and loyalty )
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Duty= moral conduct 15
towards all people

*L oyalty=affectionate 15
behaviour towards family
and friends

Fig.B51: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (Duty and loyalty between 
people with different social positions).
Distribution of students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Independent from social 15
positions

* Duty = more frequent felt -
by people from lower
positions

Fig.B52: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their masters from death (Slaves' thoughts: spontaneity 
or planned).
Distribution o f students' moves, 14+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Thoughts:"to save their
masters" 15

* Spontaneously: Panapio’s 
slave; Planned: Antius's
slave 15

* Both planned -
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ANNEXES- FIGURES

16+ AGE GROUP (Figs C53 to C78)

Students' reasons for the existence o f slavery (Religious reasons)
Students' reasons for the existence of slavery (Some places not in other)
Students' ideas about the existence o f changes in slavery (Within masters and 
slaves relationship)
Students' ideas about the existence of changes in slavery (Masters' control upon 
the human relationship)
Students' ideas about the human relationship  existing between m asters and slaves 
(Masters' personal profile and their treatment towards the slaves) 
Students' ideas about the human relationship existing between m asters and slaves (The 
existence of friendship between masters and slaves)
Students' ideas about the human relationship existing between m asters and slaves (The 
influence of the slaves' type of tasks)
Students' ideas about the human relationship existing between m asters and slaves (The 
influence of the slaves' former social status or origin)
S tuden ts’ ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded slavery  (The influence of 
slaves' home traditions and laws)
Students ' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded slavery (The influence of 
masters' home traditions and laws)
Students' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded slavery (Masters' acceptance 
for sake of ethics: racial/cultural or moral superiority)
Students' judgem ents on enslaving societies and their people (For/against)
Students ' judgem ents on enslav ing  societies and their people (Slavery in past 
tim es)
Students ' judgem ents on enslav ing  societies and their people (Present or past 
justif ica tions)
S tudents ' personal projection  into m asters ' and slaves' ro les (Slaves' feelings 
towards the masters)
Students' personal projection into m asters’ and slaves' roles (Future)
Sources of inform ation students had acess 
Examples of societies with slavery
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Slaves' 
daily life conditions)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from  death (Slaves 
as part of masters' family)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from  death (The 
influence of the slaves' idea of belonging to their masters' family)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Masters' 
obedience)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from  death (Notion 
of duty and loyalty)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Feelings 
or conditions for duty and loyalty)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from  death (Duty and 
loyalty between people with different social positions)
Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving their m asters from death (Slaves' 
thoughts: spontaneity or planned)



Fig.C53: Students' reasons for the existence o f slavery
(R elig ious reasons).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N =15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Absence o f Christian' 
notions: Sin, Heaven 
and Hell and Doomsday.

15

Fig.C54: Students' reasons for the existence of
slavery (In some places and not on other).
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15).

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Current style of 2
life/ideas

o
w * R elig ion 2
3 *Equality 3

>- 3 *Freedom 2
QC
UJ

u *N o resignation -
> * Level of 4
< development

cn crt
O *Laws 1
Z oOu *M ilitar strategy 4

«

E *Level o f  wealth 2
oc / no need o foo
W enslaved work

force

D ^Current style of 2
life/ideas

* Level of 2
>- 3

CJ development
w
>
< *Laws -

O *Regim e/pow er 4
00 *War 5
X "o

CLH

5
to * Level o f wealth 3
o
c /  need of en
co slaved work
ou force

PJ *Lack of 2
population



Fig.C 55: Students' ideas about changes in slavery
(W ithin masters and slaves relationship).
Distribution o f students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N = 15)

Categories N 'o f students' 
m oves in category

*No generalisation about
Human Affairs

^Generalisation about
Human Affairs 3

* Exceptions to the rule 5

Fig.C56: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their m asters from death ( The m anagem ent of m asters 
and slaves' feelings under such opposite social positions). 
Distribution of students’ moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Masters' control upon 
the rules o f interaction

1 5

Fig.C57: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for
saving their masters (M asters' personal profile 
and their treatment towards the slaves).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f  students' 
m oves in category

* Masters' humane 
profile and correspondent 
treatment towards the 
slaves

5



Fig.C58: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (The existence of 
friendship between a m aster and a slave).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Common childhood 5
Y ^Masters' personal 3
E profile
S *Slaves' laboural 5

performance

N ^Slaves' awareness o f 2
0 different social

situation

Fig.C59: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence of the 
slaves' type of tasks).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* R esponsib ility 7
on * Specialised task 3
W * Profits 3
>* * Masters' intimacy 4

O * Enslaved condition .

z

*Teacher 5

Exam ples ^Foreman 3

o f  tasks * Secretary 2



Fig.C60: Students' ideas about the human relationship existing 
between masters and slaves (The influence of slaves' 
former social status or origin).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

C/3
Don

W tn
"S
oo

cn
c

bJJ

o

* Education
* Profits
* Task

‘ Negroes/ 
racism

O
£

* Masters' ignorance 
about slaves' origins

Fig.C61: Students' ideas on how masters and slaves regarded
slavery (The influence of slaves' hom e tradition/laws). 
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*  Lack o f information 5

C/3V
'5 > >C v-3
o  C3

*YES- Used to 8

<D 1/5 * NO- Enslaving 2
£ J =  
O
X  £

situation



Fig.C62: Students' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded 
slavery (The influence of m asters' hom e laws 
and traditions)
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

zo
Y B * Legitimation / 6

Q Reproduction
E

CO * Legitimation of 4
S £ the slave trade

* Legitimation of
human behaviour 6

N
0 * Profit 2

Fig.C63: Students' ideas on how m asters and slaves regarded 
slavery (M asters' acceptance for sake of ethics: 
racial /cultural or moral superiority).
Distribution o f students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories

N° o f  students' 
m oves in category

* Negroes-racism 9

< uo
<D

* Economical, 6

U
O
CS political superior

< W<D ity
cc *Defeated people 1

O *Supremacy o f the -

W hite Race
*Culture/religion -

* Superiority between 4
countries and/or human
bein gs 2
* Slaves from all races



Fig.C 64: Students'judgm ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Pro /against).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N =15)

Categories
N" of students' 
m oves in category

* PRO -

*Freedom 6

00 *Equality 4
§ *Human being/object 1
< *Human Rights 1
< *Economical ex  1

ploitation

* Changes throughout time 1
* Past different from Present 2

Fig.C65: Students judgem ents on enslaving societies and 
their people (Slavery in past times)
D istribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* No freedom 6
a
2 ,

* No equality 2

X * Human Rights 8
f - * Mistreatment -

CQ
* Economical 

exploitation

a
* Profits (masters) -

Q
* Survival (slaves) -

§* National 
development

2



Fig.C 66: Students'judgem ents on enslaving societies and
their people (Present or past justifications).
Distribution o f  students' m oves, 16+ age group; (N =15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Profits 10
tn t- * Work force -

a
C/} * Personal power -
a * Lack o f feelings 3

* Religion 1
cn <D>ca * Survival -

on

c/)<D
' C
c

* Developm ent 3
3
O * Political power 5

U

NO JUSTIFICATION -

Fig.C67: Students' personal projection into m asters' and
slaves' roles (Slaves' feelings towards the masters) 
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Y * Friendly feelings 8
E and correct behaviour
S * Not forgeting the 7

enslaved situation

N * Not get used to 1
O slavery

Fig.C68: Students' personal projection into m asters' and 
slaves' roles (Future).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Freedom 5
* Freedom for all 7
* Fam ily, job 2
* Humane treatment -
* To be a master -

* Not thinking o f the 
future

1



Fig.C69: Sources of information students had acess.
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories N° o f students' 
m oves in category

Family- Friends 5

* History 1 2

8 *Portuguese -
X * Religion -
uon * Econom ics 2

* T elevision: m ovies, 8
S
Q documentaries.
UJ
2 * Brazilian Soaps -

* American Films -

Fig.C70: Exam ples of societies with slavery
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories N° of students' 
m oves in category

* Egipt 6
* Greece 6
* Rome 9
* Portugal - Brazil 12
* Portugal - Africa 4
* USA 7
* Spain- South America -

* South Africa 1

Fig.C71: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their m asters from death (Slaves' daily 
life conditions).
Distribution o f students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° of students' 
m oves in category

* Slaves dependency 
towards the masters 
concerning the daily 
survival

2



Fig.C72: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (Slaves as part o f m asters' 
family).

Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
C ategories m oves in category
NO: Students' contempora A

ry notion o f family
YES: Slaves' acceptance of 

the Roman notion of 1 1

family

Fig.C73: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (The influence o f the slaves' 
idea of belonging to their masters' family).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

* PANAPIO's slave = 9
family

* A N T IU S's slave= 6
friendship

Fig. C74: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (M asters' obedience) 
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* "No other choice if 
they wanted to survive"

1 5

Fig.C75: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for 
saving their masters from death (Notion of 
duty and loyalty)
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

N° o f students'
Categories m oves in category

*Duty = obligation 15
*Loyalty= keeping secrets 7
*Loyalty= not lying 7
*Loyalty= respect 1



Fig.C76: Students ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their m asters from death (Feelings or conditions 
for duty and loyalty)
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories

N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*Duty= moral conduct 15
towards all people

*L oyalty= affectionate
behaviour towards family 15
and friends

Fig.C77: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving 
their masters from death (Duty and loyalty between 
people with different social positions).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

C ategories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

* Independent from social 15
positions

* Duty = more frequent felt
by people from lower 3
social positions

Fig.C78: Students' ideas about the slaves' reasons for saving
their m asters from death (Slaves' thoughts: spontaneity 
or planned).
Distribution of students' moves, 16+ age group; (N=15)

Categories
N° o f students' 
m oves in category

*THOUGHTS:"to save their 12
masters"

* Spontaneously: Panapio's 1 2
slave; Planned: Antius's
slave

* Both planned 3
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Annex 4
Education State Department Orientations /  

Notes from History textbooks

For a better understanding of the conditions and the results of this study, we provide 
some information on curricular subjects, aims, concepts and suggestions on the basis of 
the National syllabus for the teaching of History in Secondary Schools.

We also add some remarks based on an informal analysis of History textbooks, 

concerning references to Slavery and Roman slavery. Four different textbooks published 
in the North of Portugal were consulted.

1- First group of students (7th grade / 12+ age group)
These students had studied some aspects of Roman Civilisation at the beginning of their 
previous school year, the 6th grade.

6th grade: Excerpts of curricular subjects, aims, concepts and suggestions

Subjects (Them e 2.1) A im s C oncepts/notions S u ggestion s

R om ans and Iberians: 
r e s i s t a n c e  a n d  
Rom anisation in 
Portugal

*To identify the Iberian 
peoples' characteristics 
*T o  id e n t i f y  th e  
changes occurring  in 
the Iberian Peninsula

*Empire
*Rom anisation

* M a p s : s ta g e s  o f
Rom an conquests in the 
I b e r ia n  P e n in s u la ;  
Geographical 
organisation 
*C hrono log ical lines: 
Roman conquests 
* P ic tu res  o f  R om an 
vestiges: cities, roads, 
bridges, etc.
*Texts: Rom an legacy: 
Latin, law.

6th grade: Notes from the History textbooks
Slaves are only referred to as one of the reasons for Roman domination and subsequent 
occupation. Slaves were a cheap work force needed for the development of the Roman 
Empire.

In one book there is a reference to slaves,within another subject; - The presence of 

Moslems in the Iberian Peninsula.



2- Second group of students (9th grade / 14+ age group)
These students had studied Roman Civilisation in the 7th grade. In the 8th grade they 
also studied the slave trade during the Portuguese Discoveries Era.

7th grade: Excerpts of curricular subjects, aims, concepts and suggestions

Subjects (Them e 2.2) 

Rom an civilisation
( i n )

^G eographical areas of 
occupation, economy, 
society, political 
institutions 
^Culture: Law, 
Urbanism , Arts, Reli

gion and Daily life

A im s

*To ch a rac te rise  the 
R o m a n  e c o n o m y  
a c c o rd in g  to  th e  
m u ltip le  g eo g ra p h ic  
a reas  and d if fe re n t 
human resources 
*To understand the role 
o f  language (L a tin ), 
Law and adm inistrative 
organisation as unified 
elem ents o f the Roman 
Empire
*T o re c o g n is e  the  
Rom an legacy for the 
contemporary world

C oncepts/notions

* Empire
* Urbanism
* Com mercial economy
* Latifundium
* M agistrate
* Senate
* M unicipality
* Latin
* Law

S u g g est io n s

* M aps
* Chronological lines
* T e x ts :  R o m a n  
a u th o rs ; d a ily  life  
descriptions.
* Pictures: Roman 
rem ains (Europe, Spain 
and Portugal)

7th grade: Notes from the History textbooks
References to slaves are present in all the four textbooks. They refer to them as war 
prisoners and as a cheap work force needed for the development of the Latifundium. 
They name exceptions, such as the Greek slaves, seen as teachers of wealthy Romans' 
sons. No documents are presented. Only one book presents a picture of Roman daily life 
showing a 'female slave' hairdressing her master. No specific task is related to slavery. 
Two textbooks present the following aim: - recognise the existence of different values 
and cultures. However, there are no texts, documents or activities connected with it.



8th grade: Excerpts of curricular subjects, aims, concepts and suggestions

Subjects(Theme 5.1)

Portuguese Discoveries 
Era (XV-XVI)

*R oya l and  o th e r 
social groups' interests 
^ D is c o v e r i e s  a n d  
conquests: geographical 
a reas  and  ty p es o f 
econom ic exploitation 
^ P e n in su la r  em pires: 
Portuguese-Spanish 
rivalry

A im s

*To identify d ifferen t 
types of reasons for the 
P ortuguese D iscovery  
Enterprise
*To distinguish  types 
o f  o c c u p a tio n  and  
exploration  in A frica, 
the Orient and America 
* T o  d i s t i n g u i s h  
between the Portuguese 
an d  th e  S p a n is h  
colonial empires

C oncepts/notions

* Astronomical naviga
tion
*Captain-donee (lord of 
a province, Braz.) 
*Colonisation 
*Trading post (feitoria) *Mare clausum 
^Colonial em pire 
^Trading monopoly 
*Slave trade 
^Cultural adaptation 
*Evangelisation

S u ggestion s

*M aps: journeys, trade 
areas, traffic, products 
*Texts: descriptions of 
p ilo ts , m is s io n a r ie s , 
adventurers, m erchants, 
e tc . ( c o n ta c ts  w ith  
natives); docum ents on 
crown decisions concer
ning the adm inistration 
of colonies;

8th grade: Notes from the History textbooks
All four books refer to the slaves, with a focus on the Triangular Trade.

One book presents an excerpt of Zurara's Chronicle of Guinea (XVI), describing a slave 
market. The task only asks for a general comment.

Two books quote an excerpt of C. R. Boxer's essay, which refers to the inter-tribal wars 
as one of the sources of the slave trade. Both textbooks ask students to make a general 
comment.

One book offers two short stories named “the slave Manuel Canarinho” and “Sabi the 
young black boy”. There are no tasks attached to these texts.

In three books there are pictures showing chained slaves. Again, there are no tasks 

attached to them.

In all textbooks there are maps showing the Triangular Trade. Students are asked to 
identify the trade routes and the correspondent products.

The Education State Department documents present the following aim for the teaching of 

this subject: 'To understand the provisional nature of cultural values in different spaces 
and historical times'. However, there is no material or activities that may be connected 

with this aim in any of the texbooks.
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3- Third group of students (11th grade / 16+ age group)
In the 10th grade these students had studied the Portuguese Discoveries Era in depth, as 
well the Portuguese colonisation in Africa and Brazil.

10th grade: Excerpts of curricular subjects, aims, concepts and suggestions

Subjects (Them e 4)

C o lo n ia l  c o n f l i c ts  
between Europe and the 
non -E uropean  w orld: 
Iberian empires (XVI)

* Dispersion and hete
rogene ity  o f co lonial 
im plem entation
* Portuguese diaspora
* S p a n ish  E m p ire : 
America
* Trade exploitation: 
ty p e s  o f  te r r ito r ia l 
o c c u p a t i o n  a n d  
colonisation
* C o n ta c ts  w ith  
d iffe ren t peop le and 
cultures:
-Black Africa: Triangu
lar trade
- O rien t: Je su itic a l 
evangelisation; cultural 
exchanges
- A m erica: m iscegina- 
lion, cultural adaptat
ion; religious syncre
tism
* Je su its : e v a n g e li
sation; integration

A im s

* T o  d i s t i n g u i s h  
betw een  the Spanish 
and  the  P o rtu g u e se  
empires
* T o  r e l a t e  th e  
o rg a n is a t io n a l  and  
econom ical m odel of 
co lon isa tion  w ith the 
cu ltu ral, political and 
econom ical features of 
each colonised region
* To d istingu ish  the 
nature o f the contacts 
established between the 
E u ro p e a n s  and th e  
natives o f the O rient, 
Africa and America

* To assess the im pact 
o f  th e  E u ro p e a n  
p r e s e n c e  on th e  
econom y, culture and 
re lig ion  o f the non- 
European peoples.

Concepts

* Colonial em pire
* Diaspora
* Colonisation
* Colony plantation
* Captain-donee
* Allotm ent law
* M aster o f a sugar- 
m ill
* ‘Encom ienda’ (legal 
docum ent that sets the 
land and the num ber of 
I n d ia n s  fo r  e a c h  
colonist)
* ‘A s ie n to ’ (con trac t 
between Spanish crown 
and the enterprises)
* ‘R e p a r t ia m e n to ’ 
(distribution of Indians 
per encomienda)
* Evangelisation
* Slavery; slave trade
* M iscegination
* 'Casados' (married)
* Cultural adaptation

S u ggestion s

* M a p s :  p o l i t i c a l ,
com mercial and cultural 
areas; tra ff ic  ro u tes , 
products, etc.
*Texts:
- D escriptions m ade by 
p ilo ts , m is s io n a r ie s , 
adventurers, m erchants, 
etc.
-C row n and C hurch: 
decisions and orienta
tions.
* W orking in groups: 
B ra z ilia n , A m eric an  
In d ian  and  A fric an  
c u l t u r e s  ( m u s i c ,  
religion, cuisine, fauna, 
flora (Past and Present)

10th grade: Notes from the History textbooks
We consulted only two textbooks, because they were the only ones that northern editors 
present in the market. The geographic origin of the editors of books influences the 
teachers' choices, because they develop personal advertisement campaigns and offering 
free press copies.

They present a text and several types of materials. At the end of each theme, there are a 
few pages with activities.
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Concerning the text and written documents, it is possible to state that they focus political 
events and decisions regarding colonial affairs (Portuguese and Spanish Crowns' 
documents). There are also some excerpts of journals of pilots, merchants, 
administration reports, contracts of trading posts (‘feitorias’), contracts of 'capitanias' 

(lands given to captains-donee), excerpts of laws concerning land exploitation and 

distribution, etc.. There are also some excerpts of official 'Chronicles' (excerpts) that 
provide information on trades, products, etc..

These texbooks provide several maps situating the Portuguese and Spanish conquests in 
America and the Portuguese and Spanish commercial routes (XVI, XVII). There is some 
demographic data (XVI, XVII) on the emigration towards the different colonial areas and 
on the Portuguese public revenues (sugar, gold, slaves, spices, etc.)

As to the Slave trade, there is some material, namely documents referring to the sources 
(West and Central Africa), maps, and a narrative of Priest Carlo, describing the 
conditions in the slave boats. One textbook offers statistics on the slave trade between 
1570 and 1670.

Both books present excerpts of historians' essays discussing the following aspects: 
slaves' geographical origins, the consequences of the slave trade in African demography 
and economy, political organisation and the role of African kings and tribal leaders in the 

slave trade.

One of the books provides a diagram of Brazilian ethnic groups nowadays, excerpts of 
Brazilian historians' essays on the Portuguese presence in Brazil and on the presence of 
multiple cultures (cuisine, music, religion, languages).

In both books all the activities concerning this theme are mainly related to political and 

economic aspects of Portuguese and Spanish colonial Empires. As to the sub-theme: 
“Contacts with different people and cultures”, only one book presents an activity based 
on the reading of a Boxer's excerpt on the miscegination phenomenon. The aims are: -to 
show the importance of the cultural adaptation process on the Brazilian territory, and -to 

explain the Jesuits' defence of the Indians.


